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ABSTRACT 

This thesis argues that the assumption that there is no tradition of theatre or 
the performing arts in general in the Arab World because Islam does not allow 
figurative arts is not well founded. It shows how and why new theatrical trends have 

emerged in the Arab World and have become successful. Thus, the study starts with 
Chapter One - 'The Arab World And Theatical Tradition' - which is a general survey 

of Arab theatre including aspects of performance arts throughout history. This is 

followed by a survey of the emergence and development of modem Algerian theatre 
in which the factors behind this emergence and the success of the three trends 
described in this study are analysed. These are illustrated through three plays by three 

major contemporary playwrights in three similar sections each including a biography 

of the author with particular emphasis on his theatre cart4r and his views on theatre in 

Algeria and an annotated translation of a sekted play followed by a commentary. A 

major concern of this worý has been to make available through original translations 
important plays from the contemporary Algerian theatre that have not previously been 

published. Chapter Two deals with Kateb Yacine and includes three parts: a) The life 

of Kateb Yacine - b) An annotated translation of Fafist7in MaghdUra (Palestine 
Betrayed). - c) A commentary on the play. 

Chapter Three deals with Abdelkader Alloula and includes a) The life of the 

playwright - b) An annotated translation of AI-Ajw6d (The Story of The Generous 

People - c) A commentary on the play. 

Chapter Four deals with Slimane Benaissa and includes: a) The life of the 

playwright - b) An annotated translation of Blilram fid AI-Guddim (Carry on 
B5115m - c) A commentary on the play. 

The thesis closes with concluding observations. 
0 
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PREFACE 

In this study we shall show the three major trends in contemporary Algerian 

theatre have emerged. The trends will be illustrated through the three most important 

practitioners - Kateb Yacine, Abdelkader Alloula and Slimane Benaissa - with a 
representative play from each playwright, respectively Falistin Maghdiw-a (Palestine 
Betrayed , Al-A 1Ný-ad (The Storv of the Generous 

-P and Blillim 
- 

id Al- 
Gud6m (Carry On Blillam). 

the background to these latest trends in Algerian theatre is described, as are 
the factors which caused them to appear. This has been done by first providing a 
general historical survey of aspects of Arab traditions in the performing arts, followed 
by a study of the emergence and development of modem Algerian theatre. This 
shows that, by drawing on the national traditional heritage and on traditional 
performing arts - forgotten, ignored or considered irrelevant by most modem Arab 
playwrights - new trends of theatre have developed which identify more closely with 
national culture and the expectations of the public. The three plays have not been 
chosen through personal preference, nor are they necessarily the best and most 
acclaimed in the new repertoire, but they are typical of the new trends and they were 
the only ones available in script form when the research involved in this thesis was 
undertaken. Although a script of Mohamed. Prends Ta Valise was available, 
Palestine Betrayed was chosen to highlight another aspect of Kateb Yacine's theatre 
which is not only concerned with Algeria but also with international issues. 

The research work for this study includes material on the Arab world in 

general and on Algeria in particular. It comprises essentially material on theatre, oral 
tradition and traditional performing arts. The translation of the plays from Algerian 
Arabic into English is, to the best of our knowledge, the first of its kind and illustrates 
the new trends in contemporary Algerian drama. 

The work of translation was very difficult for several reasons. I'he plays are 
unpublished and one of the major problems is that the language used does not follow 
definite norms of spelling and grammar and required detailed knowledge of Algerian 
Arabic, modem Arabic and French so that certain words and phrases could be 
deciphered. The script of Palestine Betrayed was provided by an actor, it is in bad 

condition and very badly printed and the content had to be checked with the help of a 
tape recording of the play because Kateb Yacine was not available. Carry On 
BBIIBm is also badly printed and the script was checked by the playwright who 
suggested some passages should be removed. The StoU-of the Generous People is 
the only script which was very clearly printed. 

Several perforrnances of the plays, and of the rehearsals of Palestine 
Betrayed in 1976, were attended as part of the research. In interviews with Slimane 
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Benaissa and Abdelkader Alloula, Algerian theatre, the playwright's work and the 
plays referred to in this study were discussed with them. Other sources of information 

were journalists and people involved in theatrical activity. This approach related 
mainly to Benaissa and Alloula because there is hardly any material about their work 
in comparison with Kateb Yacine. Because of his early reputation, Kateb Yacine has 
been and still is the subject of many papers, dissertations and theses. However, 
Benaissa and Alloula each provided a compilation of articles and papers about their 
work which they had kept up to date. 

The quotations in the text come from two different languages - Arabic and 
French. We have determined to render all of them in English for the purposes of 
consistency. 

We have included a system of transliteration which is different from the one 
commonly used in Algeria. Arabic names and words appearing in references have 
been reproduced in their original transliterated form and show differences with the 
symbols used in the system we have chosen. 

I 
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CHAPTER I 

The Arab World and Theatrical Traditionl 

There is a general belief amongst Western scholars of theatre that Muslim 

societies in the Arab World have no theatrical tradition. Dramatic arts, they have 

argued, were imported from the West and first appeared in Egypt and Lebanon in the 
late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. Most scholars, historians, critics 
and orientalists outside the Arab World - and indeed, many commentators inside it as 
well - have agreed, claiming that drama could not have developed there because Islam 
does not permit representation of the human form whether in fine arts, plastic arts or the 
performing arts. Because of this prohibition, any development of a theatrical tradition 
would have run counter to Islamic ethical principles. Furthermore, the argument runs, 
since the entire universe is governed, ruled and organised by Allah according to Islam, 
there was no need for a dramatic tradition to symbolise, articulate and exemplify the 
human comedy or tragedy, conflict and suffering. 

The view still commands powerful support and is reflected in most works 
dealing with the arts in the Arab World and in individual Arab countries. A recent 
publication on Algerian theatre begins with the following words: 

Although some spontaneous forms. of drama have existed in 
Arab-Muslim. Societies, one cannot speak of the existence of theatre in 
the Islamic tradition, in the Western sense of the word. Certain 
commentators, such as Nfichael Habart, in his preface to Henri Krea's 
Seisme, vehemently defend the existence of a theatrical tradition 
particular to Islam. He identifies this in certain pre-theatrical forms: 
farce, mime and other forms of popular expression. 

Nonetheless, even though this type of artistic expression does 
exist, we must accept that a genuine theatrical phenomenon does not 
exist in Arab countries. The very meagre bibliography of Arab theatre 
criticism that exists indicates how few people have thought theatre a 
worthwhile subject for study precisely because of the lack of this 
tradition. 2 

Opinions like these have also received reinforcement by academic reference to 
the medieval philosopher, Averroes, whose work has been interpreted to support the 
view that the Arabs had no idea whatsoever about drama. Although Western scholars 
do accept that the legacy of classical Greece was translated and transmitted to the West 
by Arab scholars, they claim that the Arab translators did not understand words like 

I Ibis part was published in Arab Affairs, Vol. 4, Summer/Autumn 1987, under the 
title "Arab Theatrical Tradition", pp. 53-65. The review is published in London by the 
League of Arab States. 
2 Baffet, Roselyne. Tradition Thkfitrale et Modernitk en Algkrie p. 17, Marmattan, 
Paris, 1985. 
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tragedy and comedy. Thus, when Averroes translated Aristotle's Poetics, he translated 
'tragedy' and 'comedy' by 'pandgyrie' (encomium) and 'satire'. 

This academic consensus that the theatrical arts did not exist in Arab societies is 

now so widespread and deeply rooted that it has acquired the status of received wisdom 
and is no longer questioned. Indeed, the consensus is now so strong that a sceptical 
observer must question the underlying purpose of the arguments that have been used to 
define it. Is the consensus merely intended to prove that Islam prohibits theatre? Or is 
it intended to demonstrate that, because this art form is not indigenous to the Arab 
World and is appropriately judged by universally accepted - European - norms, it is 
inherently Western in origin and hence reinforces the concept of Western cultural 
superiority? In any case, how seriously can all these arguments be taken and how 
objective are they in reality? After all, whatever approach they adopt, they all start 
from one basic axiom - that Islam is a hindrance to this particular art form. 

Historical evidence does suggest that the early converts to Islam did effectively 
abandon their cultural past, accepting instead the values of the new religion. However, 
this does not mean that no theatrical tradition had ever existed amongst them. 
Nonetheless, those scholars who defend the thesis that Arab theatre does not exist 
maintain their argument by characterising any element of that cultural past which did 

relate to the performing arts in general and to drama in particular as pre-theatrical 
forms. 11ey go on to argue that, even if some spontaneous forms of drama did exist 
they did not develop into a genuine form of theatre because they were smothered by 
Islam. 

The argument seems excessive, however. Even if it is true that Islam was 
inimical to theatre, it is a little difficult to believe that its introduction could have 
created a spontaneous tabula rasa. Indeed, how can a new order being established in 

any society not adapt itself to that society? In fact, for these arguments to be 

uncritically accepted the reader would need to have an apocalyptic vision of history and 
social order to envisage the complete destruction of a society and its spontaneous 
resurrection into a new order as a result of Islam. 

An Alternative View 

An alternative view would seek to establish a more historical approach to the 
problem and might well start from the proposal that the arguments put forward by these 
scholars are misleading because they stem from the notion of 'pre-theatrical' forms and 
from the assumption that Islam actively forbade any form of human representation - 
hence all figurative arL In fact, there is no mention in the Koran of any Idnd of 
prohibition of such representation. Nonetheless, even if some academic critics of the 
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Arab theatrical tradition do accept this fact, they then resort to arguments based on 
popular interpretation of the Koran or to certain of the With (the sayings of the Prophet 
Muhammad), to justify their claims. - 

In reality - and despite these long sustained prejudices to the contrary - Arab- 
Muslim societies have long traditions in the performing arts and in drama in particular. 
These traditions have been dismissed simply because they do not comply with Western 

norms. At this point a caveat is in order, for there were instances where religious 
authorities did condemn or criticize and even ban certain forms of artistic expression. 
For instance, the qUSS2iS3 who appeared with the advent of Islam and became an element 
in propagation of the teaching of the Koran and the Prophet Muhammad within the 
context of the mosque were condemned and eventually banned. However, this occurred 
when they developed their proselytic techniques into what was virtually an independent 
art form by applying personal creativity and imagination to the basic texts. Such an 
approach clearly outraged Islamic principle and thus, inevitably, they were considered 
as heretics. Another form of drama which was and still is considered heretic is the 
ta'zyeh - the equivalent of the Christian mystery plays - which is performed every year 
during Gslr=4 to commemorate the killing of Hussein. 5 The bans on these forms of 
theatrical expression were inevitable, however, because of their close identity with 
doctrinal issues. 

At the same time, it is interesting to note* that the only forms of theatrical 
expression that are accepted by academic critics of Arab theatre as genuine are those 
traditions which orthodox Muslims would consider heretical. The reason seems to be 
that they expressed revolt and rebellion against established power and established 
religious authority - as if all drama was simply born from revolt and conflict. Yet, such 
approaches merely implicitly confirm the long established cultural traditions of the 
Arab World which extend back far beyond the advent of Islam and which also form part 
of a cultural continuum that stretches forward to the modem day. If indeed, conflict, 
revolt, thirst for knowledge or reconciliation with natural calamity are inherent in a 
dramatic tradition, such a tradition hasexisted within Middle Eastern literature since the 
fourth millennium BC. It is characterised by the Epic of Gilgamesh. 

3 qussas are another End of story-tellers. They appeared with the advent of Islam and 
were*Led in the propagation of the new religion which meant that their material was 
mainly drawn from religious stories. 
4 '21shura is the tenth day of Muýarram the first Muslim month. It is also the day on 
which Hussein died. (See note 5. ) 

5 Hussein (also written Husayn) Ibn Alýi TSlib, grandson of the Prophet Muhammad. 
He died in the battle of Karbala on Muharram 10 - 61 (October 680) against Ibn Ziyad's 
army. He and his brother Hassan were*denied the succession to the throne by 
Mu"Awiya- The Shi-ite Muslims commemorate the death of Hussein in lament hence 
the processions of the tazyeh. 
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The Epic of Gilgamesh 

The Epic of Gilgamesh, the famous King of Uruk in Mesopotamia, goes back to 
the fourth millennium BC. Although incomplete and much older than Homer's Iliad it 
is still one of the finest epics which has survived through the centuries and has appeared 
in many ancient languages, such as Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite. Indeed its 
influence may well have spread farther afield, for an active debate over whether Asiatic 
legend and mythology had any influence on Greek literature continues. However, as 
Sanders suggests: 

If Greek lyric of the seventh century is modem, the Greek Epic 
still belonged in part to the same legendary world of Gilgamesh, the 
King of the ancient Uruk. It would have been historically possible for 
the poet of the Odyssey to hear the story of Gilgarnesh, not garbled but 
direct, for ships from Ionia and the Islands were already trading on the 
Syrian coast. At Al-Mina and at Tarsus the Greeks were in contact with 
the Assyrians... It is less the case of prototypes and parentage than for 
similar atmosphere. The world inhabited by Greek bards and Assyrian 
scribes, in the eighth and seventh centuries, was small enough for there 
to have been some contact between them... Therefore it is not surprising 
that Gilgamesh, Enkidu, Humbata should seem to inhabit the same 
universe as the gods and mortals of the Homeric Hymns, Hesiod's 
Theogony, and the Odyssey. Common to all is the mise en sc6ne, a 
world in which gods and demi-gods fratemise with men on a fragment of 
known earth which is surrounded by the unknown waters of ocean and 
the Abyss. 6 

The Epic of Gilgamesh is indeed one of a series of important literary documents 

produced by the rich civilisation of Babylon. These works represent the first formal 

attempts by man to express his thoughts and ideas on life and its meaning through art. 
It was written long before the Old Testament, the Rig Veda in India or the Avesta in 
Persia. Indeed, literature in mesopotarnia - Iraq - was recorded at least One lihousand 

years before any other known literature elsewhere. 

Insofar, therefore, as cultural traditions form part of a continuum that underlies 
specific cultural and religious events, this unique literary phenomenon provides the 

roots and forms one of the distinct aspects of an authentic Arab dramatic tradition. The 
Epic of Gilgamesh is the prototype of drama because of the nature and the aspects of the 
story it tells. As Sanders points out, "Through the action we are shown a very human 

concern with mortality, the search for knowledge, and for an escape from the common 
lot of man... If Gilgamesh is not the first hero, he is the first tragic hero of whom 
anything is known. "7 And in his search for knowledge because of his own ignorance he 
falls into the chaos of anxiety, while his escape from the chaos only brings him into a 

6 Sanders, N. K. - The Epic of Gilgamesh Penguin Classics, Hannondsworth, England, 
new version 1973, pp. 45-46. 
7 Ibid. p. 7. 
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situation characterised by further and violent anxiety and tragedy. Gilgamesh is, in 

short, the epitome of what may now be described as Theatre of the Absurd. Ibis aspect 

of the Gilgamesh legend is thoroughly analysed by Chakib El-Khouri in his Le Th6fitre 

Arabe de I'Absurde where he argues that: 

What we call 'Thdfitre de Boulevard' today is just a superficial 
and decadent deviation, whereas the works of contemporary playwrights 
of the absurd really constitute a continuity in theatrical tradition 
stretching back to Gilgamesh, the pioneer hero. 

In this context, the importance of an analysis of Iraqi theatre 
stems from the fact that the Epic of Gilgamesh is the original form of 
drama, particularly in this part of the Arab World. It follows, therefore, 
that the theatre of the absurd is neither an imitation of modem western 
drama nor is it influenced by it; for civilisations align and interact 
through access to common sources based on human experience. 
Gilgamesh, the historical hero, and the epic which now encapsulates his 
legend, are in fact two elements that have been perpetuated throughout 
dramatic experimentation today: Gilgamesh in the contemporary 
Theatre of the Absurd, and the Epic in its traditional theatre form. 8 

Indeed, El-Khouri in his detailed investigation of the Epic of Gilgamesh and the 
Babylonian literary tradition gives ample evidence of this form of drama and shows 
how it has a bearing - together with other traditional material - on contemporary Arab 

playwrights of the absurd, like Tawfik Al-Hakirn and Youssef Idris in Egypt, or Issam. 
Mahfonz and Raymond Gebara in Ubanon. 

Yet quite apart from this somewhat arcane link with experimental Arab theatre 
today, the Epic of Gilgamesh has a direct relevance to more popular and traditional 
forms of Arab literary expression, as an analysis of its structure makes it clear. The 
Epic itself opens with a prologue: 

I will proclaim to the world the deed of Gilgamesh. This was a 
man to whom all things were known; this was the king who knew the 
countries of the world. He was wise, he saw mysteries and knew secret 
things, he brought us a tale of the days before the flood. He went on a 
long journey, was weary, worn out with labour, returning he rested, he 
engraved on a stone the whole story. 9 

I It is interesting to note here the strildng similarity with the form and style 
adopted by the modem madda'-h or haka%rad (story-teller). The prologue is followed by 

00 
several episodes related to important events in the life of the hero. There is no doubt 

that it is Gilgamesh who is the central figure, for, although the gods are omnipresent 
within a metaphysical world, the Epic of Gilgamesh is determinedly secular and not part 
of a religious ritual. It is divided into twelve long poems, originally inscribed on twelve 

8 EI-Khouri, Chakib - Le Th6ätre Arabe de l'Absurde, 
- pp. 15-16. 

9 The Epic of Gileamesh, op. cit. p. 61. 

ed. A. G. Nizet, Paris 1978, 
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different tablets, and there have been many suggestions that it was originally recited or 
presented in some other form during a twelve day festival. The structure of the Epic, 
like the epic in traditional form, is reflected in the repetition of long passages, words 
and greeting formulae. 

These are familiar characteristics of oral poetry, tending to assist 
the task of the reciter, and also to give satisfaction to the audience. A 
demand for exact repetition of favourite and well-known passages is 
familiar to any nursery story teller, along with fierce disapproval of any 
deviation, however slight, from the words used when the story was told 
for the first time. Now, as then, an almost ritual exactitude is required of 
the reciter and the story-teller. 10 

Hence the very structure of the Epic of Gilgamesh would have inevitably given 
birth to the tradition of the story-teller whose art was and still is widespread throughout 
the Arab World. It thus plays a crucial role in the formation of Arab theatre, since the 
Arab theatrical tradition derives, in large part, from popular forms of literary expression, 
such as the 'Theatre of Shadows' and the story-teller. 

Popular Theatrical Traditions 

It is only in the late 1960's that Arab scholars, mainly individuals connected 
with the theatre, started to point out that the popular art forms of the 'Theatre of 
Shadows' and the story-teller were, in reality, - genuine theatrical forms which 
corresponded to the artistic needs of Arabic society and its understanding of the 
universe. Although the 'Theatre of Shadows' has not survived the onslaught of colonial 
and post-colonial experience, the story-teller is a symbol of Arab theatre which is of 
universal significance and is thoroughly embedded in the modem Arab theatrical 
tradition. 

The story-teller is part of a very old and intensely rich oral tradition which 
stretches back to the pre-Islamic period when the art form had many and varied 
functions. Iliere were many Idnds of story-tellers whose diversity was reflected in the 
wide range of titles they received. In fact, this diversity makes it difficult today to 
distinguish between the different categories of the story-teller that did actually exist and 
it is only by investigating the minute differences in their activities that they can be 

categorised. Even then, because the activities were so similar and the differences 

relatively minor, confusion still persists over their real nature. Indeed, the real 
differences in performance and technique between story-tellers described as ýWya, 

samir, muhaddith, qussi7s, madda-ý, gaww5l or riawi are sti unclear. Nowadays, U 
however, the position has been simplified and there are basically only two types of 

6* 

story-tellers who are given different names in different regions of the Arab World. 

10 Ibid. p. 48. 
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The Fakiya or muqallid (imitator) used to perform his stories in the souk, before 

pilgrims to Mecca, or before private audiences in the evening. His art is very similar to 
that of the s5mir in the sense that his material is essentially epic and relates the heroes 

and heroic events. The muqallid also took part in major cultural events, such as the 
'Ukaz festival which was held every year and lasted for two weeks. The festival was an 
important economic, political, social and cultural event which attracted numerous Arab 

tribes. Alongside poets who read their poems in competitions the muqallid entertained 
his audience with epic and mime. This one-man show still exists throughout the Arab 
World. 

The pre-Islamic Era produced many epics, such as "The Days of the Arabs", "7, ir 
Salem" or "'Antara" which even today are still used, with minor changes which adapt 
them to new circumstances, by the contemporary story-teller. Originally these stories 
were usually told during evening sittings (samar) by the musilmir. The evening is 

traditionally a favourable time of day for the story-teller, for his audience will be 

relaxed and attentive. His material, taken from the epic tradition, touches essentially on 
historical themes which relate to major local events of the past, to battles fought 
between tribes, to the history of a tribe and of its ancestors. Indeed, originally, every 
tribe or major family had its mus2imir, thus the modem m1damir can be regarded as the 
bearer of local tradition or even as the historian of a particular tribal group in the 

modem world who constantly updates his repository of local oral tradition, thus 

sustaining and nourishing popular interest in the past. He acts, in fact, as a repository 
for the tradition known as "The Days of the Arabs". It is a tradition that has been 

analysed by Youssef Rachid Haddad, who has commented that: 

The number of Days is very large. These prose stories are a 
remarkable source for an understanding of pre-Islamic life, particularly 
as regards genealogy, social and religious affairs, moral values, concepts 
of hospitality, courage, generosity, perspicacity, honour, loyalty, love of 
freedom and the sense of cor=Unal life. Their main function is to 
acquaint us with the spirit of chivalry as exemplified by ancient Arab 
heroes. For centuries, the story-teller has kept the popular memory of 
those heroes alive. After all, each individual has to know the exploits of 
his ancestors, each tribe transmitted its history orally from generation to 
generation... "The Days of the Arabs" are bom from the mouth of the 
story-teller and they are the common property of the tribe. It is only 
from the eighth century onwards that they were collected and recorded 
on manuscripts and in books... for the tribes, the conception of time and 
space was confined to those important events used by the story-tellers as 
a historical background... In one sense, the pre-Islamic period has only 
left a vague and very scanty written literature which has become the 
subject of major debates among historians. It was a period of an 
essentially oral culture. Islam, however, elaborated new conceptions of 
history which went back to the beginning of the world, whereas history 
for the bedouin tribes was limited to their own activities and horizons, 
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unlike Islam which defined history in religious and prophetic terms 
through its references to Moses, Jesus and Muhammad. 11 

Even today story-tellers play an important role in the same context. Indeed, 
many people throughout the Arab World first learn about the history of Islam or 
discover the tradition of legend and epic from the maddilý or the muqallid. Originally, 

the niuqaffid and the musiFmir would have shared their story-telling activities with the 
clown, a figure also known in many other medieval societies and who would appear at 
court, in fairs and in the souks. Today, however, he has disappeared, leaving the story- 
teller with the field of popular history and legend to himself. 

The Story-Teller and Islam 

The advent of Islam brought many changes to oral tradition. Writing spread 
rapidly and encouraged a percOved need to record poetry, tales, stories, legend and 
epics. The deeds, words, thoughts and statements of the Prophet were also recorded in 

the great collection of the hadTth and codified as a guide to an appropriate lifestyle, the 
sunna, all formalised through the sharT'a (religious legal code) itself drawn from the 
Koran. 

As a result, the new society's need for the oral historical traditions of the 
muqallid or the mufaimir declined, simply because of the spread of literacy. However, it 
is significant that both institutions in fact adapted very well to the new order and 
managed to perpetuate the oral tradition. In fact, Islam enriched their repertoire and 
added new political, social and religious material to it. Indeed, it was precisely because 
the oral tradition was so strongly established and because of the way the muqallid and 
the mus7fmir were important in popular cultural tradition, that Islam had to turn to the 
same techniques itself in popularising its message. The result was the qtq or qt4fus, an 
institution which developed so rapidly, because it was clearly so well adapted to the 
environment, that it took on an independent existence which threatened Islamic 

orthodoxy. The inevitable result was that the institution had eventually to be banned by 
the authorities. 

The quýýas developed alongside the spread of Islam. He was intended to 
operate within a religious context, presenting to his audience religious epic stories. The 
institution thus paralleled the muqallid who dealt in tribal epics. According to Youcef 
Rachid Haddad: 

The tribal trend represents the continuity of the tribal heritage as 
honoured by the old story-tellers whereas the Islamic trend follows the 

11 Haddad, Youcef Rachid - Art u Conteur. Art de IlActeur, ed. Cahiers THatre 
Louvain - Louvain - la Neuve, 1982, p. 28. 
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Islamic principles transmitted by the qugas. lie history of the 
Prophet's conquests and battles was botý recorded in books and 
transmitted orally by the quýras who developed them in their own style 
and turned them into popular 'literature'. In the biographies of the 
Prophet, we find the history of the battles also told in a popular way and 
in a style similar to that of the Days of the Arabs. 12 

However, the qussa's tended to glorify the life of the Prophet Muhammad and 
exaggerate his deeds and exploits. The reason for this tendency was both social and 
religious. On the one hand disseminating knowledge about Islam and persuading their 
audiences of the value of strict adherence to Islamic precept was their primary function 

and the embodiment of such values within a historical figure was a simple way of 
making the message accessible to an audience conditioned by oral tradition. On the 
other hand, the qussas had also to face competition which, no doubt, led to distortion of 
the inherent message in a desire to capture audience attention. 

With the economic and political evolution of Arab society as a result of Islam 

and the conquest that followed the Prophet's early ministry, the muqallid (the 

traditional bedouin and tribal story-tellers) accompanied their tribal clientieles. Many of 
them came as a result, to settle in Iraq in Basra and Kufa: two towns which came to 
dominate the social, economic and cultural life of the early Islamic empire. They added 
to their traditional tribal repertoire new elements drawn from Islam and from the new 
events associated with Islam. They would perform. for tribes in public squares, in the 

mosques and in the main market place. They were very popular and highly appreciated 
in Iraq. 

The q4ýas were originally largely a response to this success and, as the new 
Islamic world developed, two types of quf47as appeared - one official, used as an 
instrument of propaganda and drawing only on Islamic sources, and the other using the 
same material but adding to it his own material and imagination. The second type of 
qiqý4, actually appeared after the Prophet had died, while the first type had already 
developed during the Prophet's lifetime. The second type, however, rapidly gained 
importance as he developed his art and repertoire. Although his function was primarily 
religious, he would use the Koran freely in his own independent literary inspiration. 
His material consisted of anecdotes, stories, myths and legends often derived - but not 
exclusively from religious sources with primary purpose ofsýmulating audience interest. 

Because of the religious material used by the qug5s, he often acquired a 
prophetic persona in the popular mind. He therefore also acquired considemble 
influence which obviously ixTitated the religious authorities, particularly the Orthodox 
leadership. The Caliph'ý. Ii, for instance, expelled the quss5s from the mosques because 

12 lbid, p. 40. 
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of the danger he considered them to represent. Indeed after the death of 'Umar and 
under the caliphates of 'UthriTan and 'Ali, there was a period of extended disruption. In 

the confused atmosphere, the qussas were very active and influential. They were also 

an easy target for officialdom to blame for the disturbances, because of their role in 

popu lar culture. As a result they were soon accused of fomenting trouble by 

encouraging the emergence of different religious sects. The process has been admirably 
described by Youssef Rachid Haddad: 

... the qugay developed rapidly, mainly, as we have seen, during 
troubles (al-fitnýh) which took place after 'Umar, under 'Uthrrian and 
'Ali. This development was due in no small measure because the story- 
tellers were committed to their social and demographic environment. 
The quss& therefore expanded their repertoire and their stories became 
richer in form, content and performance. The issue of performance is 
particularly noteworthy, for contemporary observers of the qu§ýHas 
phenomenon commented not only upon the text but also on the way the 
story was told and on the social conduct of the story-teller. Indeed, it 
was no accident that the listener-spectator of these events could not 
concentrate - unlike the solitary reader of a text - on the artistic 
manifestation of the story independently of its creator and reciter. 
Popular oral expression was, in short, and is similar to popular theatrical 
expression in the sense that it is intimately related to its creator and 
producer. Furthermore, the personality of the reciter is more profoundly 
related to what he relates than is the personality of the classic actor to the 
role he plays. Indeed, what interests us in the role playing of the actor is 
the way he uses all the available technical means (voice, stature, etc. ) to 
produce a theatrical effect. We are not interested in whether an actor 
plays perfectly the role of an evil man or a genuine hero, is himself bad 
or good. This, however, is not the case when an Arab story-teller 
presents a story. Often the story-teller uses his own characteristics and 
behaviour as they affect his daily life. *Through such illustrations drawn 
from life - his life - he generates empathy and emotion in the listener- 
spectator. Ile same thing occurs in popular theatre for the spectators 
constantly compare the role the actor plays with the way he appears in 
daily life. 

For all these reasons, it seems to us that the socio-political 
circumstances with which the Arabs were familiar had encouraged the 
story-tellers' art and helped them to practice their profession and perfect 
their techniques... In fact, the quýýas became dangerous when he used 
besides words, other artistic means to express his ideas. The word, 
sacred and respected in traditional Arab-Islamic society, seemed to be 
threatened by the q as who ignored the 'laws of God'. As the qussas 
developed his art in this sense, he integrated into it the domain ofihe 

'Uýsl S, 

spectacle and thus began to stray onto dangerous ground. Yet, although 
Islam may have rejected the figurative arts because of the hadith, 
religious doctrine of Islamic tradition, they did not cease to exist iý Arab 
society at a popular level, despite constant official harassment. The fact 
that there is little comment about them in doctrinal studies merely 
reflects religious and political power. We find the same attitude in 
Church (particularly when it is integrated in the state) towards actors and 
the theatre. The attitude of St. Augustine (4th-5th centuries AD) and that 
of the Byzantine Church towards actors, representation and theatre 
contrasts with the attitudes of the pre-Islamic Era (4th century AD) and 
compares well with attitudes adopted towards story-tellers after the first 
Islamic period, particularly those groups who acquired increasing 
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popularity and distinctiveness because of their innovations in 
presentation. They moved closer to the notion of spectacle as they failed 
to respect the strict letter of the transmitted texts and experimented 
beyond the limit of Koranic interpretation. They added in other stories, 
tales, legends and events of the day, largely using imagination and 
techniques to attract the listener-spectators. They resorted to the world 
of fairies, myth and legend and mingled scenes from the life of the 
Prophet and other religious figures from Judeo-Christian tradition, as 
well as Islam. 13 

The quýu developed their art further in the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
during the Abbasid period which saw a tremendous development in science, humanities, 
literature, Greek translations and religious works. 'Ille quýýas were as active and as 
productive as were scientists and scholars in the intellectually sympathetic atmosphere. 
In the succeeding centuries, however, the qulfais were to be banned from the mosques 
and condemned as heretics as religious orthodoxy was enforced. The result was that the 
two separate art forms of muqallid and quýýa-s were to be merged. Whereas the qiqý2rs 
developed from simple speech into movement and mime, the story-tellerfirnitator, the 

muqallid, moved from mime to speech. The two techniques have, therefore, reached the 

same mode of expression along different historical paths. 14 

Tradition and Modernity 

Today, therefore, there is a single popular tradition that extends from Morocco 

to Iraq, although the, artist himself is known under a variety of names - muqallid, 
madda-ý, rawi, gaww&, h-akiya - depending on the country or region concerned. 
However parallel to this form of expression, there is another which has survived and 
developed, mainly in Egypt - the mus: amir. 

Western domination of the Arab World through colonialism and cultural 
influence has resulted in the establishment of Western theatrical traditions associated 
with the proscenium arch theatre. It is a form totally alien to Arab cultural patterns. 
Nonetheless, Western drama has become accepted, has attracted an audience, produced 
playwrights, actors and directors. It has, in short, become the norm of drama in the 
Arab World as it has elsewhere. From the late nineteenth century until the present day, 

the Arab World has produced playwrights, many with world-wide reputations. The 

situation has persuaded many scholars that they can precisely date the birth of Arab 

theatre, with the most common dates quoted being 1847 for Ixbanon, 1846 for Egypt 

and 1923 for Algeria. On the other hand, any form of expression, any art form, which 
does not comply with the-norm embodied in the aesthetics associated with Western 

views of the performing arts is not considered drama or a proper theatrical form of 

13 Ibid, pp. 51 and 53. 
14 Ibid, p. 66. 
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expression. These assumptions are so deeply rooted in the Arab mind today or, more 
precisely, in the version of Westernised Arab dlites, that any authentic and genuine Arab 
form of theatre, such as the muqallid or madd5h, is considered cheap, vulgar and 
decadent. True theatre is experienced in a physical setting derived from a Western 

tradition and is still dominated by names such as Moliere and Shakespeare. The Arab 
World has not been alone in adopting these pre;; judices for they have been adopted 

widely elsewhere as well, such as in Africa. Nor is the tradition, in itself, lacking in 

relevance or value for the Arab World. However, insofar as it has implied the 
destruction (or the partial destruction in some regions) of indigenous art forms, its effect 
must be depreciated. 

However, the popular indigenous tradition began to be revived seriously in the 
1960's. Young and talented dramatists and actors became aware of the wealth of their 
heritage and started to draw upon it. Experiments based upon it are now being carried 
out throughout the Arab World and have already produced plays of high quality. 
While the traditional madda-h (muqallid) still performs in the market place or in the 
caM, the modem artist is brought onto the stage. Writers like Antoine Malouf, Issam. 
Mahfouz, Jalal Khouri (Lebanon), Youssef Idriss, Mahmoud Diab, Ali Salem (Egypt), 
Youssef Al-'; kni (Iraq), Moncef Souissi (Tunisia), Tayeb Seddiqi (Morocco), 
Abderrahmane Kaki, Kateb Yacine, Abdelkader Alloula, Slimane Benaissa (Algeria) to 
name but a few, are making extensive use of the an of the ma&6ý and most of the 
other traditional performing arts. They have literally revolutionised Arab drama. Ile 
difference with Western theatre is, exemplified by the example of Tayeb Seddiki in 
Morocco who draws huge crowds to a stadium (not a theatre in the normal Western 

sense) to watch and 'participate' in his plays. It is an example of what must be the 
ultimate goal of theatre, the festival with total communion amongst the participants, 
whether actor or audience. In- an even more encouraging sign of the revival of an 
indigenous theatrical tradition, the examples of Arab theatre - mainly based around the 
art of the story-teller - have at last started to reach beyond the boundaries of the Arab 
World. Experimental -theatre based on the madda-h has now been seen in Paris, New 
York and Rome. Although that has been an extremely limited contact, still confined to 
small experimental theatres, it represents an important breakthrough in establishing the 
credentials of indigenous Arab theatre in the wide world. It also shows how, with less 

prejudice, more permeability and openness, Western culture could gain much from Arab 

culture and broaden its view of the world. 

This new experimental form of theatre is not yet well established in the Arab 
World nor is it yet the model which contemporary Arab theatre follows. It is, however, 

an original form which identifies with Arab culture and thus responds to people's' needs 
and expectations. Unlike the typical Western form of drama which is limited to a 
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segment within the intellectual 61ite, it reaches wider audiences and appeals to more 
popular taste. The borrowed Western form went through different stages of imitation, 

translation, adaptation and experimentation in different Arab countries but has , to some 

extent, failed to fulfil its aims because: "The absorption of several centuries of theatrical 

experience at one time could not have acted as a stimulant to dramatic innovation 

because the experiments related a totally different dramatic reality. " 15 

Arab dramatists, in short, poured local dramatic content into a borrowed form. 
It was an experiment which did not succeed because as A. Laroui argues: "Arab society 
could never give the [borrowed] theatrical form the content which Teally fitted in. "16 

Recent experiments, however, show that the essence of the problem is in fact not 
necessarily that of borrowed fonn and local content but is, instead, essentially a 
question of content itself. J. E. Bencheikh argues that, "... the question is not to find a 
content which fits in a borrowed form., But one should ask whether such content could 
create its own fonn, whether defined as such or not. " 17 

A study of Algerian theatre shows that after decades of experiment and research, 
some Algerian playwrights have now found "a content which creates its own form. " It 

should not be assumed that this new form of drama is uniform throughout the Arab 

World, nor does this imply that Arab culture is unitary. Every Arab country has its own 
specific features marked by individual historical and'cultural. evolution. 

The Birth of the Ali! erian Theatre 

Like all the Arab countries, Algeria has not avoided the claim that it had no 
theatre tradition. Indeed, the advent of this art form in Algeria is usually dated as being 
in 1921. This date, in fact, is extended to other Arab countries as well and many 
scholars argue thak, an Egyptian company under George Abiad, touring Algeria in 1921, 

triggered off the creation of Algerian Theatre. This is partly true because the visit was 
met with great enthusiasm by Algerians who took pride in the idea of 'Arab' theatre 
given the prior exclusive control of French theatre over drama in Algeria. The 
Egyptians, however, came with a borrowed form of drama -a form which already 
existed in French Algeria. However, because they were an Arab company performing 
in Arabic, they acquired added appeal because of the sense of Arab nationalism then 

prevailing in Algeria. The question still remains, however, as to why an Egyptian 

company and not the French theatre already well established in Algeria, should have 
initiated the idea of a specific Algerian theatre given the fact that the form was common 

15 Bencheikh, J. E., in Tradition Thffitrale et Modernit6 en AI&6-n: e-, op. ciL P. 198. 
16 Ibid. p. 198. 
17 Ibid. p. 199. 
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to both cases. Ile reason might well be because, as mentioned earlier, the core of 
Algerian theatre already existed through the substantial pre-theatrical forms which had 

and still have a strong bearing on popular drama. If this is true, then neither of the 

reasons given really explains the beginning of modem Algerian theatre. Furthermore, 

as RoselYne Baffet comments: 

Algerian theatre owes its existence to a tradition of struggle and 
opposition acquired during the recent history of the country. From the 
banning of karaguz in 1842 to the exile and clandestine nature of the 
theatre of combat just before independence, the history of the Algerian 
theatre is closely linked with political struggle. Indeed, political 
commitment has always been the major characteristic of this theatrical 
form. 18 

The 'Theatre of Shadows' or karaguz, 9 arrived in Algeria from Turkey via 
Sicily and was one of the main forms of leisure in large towns throughout North Africa 

- such as Fez, Tangiers, Oran, Algiers, Constantine and Tunis. It consisted of the 

projection onto a screen of the shadow of puppets manipulated by one man, who also 

spoke the dialogue. The stories were based on the adventures of the hero Karaguz and 
became politicised after the invasion of Algeria by France in 1830 with Karaguz 

changing from his role as virile hero to that of victor over the French. The anti-French 
overtones led to the prohibition of the'Theatre of Shadows in 1843, although it survived 

as an underground activity in Algiers and Blida. Likewise the maddilh. who had also 

condemned and attacked the French occupation, found himself harassed and often 

arrested. 

The history of the Algerian theatre thus started well before 1921, even though 
the French invasion had caused its demise. The Egyptian touring company in 1921 

then simply injected new enthusiasm for the idea of a modem Arab theatre as opposed 
to a French one. 

Emergence of Three Cultural and Theatre Groups 

The period after the first World War was one of political and social unrest, due 

mainly to the fact that the Algerians were still denied the most basic human rights and 
refused any Idnd of reward for their contribution to the war in the French army. This 
led to a general feeling of discontent and a stronger nationalist spirit, especially amongst 
the young Algerians whose political awareness developed and increased as they became 

more involved in, the creation of cultural and social societies. Ile different 

manifestations of political and social unrest found expression in newspapers and 
magazines such as L'Akhbar. LlIkdam. EI-Balagh EI-Djazaid, as well as in debates. 

Is Baffet, Roselynne. op. ciLp. 180. 
ig From the Turkish - kara geus - meaning - black eyes. 
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The cultural life of the time was mainly dominated by poetry, pamphlets and short 
stories. The need for the assertion of an Algerian personality led most Algerians to turn 
to the Arabic language with its own cultural and historical expressions. Their motto 
reflected the feelings: 'them and us', 'their religion and ours', 'their culture and ours'. 
This cultural revival was to a certain extent associated with the birth of three cultural 
groups: 

a) L'Association des Etudiants Musulmans Alg6riens: mainly 
composed of young students from Arabic and Koranic taught schools. 

b) Al-Muhadhiba: a cultural society founded by Tahar Ali Chdrif 
which concentrated on the production of plays in literary Arabic. 

c) El-Mutribyia: a music society founded by an Algerian Jew, Edmond 
Yafil; it later incorporated sketches and plays. 

The Egyptian company which visited Algeria in 1921 performed its plays in 
literary Arabic; the small Algerian 61ite who were educated in this language, took pride 
in its use and urged the newly born groups to use it as well. However, this resulted in a 
total failure and the Al-Muhadhiba company was to disappear soon after its creation. 
The other two groups survived but their experience in literary Arabic was ephemeral for 

they realised that: 

We were faced with the major problem of literary Arabic. It was 
agreed that it was the only noble language for the stage. So be it - but 
the halls were empty or full with guests, which commercially was the 
same. The very noble literary Arabic was useful for great evenings 
where the pundits, who came to honour us, paid for their seats with warm 
compliments. And that same dlite had not only free access to the theatre 
but it could not even help us to start [a theatre] or to use their presence as 
good publicity; the reason was... THE AUDIENCE COULD NOT 
UNDERSTAND TBE TEXTS WE PERFORMED. 20 

Indeed, the problem of language was very important since the vast majority of 
Algerians were denied access to education, and the very few who were educated fell 
into two categories: 

1) those who attended French schools and who usually did not go 
beyond the third or the fourth form at the lycle, 

2) those who attended Arabic schools or m9dersaS21 which were very 
limited in number, under strict French control, and whose syllabuses 
had a strong emphasis on Islamic teachings. 

The latter produced a cultural minority which was very conservative, very 
narrow minded as regards religion and claimed Arab-Muslim culture as their 

20 Bachetarzi, Mahieddine - Mimoires (1919-19391, SNED, Alger, 1968, p. 60. The 
emphasis is the same in the original text. 
21 mMersa - transliteration of the Arabic madrasa - school. 
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unchallengeable prerogative. this minority regarded itself as the '00na, or the learned 

men of Islamic culture and belief, people of wisdom and knowledge, and hence the 

guardians of Arabic and Islamic culture. They developed an arrogant and often scornful 
attitude towards ordinary people. The illiterate masses were therefore rejected by the 
French, looked down upon by the Muslim elite and even cut off from it. Social 

relationships within Algerian society in terms of culture and ideology were those of 
dominant/dominated, educatedfilliterate and were reflected in French rejection of and 
contempt for Algerians, matched by Algerian rejection and utter disdain for the French. 
Alongside this divide was the Algerian dlite which considered itself the spiritual guide 
and leader of the ordinary people, whilst in part tacitly accepting the French presence. 
For its part the vast majority of the population equated the Arabic educated 61ite with 
those religious men endowed with a knowledge of the Koran - the Word of God - and 
wisdom. The one small faction which dismissed both the French presence and the 
Algerian elite elements was composed of young Algerians who were politically and 
socially conscious. Their main concern was the plight of the ordinary people which led 

them to struggle against religious and social taboos, ignorance, superstition and 
illiteracy. I 

It was the social and cultural divide, coupled with this new politically aware 
group which led to the use of colloquial Arabic or Algerian Arabic rather than 
'Classical' or 'Literary Arabic' and thereby to the growth of a popular theatre. The use 
of literary Arabic in drama had an audience of philistines and pseudo-intellectual 
pedants "who paid for their seats with warm compliments". The question was then: 
"What would serve the Algerian theatre best? Applause from 150 intellectuals (of 

which 149 were guests), or 1,200 spectators who would come to see a play they 

understand. "= The switch to Algerian Arabic was the obvious and necessary 
requirement for survival, and the experience of the first two years after 1921 was vital 
because it set the path for the young theatre. 

Bacheta, ezi and the Mutribyia Company (Fl. 19201s) 

A new theatre took shape in, the 1920's under the initiative of Mahieddine 
Bachetarzi and Ali Sellal (known as Allalou) who both had a certain knowledge of the 

arts because of their acquaintance with the French cultural activities of the time (music, 

opera,, theatre). Their enterprise started without any financial aid whatsoever. 
Furthermore, the young pioneers were still in their teens, living with parents and helping 
in small family businesses. Allalou was well read in Arabic literature and had a talent 
for playwrighting and costume design, while Bachetarzi was already a well known tenor 

22 Bachetarzi, Mahieddine, op. cit., p. 26. 
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singer in Algerian classical music known as Andalusian MUSiC. 23 He had started as 
hazzab (Koran readers) at the Ja-ma' AI-Kabir ('Grand Mosque') in Algiers until 
Edmond YOU, a Jewish teacher of music, noticed his talent and encouraged him to join 

his company of Andalusian music, El-Mutribyia. With the help of Yafil's teaching and 
sponsorship, Bachetarzi developed his knowledge of music, gained fame in North 

Africa and Europe and was quickly introduced to the artistic world including such 
figures as Saint Saens, Charles de Galland and Laho Serror. 

Bachetarzi took an interest in the creation of an Algerian theatre only when he 
had become an established and famous singer. His first attempt was performances of 
fifteen-minute sketches in the concerts of El-Mutribyia. These proved very successful 
and became an important part of the billing. From then on the combination of music, 
dance and sketches won fame and popularity for the company, which became well 
established at the Kursal (a concert hall in Algiers) and the Trianon cinema. These first 

timid attempts, in short, proved very fruitful and resulted in the creation of a theatre- 
public. 

1926: The Young Algerian Theatre Takes Off 
. 

"1926, a great year? Yes, of course! It was a year of major 
importance for the Algerian theatre; it provided it with 'ITS' play and 
'ITS' actor in the sense that the Algerian audiences found what they had 
been waiting for and have spontaneously appioved and adopted it. "24 

Indeed, 1926 was a landmark in the history of the Algerian theatre for it was to 
determine the nature of drama in Algeria for a long time to come. Two major factors 

contributed to this - one play and one actor. Allalou wrote the full-length play in 
Algerian Arabic - -D 

lk jeha2s - based on the adventures of the folk hero, Joha, from fo 

tales known throughout the Muslim world. The play was in fact a kind of review, a 
juxtaposition of actions and farces based on the adventures of Djeha. The success and 
popularity of the play provided a good test for determining the taste of audiences for 
drama. Dleha and the previous sketches performed at the Kursal and the Trianon 

cinema showed that comedy suited Algerian audiences best. On the other hand, the 
arrival of Rachid Ksentini on the stage introduced a particular style of acting. Indeed, 
both play and actor - Dieha and Ksentini - released the innate qualities of Algerian 
theatre which haa, been latent for so long. Dieha and Ksentini opened a new era for 

theatre: "For the first time, some Algerians heard a play which spoke to them in their 
16 PR $too OR AI language, a play which was made to measure for them. rit i---- acou-16- LW_ __ --- 

23 This was the type of music which was developed in Andalusia and found refuge 
mainly in North Africa. It has still retained its original form based on seven modes and 
comprising twenty-four 'opuses, of which two are lost. 
24 Bachetarzi, Mahieddine - op. cit. p. 63. 
25 The spelling is varied: Goha - Joha - Jeha - Djeha - Djoh'a. 
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ther; j. It is true that only one thousand people saw the 

play, but they described it to others so much that everybody knew about 'Djeha'. 26 

It is worth mentioning that the Opera d'Alger, reserved exclusively for French 

theatre, opened its doors for Dieha in the same year. 

A New Impetus: Rachid Ksentini (1886 - 1950's? ) 

Rachid Ksentini, whose real name is Rachid Billakhdar, is often associated with 
Villon, Moli6re, Abu-Nuas and Verlaine. He was nicknamed Ksentini (a man from 

Constantine, the capital city of eastern Algeria because his father was from 

Constantine. He grew up in 'Bouzar6ah' on the outskirts of Algiers among Spanish 

children who taught him the guitar and initiated him to theatre and opera. In 1914, he 

left Algiers to work in the merchant navy, a move which enabled him to travel 

thrqughout, the world. He then left the merchant navy'and started travelling around 
France. 

His taste for drama led him to work as a stage-hand, and extra in several theatres 
in Paris, and in 1926 he came back to Algiers where he was asked by his friends 

Bachetarzi and Allalou to act in a comedy - Bou - Akli-ne. In this play the Algiers 

audiences discovered him to be a great comedian. Starting his theatre career at the age 

of 40, he was to give a major boost to the Algerian theatre and make a great impact that 
introduced a new dramatic style: "He gave the Algerian theatre glamour, -life and 

originality which his successors envied much but could never equal. "27 

He later withdrew from comedy because of his success as a singer. Realism was 
the main characteristic of his work- 

All critics stressed the realistic aspect of Ksentini's theatre which 
implied different things: during his time, Ksentini depicted the customs 
of Algiers society without any compromise. He brought to the stage 
characters which were close to reality, like the urban bourgeois from 
Algiers or the simple countryman visiting the city. He was very harsh in 
revealing their faults, he also brought them on stage and confronted them 
with their own daily problems: marriage, child upbringing, 
westernisation, relations with civil servants... etc. 28 

Ksentini was both actor and author at the same time. He had no discipline and 

no respect for a script; furthermore, the plays he wrote and the characters he created 

were centred. around himself and the main parts were made to measure for Ksentini the 

comedian. 

26 Bachetarzi, Mahieddine - op. ciL p. 63. 
27 Roth, Arlette - Le Thkitre Ale6nen de Langue Dialectale (1929 - 1954), Masp&o, 
collection "domaine maghr6bin", Paris, 1967, p. 47. 
29 Ibid. p. 47. 
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Characterisation was based on the inter-dependence of the main character with 

the personality and skill of Ksentini. However, his lack of discipline was compensated 
by a great talent in improvisation to such an extent that he would add lines to his part or 
change them completely during a performance. 

His style of acting was heightened by very expressive miming, which brings him 
I in line with the Commedia dell Arte and the madd4 tradition. Stereotypes like the 

avaricious judge, the drunkard, the charlatan and the counsellor were brought alive on 
stage. His language - the vernacular of Algiers and the bedouin - was very rich. He had 

certainly learned a great deal during his travels about the art of European theatre, but 

this was reflected only in his stage techniques, as the form and material of his theatre 

were typically Algerian. The strong impact he made on the Algerian theatre can still be 
felt as Bachetarzi makes clear: 

If one wants to draw out the specific characteristic of Ksentini's 
works, one will obviously have to adrrýit that he had greatly contributed 
towards a popular and specifically Algerian theatre... He broughlAe 
"son of the people" - himself - straight from the Kasbah to the stage. that 
is why he had a direct impact on the people; he did not even have to 
make the effort to identify with it, he "WAS" the people. 29 

Growth, Development and Expansion: 1927-1933 

In 1927, Mahieddine Bachetarzi ý started to VM* te and brought a new dimension to 
the Algerian theatre - didacticism. - His first play, Djouhala Mouddaina Fil-Ilmi (1-he 
Charlatans , is a virulent attack against taboos, the conservative Muslim priests and the 

charlatans who, he believed like many of his contemporaries, were a social disease 

spreading all over the country. They were usually known by the name of 'marabouts' 

and were persons who pretended to be mystics endowed with the knowledge of Islam 

and above all with soothsaying and the power to cure some mental and physical 
illnesses. 

Bachetarzi wanted the young theatre to be a school: "Given the conditions of the 
Algerian people at that time, the urgent task of [our] Arab theatre was to educate 
them. "30 

Rachid Ksentini wrote his first comedy in 1928, Zwa-dj 
- 
Boub-O-r-M CE-he 

Marriage of Bouborma) which won him more fame. Thus the combined talents and 
efforts of Bachetarzi, Allalou and Ksentini were to boost the young theatre. 

29 Bachetarzi, Mahieddine, op. cit., pp. 397-398. 
30 lbid, pp. 77-78. 
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The Algerian stage found its first actress in Marie Soussam, an Algerian Jew 

who married Rachid Ksentini, which is really another milestone in the history of 
Algerian theatre often overlooked by critics and historians. By now the theatre was well 
established and found itself capable of taking on the task of performing around the 
country at certain times of the year. 

On the political side everything had gone smoothly up to then: "The old rigorous 
Muslims looked at us with disdain, but their disdain was silent. The French 
administration did not pay attention to a student pastime. "31 

But from 1932, the developing Algerian theatre started to experience problems 
from fundamentalist Muslims and from the French authorities. During Ramadan in that 
year the Algerian stage saw the production of six plays by Ksentini which drew 8,000 

spectators, but it also upset conservative Muslims, a good number of whom started to 
petition the French administration: "We had a perfidious enemy: the clan of the Muslim 
charlatans could not get over the fact that our fellow citizens filled up the Opdra six 
times in a month. "32 

Additional problems with the French administration were generated by 
-F-a-qo-, 

(They Are Aware or You Can't Fool Them ,a play by Ksenfini, adapted and 
rewritten by Bachetarzi. The play was in fact a mild attack on 'marabouts', Muslim 
fundamentalists and French rule. Bachetarzi tends to exaggerate the political and 
educational impact of the play as well as the penalties it engendered. Nevertheless, the 
production subsequently prevented the Algerian theatre from appearing at the Opera 
d'Alger more than once a year. From then on all plays were scrutinized by the 
authorities and special permission had to be sought before plays could be performed. 
The Algerian theatre had now become a common enemy of both administration and the 
Muslim dlite. Although Faqo brought problems and drew more enemies, it enhanced 
Algerian theatre and enlarged its audiences. The new theatre and the hostile official 
approach was crucial: "But our enemies did not realise that they were developing our 
image in the eyes of the Algerian people and strengthening our moral presdge. "33 IIiS 

phenomenon was not new: under French rule any prohibition brought about greater 
solidarity among Algerians. 

1939 was another turning point a new generation of young talent appe=d on 
the stage and a contract was signed with the management of the local radio station for 

the presentation of music and drama. The same year showed more maturity in skills but 
it also saw three major setbacks: Bachetarzi went bankrupt in his theatrical activities 

31 lbid, p. 14 1. 
32 Ibid, p. 146. 
33 lbid, p. 230. 
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and had to turn to his singing in order to survive; the French authorities exerted more 
pressure putting the company under strict control, severely limiting its freedom of 
ex pression; and the Second World War broke out, bringing the company to a temporary 
halt. 

However, in 1946 Mustapha Kateb obtained permission to establish the first 
'Troupe Municipale Arabe' at the Opdra d'Alger. The directorship was given to 
Bachetarzi, the 'troupe' was financially supported by the Op6ra and all its members 
received monthly wages. In short, the Algerian theatre had become an institution, 
falling into the lap of the colonial authorities and becoming totally tied down to its 
dictates. Nevertheless, the young generation with actors like Mustapha Kateb, 
Mohamed Touri, Mustapha Badie and Abderrahim, Rais gave a new impetus to the 
Algerian theatre in that they had a better knowledge of the intricacies of the stage and 
the techniques of acting than their predecessors. Being permanent residents at the 
Op6ra d'Alger brought two advantages: firstly, they had adequate economic and 
technical conditions and secondly, since the Opdra used to host many European artists, 
mainly from France, they had the opportunity for better training and the improvement of 
their skills. They had intensive training in the art of theatre and later in 1953 a 
Department of Arabic Diction and Elocution was created at the Conservatoire of 
Algiers. 

With the start of the Algerian revolution in 1954, the Troupe Municipale lost 

most of its members as some joined the 'maquis' and others went to Paris where they 
produced plays for the North African community denouncing French colonialism. This 
led the French administration to put an end to their activities in 1955. This meant that 
they would have to engage in underground activity or exile. As a result Mustapha 
Kateb and other actors were asked to create the 'Troupe Artistique du FLNI in March, 
1958, in Tunis. 

The new company performed its first work a month later in Tunisia, then 
travelled to Libya and Yugoslavia. The work was essentially a review entitled Algeria 

and its Regions presenting the different regions of the country through various 
costumes and music. The purpose was mainly to inform people that'Algeria, contrary to 
French propaganda, was not part of France but had its own history and culture. ' 

Abderrahim Rais who produced the first show, also wrote a play - The Children 

of the Casbah, which the FLN company also produced. From 1961, tours included the 
U. S. S. R., China, Morocco, Egypt and Syria. ' The last performance took place in Iraq in 
1962 when the independence of Algeria was finally declared. 
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The original founders of the FLN theatre were not concerned with stage 

techniques and aesthetics. They were more concerned with informing their reign 
audiences about the Algerian struggle against colonialism and saw the theatre as the 

mouthpiece of the revolution abroad. 

Nevertheless, it was mainly the people involved in the 'Troupe Artistique du 

FLN' who were to start the TNA ('7b6atre National Algdrien') after independence. It is 

this that explains the strong influence they exerted on the TNA and the prevailing 
aspects of struggle, revolution and socialism. 

Form 

Until 1939, the productions of the Algerian theatre had been predominantly 
sketches which were tailored for the taste of urban audiences who were the main 
clientele of El-Moutribyia. The consisted basically of Andalusian music and/or folk 

music and dance (namely the belly dance). Thus the first steps of the Algerian theatre 

were sketches added to the concert bills. It took five years, from 1921 to 1926, to 

gather a sizeable audience and develop its taste for drama. 

The main aim was to entertain, so farce and comedy were tailored to the taste of 
a public which generally was not ready to watch full-length plays, especially tragedies, 
without the addition of music and dance - the performance was a spectacle, a variety 
show, a charcteristic which lasted until 1933. 

The sketches feR into two categories - they were either based on a series of 

adventures of a main character or on the juxtaposition of short scenes or playlets. the 
technical standard was very low and lengthy dialogues seemed to be the norm. It is a 
pity that the scripts of most plays were not published and were therefore lost. The only 
available source is a few of Ksentini's sketches and Bachetarzi's Mimoires where we 
have detailed accounts of their different productions. 

Audience and Venues 

An important characteristic of the early Algerian theatre was its flexibility to 

perform anywhere, except in the open air. This is a point it had in common with the 
karaguz or 'Theatre of Shadows'. As mentioned earlier, the first attempts at the art of 
the theatre took place at the Kursal and the Trianon cinema where El-Moutribyia used 
to hold its concerts. Audiences grew with the development and expansion of the 
company, which became famous throughout North Africa, and was invited to perform 
in different towns by many young Algerians organised into societies called 
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'Associations Musulmanes'. These groups showed interest, concern and eagerness for 
the experience of the new Algerian theatre. 

The Algerian theatre had started on the initiative of young Algerians from poor 
backgrounds. Substantial support, material and financial aid were lacking, this meant 
that it had neither good facilities nor a suitable theatre - the Algerian stage was a cafd, a 
garage, a warehouse, a cinema and, occasionally, the Op6ra d'Alger or some provincial 
theatre, while a rentedroom in the Kasbah was both the place for rehearsals and the 
permanent office. 

El-Moutribyia performed first in Algiers and occasionally in Blida and then 

reached other towns towards the end of the 1920's. It is worth mentioning that most 
towns and boroughs visited by the company were situated in the northern part of the 
country. Villages were generally excluded. Hence the audience was mainly an urban 
one, because the socio-economic conditions of the time and of the company itself did 
not allow a wider scope. On the question of place and performance, Bachetarzi points 
out that: 

Are they going to tell us: "Since you wanted to keep the popular 
tradition, you should have perfonned in public squares. " This would have been possible before the First World War and perhaps even today, 
but it was not possible in the 1920's because we would have been 
depreciated in value in the eyes of our popular audiences. 34 

There was therefore a deliberate choice made to perform indoors only. This 
automatically excluded villages because of the lack of adequate facilities. Although 
performances could take place in a barn, for example, the fact is that this opportunity 
was rarely sought out. The main reason was basically financial: the young Algerian 
theatre was self-supporting and survived via the box office. Rural audiences could not 
afford a ticket, however cheap. In fact, Mahieddine Bachetarzi does not use the word 
$popular' (populaire) in the right sense when he refers to flour popular audiences" (notre 
public populaire). Should he have actually used it at all? Bachetarzi and his friends 
came from an urban society and belonged to a specific class of shopkeepers and 
craftsmen, all -of whom had a primary or secondary education (which by Algerian 
standards was a good achievement at that time) in French and/or Arabic. This specific 
class was based at that time mainly in the Kasbah, where remains of Turkish culture and 
way of life still existed, and people confined themselves to religion and to that way of 
life. This often translated itself into an attitude of arrogance towards anybody from 
outside the Casbah and, in particular, towards villagers and peasants. Such attitude also 
appeared in many sketches and plays, even after Independence. 

34 Ibid, pp. 400-401. 
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The Audiences 

The structure of Algerian society as it appeared in its cultural manifestations up 
to Independence in 1962 provided two kinds of audiences: the larger one which was 

rural and illiterate on the whole and the other which was urban and educated. 

After 1830, the ruthless French invasion eventually resulted in the complete 
upheaval of Algerian society and the total destruction of its culture, which struggled to 
survive through scattered and impoverished remnants as story-telling, poetry, music, 
dance and some religious rituals. 

In fact, the rural populations saw their cultural life limited to bards, maddah. s 
and folk musicians who would appear on market days and occasionally at w. ngs. 
These relics of a culture, once so rich, were to witness another major blow during the 
armed struggle between 1954 and 1962. Ile urban populations also suffered from the 
French occupation, but their culture survived better despite constant pressure. The 
dislocation of Algerian society under French domination engendered a new socio- 
economic pattern which in turn determined new cultural conditions. Thus, the entire 
socio-economic system was completely destroyed as a result of genocidal attacks and 
confiscation of land and property. The education system which was widespread 
throughout the country (the rate of illiteracy was very low) was also completely 
destroyed. Thus the rural populations found themselves uprooted both socially and 
culturally. 

These historic factors bred new forms of expression mainly through poetry and 
story-teHing - sorrow, despair and revolt against the enemy were predominant themes. 
These historical considerations were typical of the psychological and cultural 
characteristics of the rural audiences. In the urban areas the situation was not as bleak 
because the resistance against the French was weak and ephemeral, and therefore people 
there did not suffer as much as those in the countryside and the socio-economic system 
was not deeply affected. Consequently, cultural life was able to survive. Whilsi urban 
populations had cohabited with the French and gradually became permeable to their 
culture, rural groups adopted an attitude of unquestionable and irreversible rejection. 
Bachetarzi, who was deeply involved during that period says: 

This was a period of fusion, of intellectual intercourse, which 
tended to bring together the different ethnic groups in the country. Ilis 
was a brotherhood between the Muslim, Jewish and Christian youths in 
every field of the arts, in culture and in sport which went beyond the 
frontiers to reach Morocco and Tunisia. 35 

35 lbid, p. 18. 
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In fact, the urban Algerians were not only open to the influx of culture, their 

permeability gradually led to their mixing with the French youth and to a kind of 
brotherhood with them. It is worth mentioning at this stage that the Jewish population 
was totally integrated with the Algerian way of life; they spoke Arabic and were deeply 
involved in the cultural activities of the time, indeed, some of the best composers and 
musicians in Arabic music were Jews. 

All these considerations indicate that urban populations bathed in a favourable 

cultural atmosphere and that they were ready to absorb alien cultural elements beside 

their own; the overall picture was that of a cultural desert in the rural areas and a sort of 

renaissance in the towns, especially in Algiers. 

The historical development of Algeria determined cultural trends and hence the 
nature of dramatic spectacle. In this respect, the pattern of rural cultural activities and 
audience was homogeneous - bards, folk musicians (mainly bag-pipes and drums) and 
in particular the maddaý would draw the same kind of audience (mainly illiterate) in the 
market place. In Algiers and other towns there were more art forms and local culture 
was richer and more versatile. This was reflected in different kinds of audience for 

concerts, music-hall, opera, cinema and theatre. 

General Evaluation of the Period 1921-1954 

From 1921 to 1954, the initiators of the Algerian theatre were both authors and 
actors, an ambivalence which was reflected in the way in which an author would write a 
play and create a main character for his own interpretation. Indeed, this can still be seen 
today with performers like Mohamed Touri and Kaci-Tizi Ouzou. Before the armed 
struggle broke out, Algerian theatre suffered from a great weakness in the structure and 
development of plays and a very awkward use of theatre techniques - the style of the 
bard and the nzadcGh prevailed, involving lengthy and heavy soliloques. There was also 
a total absence of tragedies in colloquial Arabic, the only ones which existed being 

written in literary Arabic and being performed very rarely before small audiences. 
These plays emerged from the "Ulirna Movement' whose task it was to glorify the 
Arab-Muslim history and culture. Their authors brooded over the past and overpraised 
it; they tended to present it as a well-spring of pride and culture. 

The socio-economic conditions of the period and in particular the lack of a 
coherent ideological trend and a sufficiently homogeneous social or political experience 
did not allow the emergence of tragedy. Furthermore, there was no competent Algerian 

writer with a clear-cut vision of the upheaval, dislocation and dereliction that had been 
inflicted on society - essentially, the tragedy of Algeria - to convey it through a good 
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play. The Algerian theatre had to wait for Kateb Yacine to do this. There is no 
available evidence to suggest that Algerians were ready for tragedy at that time. 

Many critics overlooked the important role played by music and dance alongside 
drama - the Algerian audience of that period would not conceive of a spectacle without 
them. Indeed, the first steps of the Algerian theatre experience were attempted in the 
concerts of the El-Moutribyia company, with music and dance playing so , vita role in 

the promotion of theatre that in the 1930's songs were incorporated in plays. From 
1946 to Independence in 1962 the same pattern persisted together with the addition of 
translations or adaptations of European classic writers, mainly Moli6re, to the 
repertoire. The theatre of the FLN was used as a vehicle for the popularisation and the 
glorification of the revolution, but it also suffered from the same technical weaknesses 
and defects of its predecessors. However the lack of competent playwrights was the 
major pmblem. Since Independence, the Algerian theatre had become a national 
institution enjoying great financial support, but it has not overcome many of the 
problems and the weaknesses mentioned above. 

The Period After National Independence 

Independence led to the taking over of all theatres left by the French and which 
were mainly located in the North. The TNA ('Th6aýre National Alg6rien') was created 
as a public institution in 1963 under the Ministry of Information and Culture. Its 

administrative structure is considered to be the best in the Arab world and Affica, -a 
general manager, a secretary general, an arts committee, a technical department, a 
department of public relations and a secretariat - but this has also meant that the TNA 
has had the monopoly of all professional theatre activity in the country except in radio 
and television. Unfortunately the encouraging and impressive name of the TNA was 
not (and still is not) reflected in the quality of the product. Ile contradiction lies within 
the organisation itself namely in the inability and inpracticability of the organisation to 
achieve desired aims and standard, particularly in problems of centralisation. -Re., st had 
led to many management problems and problems in productions of plays for large 

audiences in different parts of the country. The lack of playwrights led to the 
translation and adaptation of plays from the general theatrical repertoire, especially 
plays reflecting the political guidelines of the government - broadly socialism and 
struggle against imperialism - and thus names like Brecht or O'Casey topped the 
repertoire list. Productions were well spaced out and in order to fill the gap foreign 

groups were invited, mainly from France, Morocco and Tunisia. In order to tackle some 
of these problems the TNA was decentralised in 1970 and regional theatres were 
created: TNA - '116atre National Alg6rien' based in Algiers: TRO - 'THatre Rigional 
d'Oran'; TRAC - 'Th64tre R6gional d'Annaba et de Constantine'. The TNA gathered 
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together most of the people in the 'Troupe Municipale d'Alger' and the 'Th6atre du 

FLN' - six directors (Alloula, Hachemi Noureddine, Allal Mouhib, Hadj Omar, Mustafa 

Kateb and Rouiched) and eight actors in 1963. Up to 1978 there was only one director, 

Hadi Omar, and thirty-five actors. After a good start and in spite of big efforts to 

publicise its plays through radio, the press and even television, the TNA failed to attract 
large audiences except for concerts of Andalusian music or folk music. The irony was 

that a maddah performing in Port Said Square right opposite the Opýra d'Alger would 

gather more 
Ln 

two hundred people which was a larger audience than the TNA. 

The experience of the TNA was very important in that it provided a paradigm 
against which the trends of the Algerian theatre as a national art form after 
Independence (namely the amateur theatre, the theatre of Kateb Yacine, Abdelkader 

Alloula and Shmane, Benaissa) could be measured and assessed. 'I'liere are several 
reasons why this major institution should have failed where the theatre of the generation 
before 1946 succeeded. The most prominent and pertinent include the fact that, as 
discussed earlier, Algerian audiences especially in Algiers, could not conceive of going 
to the theatre if the bill did not include music and dance as well as the play. Bachetarzi 

and his friends had to adapt to this situation throughout their careers: "This prejudice 

prevailed for a long time and it did not encourage the performance of major plays. It 

had certainly harmed the Algerian theatre and it took many years to eradicate it - in fact, 

it has still not completely clisappeared. "36 

The previous generation had created a large theatre public responding to its 
demands and catering for its taste - so why should the Opdra d'Alger in the hands of the 
Algerians have failed to attract large audiences? A full answer to this problem would 
require a complete sociological study of theatregoers in Algeria, but there are some 
obvious reasons that can be easily identified. A large section of the new generation was 
not acquainted with the theatre and the TNA failed to reach them, or even hang on to 
those who had a first taste of drama. On the other hand, there was a myth surrounding 
the Opera d'Alger - people used to see in it (and to a certain extent still do) the 

exclusive place of culture and entertainment for the French and the ilite. The TNA has 

not tried to demystify this social label attached to the Opera d'Alger nor to transform 
the other theatres left by the French. It stubbornly uses techniques and the proscenium 
arch which are still allen to the majority of Algerians. Most productions revolve around 
adaptations of foreign plays, the theme being the struggle against imperialism and the 

socialist revolution, while the few Algerian plays fell into sterile moralising about the 

revolution or some social taboo. Furthermore, it wraps itself up in the obstinate idea 

that there is a lack of playwrights or a lack of interest in the drama of potential writers. 
Yet the publication of plays both in French and literary Arabic never stopped, indeed 

36 Ibid, p. 47. 
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both famous and interesting writers, including Assia Djebbar, Mohamed Dib, Tahar 
Owettar, Noureddine Abba, Djamal Amrani and Mustapha Haciene, never had their 
plays performed on the Algerian stage. A factor which was outside the responsibility of 
the TNA, was and still is censorship, which the Tunisian critic Mohamed Aziza - 
spealdng about the Arab Ibeatre - described in extremely precise terms: 

The [Arab] dramatist finds himself in a situation where he is 
faced with a stronger political authority, and with a unique omnipotent 
party which has become the norm in most Arab countries. Therefore, he 
seems to have only two attitudes to adopt: either keep out of the way and 
practice self-censorship or follow the "movement", that is the official 
guide-line. 37 

In view of this the TNA had no other choice but to be totally committed to party 
politics. However, any evaluation of the TNA cannot be totally negative for even if it 
failed in certain areas, it certainly made a big step forward in acting techniques and 
brought interesting works to the Algerian stage such as Don Juan (MoRre), The 
Taming of the Shrew (Shakespeare), The Plough and the Stars and Red Roses for 
Me (S. O'Casey), Mother Courage and her Children - The ExMfion and the Rule - 
The Caucasian Chalk Circle (Brecht). Another achievement to be praised is the 
creation, in 1965, of the 'Institut National d'Art Dramatique et de Chor6graphie', which 
is the fruit of the prolonged efforts of Mustapha Kateb, who strongly believed in the 
Algerian theatre. He believed in the young generation and saw in it the best potential 
for the development of drama in the country, hence his idea to create an institute for that 
purpose. Unfortunately his dream did not materialise for in 1974 the drama section of 
the institute was closed for undisclosed and mysterious reasons. 

After decentralisation in 1970, the regional theatres of Oran and Constantine 

were more successful than their counterpart in Algiers. While the INA stagnated or 
even declined, they turned away from the translation and adaptation of foreign plays to 
collective writing. Alloula in Oran and later others in Constantine introduced new 
methods and techniques of production. They put an end to the proscenium and the 
traditional European stage, and geared their theatre towards more flexible productions, 
so as to perform anywhere - in caf6s, schools, factories, cinemas. Their enterprise was 
slow to take off, but proved to be successful to a certain extent. In other words, the 
success or failure of the TNA, or the Algerian theatre as a whole, is linked with the 
concept of drama and theatre and its intrinsic dynamics and mechanisms, as much as 
with its social and artistic rapport with society. Present-day theatre activity shows that 
there is a definite shift in audiences from the TNA to the more successful new trends of 
the three kinds described below. Has the TNA become alien to the Algerians? Are we 

37 Aziza, Mohamed - Regards sur le Th6fitre Arabe Contemporain, Maison 
Tunisienne de FEdition, Tunis, 1970, p. 20. 
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back to square one, to the situation of the twenties, with the French theatre and the 

pioneers of the Algerian theatre? The answer is clearly positive and the comparison 
evidently true. 

The Amateur Theatre - Laboratory and Pulse of Algerian ScocietY 

The main focus here is the amateur theatre after Independence, although a few 

groups did exist before 1962. Ile two main youth organisations took the lead: JFLN - 
'Jeuness du Front de Liberation Nationale', and SMA - 'Scouts Musulmans Algdriens'. 
Their theatrical activity was limited to sketches, short plays and sometimes to plays 
based on the armed struggle or the 'glorious' Arab-Muslim past. From 1964 many 
amateur groups were created throughout the country; they emerged in a period of almost 
total cultural stagnation when the TNA was unable to cover the whole country. 
However the main reason for the emergence and the quick expansion of the amateur 
theatre is more socio-political in nature - new social, cultural and political problems 
arose and people saw in the TNA a cheap purveyor of entertainment and leisure rather 
than a catalyst to translate and express the preoccupations of a developing country. The 

result was that new forms of expression were sought to cater for the later concerns. 
Many young Algerians (generally under 25) from different walks of life took the 
initiative to create theatre groups to express their views on stage. There are now more 
than 100 groups throughout the country and none of them has benefitted from any 
financial or material help from the government until very recently. Exclusively based 

on the initiative, enthusiasm and charisma of young individuals, the experience of the 

amateur theatre was to give a new and important dimension to the Algerian theatre; it 
has widened its scope and, to some extent, changed its course. 

Didacticism or Agit-prop Theatre? 

This amateur theatre is totally committed to the struggle for socialism. Its aim is 

to identify with the workers and peasants and to educate them; all the themes tackled by 

the different groups are entirely based on social, cultural and economic problems, as 
well as on the struggle'of the Third World and colonised countries. -me overaU picture 
which emerges from the various plays is the emphasis on the struggle for socialism 
which is seen as the only answer to the problem of Algeria and, in particular, to those of 
the poor classes; and on the international scene, the continuous struggle against 
imperialism and international capitalism which -are shown as the main cause of 
problems and backwardness of the Third World. The amateur theatre gave a fresh 
impetus to the Algerian stage and in twenty-five years of existence the groups have held 
four conferences and eighteen festivals. 
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Pulse of Algerian Society 

Collective creation helped the amateur theatre deal with most social, political 
and cultural problems: all burning issues were approached without prejudice. No 

political speech, newspaper or magazine, T. V. or radio programme had ever tackled 
openly and objectively the situation of Algerian women, juvenile delinquence, 

corruption, or abuse of power, but the amateur theatre movement had done so. The way 
these problems were analysed and presented made the amateur theatre the pulse of 
Algerian society. However, this was only true of the period before 1971-72, because 

new major political events were to affect the amateur theatre and give it a new 
dimension. Indeed, the introduction of the 'Agrarian Revolution', the Tharte Socialiste 
des Entreprises' and free health care redirected the whole of the theatrical activity 
towards these three issues; most plays were henceforth based on the new division and 
distribution of land, involvement of workers in the management of factories and the 
issue of free healthcare. The result of this was disastrous for the amateur theatre fell 
into propaganda and declamation of slogans. Ilese new areas of interest gradually put 
an end to the outstanding groups which were outspoken in their choice gf social issues, 

- PQ q. 
and of high standard. Harassment by the party - the FLN - finalirpaid to all their 

a 
efforts to survive. in these adverse circumstapces. 

The New Amateur Theatre or the Art Of Declaiming slogans 

The success of the expenments prior to 1971-72 led to new groups sprouting up 
in every comer of the country - in universities, schools, factories, youth clubs, social 
clubs amongst others. After that period, however, Algerian youth saw the 'Agrarian 
Revolution' and the Tharte Socialiste' as the major achievements in the struggle for 

socialism. They saw their task in this struggle as that of an avant-garde to protect and 
defend the rights that had already been acquired by it. These were the 'Acquisitions of 
the Revolution' to use the current expression. They took for granted the idea that the 
amateur theatre was totally integrated in the 'toiling masses' and so they produced plays 
for peasants and workers. The resolution adapted at the Amateur 17heatre Conference 
held in Saida from 31 March to 11 April, 1973 defined the nature and the object of 
collective creation as follows: 

This type of creation both strengthens the spirit of ftiendship and 
mutual cooperation within the group, and raises creation to a higher 
standard. This allows for a better and richer exchange of ideas and for 
self-criticism and evaluation. It will also help improve the forms of 
expression and content, avoid the risks of erroneous interpretation by 
each contributor and correct them - socialise them ... 38 

33 Benctimered, Kamal - "Premier Sdminaire des Amateurs de 116altre: Quand le 
Th6ltre s'interroge", in AlgirieActuali(6,22-28 April, 1973, pp. 16-17. 
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At the same conference, leaders and members of different groups agreed to 
define their theatre as: 

... the democratic expression of a youth which is aware of all the 
problems facing the Socialist Revolution in its different stages... Its 
major role is to participate in the education of the masses. The role 
should, in no way, be played outside a social, democratic and progressive 
content. In other words, it must contribute to raise the cultural standard 
of the masseS. 39 

Positive aspects of collective creation can be identified in most of these groups 
but the political consciousness they aim to raise regarding the progression of the 

socialist revolution remains the ideal and their contribution towards improving the 

cultural standard of the people continues to be a project: the reality is that very few 

groups develop along the lines defined by the conference or in accordance with the 

standards put forward. The experiences of the period after 1972 have proved very poor 
in artistic terms - both in form and content. A poor knowledge of theatre, the low 

political, cultural and intellectual standard of members and their deficient understanding 
of socialist ideology has led to the declamation of sets of slogans in the place of true 
drama. Abdelkrim Djaad, a reporter of the weekly newspaper Alg6rie ActuaII16 

writing about the twelfth Amateur Theatre Festival held in Mostaganem, summed up the 

situation as follows: 

It all consisted in getting on the stage to pour out one or several 
messages, totally ignoring any form of stage direction. So much so that, 
at times, all performances fell into sterile speech -a jumble where 
everything is mixed indiscriminately and without any fear of the ridicule. 
Truly, the amateur theatre is in bad shape. We have, throughout this 
festival, noticed the dreadful rapprochement of this young theatre with 
the theatre of Kateb Yacine. Thus, we can see the influence of the author 
of Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise in every play. One can profit from 
such influence only if one has adequate intellectual potentials and 
appropriate political training... The average age does not exceed 18. Ile 
members of this theatre are students or young workers who are still 
learning and developing but who also have at the moment the 
overwhelming desire and need to act on stage and express themselves. 40 

Most new groups, therefore, fail to convey their message because they confine 
themselves into an easy pattern of declaiming slogans. However, even if standards have 
fallen in recent years, the amateur theatre will certainly improve thanks to its regular 
and rich contacts with the public; indeed, this experience which is based on collective 
creation, is seen more as a collective activity than as a show. The activity is both 

entertaining and educational and bears an independent character in that the audience 
learns from the group and vice-versa. With experience, permanent contacts and debates 

39 Ibid. 
4o Djaad, Abdelkrim - "Renforcer les rangs cest bon, structurer c'est mieux", in 
AlgfrieActualitf, 2-9 August, 1978, p. 11 - 
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with their public, the amateur groups will improve their artistic knowledge and the 

quality of their work. 

A Laboratory 

The Algerian theatre has never witnessed as many experiments and as deep 

research as with the amateur theatre. In the latter, once the subject matter is decided 

upon the play takes shape through a long process of experiments and adjustments. 71be 

language used is always the ordinary colloquial Arabic which, because of its limitations, 
is enriched and 'kneaded' into a standard language, this includes the use of French and 
literary Arabic phrases and dialogues as appropriate. The groups usually split into 

teams and carry out surveys into their subject matter. For instance, the group TWtre 

et Culture' of Algiers carried out a large scale survey in different strata of society, both 

rural and urban, for the play Algerian Women which is about the plight of Algerian 

women. Music is extensively used either on tapes, records, or played live on stage. It 

varies from classical, through country and western or middle eastern, to local music. 
Constantly bearing in mind that the receiver is the ordinary person, theatre techniques 

acting or otherwise, are used appropriately. Actually the artistic nature of the amateur 
theatre is evident because of its essence: it is primarily committed to a kind of theatre 

meant for and concerned with the working class and ordinary people. Ibis implies, to a 

certain extent, the use of popular material and aesthetic forms which are translated and 
expressed in a theatre accessible to all. Whilst recognising the amateur theatre's 

weaknesses and immaturity it still remains close to the realities of the country for it is 

above all the spontaneous expression of a youth disillusioned, disappointed and mainly 
disgusted with propaganda, injustice and abuse of power. Unlike the professional 
theatre, "The amateur theatre was and still remains for many a social practice, an outlet 
for the contradictions lived by the children of the war of liberation who are at present 
exposed to a process of change never equalled before in this counny. "41 

Furthermore, the general age and social composition of the amateur theatre is 

dominated by youth: 60% students (both secondary and high education), 30% workers 

and 10% unemployed42. This major characteristic reveals the vitality and concerns of 

youth, thus, "We can guess the need to speak and to understand which are hidden within 
this youth. "43 

It must be noted, however, that the enthusiasm or disappointment expressed 
above reflects the success or failure of the amateur theatre in its evaluation. 

41 Balhi, Mohamed - "Quatre paradoxes pour un thdatre", AlekrieActualit6 19 - 25 
March, 1981, p. 10. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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Two Examples of Amateur Theatre 

Although there were several interesting groups throughout the country, the two 

groups which epitomise the nature of successful amateur groups are 'Le Th6atre de la 

MER' and 'Theatre et Culture'. They both give detailed accounts of the characteristics 

and mechanisms of their theatre in programmes handed out during performances: 

1) Th6fitre et Culture 

The author participated in 1969 in the survey on the play La Femme 
Alg6rienne and in debates, held after some of the performances. The experience was 
very successful and the rapport established between actors and audience was so fruitful 

that many scenes and lines in the play were changed several times thanks to the 

comments and contribution made by people from different walks of life. The 

programme notes pointed out that their work was a 'collective creation' continuously 
developing from the original conception of a play to its performance. Everyday the 

members of the group met with friends and regular spectators to work on the project, 
but once the play was completed, it was never definite, for the group insisted that: "The 

main concern is to explain to the audience that what they have seen is only one 
alternative, and that the play will be completed through debates which take place after 

each performance. "44 

2) Le Theätre de la MER 

This group was created in the late 1960's and ceased its activities in the mid- 
1970's. It was more active than 'Th6atre et Culture' and produced more plays. 71ey 

worked on two levels: one full-length play of 90 minutes and a few short plays, 
produced and performed every two months. This theatre saw itself as, "... a 
combination between a training school and a theatre research centre" 45, with the main 
concern to work towards, 

A scientific technique for a popular Algerian theatre; which meant: 

1) A type of acting devoid of any illusion of reality. 

2) Simple but varied acting - no dazzle, no frills. 

3) All actors wear a basic costume and one or several fittings so that the 
character which is represented stands out clearly. 46 

44 Introduction in programmes handed out before performances. 45 Ibid 
46 Ibid. 
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Thus the actors aimed to stimulate the spectator to think and criticize, to make 

comments, and even to join the actors, for once again they insisted that, "In the end, the 

sole judge is and always will be the working people. "47 

It seems that both groups had a binary conception of theatre practice, 

particularly the 'Theatre de la TvER'. They had the merit of being able to make a swift 

and smooth fusion of Algerian techniques on the one hand, and Brechdan and 
'Happening' techniques on the other hand. Ile influence of Brecht was felt in the sense 
that principles like identifying with the characters, or seeing the theatre as magic and 
the 'fourth wall' are rejected. The Algerian techniques were those of the ma&kh 
encompassing all the skills and intricacies of a one man show and the halqa in terms of 

architecture or shapes of the stage. Unfortunately, neither of the two groups survived: 
the members of 'TMAtre et Culture' split because of the lack of amenities and financial 

aid; the 'ThdAtre de la MER' had signed a contract with the 'Minist&e du Travail et des 
Affaires Sociales' to perform in technical collegeS48. In 1971 Kateb Yacine was 
allocated a special budget by the same ministry to lead the same group which had by 

then lost most of its founding members, under the name 'Action Culturelle des 
TmvaiUeurs'. 

A Great Pioneer in Contemporary Algerian Theatre: Kaki 

Abdelkader Ould Abderrahmane known as Kaki is at present manager of Te 

Theatre Regional d'Oran'. He is considered by Algerian critics as one of the most 
interesting and original of the few contemporary Algerian dramatists. He took an 
interest in drama in his early teens and started his theatre career at the age of 20 when 
he founded a workshop theatre 'Le Theatre Laboratoire' in the 1940's in the town of 
Mostaganem near Oran (Western Algeria). His concept of drama and hence the 

experiments he carried out and developed over the years are a unique and outstanding 
experience in the history of Algerian theatre, particularly in the cultural desert of post- 
Independence Algeria. While the TNA indulged in the adaptation of foreign plays and a 

sterile and excessive praising of the revolution, Kaki set out to create a theatre moulded 
in the traditional cultural heritage, namely in oral tradition. Three major aspects 
characterise his theatre: shi'r malhun (rhymed verse), halqa49 and maddZýh- His plays 

are all epic poems, structirally divided into short sequences, which deal with historical, 

social or political matters. The language used is that of the traditional poets, the bards, 

47 Ibid. 
48 These are colleges for technical training run by the same ministry. 
49 halqa - meaning ring or circle. The spectators sit in a circle round the ma h. dd5. 
There is always exchange of words and comments between the madgh and the 
spectators. 
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the madd5h and the maddaý27t`, which is an elaborate and sophisticated form of the 
Algerian vernacular in terms of syntax, vocabulary and original innovation in the 

transposition of the techniques of the halqa and the madd56 on the modem stage. The 

transposed madda-ý keeps his traditional role by introducing the story, commenting on 

particular episodes or events, in the action which is enacted behind him and directed by 

him like an orchestra before its conductor. We believe that this technique is a major 

contribution to Algerian theatre in particular, and to theatre in general, for KAIhas 

succeeded in combining, in a smooth and subtle way, the techniques of the madda-ý and 
the halqa, of Stanislavsky and Brecht, of the 'happening', of the 'Theatre of Shadows', 

and of the Greek chorus and chorus leader. 

The first of the above relates to the use of traditional material, the second to the 
acting technique - of identifying with the character by the actors behind the maddah, the 
third to the alienation effect, the fourth to audience participation, the fifth to the 
projection of the shadows of the actors on to a screen, and the sixth to instances when 
the action is switched to centre-stage gathering the actors as a chorus and the maddaý as 

chorus leader. Furthen-nore, the action is backed by percussion on traditional drums 

back-stage. Unfortunately Kak-i has not been paid the tribute he deserves and he is still 
denied the status of a great dramatist on a national scale although his name is very 
popular in the west of the country and his experiments stimulated similar ones among 
amateur groups, on Abdelkader Alloula, and particularly on Yousef Seddiki the famous 
Moroccan dramatist who uses Kak-i's technique5l to perform in large market places like 

Jama' Al-fna in Marrakech or even in football grounds. Kaki is certainly an important 

man of the theatre in Algeria but he does not stand out as a playwright. 

Conclusion 

Although the Algerian theatre still suffers from a lack of playwrights and 

amenities, it has developed a dimension (both in form and content) which is specifically 
Algerian. Aesthetics and content are picked and brewed in the national cultural 
heritage, and in present-day problems and issues common to the ordinary people. In 

commenting on the first generation of the Algerian theatre up to 1954, Arlette Roth 

pointed out: 

There is one aspect, however, which seems to characterise the 
Algerian theatre... it was not born out of translated works from the 
Western repertoire. It was stimulated by the Middle-Eastern initiative 

50 maddapt - feminine, plural of madc04 - women singers who usually perform at 
weddings. 
51 In a short essay - "La chanson de geste sur la scene ou Pexperience de Ould 
Abderrahmane Kaki" - printed by the University of Oran in 1981, Sidi Mohamed 
Lak-hdar Barka reported an interview with Kaki who had asserted that Seddiki (who is 
also his friend) started exclusively with his techniques. 
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and by the French productions which were in fashion in Algiers, but it 
had tried from the beginning to develop original plays by drawing upon a 
traditional heritage. Tle translation and adaptation of classical works 
started many years later when it had developed and became an institution 
which needed to produce more. 52 

The theatre of the FLN and the TNA up to the late 1960's did not bring many 
changes. The historic contingencies of both periods before and after the armed struggle 
channelled the Algerian theatre towards the glorification of the guerillas and the 

mystification of the revolution. 
It is worth noting that neither the war of Independence nor the 

following period brought any changes. The plays which glorify national 
awareness and the struggle of the patriots remain trapped in an 
overwhelming moralising... 'I'lie structural conditions which paralysed 
the old theatre have not yet changed. 53 

It seems that the different theatre experiences - the first generation, Kaki and the 
Amateur Theatre - have two things in common - struggle and search for identity. This, 
in fact, is a reflection of the problems and preocc upations of Algerian society. 
Bachetarzi and his friends struggled to found a theatre and create a public for it and they 

also fought against various constraints imposed by the French authorities and Muslim 
fundamentalists. Even allowing for the political and socio-cultural conditions of the 

time, the didactic character of the first generation theatre is rather mild. Furthermore, if 

Bachetarzi insists, as he does in his Mimpires, on the educational and militant aspect of 
his theatre, it is only to defend it against the label of 'bourgeois theatre' given to it by 

some post-Independence left wing intellectuals: 

But it was not 'form' which characterised our theatre it was its 
$content', it has never been bourgeois in the sense that we did not have 
any idea about the art of the playwright who writes to express himself. 
We thought of theatre as a megaphone to amplify the people's voice and 
to clarify it in order to get a better awareness of people's problems. The 
author must fade away before his audience. All this leads to a theatre of 
combat. 54 

If Bachetarzi and the Moutribyia operated mainly in towns for financial and 
other reasons, the amateur theatre is non-commercial and has reached larger urban and 
rural audiences. It has the great merit of having furthered collective creation and has 
brought about many innovations. Indeed, "Through the participation of all members of 
the group and often including the spectators, collective creation fosters the epic form of 
theatre... and enhances the didactic aspect of this kind of theatre. "55 

52 Roth, Arlette - op. cit., p. 167. 
53 Ibid. p. 101. 
54 Bachetarzi, op. cit. p. 401. 
55 Wrah, Ali - "Experience de cr6ation collective dans le thd5tre a1g6rien", in Europe, 
no. 567-568, July-August, 1976. pp. 176-179. 
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Furthermore, it has partly solved the problem of the lack of playwrights through 

collective creation and paved the way for a new and dynamic type of theatre. It has 

even influenced professional theatre, particularly the regional professional theatres of 
Oran, Sidi Bel Abbes and Constantine which started to write and produce plays 
collectively. The 'TMatre de Constantine' is so far the most outstanding and the most 

prolific. Success here is assessed mainly on the ground of audience appeal and 

attendance because collective creation does seem to have its limitations. This, in fact, 

led two experienced men of the theatre, Abdelkader Alloula and Slimane Benaissa to 
give up collective creation and resort to their own creative talent which has proved 
highly innovative and successful. However, the number of successful productions is 
limited and the audiences are growing larger and more demanding, thus - short supply 
despite high levels of demand. Slimane Benaissa stated that Kateb Yacine, Abdelkader 
Alloula, the Mi6atre de Constantine', and himself cannot meet the demand, "... what 
can we do? We are just four drops in a desert. "56 

Indeed, four theatres based in different cities, who travel throughout the country 

- when the material and financial support is available - can in no way meet the 
increasing demand. They always play to full houses whenever and wherever they 

appear. Despite all the efforts it is making and the material and the financial support it 
is getting, the TNA is still trapped in the same problems and is unable to reach or attract 
a large public. 

To promote professional theatre and the TNA, in particular, the ministry of 
culture introduced a theatre festival - 'The National Festival of Professional Theatre' - 
in 1985, which is to be held every year, organised and administered by the TNA. ne 
first three festivals attracted large audiences and each performance played to full 
houses. These events are exceptional in the cultural desert prevailing in the capital city 
and in the country in general and have proved that there is a big demand for drama. 
They have also proved that the TNA still fails to meet people's expectations; the TNA 

productions did not get a favourable response from either the audience or the press. 
Abdelkader Alloula with the TRO ('TheAtre Rdgional d'Oran') was the exception: his 
AI-AjNýad, (The story of the Generous PeopLe) won most prizes at the first festival; it 

was restaged for the second festival and Al-Khubza (Loaf of Bread), which was first 

produced in 1972 won the first prize at the third festival. Kateb Yacine was invited to 
the first festival only and was excluded from the other two events; a new version of 
Palestine Betrayed was presented. Slimane Benaissa was totally ignored, yet, the irony 
is that, on the fringe of the third festival, his play Bat; u-r Ghrag (A Shio Sank) which 
was programmed for one week, was performed for five weeks by popular request. 

UNI'VERSil 
LIBRARY 56 Interview we had with Benaissa on January 12th, 1988. LEEDS 
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As we shall see, in the works of Kateb Yacine, Slimane Benaissa and 
Abdelkader Alloula, successful contemporary Algerian theatre is formed through the 
exploration and integration of cultural and social factors relevant to a popular audience. 
It is in this respect that the theatre exemplified by these three playwrights and other 
amateur movements has succeeded and the operations of the establishment (TNA), by 

comparison, failed. 



CHAPTERII 

KATEB YACINE 

i) A Restless and militant life 

Born bn August 6th, 1929, in Constantine, the eastern provincial capital of 
Algeria, Kateb Yacine belongs to a family of strong Arabic and Islamic culture. His 

father was 'Oukil Judiciare' (attomey-at-law) well read in both Arabic and French. 

Yacine first went to Koranic school in S6drata, another eastern town where his father 

was working, but was soon to experience a significant turning point in his early 
childhood when he went to a French school -'lions' den, for many Algerians - at the 
age of seven. His father decided that Arabic education through religious teachings was 
useless and that Yacine should learn French, the dominant language of the time, and 
also the language which could secure him a good future. Thus Yacine was cut off from 
his very dear friend and companion, his mother, with her stories and games. His father 

was moved to Bougaa (formerly Lafayette), a little town in Kabylia, and Yacine went to 
the 'Lycde Eug6ne Albertini' in S6tif until 1945 when he was 16. The demonstrations 

of 1945 and the ruthless French reprisals were a tragic milestone in the history of 
Algeria and a major turning point in the life of Kateb Yacine. On May 8th, 1945, the 

population took to the streets in Guelma, S6tif and Bougaa and Yacine found himself 

among the demonstrators in Setif: 

I felt the strength of ideas... 
I found Algeria full of Anger 
I went with the leaflets 
I burned them in the River 
I drew a plan on the sand... 
A plan for future demonstrations. 

... I shall fight ... I 

He was arrested. The experience of prison was for him of the utmost 
significance, a bitter-sweet, tragic-happy revelation: "It is also at that time that I 

accumulated my first poetic urges. I can still remember some insights I had. 

Retrospectively, they are the most beautiful moments in my life. I had discovered the 

two things I cherish most: poetry and revolution. "2 When he was released from prison 
he was neither allowed back to the lycee, nor was he interested in further studies. So he 

left Setif and started travelling in eastern Algeria, mainly between Annaba and 
Constantine, where he met new people, particularly Ben LouniSSi3, and the woman he 

loved dearly, Nedjma the name which was to be the title of many poems and his first 

novel., His literary career started in 1946 when a bankrupt printer (limprimerie du 

I Kateb, Yacine - Ned ima, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1966, p. 180. 
2 Romi, Yvette - "Le Maghr6bin errant", in Le Nouvel Observateur, no. 114,18 - 25 
Janvier, 1967, p. 31. 
3 Kateb Yacine found in Ben Lounissi a friend and a mentor who is transposed in 
Nedjma as Si-Mokhtar. 
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Algerians to buy the work of an Algerian poet (even illiterate people) enhanced his 

nationalist position and encouraged him to become militant. In 1947, he went to Paris 

for a short stay and came back to Algiers to work for the left wing paper Alger 

R6publicains, as a reporter. He left the paper after two years and took different jobs: he 

even worked as a docker at the port of Algiers for a time. When his father died in 1950, 
he went again to France to look for work which took him from Marseilles to Paris 

through Lyon, among other towns. When he reached Paris in 1952, he met Armand 

Gatti, the French dramatist, and was soon surrounded by a circle of like-minded friends. 

He had already published a few poems and was working on others which appeared 
mainly in the French'periodical Esprit. Once in Paris he gave up looking for a job to 
lock himself in different chambres de bonne on the top floors of Paris apartment 
buildings, or some shabby hotels to work on his first novel Ned inm and his first French 

play Le Cadvre EncerclO. Yves Benot, the French critic believes that it was at that 
time that Kateb acquainted himself with the works of Faulkner, Dos Passos and 
Dostoievski. ' "There was more reading to do - Faulkner, Dos Passos or Dostoievski, as 
if to extract some secrets from them. 7 Ned ima was published a year and a half after the 

start of the Algerian war of independence in November 1954. War meant exile and 

more wandering; he travelled widely in Europe, Scandinavia, Belgium, Germany, 
Yugoslavia and Italy before going to Tunis and then living in Florence for a year. 

The first version of his first play Le Cadavre EncercI6 appeared in Esprit: the 
first act was published in December, 1954 and acts two and three in January 1955. It 

was performed first in Tunis in 1958, then Jean Marie Serreau produced it during the 
same year in Brussels. The play was not allowed to be shown in France until 1967 

when it was produced at the TNP ('TheAtre National Populaire) under the title La 
Femme Sauvage. In fact this production was an adaptation combining parts from Le 
Cadavre EncercI6 and Les Anckres Redoublent-de F6rocite. The final version of 
the play was published in 1959 in a trilogy, Le Cercle des Repr6sailless which 
comprises Le Cadayre EncerW, La Poudre d'Intelligence (a farce), Les Anckres 
Redoublent de F&ocitC and a dramatic poem Le Vautour. 

After Independence in 1962 until 1970, Kateb Yacine alternated between living 
in France and Algeria. During that period he published his second novel, Le Polygone 

4 There is no reference to the name of the publisher. 
5 Alger R6publicain was a left wing paper published in Algiers and headed by Henry 
Alleg; it was forbidden in 1955 when Edgar Faure was 'Pr6sident du Couseil' in France. 
It reappeared in 1962 with the Algerian independence to be suppressed for good in 1965 
by the Algerian government. 
6 Published in Esprit no 221, Decembre 1954, pp. 689-706, and n0222, Janvier 1955, 
pp. 74-100. 
7 Benot, Yves - 'Voeuvre de Kateb Yacine: Po&ie et Write d'Algdrie (1956-1966)", 
in La Pens6e, no 132, Avril 1967, pp. 102-114. 
8 Kateb, Yacine - Le Cercle des Repr6sailles, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1959. 
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Efoile in 1966; he was also approached and asked to take high positions in the 
government but turned down all propositions because of his dissatisfaction and 
discontent with the policies being carried out in the country. He became very restless 
and felt that he was running dry in his literary career, but 1967 was to be another 
turning point in his life, another impetus which determined and paved a new path for 
him: a short visit to North Vietnam. "In a word, I was a sick man when I arrived in 
Hanoi. I came back cured.. So, what I saw in Vietnam was for me a refreshing and 
stimulating experience, the beginning of a revival. "9 

He had been deeply affected by the squabbles between the Soviet Union and 
China, which led to a breach in relations between them. As a result, his strong belief in 

socialism and his optimism over developments in both countries had been shattered. 
But his trip to Hanoi was a cure, for it raised his hopes again. He was enchanted with 
the progress of socialism in that country, so much so that the Vietnamese struggle for 
freedom and socialism was to influence his later works. Back from Vietnam he started 
work on another play L'Homme aux Sandales de Caoutchouc. (The Man Wit 
Rubber Sandals)'O to be published in 1970. The same year he made another trip to 
Vietnam (where he met General Giap and the Prime Minister, Phan Van Dong) and to 

the Palestinian camps in Lebanon. The struggle of the Vietnamese and the Palestinians 

was of prime importance and significance to Kateb Yacine who had in fact been 

affected by and interested in events in Vietnam since 1947 when he was reporting on 
foreign affairs in Alger R6publicain. He had already started sketches of a future work 
on Vietnam. Thus "LlHomme aux Sandales de Caoutchouc is the outcome of an 
awakening"" and the conflicts in both Vietnam and Palestine are "two remarkable and 
exemplary struggles which led to the writing of two plays"12, the second play 
uncompleted at that time and dealing with Palestine. LIHomme aux Sandales de 
Caoutchouc was also a first contact with the Algerian public for Algeria bears a great 
similarity with Vietnam in terms of struggle against 'imperialism' and struggle to build 

socialism, hence: 

This revelation gave me a new strength. The way I wanted my 
country to be was a kind of birth on Vietnamese soil... [the play] 
expresses my vision as an Algerian in the full sense of the word. There 
are now two spheres of interest for Algeria: Vietnam and Palestine... The 
play comes at a time when the Algerian people are in a state of 
emergency. This is an opportunity for them to find themselves and 
mobilise again13 

9 Du Theil, Jean Marc Martin - "Kateb Yacine - Avant premiere - "Ce que j'ai vu au 
Vietnam a ete pour moi I'aube d'une renaissance", in Lettres Fra! KWses nO - 1410, 
17-223 Novembre 197 1, pp. 16-17. 
10 Kateb Yacine - LHornme-aux Sandales de Caputchouc, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 
1970. 
11 Du Theil, Jean Marc Martin, op. cit., p. 16. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
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The play was to act as a one way ticket to Algeria and then in 1971 Kateb 
Yacine wrote and produced his first play in Algerian Arabic or Arabe populaire (to use 
his words) with 'Le Th6atre de La Mer'. Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise'4. This 
discusses the Algerian emigration to France, another important present day issue. The 

play was the realisation of an old dream and the fulfillment of a long term and anxious 
desire to write about the topic in a way that was popularly accessible. "I have come 
back to what I always wanted to do: a political theatre produced in a language that is 

broadly accessible to the largest public possible. From now on, I am going to use two 
languages: French, but mainly vernacular Arabic. "15 

Kateb Yacine broadened the scope of Le THAtre de la Mer so that Moham 
Prends Ta Valise was performed not only in technical colleges run by the 'Ministere 
du Travail et des Affaires Sociales' like previous plays, but was also taken throughout 
the country to schools, factories, villages and the 'Villages Socialistes AgricoleS'16 The 

play gained tremendous success in France and Algeria and Kateb Yacine was allocated 
a special budget by the same ministry to found the new group, 'Action Culturelle des 
Travailleurs' based in an old flat in Bab El Oued, a densely populated quarter in 
Algiers. Because of his convictions, Yacine now found himself, as before, in an ideal 

situation, for Algeria was experiencing an unprecedented economic, social and 
ideological revolution which happened to meet the aspirations of the "perturbateur" - 
the disturber of illusions. Believing in a radical socialist revolution in Algeria but eager 
for his freedom, he has a propensity to avoid and criticise dogma: I want to disturb 

illusions at the very centre of upheaval. The revolution itself must also be 

revolutionised for it also has its habits. "17 

Kateb Yacine - the Algerian 'Amazigh'18 

With Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise, Kateb Yacine had another 'refreshing' 

experience for he identified with the broad mass of the poor and deprived people, 
particularly the peasants for whom he always had the deepest sympathy and 
understanding. His most exciting and illuminating experience with the peasants was in 

prison in 1945: 41 ý 

It is precisely this large mass of peasants which was absent in 
history. Everyone took his own way to find himself. I can remember 
that it was in 1945 that I started to understand and that I discovered the 
Algerian peasant. Why? Because one does not choose one's friends in 
prison. The majority of the prisoners were peasants. At that time I 

14 Unpublished. 
15 Du Theil, Jean Marc Martin - op. cit., p. 17. 
16 Housing estates for the workers of agricultural cooperatives. 17 Romi, Yvette - op. cit., p. 31. 
Is Amaz7gh is the Berber word for 'free', hence 'the free man of the free land'. 
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discovered that the peasants had a greater inner wealth and that their 
world was richer than the world of educated people. 19 

For the next three years after 1971, the play was to be his "battle-horse, a play 

expressed in the language of the common man. "20 Actually this quotation illuminates 

two major issues in Yacine's theatre. First, the language medium which, he thinks is of 

paramount importance and to which he constantly refers in every interview. "If I want 
to be understood by the common people, it is in their language that I must address 
them. "21 

Second, he conceives of his theatre in terms of righting, combat and struggle. 
'nere is a recurrent terminology of war in his plays, in interviews and in speeches. 
Bearing in mind that Arabic, that is literary Arabic, is officially the 'National Language' 

- the Government's 'battle horse' and that Islam is the religion of the state, it is difficult 

to see how it is possible for Kateb Yacine - an outspoken opponent of the same 
language and the same religion and attacking many policies - to be sponsored by a 
department of government yet being able 
"perturbation"), or even to be free at all. 

to carry on his 'battle' or his agitation( 
The situation is explicitly contradictory in 

terms of logic but not implicitly for there are political and ideological contingencies 
which act in Yacine's favour. Indeed there are political tendencies in the country 
branded as revolutionary within official policies - such as the 'Three Revolutions', 

agrarian, industrial and cultural - which happen to meet some of Yacine's revolutionary 
ideas and visions in a legal and legitimate context and act as a buffer against any 
pressure or constraint direct or indirect. However, this does not exclude the fact that 
Yacine is harassed or hampered in his task: his plays were and are still banned from 

appearing on television, radio and the TNA; even today they are not programmed 
through the channels of the RTA, the Algerian Radio and Television. Kateb Yacine 

was also banned many times from giving public lectures or making speeches in public. 
Yet, ironically the first time after Independence when the TNA had a full house (except 
for some music festivals) was in December 1976 when the theatre of Kateb Yacine 

performed, for the first time, the play La Guerre De Deux Mille Ans (first produced in 
November, 1974). A special permission was granted for Yacine to use the TNA thanks 
to a special week of support for the people of the Western Sahara organised by the 
party. But the success of the play was followed and matched by the prohibitions 
mentioned above. 

19 Lemmouchi Ammar and Tlili - "A Batons Rompus" - interview with Kateb Yacine at 
a Secondary School in Sedrata on May 21st, 1973. 
20 Diemai, A. - "Kateb Yacine: Dans ma langue de chaque jour" in La &ýý 
(Oran), 6 Mars 1973. 
21 Du Theil, Jean Marc Martin - op. cit., p. 17 (and repeated in other interviews). 
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In 1974, he produced La Guerre De Deux Mille Ans22 an historical play 

mainly about the struggles in Algeria, Vietnam and Palestine. In 1976, he produced a 

revised version of the play to highlight the tragedy of Palestine. He first entitled it La 

Guerre De Deux Mille Ans - Version Palestine, then changed it to 
Maghd9ra (Palestine Betrayed) 

In the summer of 1976, he was invited to take charge of the theatre of Sid Bel 
Abbes in Western Algeria which meant better material and housing facilities for all 

members of VAction Culturelle des Travailleurs'. Was this sudden and mysterious 
generosity to help him in a genuine way, or to keep him away from Algiers? 
Substantial evidence is not available to assess either but the moving to Sidi Bel Abb6s 

certainly reduced and limited his scope in terms of reaching more regions, Algiers being 

geographically the central point. Consequently, he found himself more or less confined 
to the west of the country, but not tied down, for his group would still travel 
occasionally three or four hundred miles to perform in central or eastern Algeria. 
Pressures and restrictions have not ended: he is still often banned from performing for a 
certain period of time, sometimes up to six months. The troubleS23 in the country about 
Berber culture and the true identity of Algeria as opposed to 'Arabism' of which Yacine 
is a prominent and staunch modem pioneer and champion, led to more harassment and 
the banning both of the group from performing for more than six months and of Yacine 
from speaking in public. But he kept fighting, always bearing in mind the land of 
Amazigh, the land of the free men, to score a major point by performing a revised 
version of Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise, entitled Al-Khubza AI-Murra (Bitter 
Bread), in Tizi Duzou, capital of Kabylia, during a 'mini festival' to celebrate the first 

anniversary of the Kabyle revolt in the spring of 1980. In spite of all these constraints 
which certainly have some impact on the group as a whole and ending in frustrations, 
Kateb Yacine managed to produce four plays after Mohamed, Prends-ta Valise : La 
Guerre De Deux Mille Ans in 1974, Falisiin Maghd5ra (Palestine 

-R-etrgay-ed) 
in 

1976, Malik AI-Gharb (King of the West) in 1978 and Al-Khubza Al Murra (Bitter 
Bread)24 in 1981. All these plays have had a resounding success throughout the 
country and in France, mainly among students, youth in general, workers and left wing 
intellectuals. But there is alcohol and hashish in Yacine's plays, the characters swear, 
the 'bourgeois' and religious figures are attacked and ridiculed, and people revolt. 
Kateb Yacine has always been open in his attacks against religion and government 
policies. This obviously meets with angry reactions to which he is not unaccustomed. 
Indeed, his early works which were written in French had already brought him many 
enen-des mainly among Muslim fundamentalists and conservative Algerians. Now the 
enemies have grown larger in number bringing together 'bureaucrats', bourgeois, 

22 Unpublished but an extract in French appeared in Europe. No. 567-568, Juillet- 
Aout, 1976, under the title "La gandourie sans uniforme", pp. 86-87. 
23 Demonstrations which took place in Kabylia and Algiers in the spring of 1980. 
24 Unpublished. 
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government officials and religious leaders. However, the most outspoken and dominant 

opposition is among religious people: present day Algeria is witnessing an 
unprecedented Islamic revival essentially due to and encouraged by the Islamic 

revolution in Iran. But all these difficulties and hostile reactions are in a way good 
publicity, which is both an impulse to Yacine's theatre and an extra dimension to the 
myth surrounding him. The hostility and the disdain of the establishment is, however, 

matched by the people's esteem for him and the pride they take in having a major 
Algerian dramatist. Ironically and despite the success and reputation he has in Algeria, 
it is in France that he was awarded Te Prix National de Litt6rature, in 1986 for his 
latest publication, L'Oeuvre en FragmentS. 25 

25 Kateb, Yacine - L'Oeuvre en-Fragments, inedits litteraires et textes retrouv es, 
rassemblds et pr6sentes par Jacqueline Arnaud. Collection "Litt6ratures" de la 
Bibliotheque arabe, Paris, Sindbad, 1986. 
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ii) PALESTINE BETRAYED 

Cast in order of appearance: 
Rabbi 
Chorus 
Moses 
Merchant 
Man 
Merchant's guard 
Rabbi's guard 
Mad man 
First Drunkard 
Second Drunkard 
Muhammad 
English Officer 
Mufti 
Chorus leader 
'kisha (Muhammad's wife) 
Beggar 
Father Dinar 
Esther (Moses' fiancee) 
Nazis 
Hitler 
Arabs 
Jews 
The Fanatic 
Herbert Samuel 
France 
America 
England 

Ir 'Abd Al-'Aziz (King) 
Roosevelt 
The Gandur People 
Moshe Dayan 

Jewish soldiers 
Arabs of Palestine 
Sultan (of Egypt) 
Nassar 
Sultan 'Abdallah 
Courtiers 
General 
Palestinian People 
Bunqiba (of Tunisia) 
Wasjila (his wife) 
People(of Tunisia) 
Policeman 
Police officer 
Students 
Kissinger 
Mrs. Sadat 

Assad 
Sadat 
Arab Sultans and Emirs 
Palestinians 
Arab Presidents and Kings 
Palestinian chorus 
Egypdan chorus 
Workers 
First man 
Second man 
Third man 
Fourth man 
Two soldiers 

Props: 
- Costume rail, about six foot. long with costumes hanging. It stands up stage and 

remains there with all other props throughout the performance. 
- Three trunks with props, behind costume rail. 
- Broom -2 trays - small ladder - flags and emblems representing England, France, 
America, Nazi Germany, Arab States... etc. - Different costumes - Banjo, darb5M (or 
tabla = drum), pipe. 

Note: Many stage directions are missing in the original text. All stage directions 
appearing in our translation are based on the original text and on notes taken by the 
translator during rehearsals and performances. 
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TABLEAU 1 

(The Great Rabbi enters followed by the chorus, each one of them holding a book. The Rabbi 
psalmodises, the chorus repeats after him. ) 

Chorus "Hinneh mah tov u mah naim 
Shevet akhim gam yak-had! "26 
I am wounded but not aware 
Said our prophet Moses! 

Voices from the Chorus lbat's Moses the roadsweeper. He spent all his life sweeping the desert. 

Rabbi Our prophet Moses was a shepherd in the Sinai until he saw a bush lit by 
God. 27 

Chorus Shalom our Rabbi! 

(The Rabbi still psalmodising crosses the chorus throwing punches left and right. ) 

Voices from the chorus Our rabbi has gone mad. 

He thinks we're sand bags. 

Rabbi Our prophet Moses was a shepherd in the Sinai until he saw a bush lit bY 
God. Itwas and it was not burning. 

Chorus It was and it was not burning! 

Rabbi Moses heard a voice coming forth from the bush which was lit by God. 

Chorus Lit by God! 

Rabbi No Jew should approach fire on Sabbath. 

Chorus Shalom Rabbi! 

Moses Dear Rabbi, please pay me. I have been woricing for a very long time for 
you, here in the synagogue. 

Rabbi My son, you will be paid a hundredfold by God. 

Moses Then I must die to live. 

Rabbi No mention of money in the house of God! 

TABLEAU 2 

(Moses goes to sleep. The rabbi sets his broom onfire. ) 

Moses Fire! Fire! Fire! 

Rabbi Miracle! Holy miracle! 
The broom of Moses is buming. 
It is fit by God! 

Moses My broom! 

26 These two verses are in Hebrew, meaning: How pleasant and how delighting is 
sitting together with brothers. From the Bible - Psalm: 133,1. The first verse in Arabic 
rhymes with the first verse in Hebrew. 
27 In the text 'stick'. 
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Chorus The broom of Moses is lit by God! 

Moses My broom! 

(The chorus carries Moses in triumph) 

Chorus Long live Master Moses! 

Moses My dear broom! 

Chorus Long live our prophet Moses! 

Moses My new broom! 

Chorus Long live our prophet Moses! 

Moses Let me have my broom back! 

Rabbi Go my children. Tell the people, Tell all the believers. 
That our prophet Moses is back, 
That he is among us now. 
Hurry my children, Hurry! 

Chorus Our prophet Moses is back! 

TABLEAU 3 

Merchant Dear God, protect our prophet Moses! 

Chorus This man is rich and highly respected by the rabbi. Let him in. 

Rabbi Rejoice merchant! Rejoice! Our prophet Moses is back. He is among us 
here in the synagogue! 

Merchant Rabbi, I promise you that this synagogue will be the richest temple in the 
world. (To the chorus) My children, by order from our prophet Moses and 
in order to please him you are as from now employed in the synagogue. 

Chorus Long Uve our prophet Moses! 

Merchant Hurry get two trays. Put one at my feet and the other at the rabbi's. 

Chorus And the prophet? 

Rabbi The prophet... no, no he doesn't need one. 

Merchant He's right. There is no need. 

(The two guards eidt and come back carrying two trays) 

TABLEAU4 

Chorus I am wounded but not aware 
Said our prophet Moses! 

Man I've come to see the prophet. 

Rabbi The prophet is listening to you. 

Merchant Come in! Come in! 
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Man Prophet of God, my wife, my children and I live in one room only. Well, 
we live on top of each other. What do you think I should do? 

Moses Get a cat and a dog 

Man A cat and a dog?! 

Moses A goat and a sheep... 

Maa Yes I can get them. 

Moses And twenty four rabbits 

Man Twenty four rabbits! It's a lot. 

Moses And finally get a tortoise. 

Man That's aH? 

Moses That's all. Listen, put them all in your room. They Must Stay with you for 
seven days and seven nights. Come back next Sabbath. 

Man Yes Master! 

(On his way out he is stopped by two guards. 28 They are standing behind the rabbi and the merchant 
who are sitting. There is a short space between them to suggest the entrance to the synagogue. ) 

Merchant's guard For the state! 

Rabbi's guard For the synagogue! 

Man (leaves singing) I am wounded! I am wounded!.. 

(The action stopsfor afew seconds to suggest the passage of time. The man comes back. )29 

Moses Well? 

Man I spent the most horrible week in my life. The dog kept barking and 
fighting the cat for seven days and seven nights. The sheep was sick and 
the goat ate my provision Of Salt. The tortoise is always out, shunning 
everybody. And the rabbits arc driving me mad. Oh! Those are worse 
than the children. 

Moses Get rid of the dog, the cat and the tortoise 
Sell the goat and the sheep. 
Kill the rabbits and have 
A big dinner with your family 
Come back next Sabbath. 

Man 

Merchant's guard 

Rabbi's guard 

(Enter a mad man. ) 

Yes Master. 

For the state! For the synagogue! 

28 The guards are asking for money because the merchant and the rabbi have decided to 
charge a fee for people who want to see the 'prophet'. 
29 In the text - 'a week later. 
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Mad Man 0 friends of God! 0 WrCLched! 30 (goes to Rabbi) 

Rabbi Walk in. 

Mad Man Prophet of God, I have come to visit you. 

Moses Come in, come in, 
you bule vermin3l 

Mad Man I was sleeping in the stable and all of a sudden I had a vision. Then I was 
feverish and started to rave. 

Moses Didn't you feel as if someone touched you tenderly on your forehead? 

Mad Man Someone touched me? 

Moses Very gently. 

Mad Man Maybe. - 

Moses You were saying that this happened to you in the stable. 

Mad Man Yes, yes. 

Moses That must be the tail of your horse, that's all. 

Mad Man If I had a horse I wouldn't sleep in the stable. 

Moses All prophets begin like thiS. 32 
Actually it is a holy horse 
Visiting you in the future, 
Hurry and enrol in the cavalry. 

Mad Man May God protect you Prophet! 

Merchant's guard 

Rabbi's guard For the state! For the synagogue! 

(The mad man leaves slowly; enterfirst visitor) 

Man 0 friends of God! 

Mad Man (from back stage) 0 wretched! 

Moses Now tell me, don't you feel your room is more spacious? 

Man A big relief and a big difference with the previous days. 

30 'Me literal translation is 'sons of dogs'. In Algeria beggars address people thus, '0 
friends of God, please... ' or '0 believers... ' Therefore the contradiction in the text is 
interesting because the author is implying that the 'believers' or 'friends of God' are 
'bastards'. 
31 'Iliere is rhyme and alliteration in the text. The literal translation would give: 'visit, 
visit, o sparrow'. The word sparrow does not fit in the text and is used for rhyme and 
alliteration. 
32 Meaning 'all previous prophets started their career in stables'. 
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Moses You solve problems by complicating them morc. 33 If I were you I would 
sleep out in the open air. 

Man Everytime I Come to ViSiL the prophet I find the merchant and the rabbi by 
the door. I'm up to the neck with debts, my wife left me and my children 
roam the streets. But I can say that I have seen the prophet, our prophet 
Moses, the Prophet of God. 

Merchant's guard Ibis way out! For the state! 

Rabbi's guard Forthesynagogue! 

(All edt singing "llinneh mah tov u mah na'im... ", Moses stays on stage. ) 

TABLEAU5 

(Enter two drunkards) 

Moses Sothis is my job: to lie all the time for the benefit of the merchant -in the 
synagogue! together with a mad rabbi. 

First Drunkard This is a sacred wine! 

Second Drunkard This is a divine herb! 34 

First Drunkard So, we are employed 

Second Drunkard And wage camers! To our prophet Moses! (he drinks) 

Moses If I was still Moses the roadsweeper I would join them. 

(Enter Rabbi) 

Rabbi Oh! Oh! Oh my God! T'hey're, drinking! Tbey're smoking! On Sabbath! In 
the Synagogue! Moses beat them! 

(The two drunkards run out) 

Moses What have they done? 

Rabbi They have'broken the law. Beat them with your stick. What are you 
waiting for? 

Moses My stick... So it is not a godly staff. Now I understand you. You, bastard! 

(He beats the rabbi and exits, running) 

33 Literally 'mix it then it clears up'. Ilis is a common adage in Algeria, meaning that 
if someone is wrapped up in problems he should not worry much because with time 
things improve. 
34 Herb means hashisLD, ivine: typically Algerian, said of anything very pleasant. 
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TABLEAU 6 

(Enter the two drunkards) 

First Drunkard Our prophet Moses has gone mad, he beat the rabbi and stole his donkey. 

(Moses comes back running with the donkey) 

Moses Everybody knows the rabbi's donkey. The Jews am after me-, I must 
disguise. 

(EnterMuhammad) 

Moses Hey, you! aren't you Moses' neighbour? 

Muhammad Moses? Where is he? All the Jewish neighbours; are waiting for him at his 
door step. He must have messed it up. 

Moses As you are his neighbour, what do you think of him? 

Muhammad I like him but I suspect he is a Zionist. 

Moses Moses is not a Zionist and he has done nothing wrong. He just went to the 
market and asked me to leave his donkey with you. 

Muhammad Good old Moses, he still trusts me. 

(Eidt Moses - Enter the two drunkards. ) 

(Muhammad pushes the donkey. The two drunkards see him) 

TABLEAU 7 

First Drunkard That's the rabbi's donkey. 
j 

Second Drunkard AnpVs the Arab thief. 

Muhammad Huffy up, run away. Oh! stupid donkey! Alright then, you'll have to deal 
with them on your own, I can run faster than you. 

(The two drunkards agree with each other. ) 

First Drunkard You take care of the donkey and I run after the thief. 

Second Drunkard AlrighL 

Muhammad Moses the road sweeper fooled me again. Just because they Saw me with 
his donkey they're accusing me of stealing. How am I to get home now? 
Well, I must disguise. 

Moses shalom! 

Muhammad assala-m! 

Moses assa0n? He must be an Arab who has lost his way. 

Muhammad shalom? Where is this wandering Zionist going? 

Moses Wbere are you going? 

Muhammad Home- 
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Moses Your home? 

Muhammad Yes 

Moses Where do you live? 

Muhammad There. 

Moses Where is 'there'? 

Muhammad Just here. 

Moses Where is he going? I think... 

Muhammad He's following me. 

Moses Whew! We certainly have arrived. 

Muhammad That's the village (They go to sleep. One minute later they are woken by a 
cock crow. ) 

Moses Gread God sent me this cock. 

Muhammad Where does heý think he is running after that cock which must be mine? 
Maybe he wants to buy it. 

Moses I've come to invite you to eat chicken. 

Muhammad I was coming to invite you. 

Moses Good, but you'll invite me when you are in your hcmse. 

Muhammad I am in my house. 

Moses Come on. you must be mad. What's your village? 

Muhammad Nestine, and yours? 

Moses Israel. 

Muhammad If this cock could speak. he35 would say 

Moses Israel. 

Muhammad Palestine. 

Moses Lsrael. 

Muhammad Palestine. 

35 We are using 'he' instead of 'it' because there is no neutral pronoun in Arabic - there 
is only the feminine and the masculine like French - and also because 'cock' is 
personified in the text. 
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TABLEAU 8 

(Enter an English Officer) 

English Officer Stop itl On behalf of the British Crown I order you to leave this cock. 

Moses It's my cock. 

Muhammad It's mine. 

Moses 7be cock belongs to me. 

English Officer No it's England's cock. 

Muhammad And this is my village. 

English Officer No it belongs to England. 

(The English Oificer and Moses shake hands and conspire against Muhammad. ) 

Moses and the English villagel Israeli villagel 
English Officer 

TABLEAU 9 

October Demonstration36 

(The chorus sings the Internationale) 

Chorus Artisans, peasants and the people's army 
Took the power in Russia. 
Workers and peasants are joining fists 
Only struggle can bring socialiSih. 37 
Artisans, peasants and the people's army 
Have brought down the reign of feudalism. 
The Soviet Workers Councils took control 
immediately 
And the road to freedom and glorious era 
Was opened before humanity and the poor 
toiling masses. 
Ilds is a worker's first joining a 
peasant's fist 
Only struggle can bring socialism 
Ibis is a worker's fist. 
Glory to all those who arise 
For Revolution is a glorious aCL Against 
the 

- 
laws written by the hands Of the 

feillists and the capitalist swines 
This is an intemational revolution 
The French sailors have raised the red flag 
And arrested all their officers. 
Strike after strike, thunder will 
Clear the fog and make the seeds grow. 
Workers and peasants are joining fists 
Only struggle can bring socialism. 

36 We do not know why the author has used this tableau at this stage. 
37 In the text 'socialism comes only with struggle'. 
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TABLEAU-10 

(Muhammad steals olives in the Mufti's garden)38 

Muhammad Hard life, horrible and hard life!.., I live on the Mount of Olives but I'm 
reduced to steal olives... Onionsl.. Tomatoes!.. what a marvelous gardenl 
Moses and Jesus entered it once, why not Muhammad? 

(EnterMufli) 

Mufti Who = you? 

Muhammad Muhammad. 

mufti Muhammad who? 

Muhammad Zit7un. 39 

Mufti You are in the Mufti's garden. 

Muhammad Sorry, I thought it was the garden of AUah-40 

Mufti What has it got to do with Allah? 

Muhammad Abight, ahighý I'm going. 

Mufti Stop there! I want to know what you were nosing about here. 

(Enter Chorus) 

TABLEAUll 

Chorus We want bread! We want workl Let's go to the Mufti. 

Chorus leader Long five Mufti Seff Adcrin tradj At? X01 

Chorus Seyf Adin Hidj Ari7ml (bis) 

Muhammad This is the Chief Mufti of Palestine. He owns all the land42 in the region. 

Chorus Dear Mufti we are starving and food is rotting away in your fields. Please, 
give me a job. Ile Zionists are buying the best land and we are left with 
no bread, no work and no homeland. 

Mufti My children, I do sympathise with you, yes I do understand your problems. 
That is why I am defending you before the Great Nations and the Arab 
Sultans have committed themselves to help you. 

38 -14 The word in the text means both 'garden' and 'field'. In this tableau as in others 
Muhammad gets the nickname 'M-ub-Zifuln'. 'MUý' - short for Muhammad, it is 
particularly used in the slang of Algiers. 'Zittn' means olives. 11us the author 
associates between Muh5mmad and olive to give the new character the name 
Muhammad Zitiln. 
39 see 13. 

4o We have opted for 'Allah' instead of 'God' to keep the Islamic connotation and the 
irony of this tableau. 
41 Ij1dj Muhammad Anýn Al-Husseini - appointed Mufti of Jerusalem in May 1921 
and President of the Supreme Muslim Council in January 1922. 
42 In the text, the word is 'all the fields' - implying 'all the land' 
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Chorus Long Eve our Muftil He is the best leader in the Arab worldl Long live 
our muftil He is defending usl 

Muhammad The mufti is defending his land not you. 

Mufti You heretic! 

Chorus You heretic! 

Mufti Ignomnd 

Chorus Ignorand 

Mufti Traitor! 

Chorus Traitorl 

Mufti Scoundrel! 

Chorus Scoundrell 

TABLEAU12 

(Enter '2isha, Muhammad's ulfe) 

'Asha I am hungry! I am starving! 

Muhammad Join me, eat. 

'Isha Are you pulling my leg? I'm not a goat to eat raw olives. 

Muhammad Thank you dear God but your olives can't be as good as the Mufti's onions. 

'Xiisha Well, well! so you were hiding these tomatoes to eat them by yourselfl 

Muhammad Pity on you Tomatoes! When olives and onions fall on the ground they 
can be picked, not you Tomato, if you drop you drop dcadL 

'Aisha You can eat one, but where shall I cook the others? 

Muhammad What? Is the pot broken? 

'Xisha You know it's not our poL 

Muhammad Whose pot is it then? 

'Isha Last time I borrowed it from the neighbour. Now it's your turn to get it 
from her husband. 

(Muhammad goes toward Moses who is sitting upstage to get the pot. ) 

Muhammad assaltimu 'aleyk MoSeS! 43 

Moses shaloml 

Muhammad Can I borrow your pot? 

43 'Peace be upon you' meaning 'hello'. This is the way all Muslims and Arabs greet ý 
each other. We have used assaramu aleyk and shalom as they are in the text to keep the 
flavour of the dialogue. 
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Moses Here, take iL 

(Muhammad starts to eat, the donkey joins him. ) 

Muhammad Who invited you? 

'Isha Let him cat, that's the rabbi's donkey. 

Muhammad Damn the Tabbi who educated yoU44.1 you scared me, if you were the 
muffi's donkey you could tell where I got these tomatoes from. 

(Muhammad takes the pot back to Moses. ) 

Muhammad Here is your poL 

Moses You left one toinato. 

Muhammad Your pot was pregnant. This is what it gave you, congratulations. 

Moses Just crazyl 

Muhammad Can you lend me your donkey? 

Moses It is the rabbi's donkey; if they see an Arab riding him I'll lose my job at 
the synagogue. 

Muhammad Listen Moses, I need your donkey 

Moses The donkey's lost, I don't know where he is. 

(Sound of donkey braying. ) 

Muhammad What? Come on! I just heard him bray. 

Moses Come onl You beheve a donkey and not Me? 45 

(Enter Rabbi threatening Moses. ) 

Rabbi Moses, Come herel You know Moshe46, our Master Moses was a 
shepherd in the Sinai before he founded the State of IsraeL I want you to 
take care of my donkey and stay away from the Arabs. 

(All edt. ) 

44 Beautiful aliteration and assonance in the text with the words rabb (Goý) - rebbi 
(rabbi) - rabUa*k (educated you). 
45 Literal translation. This is taken from a Joha tale. We shall mention and discuss the 
different tales used by Kateb Yacine in the text analysis. 46We have kept the Jewish name as used in the text. 
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TABLEAU13 

(Muhammad and Moses come back singing. ) 

Muhammad Palestine is like a spinning top. 
Here is a Jew with an Arap whop47 

Moses Here is a Jew widi an Arab Wallop4s 
Palestine is like a spinning top. 

Moses It's time for the meeting. 

Muhammad What shall I do with this donkey? 

Moses And what shall I do with this one? 

Muhammad Let's take them with us. 

Moses It's a secret meeting. If we get arrested? 

Muhammad We'D teU them it's the donkeys who created the U-Me union. 49 

Moses Well, if you think of it, the true worker is the donkey. 

Muhammed To have a good friend is nice. 

Moses A good friend has no price. 50 

TABLEAU14 

(Enter 'Asha crying) 

Muhammad What's the matter? 

6v Asha My father has died. 

Muhammad Look, we are husband and wife, we must both share joy and sorrow. SO. 
go and mourn your father and let me chat with Moses. 

('; Lha eidt crying) 

Muhammad I can't sell my donkey either dead or alive. I can't sell my wife, but I can 
sell my house. Business is business. 

(Enter 'Isha carrying a large pot. Muhammad takes itfrom her hands and puts it on her head. ) 

'Aisha What's the matter with you? Are you mad? 

Muhammad Business is business. Farewell dear house. Times have forced me to sell 
you. But I must paint you rust. 

47 - 23 In the text - 'A Jew and a cr-azy Arab' - 'A Jew and a pennyless Arab' with 
alliteration, assonance and rhyme in the words 'spinning top', 'crazy' and Ipennyless 
Arab' 
49 see 22 

49 This is a very bitter attack on the leaders of Algerian trade unions. 111is sequence is 
also used in the writer's other plays. 

I 50 In the text - 'why did I mix with him to sell my coat , and, 'why did I associate with 
him to sell my jumper'. T'he words 'coat' and 'jumper' are transliterations of paletot 
and tricot, they are used to keep the rhyme. The connotation of the verses is good 
friendship between Muhammad and Moses. 
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(Muhammad is painting his house and singing. Enter a beggar. ) 

Beggar 0 friends of God! 0 wretchedl (to Muhammad) - Listenl 

Muhammad Yes? 

Beggar Comedown! 

Muhammad I'm busy! 

Beggar I told you to come down! 

Muhammad I already told you I'm busyl 

Beggar I'm telling you again, come down! 

(Muhammad gets down) 

Muhammad What do you want? 

Beggar Charity please! 

Muhammad Come up with me. 

(Both on the ladder) 

Beggar Please give me a penny. 

Muhammad May God help you! I'm personally stuck with my own problems. 

Beggar Why did you call me up then? 

Mohammad Why did you call me down? 

(Muhammad beats the beggar who runs away. Enter Father Dinar) 

TABLEAU15 

Father Dinar5l Is this house for sale? 

Muhammad Yes sir. 

Father Dinar I give you one hundred dinars for it. 

Muhammad Business is-not my trade. My grandfather was a blacksmith and a farmer, 
he left us THIS... 

Father Dinar What? This old nail? 

Muhammad This rusty old nail is the only thing I possess, it's all my fortune. If you're 
buying the house you must leave it as it is. 

Father Dinar What kind of madness is this..? 

Muhammad Take it or leave iL EVeryftg is for sale except my grandfather's nail. 

51 In the text A Dinilr: BD meaning 'father of... ' and Dinar is the currency name used 
in many Arab countries. Here the name refers to the character of the rich Arab 
merchant. We were faced with the alternative of using 'Father Shilling', 'Father Penny' 
or 'Father Sterling' but we thought 'Father Dinar' fits better because 'Dinar9 reflects the 
identity of the Arab merchant. 
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Father Dinar , Let's go to sign the deeds. 

Muhammad But on one condition, the nail must be mentioned. 

Father Dinar Might let's go. 

TABLEAU16 

(Enter Rabbi, Moses and Esther hisfiancle. ) 

Rabbi (singing) My children, I'll let you a house 
From the greedy man52 
My children I'll let you a house from Father Dinar. 

(To Father Dinar)Father Dinar, do you have a house for sale? 

Father Dinar Yes I have a house for you. 

Rabbi An Arab's house? 

Father Dinar A house behind Solomon Tomb. It used to belong to a vagrant by the 
name of Muh Ziffun. But you know that I'm exposing myself to danger. If 
the Arabs hear that I'm trading with the Jews, they'll kill me. 53 

Rabbi I know (He pushes Moses aside) Let me inLroduce you Esther. Moses' 
fianc6e. She's looking for a house. 

Father Dinar Oh I'll do anything for beauty! 54 

Moses Indeed .. What else? 

TABLEAU17. 

(Enter Hitler with Chief Mufti of Palestine. Some members of the chorus stand aside to play the role Of 
Nazis). 

Nazis Heil Hider! 

Hitler, The struggle against communism is the first priority. 55 

Nazis Heil Hided 

Mufti (Singing) Hider came upon us eh! (bis) 
Hitler came upon us, 0 God be with us. 
Islam and Arabism, Arabism and Islam 
Half the world belongs to us. As for the Jews 
Hider himself will exterminate them56 

(Hitler and the Mufd shake hands) 

Nazis Heil Hiderl 

52 The word in the text means 'broker' in Algerian but it has the connotation of 
'greedy'. 
53 The author alludes to Palestinians who sold properties to Jews. 
N In the text 'for the sake of beauty I try very hard'. The author has been constantly 
sarcastic about the Muslim clergy and the rich. 
55 In the text 'it is the first duty'. 
56 In the text 'Hitler will exterminate them on his own'. 
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Chorus (Singing) Hider came upon us ch! (bis) 
Hitler came upon us 
0 God be with us! 

TABLEAU18 

Mufti. Death to the Jews! 

Arabs Death to the Jews! 

Rabbi Death to the Arabs! 

Jews Death to the Arabs! 

(Battle between Arabs and Jews)57 

Muhammad Hit me Moses and show the Arabs that I'm not a Jew. 

Moses What do you want me to do? The Jews too think I'm an Arab. 

Muhammad They're setting fire to your house. 

Moses Yours is already burning. 

(They start to sing a lament song. )58 

You left me lamenting and crying 
And my tears are useless. Please 
Help me friends! Help me neighbours. 

Arabs Death to the Jews! 

Jews Death to the Arabs! 

The fanatic Where is that son of a bitch who frequents Moses? 

Chorus Moses ran away. 

The fanatic I'm looking for Muhammad. Does he live round here? 

Chorus Yes. He doesn't live far from here. 

Chorus leader You hold this wall and I'll go to call him. 

The fanatic The wall? 

Chorus This wall is very old and it may fall. What's the matter? Come on, hold it. 

The fanatic Abight, go and don't be long. 

0 

57 We do not know which battle the author is referring to but there were riots in 1929 
and mainly between 1936 and 1939 known as the Arab Revolt. 
58 The words and tune are from a popular Algerian song entitled "Please Friends". 
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TABLEAU19 

(EnterMuhammad) 

Muhammad Why are you puffing and struggling 
And your back against the wall is breaking? 59 

The fanatic I'm holding the wall because it may crumble. And I'm waiting for Moses' 

neighbour, that scoundrel. 

Muhammad If you have to hold the wall, why don't you use your stick as a support? 

Ile fanatic Do you diink it's a good idea? 

Muhammad Let's see. (He takes the stick and beats him. ) 

The fanadc (screaming) ON Oh! Oh! 

Muhammad You see, there is nothing wrong with the wall. 
So leave it for it doesn't need you at all 
And don't be afraid, your religion won't fall. 60 

TABLEAU20 

Moses 0 Wall! 0 WaU! 61 My dear WaH, you are the only t1fing left for me in this 

religion! 62 

Muhammad Hello! Hello Moses! You beefle face, give us a kiss! 63 

Moses You are always leaving, always coming back, always wandering like a 
mosquitoA4 

Rabbi 0 Wall! 0 WaU! Moses! 0 Walft 0 Wall! 

Muhammad Come on, stop playing the fool! 65 

Rabbi Shut up you heretic and go away! You should show respect for a place like 
this. This is the wall where our ancestors used to lament. (He turns W 
back and starts to lament). 0 Wall! 0 Wall! 

Muhammad Sticks out! Tfles in! 66 

(Enter Herbert Samuel) 

Herbert Samuel (to Rabbi) Let me introduce myself'. I am Sir HERBERT SAMUEL, BRITISH HIGH 
COMMISSIONER in PALESTINE! 67 

Rabbi This is a sacred wall. 

59 Literal translation. This is another Joha tale. 
60 Literal translation. We believe that the author added the phrase 'don't worry about 
your religion to keep the alliteration and the assonance. 
61 Wailing Wall. 
62 In the text assonance between the words din (religion) and dunia Oife). 
63 Literal translation. Very poor and meaningless line. 'you beetle face ... I 

is added to 
keep assonance and rhyme with Moses. 
64 In the text 'you left and you came back and you're still turning like a beetle'. 
65 The word in the text derives from the word ýý( which gave marabout in French 
and English but with the meaning of soothsayer or mystic. 
66 Literal translation. 
67 Samuel Herbert Louis - First British High Commissioner of Palestine (1920 - 1925). 
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Herbert Samuel shalom! 

Rabbi shalom! 

Muhammad He is both English and ZionisL He was lamenting, now he has become 
High Commissioner. 68 

Herbert Samuel (to Muhammad and Moses) Your presence in the demonstrations69 proves that you are 
dangerous agitators. You have twenty-four hours to leave the country. 

Rabbi You claim to be a Zionist and you deport Moses your Jewish brother? 

Herbert Samuel Moses will go and come back. It's obvious that this is just a cover upYO 

(The rabbi waves goodbye at Moses. Herbert Samuel replies. ) 

Rabbi Shalom! 

Herbert Samuel Shalom! 

Moses Shalom! 

Muhammad So. t1lis is it! You're colonising me! 

Moses Speak to the rabbi. 

Muhammad Do you think I'm a fool? As soon as I turn my back you take my house. 

Moses What do you want me to do? 

Muhammad Well they can deport me, they can put me in jail, but my roots are here and 
here I shall stay and die. 

Herbert Samuel That's the criminal! Arrest him! 

TABLEAU 21. 

Rabbi Every land you touch with your feet is yours! 71 

Chorus Every land we touch with our feet is ours! 

Rabbi Nobody can reSiSt yC)U! 72 

Chorus Nobody can resist us! 

Rabbi "And thou shalt consume all the people which the Lord th God shall 
deliver thee, thyne eye shall have no pity upon them. "79 

Chorus And our eyes shaU have no pity upon them. 

68 11iis is a very good play on the words 'Iarnent' and 'Commissioner' which we are 
unable to bring into English. 
69 Op. cit footnote 32. 
70 Ibis is an Algerian idiom, its literal translation is "let me cover the sun with a sieve". 
71 Deuteronomy Ch. 11, v. 24 and Joshua Ch. 1, v. 3. 
72 Deuteronomy Ch. 11, v. 25. 
73 Deuteronomy Ch. 7, v. 16. 
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Mufti (singing) Walk on the land of God the most helpful 
Be the soldiers of the Lord of the Universe 
Palestine belongs to us and not to strangersJ4 

(Enter English Officer, Moses, Muhwnmad and the cock. ) 

Jews Israel! 

Arabs Palestine! 

English Officer(to a Jew) 71iis Arab is after you. 

Jews Ismel! 

English Officer (to an Arab) The Jews are the cause of all our problems. 

Arabs Palestine! 

Mufti Let the scoundrel who has harmed the cock answer me. And if you like its 
legs add more SpiCeS. 75 

(Enter two oricers representing France and the U. SA. ) 

France My English cousin has not invited us to the batdeý76 

America He eats the beaten cock by himself and he sells the winner. 

France I told you he wants everything for himself. 

America We must get the U. N. involved in this. 

England Muhammad, if you were not a c9ward you would fight for independence. 

'Xisha Hit him Muhammad! 

England Moses, you're going to win. Just give me time to tame the Arabs. 

Rabbi Come on Moses, give him a good punch! 

Jews Ismel! 

Arabs Palestine! 

America Stop it at once! I order you by law to separate these cocks! 

England You have ruined me you scoundrel. 

America Don't soil your reputation. Let the Arabs and the Jews fight for you. 
Cock-fighting is a sin on sacred land. 

Chorus Ooh! Ooh! 

America Cock-righting is over. We shaU switch to sport, boxing, punches. 

Voice from the chorus The Organisation of the Big Nations organises a big match Muhammad 
Zirun vs Moses the roadsweeper. 

74 These lines are from an Algerian patriotic anthem. 
75 Liteml translation. 
76 Literal translation. 
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Jews Israel! 

Arabs Palestinel 

Rabbi You know Moses, I trained to become a boxer ever since I was a child but 
in the end I chose to be a rabbi. This is my family tradition, we're all 
rabbis from father to ancestor. And if you come to think of it this rink77 is 
not a synagogue and you're not a boxer78 alone against the Muslims who 
the more you hit them the more they want. 

Mufti "0 you who have attained to faith! If you help (the cause of) God, He wiU 
help you, and will make firm your StepS. *79 

Chorus Seyf AddEn 1ýlidj Amll (3 times) 

England 7be Zionists must not let the Arabs win their independence. 

France The Arabs must keep fighting Israel if we want them to forget our presence 
in their country. 

England Agreed. 

America Let me referee80 the match because I'm American that is I'm new and they 
don't know me yet. 

(The match starts. The Jews win. ) 

'Aisha 0 Muhammad! 

(Muhammad turns round. Moses hits him. ) 

Arabs Allah! 

Chorus leader Whatamess! They're one hundred million Arabs and five hundred 
million Muslims, and they lost! 

'Aisha The Arabs are not properly armed but the Jews are supplied from East and 
West. 

America Moses won in the first round. 

Jews Israel! Israel! Israell 

Arabs (crying) Oh! Oh! 

America Don't worry I shall organise other matches for you. 

France Good idea. 81 

England We'll get rich. 

Voice Erom chorus America, France and England are happy with their plan. Their interest is 
to sell arms. 

77 'Rink' is transliterated in-the text. It is also used in Algerian. 
78 'Boxer' in the text is the transliteration of the French word boxeur, also used in 
Algerian. 
79 The Koran, ch. 47, v. 7- Translation by Muhammad AsAsee bibliography). 
so The transliteration of the French word arbitre is used in the text. This word Passed 
into Algeria. 
81 In the text the word used means 'it's sticking' implying 'it's great'. 
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America, England and France Now we're going to sell you arms! 

Jews Israel! Israel! Israel! 

Arabs (in a dirge) He was hit with the Koran 
Then stunned by Moshe Dayan 
He was hit with the Koran 
And got his skull brokcn. 82 

TABLEAU22 

Arabs (singing) Where to, where to Oh 'Abd-Azi: z? 

Moses Where does this Sultan come from? 

Muhammad This is a great Sultan. We have brought him on a special ship83 and to 
spare him any change to his habits in the desert we have pitched a tent for 
him on this very ship so that he can relax and breathe the fresh air just like 
what he is used to in the desert. 

0, 
Moses I've never seen suclthing. 

Muhammad Well, you see, the President of America, the greatest country in the world, 
is himself coming to meet him in the sea. 

Roosevelt Very pleased to meet you! 

'Abd AWAI Me too. 84 

Roosevelt What can I do for you? 

'Abd Al-'A: 7iz It is you Mister PresidentS5 who. wished to see me. 

Roosevelt The Jews living in my country want to go back to Palestine. 

Abdulaz-16 Impossible. 

Roosevelt The Jews will be just a few amid the Arabs. They will help them in 
everything, especially in agriculture where they proved very successful. 

'Abd Al-'Aziz You gave the Jews millions of dollars. If you had given them to the Arabs 
they would have done the same if not more. 

Roosevelt The criminal Hider exterminated several million Jews. 

'Abd Al-'AZiz Well, you should explain to those people that the genocide is not the 
responsibility of the Arabs. You have supplied them with arms, then why 
don't they go and fight Hider instead of harassing our brothers in Palestine. 

82 In the text 'he hit him with the Koran and broke his head. ' 
83 Ile word for ship is babM, from the French word vapeur, and 'vapour' in English. 
Hen'Ce, bateau a papeur or steam ship. 
94 Literal translation. 
85 The Algerian particle si is short for sayyad meaning mister, sir, gentleman. It is 
always used in Algerian as a mark of respect. 
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Roosevelt Tle Free World relies on your Excellency specially you as the Guardian86 
of Mecca, the Sacred House of GodL 

'Abd A]-'A; Fiz Impossible, Palestine is a sacred place for the Arabs. 

Roosevelt Let's forget about this. I've come to talk about the war. We need a few 
harbours for our warships. 87 We're also interested in a large base for our 
warplanes. 

'Abd Al-'A; Fiz I am willing to help you Mister President but I don't want any foreign rule 
like in Egypt, Syria or Iraq. 

Roosevelt As long as I am president of America I will not allow any attack on the 
Arab people. 

'Abd Al-'A: 1 We won't sell an inch of our land but you may rent the necessary areas for 
a period of five years after which you'll leave us a part of the arms. 

Roosevelt And we ask you not to attack our friends and you must push back any 
enemy attack. 

'Abd AVAI And on your part you must help the Arabs towards independence. 

Roosevelt After the war there will be no more colonialism. As for Syria and Lebanon 
De Gaulle has promised their independence and I shall remind him of his 
word. Now let's talk oil, gas, business. 88 I give you four dollars a barrel 
and build a 750 kilometre pipe line. 89 As a token of my friendship, take 
my chair, the only dear possession I've ever had in my life. 

(He gives him the wheelchair. ) 

The Gand-ur People90 "His (seat of power) oversprea4 the heavens and the earth, and he alone is 
truly exalted tremendous". 91 

Chorus Where to, where to 0 'Abd Al-'A; Fiz? 

TABLEAU23 

Moshe Dayan The Arabs are confused. The English have agreed with us and they are 
already leaving. They agree with us to kick the Arabs out of Palestine. 

England (to Moshe Dayan) Take these arms and don't say a word. 

Moshe Dayan "But because the Lord loved you, and because He would keep the oath 
which He swore unto your fathers, hath the Lord brought you out with a 
mighty hand, and redeemed you out of the house of bondage, from the 
hand of Pharaoh King of EgypL"92 lbank God the Most Powerful! 

96 In the text 'Guard'. The author uses the word 'guard' instead of 'Guardian' either 
for the purpose of irony or he did not think of the title given to the King of Saudi Arabia 
as 'King and Guardian of the Two Sacred Places'. (Mecca and Medina). He is called 
the 'Guardian of the Two. Sacred Places' (115ris Al-, Varamayn). 
87 In the text 'ships carrying arms'. 
88 Transliterated in the text. 
89 In the text the word 'pipe line' is the transliteration of the French word nyau. 
90 'Gandur' from GandiTra, a traditional men's robe with wide short sleeves and a long 
V neck wom mainly in North Africa. The author stereotypes the Muslim clergy and 
the ruling classes of the Arab world in these robes and turbans round their heads. 
91 The Koran ch. 2, v. 255, in Assad Muhammad, Qurlih, Dar Al-Andalus, Gibraltar, 
E. J. Brill, London, 1980. 
92 Deuteronomy, ch. 7, v. 8. 
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Jewish soldiers 7bank God the Most Powerful! 

(Moshe Dayan addresses the people ofDeir Yassine in Palestine) 

Moshe Dayan Order to the people of Deir Yassine: you have a quarter of an hour to leave 
your homes. 

(The Jewish soldiersfire and kill many people) 

Xisha They kiUed cvcryone. 

Moshe Dayan This is what is awaiting all of you if you don't leave Palestine. 

Arabs of Palesdne (singing) 
How often have I wondered 
About the Palestinian Revolution 
About the blood of young men 
Gushing and soaking the whole country! 93 

TABLEAU24 

Chorus (singing) Speed up flying carpet! 
I'm longing for the Nile. 
I've travelled much 
And now I rind the way 
Home too long! 94 

Father Dinar Your Majesty, only engineers from Japan can deal with the building of the 
new city. Great Britain will purify our sea water. The United States will 
deal with the agrarian reform. Finally staunch officers from Hider's timC95 
will organise our army. 

(The Sultanfalls asleep. Father Dinar and Nassar carry him to his bed. ) 

Nassar His Majesty is fired, I'm taking him to his bed. 

Father Dinar I must do my duty too. 

(They put him in his bed. Father Dinarfinds money under the bed. Surprised, he goes to NaSSar. ) 

Nassar What is it? 

Father Dinar The Sultan keeps a lot of money under his bed. Come, take a look, the bed 
of this rat is full of money. 96 

Nassar Take this money and gold with you and go. Take the Sultan to the French 
Riviera. 97 

Father Dinar (aside) This is a coup d'Itat... 
(to Nasser) 7bis is a coup if bal? 99 

93 71be author has adapted the words to the tune of a popular Algerian song composed 
just after Independence in 1962. The tide is "How much I wonder" by Rabah Dariassa - 
The last two verses in the text read - 'And the blood of young men is dripping and 
flowing everywhere'. 
94 Lines from the Egyptian song Busar AI-Riý ("The Flying Carpet") by Farid Al- 
Atrash. 
95 Literal translation. 
96 Literal translation. 
97 Transliteration of Me d' Azur. 
98 Transliteration of coup dYtat. We opted to keep the French word. 
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Nassar No, this is just a little score between us. Once in Europe, give him the 
money and the gold. And tell the press that the Free Officers never 
touched a hair of the king. We are not communists. 99 

Chorus (singing) Speed up flying carpet! 
I'm longing for the Nile! 

Nassar I am Nassar and you are Nassar. 100 

Father Dinar And one of us is a loscr. 101 

Chorus I have travelled much 
And now I rind the way 
Home too long! 

TABLEAU25 

(Enter Muhammad. He goes to steep. ) 

Mufti (callingfor dawn prayer. ) "ABahuAkbarl AllMu Akbar!.. Prayer is better than sleep! * 102 

Muhammad There is nothing wrong with sleep. 

'Asha Get up, it's dawn! 

Muhammad Later! 

'ýLha You told me to wake you. Come on, get up! 

Muhammad Later! 

'; ýisha Get up! This is the right time to jook for work. 

Muhammad Later, I said! 

Aisha Later? 

(She gets a pail of water and pours it on him. ) 

Get up! 

Muhammad Bitch! I asked you to wake me not to starde me. 

99 Transliteration of communiste. The word is used in Algerian. 
wo We have kept the second 'Nassar' which in fact is a word meaning 'victoriOus' to 
keep the alliteration in the text. 
10, Literal translation. 
102 Lines from the call for prayer at dawn. 
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TABLEAU 26, 

(Muhammad Zifiln goes out. On his way he meets Sultan "Abdallah and his men. It is their hunting day. ) 

Sultan May God protect us! 103 Why should we meet with this miserable face 
early in the morning? I hope he won't bring us bad luck in our hunting. 104 

GenerallOs It's a bad omen! 

Sultan Put him in jail! 

Muhammad The Sultan and his court have arms to hunt and we the people have nothing 
to liberate Palestine. 

Sultan 13Y the way, have you thought of releasing the vagrant we met this 
morning? 

General He refuses to go your Majesty. 

Sultan What do you mean? 

General He refuses to go, he wishes to see you. 

Sultan Bring him in! 

General Yes Your Majesty! 

(Muhammad is brought in. ) 

Sultan Here, take this money. This morning I was afraid the hunting started 
badly. But praise be to Allah, I have never had a better day. 

Courtiers Praise be to Allah! 

Muhammad I don't know who brought bad luck to either of us, you or me. 

Sultan Tlis time you are forgiven. But I don't want to see your face in this 
Idngdom anymore. 

(Eidt Muhammad) 

TABLEAU27 

General Ben Gourion and Moshe Dayan have agreed with us, we can take the land 
of the peasants they have deported from Palestine. 

Sultan We must retain the Jordan River for ourselves. 

Geneml So far Ben Gourion has left us only the West Bank. 

Sultan It's not enough, we need the road to Haifa. 

General Here comes General Dayan. Commander-In-Chief of the Israeli armed 
forces. Let's discuss it with him. 

Moshe Dayan shalom! 

103 Literal translation. Phris-e often uttered before anything or anybody thought to be of 
bad omen. 
104 In the text - 'and we are going hunting. 
105 The word is transliterated in the text and commonly used in Algerian. 
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Sultan assala-m! I am going to pray for Palestine and explain to the people our 
new policy. 

Palestinian People (singing) 
And the treacherous leaders 
Sold Palestine in the name 
Of Arab Unity! 106 

Muhammad Brothers! Brothers! Are there any Palestinians among you? 

Palesdaian People We are all Palesdnians, refugees, exiled... 

Muhammad You're in trouble! 

General The King! 

Chorus Long live the king! Long live King 'Abdallah Al-Hashimi, descendant of 
our prophet Muhammad! Long live the king! 1017 

Sultan A 11ahu Marl 

Geneml A115hu Akbar! 

People A113hu Akbar! 

Muhammad Thank you King of Jordan for the money you gave me this morning. I like 
hunting too, so I b-aught a gun with your money. 

Sultan There is no God but Allah 

Muhammad And Muhammad is the Messenger of AHah. 108 

(He kills the Sultan. ) 109 

Sultan Ah! (He kills Muhammad. ) I 10 

People Allah! My Shoes! My shoes! III 

TABLEAU28 

Moshe Dyan Israel! Israel! 

Jews Israel! Israel! 

Ambs Nassar! Nassar. 

Nassar Nadonal unityl 

Arabs Nassad 

106 Sang on the tune of "How much I wonder" op. cit. footnote 63. 
107 Abdullah Ibn Hussein - First king of the Hashemite KIngdom of Jordan. 
Assassinated on July 20th, 195 1, as he was leaving Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. 
108 "llere is no God but Allah, Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah" is the 
Euphonious utterance of the basic formula of the Islamic faith; also referred to as the 
'testimony'. 
109 Assassination of King Abdullah op. cit. footnote 83. 
110 This is a confusing stage direction because Muhammad reappears later. In Other 
versions of the play we have seen, there is no such act. 
M Tle people are running to pick up their shoes because they were praying in the 
mosque. 11is is a cynical description of the reaction of the people to the killing. 
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Nassar Arab unity! 

Arabs Nassad Nassarl Nassarl 

Englanýto France) Take the Sinai. 

France I'll supply you with planes and warships. 

Jews Israel! 

Arabs Palestine! 

America So, the match 112 has started without me, and I am the referee! 
Cease fire! 

England and France Ceasefire? 

England Don't stop, keep f iring. 

France Go on, charge. 

Moshe Dayan The Sinai is for me. 

America Stop it, you have soiled the Blue HCIMCLI13 

England They are barbariansl 14 my friend. 

France They don't want to stop. 

England Well, since they don't want to stop, we shall send the paras-I 15 

France Ours are already there. 

Moshe Dayan The Sinai is for me. 

Nassar The swines are conspiring against me; they have already reached port Said. 

Soviet On behalf of the Soviet Union I order you to cease fire. If you don't I shall 
fire a missile at you. 

England What? Are you going to give in to Russia? l 16 

France We are stronger. 

America The match is over, I have a meeting at the club, the Club of the Big 
Gods... 

England Who have the atomic bomb! 117 

Moshe Dayan What? Do you think Nassa won't have his revenge? 

America Don't worry, I shall have a whole army on Arab territory under the cover 
of the UN.. 

112 The word 'match' is transliterated in the text. 
113 Referring to the United Nations peace keeping troops. 
114 In the text sKrefdj plural of sufe-j which is the transliteration of sauvage. The word 
has acquired another meaning in Algerian, that of naughty, horrible, rough... 
115 The word is transliterated, it is also adopted in Algeria. 
116 In the text 4's (Russia). 
117 Transliteration of la bombe atomique. 
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Moshe Dayan Israel! 

Jews Israel! 

Arabs of Palesdne (singing) 
Backed by Russia and America 
He knocked him down treacherously 
7ben looked at him disdainfully. 1 18 

Jews Israel! Israel! 

Arabs Nassad Nassad Nassar! 

Muhammad Yes you are Nassar the victorious and I am Muhammad the wretched. 

Nassar Let me give one blow! 

Arabs Let him give one blow! 

Nassar The prophet and his disciples will back me. 

Jews 7be prophet and his disciples will back thern. 

(The battle starts, Moshe Dayan devises a stratagem and wins. Nassar runs away leaving his shoes 
behind. ) 

Muhammad (singing) He gave him the officer's defeat 
And left him run bare feet 
Oh, he knocked him down. 

TABLEAU29 

(Enter Bunqibal 19followed by his wife Wassila. ) 

People (singing) 0 B-unýiba, your fortune 
Has brought us misfortunel2O 

(EI-11 Wassila. A group of people get round B! 7nqiba and start by7ating him. ) 

Muhammad(to group ofteople) What are you doing? 

People We are inflating the president. 

Muhammad Is this your job? 

People We couldn't rind a differentjob, so we keep inflating the president day and 
night, non stop. 

Muhammad Aren't you afraid he 

People Yes, we actually want him to explode. 

Muhammad I don't think he will. 

118 The words rhyme in the text. The last verse literally means - 'And stood at his 
head. ' 
119 The author is again playing on names. It is obvious that the character is President 
Bourguiba. The slight change of Y into W gives the name a funny meaning, thus the 
president becomes 'BUnq*7iba' that is the 'pecker'. 
120 On the tune of a Lebanese song "M Ghzeyyel" sang by Fayrouz. 
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People 

(Enter an American) 

137u'nTiba 

People 

Good things take fime. 121 

America is sending us doUarsl 

Dollars! Dollars! Dollars! 

(The Tunisian police beat the people who want to show the truth and unveil the traitor. ) 

Policeman (beating a man) Here, take this! 

Man (screaming) Oh! oh! oh! 

People 0 BZniýiba, the dollars 
Are for you and your darlingI22 

(singing on the same tune) 

BUnýiba There is no war of liberation in South Vietnam. America is not against the 
independence of that country. 

(The police come down again on the people and tell the president to be harsh and punish hard. ) 

Policeman (to colleague) Slap him! 123 

People Long live President Býn(Tiba! 
Long live the President of the Free World! 

(Student's enthusiasm encourages the people. ) 

Students So, we now receive the friends of Israel! 

(The people become aware after the students enthusiasm. ) 

People 137uniiba is a traitor.. death to the traitorl 

Police Officer Mister President, the students and the people are burning the American 
Embassy. 

B7un(Fiba Get the party leaders and bum some Jewish shops. Put the students in jail.. 

People (singing on the same tune) 0 B7uncji%a, be damned. 
For you're not ashamed. 124 

TABLEAU30 

(Death of Gamal Abdul Nassar President of the Republic of Egypt. ) 

Jews (crying) 0 Wall! 0 walll 

Ambs (crying) 0 Nanul 0 Nassad 

121 Algerian proverb meaning that if one wants good results, a good outcome... etc, one 
has to wait and be patient. 
122 In the text the verse reads 'For the Wib and the lpl; lba'. Habib is the first name of 
Bourguiba, it also means the 'beloved' - habi-ba is the feminin; of Wib. However, the 
president's wife's real name is Wassila. * 
123 In Algerian the word also implies noise produced by the slap, thus a hard and 
harmful slap. 
124 The second verse reads - 'damnation follows you' - and rhymes with BUnqiba. 
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Moshe Dayan Cryl Moan! Lament! Why are you wailing? 

Jews We are not the only ones, the Arabs are also crying. 

Moshe Dayan What happened to them? 

Jews They lost Nassar. 

Moshe Dayan Nassar is dead? (lie laughs) Ha, ha, ha! 

Arabs (crying) 0 Nassar! 0 Nassar! 

(Enter Sadat with his wife) 

TABLEAU 31125 

Chorus (singing) Nassar is dead, here comes Sadat 
Sadat the womanizer 
Sadat with Kissinger 
Are singing and dancing away 

Kissinger (singing and dancing) These are small steps 
Come along and dance 
Come along fathead 
Run away from hell 126 
We'll cover you with dollars. 

Mrs. Sadat Dollars! Dollars! 

Assad 0 Sadat, you are very bad 
Iliere is no more talk to add 
Help! Help! Help! 

Sadat You President of Syria 
No more talk, and no hysteria 
If you want to understand 
Come and dance with our friend. 127 

Kissinger You Commander of the Faithful 
You King Hussain the joyful', 128 
Take a few steps to the right (bis) 

Arabs(singing)129 Assad and Sadat 
Sadat and his ladies 
Sadat and his luxuries 
His cannons and his planes. 

Mrs. Sadat Come to Egypt, you are most welcome. 

Sadat Let me give a blow. 

125 On an Algerian folk music tune. The type of music here is meant for dancing. 
126 The word in the text also means 'fire. Ilis may imply the USSR as Egypt had 
strong links with Moscow. 
127 The verses rhyme in the text. We have added 'hysteria' and changed boss' by 
'friend' to keep the rhyme. 
128 We have added joyful to keep the rhyme. 
129 The same tune as the previous one but sang on a slower tempo to make it a dirge. 
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Chorus I shall give a blow the priesd Way130 and save my neck. 

Moshe Dayan(addressing the Jews) 
- On that day the Lord made a covenant with Abraham, saying, "To your 
descendants I give this land, from the river of Egypt to the River 
Euphrates, the land of the Hittites, the Gir'gashites, the Amorites, the 
Canaanites, the Per'izzites, the Jeb'usites, and the impotents. " 131 

Jews My God! They're all Arabs? 

(Enter the Mufti with Arabs) 

Mufti(singing) Walk on the land of God the most helpful! 
Be the soldiers of the Lord of the Universe! 
Palestine belongs to us and not to strangers! 132 

(Fighting between Arabs and Jews) 

Mrs. Sadat You have liberated the Sinai, 0 darling! 133 

Arabs (singing) He is perplexed, one-cyed Moshe is perplexed 
He is perplexed, one-eyed Moshe is perplexed 
The Free World is pcrplexed. 134 

(Kissinger helps Dayan stand up) 

Arabs Punch him! Come on, more! 

(Sadat walks back. he doesn't want to fight. Moshe Dayan attacks; Kissinger pretends to stop the 
fighting. ) 

Mrs. Sadat Darfing! 

Palestinians (Singing) He gave him a blow in Rama4an! 
We thought he was the winner, 
But now he is the loser, 
He fell on his head. 

TABLEAU32 

(Arab Sultans and Emirs in negotiations with Kissinger about oil. ) 

Voice from chorus They am trading the people's wealth at the expense of the free Peoples. 
T'hey're having a good time. 

130 The author is making a very interesting allusion. The word in the text isiblba plural 
of ia-lib which in standard Arabic means student. in Algerian, it originally meant 
'student in Islamic studies' but acquired the meaning of 'Koran teacher' or 'a man of 
the clergy'. This refers to the 1973 war with Israel which coincided with the Yom 
Kippur and the tenth day of Ramadan. 
13, Genesis - Ch. 15, v. 18 to 21. We do not know whether the author has used the 
French or the Arabic translation but he has not kept the order of the names in the Bible. 
He has also left out the following names: the Ken'ites, the Ken'izzites and the 
Kad'monites. He added the word 'impotents' in allusion to present clay Arabs. 
132 op. cit. footnote 49. 
133 Transliteration of the French mon chdri. 
134 In the text the verb used is 'to shit' with the meaning of 'diarrhoeal. Ile allusion is 
to the constant material support given by the USA to Israel. 
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Arab Sultans and Emirs(aside)This is the tiMe for OiII35 
And our weapon is oil 
Let's put the price up, 
Let's put the price up. 

Kissinger You little sultan, you were living 
On broad beans136 and cooking oil, 
I gave you oil and you became rich, 
Now you have turned into a monster showing your teeth 
But don't worry, you'll get enough of the whip. 

Palestinians And the treacherous leaders 
Sold Palestine in the name 
Of Arab unity! 

Palestinian Hymn 

If they attack the refugee camps 
I shall not surrender. 
Even if they kill hundreds and thousands, 
I shall not surrender 
What to expect from the Arab leaders? 
7beY have not liberated Palestine. 
But they are laughing at me 
Never, shall I surrender 
And in Tal Azza'tar and Nabatieh 
Never, ever shall I surrender 
Cut me up, break my ribs 
Come on, beat me up. 

Assad(singing) Syria entered Lebanon! 
Syria entered Lebanon! 137 

(speaking) Enough is enough Yassar Arafatl 
Kneel down and it's over 
Enough is enough! 

(Massacre of the Palestinian people with the consent of Arab Sultans and Presidenul3g. ) 

Palestinians(singing) In Tal-Azza'tar, we have seen 
Arab Unity 
In the blood of young men 
Gushing and soalcing the whole country! 

(Kissinger and the Arab Presidents and Kings dance on the bodies of the victims. ) 

135 Transliteration of the French p9trole meaning crude oil. 
136 This refers to the Egyptian habit of eating beans which has become a matter of 
prejudice and irony in Algeria. 

Lea 137 Syria intervened in Lebanon on 31st -I st June 1976. The Arab gue convened an 
urgent meeting of foreign ministers in Cairo on 8th T6ne 1976. Ile meeting decided on 

A"'fwck Keeping Force'- the Syrian army in Lebanon. 
138 The massacres of Tal-Azza'tar took place in August 1976. The author refers to the 
'Cairo Meeting' hence the Arab intervention and the massacres which followed. 
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Chorus (singing) Assad and Sadat, 
Women and luxuries, 
Canons and bombers. 
This is the clan of the officers 
Who run away bare feet. 
7be land of Palestine is deserted, 
The land of Lebanon is dead. 
Damn Assad and Sadat, 
Sadat with women 
Comfort and luxuries 
And all sweet things 
Assad and Sadat 
With pretty girls 
In flashy cars 
With nice drinks 
Enjoying life 
The swine is having a good time139 
Sadat and the ladies. 

(Enter Assad and Sadal each one thinking of what to do in case they see the King of Mecca 140 angry and 
upset. To make things easyfor him they pretend to show him the right way. ) 

Assad Dear cousin you are upset, why be upset? 
Geneval4l is the right place for the right people 
Dear cousin, why be upset? 
Come to Geneva! 

Sadat Dear cousin you are upset, why be upset? 
Geneva is the right place for the right people 
Dear cousin, why be upset? 
Come to Geneva! 
Dear cousin you are upset, why ý-- upset? 

(Enter the Palestinians who are aware that they are carrying the heavy burden. ) 

Palestinian chorus Arabism is like a broken brick. 
Islam destroyed it further 
Adding another Arabism with Europe 
All made in America. 

TABLEAU33 

Egyptian chorus When the sun drowns in the ocean of mist 
When the wave of darkness sweeps the world 
When sight fades in the eye of those who can see 
When your way is lost in a maze of lines and circles 
You that wanders and seeks and understands 
You have no other guide but the eyes of words. 142 

(Workersfrom the toiling mass which works hard and waters the land with its sweat but has no right to it 
are complaining about the high cost of living. ) 

139 There are three words in this verse but we are unable to read the third word. The 
verse reads: 'The dog is living... ' We have opted for 'having a good time' to keep the 
meaning of 'good life' in the song. 
140 Meaning the King of Saudi Arabia. The author is ironic here. 
14, The Algerian phrase, 'to have shoulders' means 'to have connections'. The author 
uses the word 'shoulders' to keep the rhyme with 'upset' and 'Geneva' which is 
transliterated from the French 'Geneve. 
142 Song by the Egyptian poet and singer. Sheikh Imam. 
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Workers Sadat has increased the price of bread and oil. 

First man Not only bread and oil, but bread, oil, sugar and meat. 

Second man Even cigarettesl43 and pararinI44. 

(Mrs. Sadat walks in the middle of the crowd. She is recognised. A man points at her. ) 

First man That's the wife of Sadat the swine. 

Second man What's her name? 

lbird man Jihýh. 

Fourth man Jilran. the people are starving! 
The people are naked, they have no clothes! 

Chorus Jifran, the people are naked! 
Jifran, the people are hungry! (They demonstrate) 

(Enter Sadat with two soldiers ready to shoot. ) 

Sadat Fire! 

(Chorus sings and callsfor the revolution. ) 

Chorus Deprived workers! 
Chained workers! 
Enough! enough! 
Only grenades and bullets 
Will bring an end. 
This is a worker's fist 
Joining a peasant's fist 
Only struggle will bring 
Socialism! 145 

143 The word used in the text is 'smoke' which is the general word for cigarettes, 
tobacco and smoke. 
144 The French word gaz (gas) gave gFz (parafin or crude oil) and gaz (gas) in Algerian. 
Parafin was until recently used throughout the country in oil lamps and portable stoves. 
145 Kateb Yacine has changed the words of the Internationale but kept the tune. 
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iii) Commentary 

This play was first produced in 1976 as a revised version of La Guerre De 
Deux Mille Ans, a play about the history of Algeria and its different struggles. It also 
included sequences about Vietnam and Palestine. Its original title was La Guerre De 
Deux Mille Ans - Version Palestine, then it was changed to FalisiTn Maghdgra but it 
is generally referred to as La Palestine. It is still performed in Algeria but with 
changes in content corresponding to new events in Palestine. Despite its continuous 
success the play was never shown on Algeria television or broadcast on radio, the 
reasons being essentially religious and political - Kateb Yacine's attacks against 
religion, religious leaders and Arab leaders or Arab r6gimes. 

Plot and Structure 

The main theme of the play as suggested in the title, is the betrayal of Palestine, 

not the betrayal of Arab Palestine as one might be tempted to think on first 

consideration, but the betrayal of both Arab and Jewish communities. Moses and 
Muhammad are both good friends and neighbours suggesting in a schematic way the 
kind of relationship that existed between the two communities and which has been 

replaced by open war. The play suggests that both communities are victims of 

religious, economic and political manoeuvering. The connivance of the clergy and 

capital on either side in their own interests aims to use religion to manipulate both 

communities and to create a confrontation. The conflict intensifies as outside elements 
prey on the country. The Zionist movement with the help of Britain and the United 
States and the sense of European guilt over the massacres of the Jews in the Second 

World War, establishes the state of Israel which leads to more violence inside the 

country and confrontation with neighbouring Arab countries. War breaks out and 

escalates as Britain, France and the United States interfere in order to sell arms. They 

intervene every time a conflict breaks out to sell more arms. In the process, the Arab 
leaders, manipulated by the United States and acting in their own interests betray the 
Palestinians. The result is that the two communities have been completely torn apart 
thus creating two separate entities, one under the name of Israel and the other, the 
Palestinians persecuted by Israel, imperialism and its allies including some Arab 

countries. The wandering Jew is replaced by the wandering Palestinian. 

Mie play involves 61 characters, some real and some fictitious in 33 scenes of 
unequal length. The historic events are neither chronological nor do they follow a 
linear pattern. Ile play, as a result, lacks coherence. Kateb Yacine constantly shifts 
the action forward and backward, in space and in time. The spectator is swung from 

one period to another, from one situation to another through fast changing scenes which 
work almost like a puzzle that he has to solve by establishing the links between them in 

order to reconstruct the main theme of the play and its ultimate message. 
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The play operates on three major levels: religion, economics and politics. First 
it suggests that religion is a creation by men for the exploitation of other men and thus 
works hand in hand with capital for the same purpose - Rabbi and Merchant use Moses 

and the synagogue as a means to make money; Mufti, the rich landowner, diverts his 

people's attention who are starving through Islam and promises; Moses is not paid for 
his work by Rabbi and Muhammad steals olives in Mufti's garden, both victims being 

used as symbols of their respective communities. Furthermore, religious leaders like 
Rabbi and Mufti are also political leaders. The playwright thereby, implies that 

religion, capital and political leadership work together if they are not one and the same 
thing - Mufti is a religious leader, a rich landowner and a political (nationalist) leader. 
Although leaders engage their communities in conflict they deal in business with each 
other: Father Dinar buys a house from Muhammed and sells it to Rabbi who will rent it 

to Moses and his fiancee. 

The characters are either fictitious like Muhammad, Moses, 'Isba, or real like 
Sadat, Kissinger, Moshe Dayan, or even countries like America, France, England and 
used as symbols or stereotypes to represent an attitude, an action, or a situation. Thus 

the involvement of foreign powers - Britain, France, the United States and the Soviet 
Union (in one instance only) - and of Arab countries, is portrayed through schematic 
characters and scenes. For instance the conflict between Arabs and Jews is represented 
as follows: 

Cock fighting: riots, massacres and confrontation stirred by England, watched by France 
and stopped by America who wants to "move to sport, boxing and 
punches" and organises: 

Boxing matches: between Muhammad and Moses, that is between Israel and the Arab 
countries. Muhammed is no longer a Palestinian but an Arab. The 
successive 'matches' in the 'boxing ring' correspond to the successive 
wars in the Middle East which are organised by the 'cousins' America, 
England, and France and refereed by America. 

Hussein, Assad, Nassar and Sadat respectively represent Jordan, Syria and Egypt united 
against Israel but this unity has shown its efficiency in the massacre of 
Palestinians in Tal-Azza'tar. In Tableau 32, for example: 

(Massacre of the Palestinian people with the consent ofArab Sultans and Presidents) 

Palesdnians (singing) 

In Tal-Azza'tar we have seen 
Arab Unity. 
In the blood of young men. 
Gushing and soaking the whole country. 

ý The same Arab leaders exploit their people and are at the head of repressive 
governments. 11ey are attracted to the American dollar, as suggested in the characters 
of Sadat and BCunjiba and their wives. 'Mus the whole issue seems to be a game 
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organised by America and dictated by the dollar, in other words, by the interests of the 

ruling classes. 

What the play seems to highlight is that the struggle of Palestinians is the same 
struggle throughout the world and concerns all the poor, colonised and exploited people. 
It is, therefore, a class struggle on the international level. This is a recurrent theme in 
Kateb Yacine's plays, although there are more precise references to other struggles. 
The play about Vietnam, L'Homme Aux Sandales de Caoutchogf. makes references 
to Algeria, Palestine, Black Americans and Africa and La Guerre De Deux Mille Ans 

or MohamedPrends Ta Valise also contain similar references and call for revolution. 

Source of the Pigy 

It seems that Kateb Yacine had undertaken a tedious task of documentation in 

preparing this play. In fact, he is known for carrying out thorough research for his 

plays. He travelled to Vietnam and worked for three years for L'Homme Aux 
Sandales de Caoutchouc . He also visited Palestinian camps in Lebanon and worked 
for about the same time for Palestine Betrayed. This work covers history books, 

newspapers, magazines and reviews, radio and television recordings, film 
documentaries, interviews, literary works, folk literature, music, poetry, anecdotes, the 
Bible and the Koran. In the case of Palestine Betrayed he essentially deals with the 
history of Palestine and the Middle'East. He has borrowed verses and references, for 
instance to the Burning Bush and to Moses and his rod, from the Bible. He has also 
used verses from the Koran. 

The historical material he has selected is of two kinds: well known events like 

riots, wars, political, military and religious figures and less known or concealed facts 

which official history, mainly in the Arab-Muslim world avoids mentioning - such as 
U! dj Muhammad Amiln Al-Ijusseini a wealthy nationalist extremist, Mufti of Jerusalem 

and President of the Supreme Muslim Council'46who was behind several riots and anti- 
Jewish massacres in the 1920s and 1930s. His extremism led him to support Nazism 

and meet Hitler in 1941. Another aspect which is rarely mentioned is that Herbert 
Samuel, the first British High Commissioner of Palestine (1920-1925) was a fervent 

supporter of Zionism. 71iis information is condensed and compressed in hurno'. 3rous or 
satirical scenes, a good number of which are transpositions of stories about Joha the 
folk tale hero. 

In popular oral tradition Joha is an ambivalent character. He is naive, idiotic, 

simple and silly but he is also sly, clever, witty, shrewd and cunning. If he appears 
simple and behaves foolishly it is to deceive people, usually the sultan, the rich or the 
priests. He always acts on behalf of justice and his enemies are always taken in. Joha is 

146EIected in January 1922. 
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also famous for his seething repartees and remarks. Ile facetiae of Joha are, with 
minor differences, common to many societies: 

On the eastern coast of Africa the facetiae of Djoh'a are 
attributed to AbQ^ Nuas. But our hero is known in Nubia (Djawh'a), in 
Malta (Djah'an), in Sicily and Italy (Giufa or Giucca). We also find him 
in Albania (Giucha). However, in Yugoslavia, Armenia, Bulgaria, the 
Caucasus, Georgia, Russia and Turkestan people mainly know him as 
Nasr al-D^in Kh6dja. 147 

Kateb Yacine first used Joha under the name - 'Nuage de Fum6e' ('Cloud of 
Smoke') - in La Poydre d'Intelligencel4g a farce with an arranged succession of 
sketches based on facetiae of Joha which the playwright reshaped and adapted to the 
theme of the play and to his new hero. He thereby created 'Nuage de Fum6e' a Marxist 

philosopher engaged in a perpetual struggle against the Sultan (feudal system), the 
Merchant (the rich), the Cadi Oudge - legal system) and the Mufti (Islam). In all works 
published after La Poudre d'Intelligence - sketches published in magazines and 
newspapers149 and L'Hornme Aux Sandales de Caotchouc and in all unpublished 
plays performed in Algerian Arabic - 'Nuage de Fumee' becomes Muhammad a 
character who shifts within the play between a symbol representing the people - an 

exploited worker, an ordinary citizen or a peasant - and a revolutionary. Most sketches 
in his early works published in French reappear in all the later plays in Algerian with 
some slight changes. The following table indicates the plays where the facetiae of Joha 

and some sequences in Palestine Betraygd appear: (PI - La Poudre d'Intelligence 
HSC - LHornme Aux Sandales de Caotchouc; MPV - Mohamed Prends Ta Valise; 
G2 - La Guerre De Deux Mille Ans. ) 

147De eux, Jean - Djohla. Hi'er ef Aulourd'hui, Editions Naaman, Sherbrooke, i 
Qu6bec, Canada, 1978, p. 16. 
148 In 

' 
Le Cercle Des Repr6sailles, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1959. 

149Mainly in the French literary magazine Esprit. 
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Sequencesin: 

Palestine Betrayed Title$ of other plays with Original Facetiae 

titles of tableauxI50 

Tableau I G2. The Boxing Rabbi 

Tableaux 2,3 &4 G2. The Return of Moses Tableau 4: &)Joha and 
Sweeper and Prophet the Poor Man b)Joha and 

the Man Who Had a Dream 

Tableau 5 GI Moses Becomes Consc. iaJ% 

Tableaux 7&8 G2. Coloodsation of Palestine 

Tableau 9 MPV. HSC and G2 

Tableau 10 MPV and G2. Muhammad Steak 
Olives in Father Dinals Garden 

Tableau 12 and PI Joha and the pregnant 
The Sequence of the PoL Joh& and the Young 

donkey Man 

Tableau 13 MPV and C2. Muhammad and 
Moses: Friends and Neighbours 

Tableau 14 PI and G2 Joha and the Beggar 

Tableau 15 Pl. HSC. MPV and G2 
Muhammad and the Nail Joha's Nail. 15 I 

Tableau 16 G2 - Father Dinar Sells 
Muhammad's House to Rabbi 

Tableau'17 G2. Hitler Takes Power and 
Mufd Relies On Him to Uberate 
Palestine. 

Tableau 19 GI Religious Riots 

Tableau 19 GI The Fanatic Joha and the Wall 

Tableau 20 G2. The Wailing Wall 

Tableau 21 G2. The Major Powers Orgairrise 
Cock-Fighting and Boxing Matches 
between Moses and Muhammad. 

Tableau 22 G2. President Roosevelt Offers 
His Arinchak to 'Abdul'&UZ King 

of Saoudi Arabia. 

Tableau 23 G2. Massacres of Deir Yassine 
(Paltstineý 

Tableau 24 G2. Coup d'Fiat in EgypL 

150 Titles of Tableaux in Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise and La Guerre De Deux Mille 
Ans appear in handouts given before performances 
151 Has become an idiom for someone determined not to move 
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Tableau 25 and 26 PI and G2 

Tableau 27 G2. Execution of King Abdallsh 

of Jordan. 

Tableau 29 G2. President BourrequibatI52 
Denies the War of Uberation 
in South Vietnam. Betrays 
Palestine and Acts Severely 
Against the Students. 

It appears clearly that out of the 33 scenes in Palestine Betrayed 26 with 7 Joha 

anecdotes are borrowed from previous plays. The new scenes which Kateb Yacine 

added appear mainly at the end of the play. MohamedXrends Ta Valise also borrows 

a great deal fromLa Poudre-d I Intel I igen ce, LIHomme Aux Sandales de Caotch 

Le Polygone Etoile153 and other published sketches and in turn La Guerre De Deux 
Mille Ans'borrows from all the previous works. It seems, therefore, that each new play 
is a revised version of the previous one with a selection of scenes and added new 
material. All works, starting with L'Homme Aux Sandales de Caotchouc, are part of 

what Kateb Yacine calls "La Fresque" (The Fresco) a continuous creation of additional 

sketches incorporated in plays dealing with 'the struggles of peoples throughout the 

world' and portraying new developments in world events. Consequently the plays are 

never completed in a definite and final form. For instance, the version of Palestine 

Betrayed in this study has been altered many times and some scenes such as the one on 
Bounqiba, have been removed and others added as a result of new developments over 
the Palestinian issue. Thus Kateb Yacine argues that: "We are engaged in a kind of 
theatre which raises new problems. The texts we have established are approximate texts 
because situations change, develop. Political theatre involves such incessant 

changes. "154 

- The other source of material is music and song. The author uses well known 

songs and tunes in Algeria, both Algerian and other Arab songs. He keeps the tunes and 
changes the lyrics when appropriate, using new words to portray or comment on a 
situation. The songs are often short and contain only two or three verses and/or a 
refrain, as with the songs "T'he Flying Carpet" and "Tal-Azza'tar". 

152 Kateb Yacine plays on late President Bourguiba's name. It becomes B7unqiba in this 
play. 
153 Kateb Yacine. Le Polygone EtoiM, Le Seuil, Paris, 1966. 
154 Allesandra, Jacques "Le Thditre Revolutionnaire Algerien" in Travail Th6fitral, 
32-33, December 1979. 
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Function 

Palestine Betrayed, like all Kateb Yacine's plays, is political in nature and is 

another aspect of his "theAtre de combat". He has always felt deeply concerned about 
Palestine and Vietnam as well as over the tragedies of other people. His early rebellion 
against colonialism and his condemnation of the evils and injustice suffered by Algeria 
are also expressed for Vietnam, Palestine, Black Americans, South Africa and Central 

and Latin America. Mostefa Lacheraf, a major Algerian intellectual and sociologist 
writes about Kateb Yacine in the following words: 

The intensity with which Kateb Yacine had always felt the 
painful suffering of the Algerian people, was equalled only by that which 
never ceased and which still continues to move him deeply and motivate 
him about the Vietnamese tragedy and the inten-ninable martyrdom of 
the Palestinian people. Just as was the case with Algeria, he does not 
translate these colonial tragedies into conventional or circumstantial 
literature. With LIHomme Aux Sandales de Captchouc and Palestine 
Trabie [The Man With Rubber Sandals and Palestine Betrayed he 
remains the only Algerian and Arab playwright to have probed so deeply 
as to reach the most sensitive reality of imperialism and its monstr. ous 
Israeli reflection, the evil shadow of Western hegemonies, enemies of the 
Third World. 155 

Kateb Yacine feels that the struggle is not over in Algeria and that the Algerian 
people, although concerned about Palestine, should know the real and objective aspects 
of the Palestinian tragedy. Ibus, in talking about his play on Vietnam (LIHomme Aux 
Sandales de Captchotic and also referring to Palestine, he has stated that: 

The play expresses my vision as an Algerian in the full sense of 
the word. 17here are now two spheres of interest for Algeria: Vietnam 
and Palestine... The play comes at a time when the Algerian people are in 
a state of emergency. This is an opportunity for them to find themselves 
and mobilise again. 156 

The statement and the purpose of the play are explicit and call for a continuous 
struggle. It suggests that the struggle of the Palestinians is not isolated but concerns 
everybody and thus is of an'intemational dimension. The 'enemies of the Palestinian 
people', of the working class, hence of the 'Revolution' are named and the mechanisms 
of their strategies unveiled and exposed in a succession of satirical sketches. Thus the 
play starts by unveiling the nature of religion and its aims as well as the 'true' role of 
the clergy. Both Islam and Judaism are shown to serve the interests of a minority, to 
keep people in ignorance and poverty and exploit them. All the first scenes involving 
Rabbi, Mufti, Merchant and Father Dinar - religion and capital - on one hand, and on 

155 Lacheraf, Mostafa - "Kateb Yacine, sous Le Double Symbole de la M6mOire 
Cr6atrice et du Souvenir Partag6", in Actual Re de I 'Emigration, No. 72,14 January 
1987, pp. 22-27. 
156 Du Theil Jean Marc Martin, "Kateb Yacine - Avant-Premi6re - "Ce que j 9,31- vu au 
Vietnam a 6t6 pour moi Paube d'une renaissance". in Lettres Frangw No. 1410,17- 
23 Novembre 1971, pp. 16-17. 
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the other hand Moses, Muhammad and people - ordinary people, members of the 
working class - are explicit in intent and comment. 

Islam, Judaism, Zionism and England 'have created a conflict between 
Palestinians and Jews'. Then Zionism with the involvement of the three superpowers in 

the Nfiddle East are shown to plot against the Palestinian and Arab peoples with the 
connivance of some Arab governments for their own interests. Some sketches expose 
or allude to the disunion of Arab governments, their treason, the oppression of their 
people or their submission to the United States. 

This manner of proceeding from the unwonted is one of the 
author's favoured pedagogical strategies. It urges the spectator to 
reconstruct, by himself, with the information he already has the link 
between the different political realities. Ile potentials of discovering 
and understanding consequently become limitless. The spectator is 
never passive. His imagination is constantly provoked and his emotions 
channelled. 157 

It seems that Kateb Yacine's aim here is to inform the spectator, to teach him the 
real nature of the Palestinian struggle so that he can understand the mechanisms of 
politics and exploitation and react in joining the struggle. The average people in the 
Arab World and even in the Western World are misled into believing that the conflict is 

between Arab and Jew. The author aims at correcting such attitudes in exposing the 
dividing role played by Islam and Judaism in the conflict as well as that played by 
Zionism and imperialism. The spectator is also informed about other facts which 
official history tends to cover up and is expected to condemn them as the playwright 
does. The Mufti of Palestine was a rich landowner, a religious extremist whose racism 
led him to support and meet lEtler. , In an analysis of L'Homme Aux Sandales de 
Captchouc which in fact also applies to subsequent plays, Denise Louanchi writes: 

Kateb proposes a political reading of history by multiplying the 
evocation of facts generally kept silent which he juxtaposes with 
'historical' facts. The history lived and made by oppressed classes and 
peoples calls on the oppressors' official history to account [for its 
acts] ... [Palestine Betrayed) . is, therefore, a revolutionary and 
deliberately political play... It invites the proletariat in all countries to 
think about the stake of a struggle which, although distant, is still their 
struggle because, in the end, it is a class struggle-158 

Kateb Yacine has repeatedly stated in interviews that his "theatre of combat" is 

aimed at the workers: 

Audience is not something in the absolute... Here theatre must 
make Revolution, since we have extended our field of action to the 
workers, since we are aware that we are addressing them... It is very 

15" Baffet, Roselyne - Tradition Thefitrale et Modernitk en Algerie, LHarmattan, 
Paris, 1985, p. 134. 
158 Louanchi Denise - "Un Essai den6itre Populaire: L'Homme Aux Sandales de 
Caoutchouc de Kateb Yacincý, in "Hommage A Kateb Yacine", special issue of Kalim 
No. 7, Office des Publications Universitaries. Alger, March 1987, p. 193 
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important to define an audience, one's audience... that is why we do not 
want to address what people call the general audience. 159 

Palestine-Betrayed is certainly a very successful and popular play in Algeria 

and among the North African community in France but whether it achieves the author's 
aim in reaching 'the people' (the workers) and reflects his claim that his theatre is "un 

theitre populaire", a theatre for the common people, for the workers, is, as we shall see, 
rather debatable. 

Language 

Since Kateb Yacine returned to Algeria to start theatre in the vernacular, he 

constantly defines his theatre as "un th9dtre dans la langue du people", a theatre in the 
language of the people. For instance he argues that: 

I have come back to what I always wanted to do: a political 
theatre produced in a language that is broadly accessible to the largest 
public possible. From now on, I am going to use two languages: French, 
but mainly vernacular Arabic. " 160 

I 

"If I want to be understood by the common people it is in their 
language that I must address them. "161 

However, it is worth noting that Kateb Yacine does not write Arabic or Algerian 
Arabic as such. His plays are created collectively, with the actors of VAction 
Culturelle des Travailleurs'. 162 He often translates sequences he has already written in 
French and the actors contribute by suggesting lines, words or phrases. Ibis collective 
approach has not produced a homogeneous language in comparison with the French 

used in his'early work, nor is this language rich because of the low standard of 
education of the actors and their lack of command of traditional culture or the language 
it uses. There are many instances where, in order to keep the rhyme, words are used out 
of context, P-. j. in Tableau 20, to keep the assonnance 'Usa' in M-usa (Moses) the 
following words are used: khanfu-sa (beetle) - bRsa (kiss) and namý*mosquito)- We 
have in fact translated literally the lines concerned to point out this linguistic weakness. 
At the same time, there are sequences where the language is colourful and witty as in 

the scene where Muhammad borrows the pot from Moses or at the boxing match. Ile 

overall impression is of an uneven use of language. The play is then helped by its 

thematic content and its highly satirical sequences. The claim that the language the 
playwright uses is the language of the people is rather debatable. He argues that he uses 

159 Interview in the daily newspaper La Wpublique (Oran), 7 November 1972. 
160 Du Tleil, Jean Marc Martin - op. cit. p. 17. 
161 Ibid. Statement repeated in other interviews. 
162 Ile group has moved to Sidi Bel Abbe's (Western algeria). Now known as 'Le 
Tbditre Regional de Sidi Bel Abbes'. 
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"the language of the people, the language of the street". 161 Judging from our own 
knowledge and experience of Algeria, this is rather vague. What is 'the language of the 
street'? one may ask. Furthermore, unlike the plays of Benaissa and Alloula, Palestine 
Betrayed is less accessible to other Arab audiences outside North Africa, precisely 
because of its language which uses a typically Algerian vocabulary extensively. 

Performance Devices 

Kateb Yacine's theatre is very flexible and does not rely on settings or many 
stage props. In Palestine Betrayed the stage is bare; there is only a costume rail with 
costumes on it and three trunks holding props behind it. The performance starts with 
live music played on a banjo, a darbuka (drum) and a pipe, with the actors singing and 
acting short extracts from the play to 'warm up' the audience. The musicians play 
downstage right and remain there throughout the performance except when they join the 

other actors to play small parts. Lighting is elaborate when the performance takes place 
in a theatre and minimal or not used at all if it takes place in other venues. Each actor 
plays up to six different characters. Changes of costume and removing or wearing new 
props to represent new characters take place on stage, either beside the costumerail or 
behind it. Ibis, the playwright says, prevents the spectator from identifying with the 

character. 

One major aspect about the play is that the characters are divided into 
'oppressors' and 'oppressed'. Ibus all the 'costumes and props are wom by the 
oppressors whereas the oppressed wear ordinary, casual clothes. Muhammed, Moses 

and Chorus wear jeans and tee-shirts or plain shirts, but Mufti and Rabbi wear robes, 
respectively representing the traditional Muslim and Jewish clergy, Father Dinar and 
Merchant wear silk caftans, America, England and France wear either hats or shirts with 
their respective national emblems, while Hitler wears a wig and a moustache and a 
swastika on his right arm. 

Ile acting techniques of both sides also operate as opposites. The oppressors 
speak on a commanding, threatening, forbidding or soft, sweet hypocritical tone. They 

often use raised voices, -whereas their opposites speak with gentler and more humane 

voices. The former areSFhemadsed into stereotypes and puppets and thus move in a 
mechanical way (there is a great deal of mime) but the latter move in a more natural and 
flexible manner. 

There are also opposite lighting effects: bright lights on the 'oppressors' but soft 
lights on the 'oppressed' except when the chorus sings the Internationale. However, as 
mentioned earlier, if the performance takes place in a venue with no lighting facilities, 
the acting area remains lit all the time. 

163 interview in EI-Moudjahid Culturel, no. 156,4 April 1975. 
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Because of the highly satirical and hurno-mus nature of the play, every suitable 
performance device is used to generate laughter among the spectators. Thus Kateb 

Yacine combines the techniques used in conventional comedy and farce and those used 
by individual comedians. 

Music and song, on the other hand, contribute a great deal to the atmosphere of 
the play and constantly change - expressing lament, criticism, comment or joy and 
dancing. Because of the popularity of the songs and the tunes, the spectators often join 
in the singing, clapping their hands. 

The general pace of the performance is very fast, particularly the change of 

scenes, and 
_the 

spectator is constantly exposed to new situations. It is left to him to 

make the link between the different scenes and draw his own conclusions. Ile 

combination of all these performance deyices is designed to meet Kateb Yacine's aim 
of theatre as 'total theatre' and eyery performance as a festiye party. 

Indeed all the press reviews of his plays mention the festive mood in Kateb 

Yacine's theatre, something we have ourselves noticed during performance. Laughter 

generated by the hurno rous and satirical content of the play, together with music and 
song are the main causes. However, one may argue that Palestine Betrayed is a good 
play in its own right and shows the author's great skill and ingenuity in handling his 

material and in the way he compresses decades of history into one scene and a major 
event into'one line. But the spectator cannot avoid'feeling that the play is not new to 
him. As has been mentioned earlier, it contains 26 scenes and 7 Joha anecdotes already 
used in previous plays - mainly in La Guerre De Deux Mille Ans. The author argues 
that he is not repeating himself and that such remarks come from 'discontented 
intellectuals'. He further clarifies his position: 

It depends on what repeating oneself means. We have produced 
something like four or five plays. Their themes are not the same. 
Perhaps the form is the same, perhaps the language used is the same, 
perhaps song is used to a great extent... But there is a whole world 
between this and repetition. It seems to me that it is one of those 
questions that only certain intellectuals ask. The intellectuals are not 
happy. I do not care. They are not happy because the man who wrote 
Nedima no longer writes novels like Ned 

- 
ima; he no longer writes in 

French, he no longer writes for them, he addresses the people, he 
addresses the workers. 

In fact, they say this because they have no idea of what a political 
work is. My answer is that if repeating oneself means struggling for 
socialism of the time, then I shall repeat myself as long as it will take... If 
these people think that theatre is leisure, that one must find new little 
things to entertain them, as for me I carry on with a theatre of combat 
which will not change at all, which will never change... till my death... 

Yes, it is true that I speak about the struggles for national 
liberation, Vietnam, Palestine, Angola.. But if this is repeating oneself, 
then they are blind... Yes, it may happen that we take a scene from 
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Mohammed, Prends Ta Valise to insert it in La Guerre De Deux Mille 
Ans. If this is what they call repeating oneself, then they are 
formalists. 164 

This, long argument is worth considering because it raises interesting questions. 
First, would 'the people, the workers' not lose interest and enthusiasm watching a 
performance of Palestine Betrayed if they had already seen all previous plays and 
would Kateb Yacine not ultimately fail to reach his chosen public if, as Bergson 

suggests, repetition kills the comic effect? Second, and it is perhaps temerarious to 

assert this, there is a fundamental contradiction between the playwright's statements and 
the aims of his theatre on one hand and the nature of his plays and the techniques he 

uses on the other. Indeed, it is very unlikely that 'the people, the workers' - the average 
Algerian worker - is able to relate certain scenes to real fact or even to establish a link 
between scenes. Is he for instance able to relate Moses' broom burning to the burning 
bush? Is he also able to relate Mufti's singing "Hitler came upon us... " to Hitler coming 
to power and their meeting, or the Internationale to the 1917 October Revolution? Even 

many educated Algerians would be unable to do so, for Palestine Betrayed requires 
some knowledge of the Bible and a rather thorough knowledge of history to be fully 

grasped. It seems that Kateb Yacine's referential sphere is outside and beyond the 

sphere of the people he addresses and fits the sphere of the intellectuals he wishes to 

avoid. Ibis, however does not imply that Kateb Yacine fails to reach his target 
audience, nor does it imply that the latter cannot understand his theatre because the 
message always gets across and every performance is thoroughly enjoyed. 

164 Blidi, Maichou - "Li T'heitre A Coeur Ouvert", interview with Kateb Yacine in 
Algirie Actualit6 No. 676,28 September -4 October 1978. 
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CHAPTER III 

: il Abdelkader Alloula :A Life Devoted To Theatrel 

Abdelkader Alloula was bom on 8 July 1939 in the town of Ghazaouet on the 

western coast of Algeria near the Moroccan border. As a child he went to a primary 
boarding school in Ain El-Berd (ex. Oued Imbert), then to the 'Coll6ge Modeme' 
(secondary School) in Sidi Bel-Abbes. In 1954 he went to the 'Lyc6e Ardaillon' in 
Oran the capital city of Western Algeria. His father was a gendarme in the French 

police force until 1953 when he decided to move to Oran with his family. Before he 
found a new job and in order to feed his family he worked as a public letter writer by 

the main post office. It was a year of hardship and this experience affected Alloula so 
deeply that it had found some echoes in Al-Khubza (Loaf of Bread a play he wrote in 
1970., His mother was a housewife like most Algerian women of her time, Alloula 

stopped his studies in 1956 when he was in the sixth form. The decision came in 19562 

when Algerian students went on strike against French rule. After 1956 self education 
was his only way of continuing to study. 

Family and Cultural Background 

Alloula acquired his first initiation into Algeria's traditional cultural heritage 

through his aunt. He remembers with emotion how his brother and himself used to wait 
with excitement for the evening when their aunt would tell them stories and recite 
poetry. The aunt who was a devout Muslim had been unhappy with her marriage which 
was very short lived - she had decided to divorce one week after the wedding. She then 
devoted her life to, religion and charity work. Her great knowledge of traditional 

medicine made of her the doctor of the poor in her neighbourhood. Because Alloula 

and his brother were very fond of her and because she had no children of her own, their 
parents allowed them to live with her until they had to go to school. Alloula tells us 
about her phenomenal memory and her wide knowledge of the national cultural heritage 

and history, a knowledge which involved a good command of language3, religion, folk- 

tales, legends, dates of events, local anecdotes, proverbs, rhymed verse, in short "a very 
good knowledge of Algerian popular culture and its language4. " When he went to 
boarding school in Ain El-Berd at the age of ten, he was not totally severed from the 

I Most of the information given here isý' based on an interview we had with Abdelkader 
Alloula on September 24th 1988 in his office at the 'Th6itre d'Oran' and a curriculum 
vitae he handed to us. 
2 The Algerian FLN party which was leading the armed struggled against French 
occupation had called for a general strike: a one week strike for employees and 
shopkeepers and a one year strike for school children and students. 
3 The Algerian vernacular. 
4 Alloula's phrase in our interview, op. ciL 
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rich world which his aunt represented and which he cherished, for his father continued 
that initiation by providing him with another aspect of traditional culture. He used to 
take him to most religious festivals and rituals held in the region particularly to those 
held at the sanctuary of Sidi Ghanem who is one of his forefathers and where his sister 
was the priestess of the shrine. Apart from their religious and often pagan aspects, these 
events had a major popular cultural and social significance for they gathered large 

crowds and offered a wide variety of entertainment ranging from poetry, story-telling, 
music and dance to magic. Although such events have diminished in number in the last 

two decadess, they still' attract many people and Alloula is a regular and fervent 

attendant. The asu; a-q or markets which are held in different villages and towns on 
different days of the week and which are the main venues for the madd5ý were also 
and still are a favourite attraction for Alloula. The experience of these social and 
cultural events has been of major importance to Alloula and has had a strong bearing on 
his work, in fact it has guided Alloula the playwright, director and actor to develop a 
new form of theatre which draws heavily upon traditional cultural elements. 
Alloula's Theatre Career 

The rich experience that Alloula has accumulated since his childhood with storY- 
telling, festivals and rituals and in the traditional markets developed a taste for the 
performing arts and a desire to act. In 1955, when he was at the 'Lycde Ardaillon' in 
Oran, he joined a youth theatre group called W-ShaVaib' ('Youth') which was part of 
the 'Association de Jeunes', a youth club on Rue de Chanzy. At the same time he joined 
'Madrassat Al-Fatý'6 an Arabic teaching school to pursue his education in Arabic. His 
first experience in acting with 'Al-Shab7ab' was the role of a girl in a collectively written 
play. A member of the group who was rehearsing the role of the girl withdrew one 
week before performance day. I-fis friends thought that he played the part so well and 
that he had talent for acting which encouraged him to take other parts in subsequent 
productions. The theatre group used to organise seminars, workshops and talks on the 
art of theatre which was a good starting school for Alloula. However, these activities 
were adversely affected but did not cease as the war of liberation gained momentum in 

the late 1950s and some members of the group left or joined the maquis. After 
Independence in 1962 the 'group was reorganised by Alloula and his friends ar. J given 
the name of 'Ensemble Th6itral Oranais'. Alloula worked with the new group for one 
year only, for 1963 was to be a majorturning point in his career. The management of 
the '116atre National Algerien' which was founded in the same year, were touring the 
country to recruit young talents - Alloula was an obvious choice and he was offered a 

5 71iis is due to the sustained campaign against them by the Muslim clergy and by 
Muslim fundamentalists. 
6 These schools were started in the 1940s by the "Ulima Movement' to revive Arab 
culture and Islam. 
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job as a professional actor in Algiers. Soon after this he acted in five plays which were 
produced by the TNA in Algiers in 1963: The Children of the Casbah and The Oat 
by the Algerian playwright Abdelhalim RaYs, Hassen Terro by Rouiched another 
Algerian playwright and actor, Life is a Dream by the Spanish playwright Calderon de 
la Barca and Moliere's Don Juan. In 1964 he acted in Sean O'Casey's Red Roses for 
Me and in 1965 in Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew and in Oe Honden (which 

was given the title - The Dogs by the Belgian playwright Tone Brulin. 

The talent and potential he showed in the theatrical arts earned him promotion to 
the post of director in addition to his acting career. Thus he directed AI-Ghlila (The 
GhouD by Rouiched in 1964, AI-SuIran al-HwaliO (The Sultan Who Could Not Make 
Up His Mind) by the Egyptian playwright Tawflk Al-Hakirn and Sikak AI-Dhah 
(The Fifteen Strings of Gold, a chinese play from the Ming dynasty by Zhu Su Chen) 
in 1967. 

He was dismissed from his post in 1968 because he disagreed with the TNA on 
theatre practice9 and was unemployed for one year. This resulted in another major 
turning point in his career: he went back to Oran to join the 'Th6atre R6gional d'Oran' 
(TRO) to write and produce his own plays. He was to give an impetus to the TRO 

which was stagnating at that time and be a major contributor to the development of 
contemporary Algerian theatre. This substantial contribution ranges from 

playwrighting, directing and acting to cinema, television, radio, the training of new 
actors, giving talks and undertaking research in these performing arts which are part of 
Algeria's cultural heritage. The following list shows some of these activities since 
1969. 

He wrote and directed: - 

- 1969: (The Leeches 

- 1970: Al-Khub72 (Loaf of Bread) 

- 1972- Hom Salim (The Insanity of a Rational Man adapted from Gogol's Diary 
of a iiad Magn. 

- 1973: Al-Maida (The Tableo written with the actors of the TRO 

- 1974: Al-Manfu-l (The ield written with the actors of the TRO 

- 1975: Hameam Rabbi (Rabbi Baths and H-ut ralkul-HZt (Egig 
_Fish_Eat 

Small 
Fls-hj vmtten with Benmohamed 4 

7 All plays written in colloquial Arabic were never published; even contemporary plays 
are not published. The state owned publishing companies and the few private printers 
believe that there is no readership, therefore no market for such works. 
8 All foreign plays were and still are translated into Algerian colloquial Arabic 
including works from Arab countries. 
9 Abdelkader Alloula did not give us details about the dismissal. 
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- 1980: AI-AgjEal (Sayings 

- 1984: Al-Ajwi'd (][he Story of the Generous People produced in 1985 

He wrote two scripts which were directed by Mohamed Iftic6ne for the 'Radio 
Tel6vision Algerienne' - RTA in: 

- 1972: Gorine 

- 1982: Laffii 

He acted in two films which were directed by EI-Hachemi Cherif in: 

- 1969: AI-KiGb (The Dogs) and 

- 197 1: AI-Tarfa (The Rppgý 

He was also the commentator in two films: 

- 1983: 9-uziin AI-Kali by Hadjadj. - 

- 1985: Combien Je Vous Aime (I Love You So Much by Azzeddine Meddour. 

In 1967 he wrote and produced three programmes in French for the French 
language 'channel 3' of RTAIO on Sophocles, Aristophanes and Shakespeare. 

He is at present senior director at the 'Thdatre d'Oran' and runs the To- 

operative de Tbeatre", which is a workshop theatre specialising 1, n research and 
experiments on traditional material. 

Traditional Culture and Alloula's Theatre 

After a long and rich experience in theatre Alloula has come back to the world 
he has cherished since childhood, the world of the halqal2 and story-telling. It took him 

about twelve years to develop an art form which makes full use of the art of the 

madddý. The ; [jv_cjc) owards this form started with his first play - AWAlag (The 
Leeches) which deals with bureaucracy and abuse of power. It shows Hadi H'Mida, a 
bureaucrat who has close relations with the local bourgeoisie and who takes advantage 
of his position to use public money and services to his own benefit13. The ma&06 is 

10 The Algerian radio and television network has four radio channels which broadcast in 
standard Arabic for 'channel V, Kabyle (Berber) for 'channel 2', French for 'channel 
3 ', and Spanish and English for 'channel 4', the last two sharing three hours of 
broadcasting a day. 
II Abdelkader Alloula created this workshop with hiends in early 1988. It is privately 
run and is totally separate from the 'Th6fitre d'Oran'. 
12 halqa meaning circle or ring, refers to the circle formed by the spectators round the 
madda4. heatre 13 This theme is recurrent in many amateur plays and even in professional t 
cinema and television. 
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present in this play but his Tole is limited to comments on the behaviour of Hadi H'Mida 

and his bourgeois friends. He is in a way the mouthpiece of the common people but he 

does not take part in the action. The madd5h. is also present and plays the same Tole of 

commentator in. Al-Khubza. (Loaf of Bread) and Hammam Rabbi (Rabbi Baths - 
The first play is about Si-'li a public letter writer who decides to write a book which he 

will entitle Loaf of Brýad- It portrays the poor living conditions of the lower classes of 

society and their daily struggle. Ile second play is about the second phase of the 
Agrarian Revolution which started in 1971. It exposes the problems faced by peasantry 
and calls on them to defend the land reform. Most criticS14 agree that in all three plays 
the role of the maddllý is rather marginal and not fully integrated in the development of 
the action, a factor which reduces the impact the author wanted to make. They also 

point to the foUdike and rather funny appearance of the nwdda-6 who is supposed to 
look dignified. This criticism is justified because Alloula was making his first attempt 
to use the art of the maddF4in drarna. Furthermore, the period from 1968 to 1975 was a 

major period of experimentation mainly for the amateur theatre which was at that time 
flourishing and developing in parallel with Alloula's theatre. Also, Alloula had close 

contacts with amateur groups which were mainly concentrated in Western Algeria. It 

was a period of mutual influence and exchange. Alloula argues that: "... the amateur 
theatre is in fact a major reservoir for our national theatre; it is at the same time an 

excellent school. "Is 

Alloula was going through a period of experimentation and he has certainly 
learned a great deal from his own experience and from the amateur theatre. If the three 

plays show weakness - mainly in the use of the maddilý - they are still positive 
developments because they represent both the fruit of many years of experimentation 

and the embryonic phase of his new form of theatre. In fact the lessons Alloula drew 

from the weakness of his previous plays and his failure to make full use of the ma&06 

paved the way to a more mature and elaborate form where the narrative and the maddNb 
become the dynamic theatrical forces. When asked about his new form of theatre, 
Alloula described it as follows: 

When I speak of the new theatre I think of a new type of arrangement 
which is different from the Aristotelian construct. This refers to both the 
[national] traditional heritage and to the world's [cultural] heritage... 
Through our experiments we have initiated a new approach, we have 
thus realised that the classic type of construct was not suitable for us. 
We have introduced new elements like the maddNý. And if, at first, this 
gave a folkloric impression, it led us to grasp and understand the 
implications... We can say that what we are doing has left the 
Aristotelian mould behind. We have dropped all aspects of illusion, 
identification and theatrical illustration. Ile result of our investigations 

14 Mainly the Algerian dramatists and the press. 
is Annon., "Alloula: Le com6dien imprime la vie au th6atre", in EI-Mau-&-hLid, 25 
September, 1988. 
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cannot be evaluated until'the completion of the third part of our trilogy. 
Later we shall start a deeper and more thorough research on cultural 
heritage, particularly on communication. 16 

Alloula started this trilogy with AI-AgyEal (Sayings in 1980. The whole play is 

based on the narrative and divided into three monologues: The Resignation, Ghasharn 
(worker) and fniiba Bent Bi7zfiFn Al-Asfifs (fn7uba the warden's daughter). The three 

monologue-tableaux refer to the struggle of the Algerian working class. The narrative 

structure of the play calls more for listening than for watching because the language 

used does not require the support of theatrical devices other than voice and body 

movement "nor does it necessarily require lighting inmost pans of the play. " 17 Alloula 

considers this play as a bridge between his previous works and his new plays. 

Al-Ajv75-d (! he Story- of the Generous People , first produced in 1985, is the 

continuation of Al-AgmEal and prepares for the third part of the trilogy, Al-Lithim's 
(The Veil which Alloula is working on at present. 19 Alloula insists that this trilogy 
does in no way represent a final and definite form of his theatre. On the contrary, he 

believes that his continuous personal research along with the work and experiments 
undertaken in the 'cooperative de- theatre' (the new workshop theatre he runs in parallel 

with his job at the 'Th6atre d'Oran')'will result in a richer and more elaborate form or 

even to a new form of theatre. In this respect Alloula's contribution to Algerian theatre 
is of major importance because he has touched on cultural'areas not yet fully exploited. 
It is also a contribution to theatre in general and in particular to African-a,, J Arab theatre. 

ý It would be therefore interesting to compare Alloula's experience to similar 
experiences in African and Middle-Eastem countries. 

16 Che'rif Ouazani and Brahim Hadj Slimane, interview: "Rencontre Avec Abdelkader 
Alloula - La Quete des Dires", in Algirie ActualiN no. 1161,14-20 January 1988. 
17 Abdelkader Alloula's opinion in our interview, op. cit. 
Is al-lithin is a scarf or veil wom round the face and under the eyes for disguise, to 
hide the face and or to protect the face from the dust. 
19 Alloula was still working on the play when we met in September. 
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ii) The Story Of The Generous People 

By 

ABDELKADER ALLOULA 

Cast: 

-NARRATOR 
- Four characters contributing to the story-telling. 
The actors taking this part will play the roles of: 

- RIBDUI IJABIB 
-THE KEEPER 

- 
- CLEVER JALLLTL and 
- MALE WORKER 
-TEACBER 
- PUPILS 
- FEMALE WORKER 

The play is in seven episodes, namely: 
1- THE STORY OF'ALL: kt 
2- THE STORY OF RIBULH 
3- THE STORY OF QADDUR 
4- THE STORY OF'AKLI and MNAWWAR 
5- TBE STORY OF MANýIJJR 

- 6- THE STORY OF CLEVER JALLUL 
7- THE STORY OF SAITNA 

Note. 

There are no stage directions whatsoever in the original text. nose appeaning in our 
translation are based on notes taken during performances. The ending of the play is not 
marked in any obvious way - by action or the actors. 
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EPISODE ONE: 
- 
THE STORY OF'ALLXL 

(The narrator, wearing a red cloak andplaying the banjo, presents the story of 'AllaR He is sitting on a 
chairfront-stage, left. ) 

Narrator (singing) 

'A1151 the roadsweeper is a guy quick with his broom. 
When he has swept his part of the street and collected people's rubbish 
He takes a stroll in one of the main streets of the city. 
To relax after a hard day's work and drive away his worries - 20 
First he rolls a cigarette and tucks it under his hat. 21 
Then puffs out his chest as if he had medals to display. 
Crosses his handS22 behind his back and starts to walk slowly 
like a minister dragging with him an important delegation. 
He strolls on the pavement with a dignified attitude 
And looks at the goods displayed in the shop windows with care23 
As if he was checking between the genuine and the fake. 
Admiring the wealth produced by his fellow workers24 at the workshOP25. 
'Alra-I the roadsweeper is a guy quick with his broom. 
When he has swept his part of the street and collected people's rubbish 
He takes a stroll in one of the main streets of the city. 
To relax after a hard day's work and drive away his worries 
He often stops for visits which demonstrate his dignity and heed. 
He walks aside with a heavy stride to see things better. 
Asking himself questions and answering them in long speeches. 
He hardly smiles, he prefers to put on a harsh look instead. 
"Oh this is too expensive even though it is the new fashion. " 
"Oh but don't forget that the manufacturing of such product 
is as difficult and complex as melting iron. The people who make it are surrounded 
by fire and terrible heat. " 
"Oh take care of the poor and make sure they have something to eat. "26 
"I wonder why goods of quality have disappeared. Why did you hide them? " 
"Tell me why these goods are of very poor quality they are so bad they make you 
believe they're produced from muck. 27 
71ey're so bad that they would sadden and depress their maker. " 
"Look at the poor their desires are smothered and frustrated. " 
'AllM the roadsweeper is a guy quick with his broom. 

20 The word wasw& means 'evil' or 'evil tqLnptation' and has a religious connotation. 
It is referred to in the Koran in SErah 'AN-NAS' (MEN) that is ch. 114, v. 4-5 which 
Muhammad Asad (see bibliography) translated as follows: "... 4) from the evil of the 
whispering, elusive temper, 5) who whispers in the hearts of men. " (p. 987). But in 
vernacular Algerian it also acquired the meaning of - 'worry' - 'anxiety"' and 'doubt'. 
21 We have opted for 'hat' although the word in the text means 'fez'. 
22 In the text- ... crosses his arms. 
23 In the text- ... 'looks at the shops from a distance'. 
24 qraynu is mainly used in Western Algeria, it means - 'his colleagues, his friends, his 
mates'. 
25 warsha means - site, building site, workshop. The author may have translated the 
French word chantier. 
26 In the text - 'protect the poor so that he can find what to put on the table. ' The author 
is criticising the government for not helping the poor. Indeed there is no social security 
for the unemployed or the poor. 
27 Tle word in the text also means - 'sewage'. The author is refening to poor quality 
goods produced in Algeria and sold to common people. Goods of good quality are 
often sold and distributed among officials. 
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After he has swept his part of the street and collected people's rubbish 
He takes a stroll in one of the main streets of the city. 
To relax after a hard day's work and drive away his worries 
He stops now and then to rest from the weight of his boots. 28 
He greets people on his way showing joy and gladness. 
To end his walk he enters the supermarket, 29 with intent and purpose. 
And wanders among the stalls with their large display of goods. 
'AIM the roadsweeper is a guy quick with his broom. 
After he has swept his part of the street and collected peoples rubbish 
He takes a stroll in one of the main streets of the city. 
To relax after a hard day's work and drive away his worries 
Thumbs hooked3O on the belt he walks along with a fight step. 
He adds a smile and people shy away they are afraid of him. 
Some of them hold their noses and say he stinkS31. 
Some others feel sorry for him and wish him fast recovery. 
He continues his window shopping still making commentS32. 
"This product looks rough though wrapped you can tell it's not genuine. 
No wonder this is what the private sector produces for the supermarkets. 
And the workers have no right to speak their mouths are shUL33 
Their jobs are not secure and their labour is just hired. " 
"Tell me, why are these goods damaged and piled up in corners? " 
"Do you know that the workers who produced them are on strike? 
The workers of the public sector are struggling to secure their bread 
Because cheap imported goods are threatening their jobs. " 
"I think we should listen to the workers and follow their advice. " 
"They can unite and organise themselves to starve you all. " 
'Allal the roadsweeper is a guy quick with the broom. 
After he has swept his part of the street and collected people's rubbish 
He takes a stroll in one of the main streets of the city 
To relax after a hard day's work and drive away his worries. 
After the walk and the game with himself34 he fights the cigarette 
And rushes out of the city aiming for home. 

EPISODE TWO: THE STORY OF RIBDLil 

(Circular rostrum centre-stage backed by animal cages, as in a zoo. Four actors and the narrator stand 
around it. They present the story of Ribýlp. -Ae director should feel free to divide the lines among the 
actors. We suggest that the cues are taken every time the name ofRib-uN is uttered) 

Rib-uhi is known as Rib-uti HaRb, 'the Friend'35. He is a blacksmith by trade and 
worký in one of the municijýl workshops36. You may say he is old because he is 

about sixty. He's a bit short and you can see on his body the scars left by the hammer 

and the anvil. He has a dark brown complexion. Two front teeth missing and one 

28 Transliteration of the French word - bortes. 
29 Literal translation of the French word - galeries meaning - 'department stores' which 
were called - 'Galeries Frangaises' under French rule. After Independence the stores 
have been nationalised and the name changed to - 'Galeries Algeriennes'. 
30 In the text- ... 'fingers on the belt'. 
31 In the text- ... 'he has the smell of dead (or rotten) animals'. 
32 We have added this verse to make the transition and give sense to the next lines. 
33 In the text- ... their voices are strangled'. Allusion to the poor working conditions 
and exploitation in the private sector. 
34 In the text- ... when he finishes the garne. ' 
35 We have added the word - 'friend' - to keep the connotation intended by the author 
for the name 'HatTib'- 
36 Many workihops and services, i. e. sewage works, gardens are under the authority of 
the municipal councils - official name: 'People's Councils' - in Algeria. 
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shows its root. White curly hair: well his hair is so white that when he takes off his 
hat you'd think he's wearing a sheepskin wig. 37 Blacksmith 'Ril: Zh. i the Friend' is 
very broad-minded and highly appreciated by his fellow workers, dockers and factory 
workers. WeU he is loved by all the poor people. When Ribroi speaks you feel as if 
his words had the scent of a rose or as if they were works of art pouring out of his 
mouth and they are so sweet and melodious. This is the result of long years of strife 
and hard experience which taught him a great deal about life. His principles and the 
things he stands for are known by everybody. He is constant either in good or bad 
times, always the same conduct. Anything he suggests to people is a positive 
solution, be it a row over the trade union, a strike for higher wages or neighbours 
quarreling about leaking water pipCS38; his reasoning is clear and far-reaching as if 
he had a crystal bal139. His advice always bears fruit whether it takes too long or no 
time at all. Even words like'l don't know' or 'I am wrong' sound so nice that people 
accept them happily. When people as)-his wife Mariam about his news she answers: 
"The poor man is fired as usual; well he carries the heavy burden of our problems and 
worries. 40 When he meets his friends they keep him long and if he doesn't turn up 
they go to his house and take him out. They enjoy his company so much that they 
keep him all night debating matters and weighing up solutions as if he was the 
councillor of the poor. He always brings home something with him, food or other 
goodsAI Ri6uýi the Friend is extremely affectionate with most people as he is 
extremely calm and col. lected, content and humble; yes modest even in the way he 
dresses. He usually wears a blue, grey or brown overall on top of which comes a coat. 
You never see him without that coat in winter as in SUMMer42; it's as if that coat was 
glued on him. He has large hidden pockets in that coat, a relic from the time of armed 
struggle; he caUs them the avant-garde pockets. From time to time he fills them with 
sweets for the kids but before he hands them out to them he would tease them IrSt. 43 
And although his hands were huge he would play with his fingers inside those large 
pockets then draw forth sweets like a magician. Rib-ahi feels concerned about the 
problems of the young in the neighbourhood, he often taiks and I istens to them just as 
he does with the old. 

Recently the young lads of the area talked to him for a long time, they were 
complaining about the zoo. They told him in detail about the terrible living 
conditions of the few existing animals, how the management are starving them and 
how every month an animal dies. They told him about the serious state of the 
monkey who stretches his arms out of the cage begging for food and help, about the 
wolf who stands on the side of the fence and howls, and also about the eagle who 
stealthily edges his way towards the peacock keeping an eye on her in case she44 
forgets his presence and sticks her head out of the cage. 

37 In the text- ... 'as if he had on'his head dry figs with ash colour which makes your 
. mouth water. ' T'he ash colour of dry figs is due to the flour used to preserve them. This 

is a common traditional method used in Algeria. 
38 Refening to people living in blocks of flats. Because there is hardly any 
maintenance and because the buildings are old, such problems often occur and cause 
quarrels among neighbours. 
39 In the text- ... 'Indian mirror'. 
40 Often used in reference to the husband as the head of the family, the bread-winner 
who must take care of everything. 
41 This is a very common practice in Algeria. On their way home men stop to buy 
things like fruit, cakes, sweets.. etc and it is expected of them to do SO. Almost every 
father is met by his children in the street or on the door-step and asked 'Papa, what did 
you bring usT 
42 In the text 'coat' is the transliteration of the French word par-dessus. d 43 In North Africa men often buy sweets to give to children of the neighbourhOO - 44 Arabic doesn't have the neutral pronoun 'it', things and animals are either masculine 
or feminine. We have kept the gender as used in the text because of the character's 
attitude towards the animals. Later in the text he will be addressing them as friends. 
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Our friend listened to them with care and told them that he would take the matter in 
his hands and promised to do something happen what may. The following day he 
visited the zoo and saw the starving animals crying from hunger and pain. He heard 
the comments of the visitors, how disappointed they were about the zoo and how 
sorry they felt for the animals. He also saw some people laughing and throwing 
stones at the monkeys;, he stopped them and told them off. After the visit he studied 
the matter in depth and decided a strategy. The first stage was to approach the 
different municipal departments and talk to various agents. The first told him: "I'm 
sorry, there is nothing I can do for these animals. I have no power and no authority. 
you might say I'm as idle as someone wasting his time in a cafV. The second one 
told him: "First, change the trade union committee then we can discuss general 
matters". The third said. -"We're stuck with people's problems and mischiefs and you 
come here to add those of the animals of the zoo. " The fourth told him"Even if we 
are lucky to get them some food we can't give them water because of the existing 
drought. " The fifth said: "Mr. Rigu'ýi, you're a very nice and respectable man. You 
had better take my advice and forget this matter, it's too hard and dangerous for you. 
It's as if you were carrying a bomb. This is a political matter which concerns the 
nation. " The sixth said: " You're right, this is an honourable initiative. Give your 
advice to the animals and count on me for full support. " The seventh told him"Well 
my friend, you should know that we have studied the matter at a very high level; we 
are not playing here you know. Yes, we have taken this matter seriously and studied 
it in detail. We have come out with the decision to allocate the necessary budget to 
the animals and in future we shall bring them hazel-nuts from Greece, almonds from 
Germany and coconuts from Kenya. " The eighth said: "At least the animals are 
housed; but what about me? I live with my wife and six children in a tiny living room 
on the roof of a building and what's more, you have to walk on all of us to go to the 
toilet. " The ninth said. "Indeed, god tells us to protect animals. Oh! Thank you, 
talking of Allah you've just reminded me of my prayer. 45 Sorry I have to go, it's 
prayer time... excuse me, I Must CloSe46 the office. The tenth said: "A public garden 
which has no figers, no crocodiles, no jerboas and no vipers does not deserve any 
attention". The eleventh told him: "You were seen talking to students and pointing 
scorn at the statue of Emir Abdelkader. 47 There is no doubt they influenced you, 
that's why you come here to cause us trouble. 48 You want us to, leave important 
matters and deal with marginal and insignificant things. Do you want us to lose our 
jobs? " The twelfth agent laughed and said: "Thank you very much Mr. Ribu, 4i, it's 
been a long time since I laughed - Thank you... thank you. I tell you what, you should 
go to the cemetery, it belongs to the municipality too you know. Well I hope you go 
there and come back with the same joke as the one about the thirsty monkey or even a 
better one. " The thirteenth gave him a short answer. "Well... I... you see... " 

Well. blacksmith 'Rib-uýi the friend' didn't give up and carried on his mission, he 
went to talk to the man in charge of fo4ing the animals. T-he man replied: "Yes, it 
breaks my heart to see the poor things starving like that... I did everything possible to 
help and save the poor animals. Sometimes I even take food from my children to 
bring to them. Unfortunately food is expensive and my wages are low. And what's 
more, even that little bit of food I bring, I do it in secret because the regulations forbid 
this to prevent food poisoninj! 

45 The Muslims must pray five times a day. The reference here is to the second 
afternoon prayer. 
46 Ile word in the text is typical Algerian dialect for shut, close and lock. 
47 In the text- ... 'the horse who Idcks' - refers to the statue of Emir Abdelkader 
mounting a horse. Ilie statue shows the horse with his fore-legs off the ground. Artistically the statue is considered as a failure and people make jokes about it. Emir 
Abdelkaclr is the Algerian chief who led the resistance against the French invasion of 
Algeria in the 1830's. 
48 In the late 1960's and early 1970's, because of their frequent and repeated demonstrations the students were considered as trouble makers by the authorities. 
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(A very short pause. then the narrator shouts RibDýi's name. The presentation continues as before. ) 

Ribubi the Friend! 

At the end of this long study our friend, Ribliýi the blacksmith took a final decision 
and thought of a solution which will save the animals. He organised a group of 
solidarity with the youths of the neighbourhood. The task was to meet every evening 
and collect as much food as possible, anything they could lay their hands on, meat, 
chicken, bones, wheat, bran, bread, grass, vegetables and fruit. When it gets dark 
Rib'ubi enters the zoo, he would jump, crawl and go through many obstacles to bring 
food to the poor 'prisoners. He has been bringing food for more than a month going 
through so much trouble, running and hiding behind trees or in bushes to avoid the 
security man because if he gets caught his important mission will fail. The animals 
got used to Rib5hi and he became their friend as they loved him very much. They 
could smell his presence from a long distance and get excited, and when he arrives 
they greet him with joy. The peacock opens her feathers wide like a beautiful painted 
fan; the parrot shouts 'hello... hello... hello' and makes a lot of noise; the monkey 
dances happily and somersaults in the air and the duck... oh! the duck quacks so loud 
you'd think it's a warm applause 

(Three actors exit and one remains to take the role of M44i - miming feeifing the animals. he talks to 
them. ) 

RiFu'hi: Hello! Hello my children! Good evening! Here take this. Gently... and be quiet, my 
mission is secret. Here... stop your noise... you, stay away... it's not your turn yet... 
Here... oh! you got used to jump on me from behind! you'll have to stop this bad 
habit... you lot are free, you can fetch food but these... the poor prisoners for the 
pleasure of mankind... Here, gently... hush!... behave yourselves, I have enough to 
feed you all, so each one his turn and in good order my children... Let's start with the 
monkeys, they're closer to man in looks 

... look... look how he's dancing... toqy I 
brought you some quince; I think the lads picked them from Mr. ljaaj Brahim's 
garden... Poor Mr. IJ75j Bralrim... the burden of his wealth is heavy on his back... yes, 
poor Mr. Ifaj Brali"im... Here, take... gently and don't be greedy; you know greed is 
bad either in animals or in mankind... Come here my little girl, have some food.. yes 
the whole neighbourhood can live on Mr. IfaJ BralZm's left-overs... You're laughing 
at this monkey; well there is nothing wrong in what I said, is there? well is there? 
look, look how he's falling all over the place with laughter... The eagle... oh yes the 
eagle... here I am my friend... come on, stand back... stand back from the fence and 
fold your wings... here is food for you... Hey! spare my hand! that's my only 
possession you know... stay back, here is a nice piece of lean meat... you know I had 
to get up early to get it from the slaughterhouse49 ... yes sir, that piece of meat comes 
from the municipal slaughter-house50... look at the monkey laughing at me, look... 
you like the word 'slaughter' hey?.. It's the slaughterman who gave me all this meat... 
and in return he just asked me to grind his knives... He thought I was taking the meat 
to my children, so he said 'you know Mr. RiV5541, you're not the only one to have 
eagles5l I have six of them and they all like lean meat'... Here have a bit of chicken, I 
know you like it... now you're coming back to life.. your neck is straight now-. I'm 
coming Fox.. here I am... oh! my friend, you stink, your smell makes me dizzy... here, 
you too like meat and here are some bones for your dessert. -they'll 

keep you busy; I 
know you get bored and fed-up, they didn't think of your leisure, no they didn't bring 

49 - The author first (30) uses the word batoir from the French abanoir, then he uses the 
proper Arabic word for slaughter-house (3 1). 
50 See 30. 
51 This is a characteristic in the Arab world. People refer to their children as 'lions', 
'eagles'.. for boys and 'gazelles', 'doves'... for girls to show their pride and satisfaction. 
In Arab culture aspects of courage, speed, stupidity... etc., found in animals are 
borrowed to describe people. 
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you T. V. sets to watch Egyptian soap operas52 and football matches, no... you know, 
if I had time I would teach you and your 'friend', your neighbour the wolf to play 
cards; I would teach you to play draughts to pass the time and enjoy yourselves, yes I 
would teach you also how to lift your hind leg when you want to pee to stay clean and 
get rid of your horrible smell... Here, take some fruit... No these berries are not for 
you, I brought them for my friend the weasel; look, there he is watching me and 
sticking his moustache out of the fence... Here take this fox and tomorrow when the 
kids come to see you stand up straight, display your beautiful tail and let them take 
nice pictures of you... I must go to the peacock and the ducks, they arc making an 
infernal racket... silence! Is this a demonstration?... Do you want the keeper to catch 
me? I must find a way to keep the parrot and you lot quieL.. Look at the pigeons or 
the birds or the ostrich, look how quiet and well behaved they = and patient too... 
Look at the partridge and the guinea-fowl, they're very quiet, aren't they?.. Try to 
behave like them... all right, here, have some more... Where is the maize?... no this is 
wheat; good lord! it's incredible, you also find the noisy and voluble and the quiet and 
sly among animals!... And here is our clever weasel... h= is some food for you. 
Here, take it... dear old boy! How are you my friend? Look, look at him... you're 
very good at appearing miserable, aren't you? You're trying to induce me to MR. 
some of your desires, I can see it, the way you're tilting your head to the side and 
softening your eyes. Oh yes I can see it. If you could speak you would tell me: 
"Dearest friend, tomorrow, if you have time to spare and if you happen to be near the 
market, could you please buy me a pound of cherries, my wife is pregnant and she is 
craving for them. " Oh! you little scrounger! Cherries = very expensive, they're 
beyond reach; a pound of cherries costs more than a pair of shoes, come on have 
some maize... yes it's maize... 

(Enter the keeper holding a stick. ) 

Keeper Stop there!... Stop! Stand still... I said stand still, hands up! slowly... Come on, hands 
up! 

Ribý4i What's wrong with you poor man? Why are you shouting at me from a diStanCe? 
What's the matter? Why are you trembling? 

Keeper I said stand still!... One more step and I'll throw my stick53 at you! 

Vabib If you throw your stick at me you might miss me and hit the poor giraffe standing 
behind me, then you'll be in trouble, you will lose your job. It's alright if you hit me, 
yes it's alright if I get wounded but the giraffe... the giraffe is the property of the state, 
that's the problem... 

Keeper Hands up I said!... Where is the bloody whistle?... Where is the bloody thing? 

(RiAY executes the order and puts his hands up. ) 

Vabib Sir, calm down and listen to me... If you throw your stick at me or use your whistle 
you'll be in trouble. You see. these dogs and cats, they are my companions and my 
body-guards, one move and they jump at you; look how they're staring at you ready 
to attack... they will tear you to pieces. Jo, believe me and put your stick down... 
Let's talk then, don't be afraid, walk slowly. 

Keeper Look here, I said stand still! Another step and you'll get my stick*. there is nothing to 
talk about. What are you carrying? 

52, The author is referring to people's discontent and criticism of Egyptian soap operas 
shown daily on Algerian T. V. at 7 p. m.. 
53 Ile word zarKral is mostly used in Western Algeria. It also means whip, stick, 
baton.. etc. 
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Ijabib You can come behind me and see for yourself... come nearer.. come on sir.. 

Keeper What's in the bag on your right shoulder, weapons?... It's weapons hey?.. You're 
carrying a bomb hey? 

HalTib No, it's just some prickly pears and two aubergines. 

Keeper Oh! Prickly pears hey?.. Good joke... yes keep joking... The police won't be long to 
arrive... just wait... Prickly pears!... Just wait and they'll give you plenty of pears!.. 
Aubergines? The truncheons and the boots are coming soon! 

ValTib So I'm going to stand like this, hands up, waiting for the police to arrive? 

Keeper Yes! Thank God! At last we've caught you little hero; this is a great day and I shall 
celebrate this event; yes today is the end of all the trouble and worries you caused 
us... I said stand still and keep your hands up!... So it's you half man, a dwarf, you put 
us in a mess and caused everybody so much bother, so much worry... Is there anybody 
else with you? 

Hal7ib No, there is nobody apart from the dogs and the cats of my neighbourbood. who 
follow me, well I mean they follow the sausageS54 I'm carrying... my friends are 
outside... Can I drop my hands? I'm tired. 

Keeper You can, but watch it... one wrong move and I bring you down. Get ready Mr. 
Aubergine man for a good thrashing. 

Vabib Look, why don't you put your stick down and come nearer, we can discuss the matter 
and talk sense. 

Keeper I see! Forget it if you are trying to fool me... Al-HEshmi the man standing in front of 
you is a man of principle, an honest man, yes a man of integrity... if you have hard 
currencyss and if you are thinking of corrupting me. just forget iL.. Come on 
straighten up and keep still. 

Habib I'm far from that, I'm not the type to have hard currency or to corrupt people. come 
on Mr. 56 AMEhmi, that's far fetched. 

Keeper Keep telling Les, I know your kind... you're a spy... yes you're a spy, no doubt about 
it, it's obvious... You're a spy, a saboteur, an agent of imperialism... and your mission 
is to undermine the revolution and destroy the country. That's it, your contact is 
either through the Japanese in the gas plant of Arzew or through the Italians in the 
town of Battywa57... And what's more, I think I have seen you before in the Town 
Hall by the Trade Union's office. 

Hal7ib Calm down Mr. Al-Hashmi, what's this nonsense about imperialism, I work for the 
municipality like you... I'm Rilru4i Ijabib the blacksmith. 

Keeper Rib7uhi Habib... incredible... what else? They're right, yes you're definitely a spy... 
Rib7u6i ýab-ib is your better, he is a gentleman and he is far superior to you... you 

54Kosher North African sausages which are spicy, known as mer uez. he French 
.qT settlers brought the recipe to France and some European, countries. They are also sold by some butchers in Soho (London). 

55 Transliteration of the French word devises. 
56 -In the text the abbreviation sTis derived from sayyad (Mr. - Sir) - Also a mark of 
respect. 
5713oth towns are industrial towns on the western coast of Algeria. lie Japarýese and 
Italians are engineers and technicians working for their respective contractors in 
Algeria. 
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are... straighten up! You're tempting Lne to break your neck. You're not even worth 
Ribjui's spit, you traitor... RiFON Ilabib is a giant, he is seven foot high and you are 
so smaU, you don't even reach his waist. 

liabib Listen to me 

Keeper Shut up and keep still!.. What did you want to say? 

Ijabib Look Mr. A]-Hashmi. I am Rib7uhi 1jaGb... I am short by nature and I look even 
smaller to you because the giraffe ii behind me... I don't know any Japanese and any 
Italians, I don't know any foreigners apart from the Maltese who works with us. 

Keeper Well. actually I don't know Ritruhi the blacksmith; l never met him because I work at 
night, that is the truth but they ; ay he's dark, tau and strong... they also say he's 
dignified and impressive but you... 

Hagib I am Rib-uhi IjalTib the blacksmith, the dark, the hunch-back, believe me ... I work for 
the municipality like you... Here is my card... look... look at my hands ... I haven't 
done anything wrong; I've just brought some food for the poor starving animals. 

(He hands a card to the keeper who just glances at it. ) 

Keeper Exactly! It's about food that we are checking on spies. Yes, it's about food that 
everybody is concerned... there is an incredible hustle in the Town Hall and the city 
council is so worriedL 

Habib Oh! Is that so?.. They have woken up, have they? 0 
Keeper Yes, they have taken a firm stand... Take your card, I can't read... Anyway the 

photograph looks like you but don't worry the police won't be long, they will know 
your identity and where you come from... I think you come fTom Tchad the way you 
look. 

Valýib I live just behind the zoo... I am the spy of the poor... Look brother I am MUM Ijal7ib 
and if you want to be convinced, if you want a proof all the lads of the neighbýurhood 
will turn up at my signal. They're all outside surrounding the zoo and watching over 
me ready for a signal to attack. 

Keeper Of course! That's why they come sometimes to distract me, asking me about the time 
or the way to the railway station... It's a whole strategy you set up here and 1, like a 
fool, keep watching the sky all night for helicopters to land or spies to come down in 
parachutes. A war strategy indeed... Now I can believe you're Ritruhi Habib... excuse 
me, let me shake hands with you5s... you know Mr. Uagi*b thýey'say you're a 
champion59 at organising things... please forgive me... I'm under pressure my friend, 
I'm under pressure. 

Haýib Mr. Al-Hishmi, if you have information tell me why I'm giving them so much 
trouble. 

Keeper It's very serious my friend, I know everything in detail and I know that everyone in 
the Town Hall is extremely worried.. Do you know, I was Corning to your house to 
get some advice on this matter.. incredible! What a coincidencem!... I don't believe 
you're here facing me... Mr. HalTib you got them all thinking, they are puZ7Jed and 
worried as they believe the inatter has reached a serious level... yes sir, they're 

58 In the text 'let me Idss you'. Kissing is a common habit in the Arab world for 
greeting or apologising. 
59 In the text 'a devil' which in Algerian has the connotation of someone very clever. 
60 In the text 'destiny' because of the belief in fatalism. 
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troubled alright, let me start from the beginning. 7be problem started about a month 
ago. 

Ijabib Please carry on talking while I feed the animals; yes 'this is the era of much talk and 
riddles' as the proverb says... Look this is the bomb you were afraid of, it's food for 
the poor giraffe... so... look at her beautiful eyes... 

Keeper About a month ago I was in bed and I had a dream; in that dream I was preparing a 
barbecue and the children were all excited running round me. The wife told me to 
grill the meat very well so that the fat doesn't upset the children's stomachs. 
Anyway, I went to sleep just after supper and I was still dreaming away when the wife 
startled me; I woke up shaking. She said the manager of the public gardens wanted to 
see me. In fright I said he must have smelled the smoke of the barbecue. She urged 
me to hurry up saying that the manager looked rather tense and worried. What 
brought him here? I hope there is nothing serious. He never came to my house. In 
that fright I went out in my dressing gown and asked him to come in for coffee. He 
said he was in a hurry... He asked me whether I was really feeding the animals at 
night. I did not deny it; I said: "Yes I gave the monkey a piece of bread and the 
peacock a few olives... it's nothing, it's just the left-overs from my dinner, I couldn't 
bear to see them starve.. 1, 'He said: "I'm not talking about bread; they were given meat 
and biscuits"... Meat?... I didn't know what to say; then I swore to him that we didn't 
have meat at home for twenty-three days. 

Habib You counted them. 

Keeper From pay day... As soon as I get my pay I rush to the butcher's and buy rive or six 
pounds of horse meat for the kids... He said that the situation was rather dangerous 
and there were risks... The rules don't allow the feeding of animals by strangers-and 
the veterinary surgeon has warned against it... I said "what has a foreigner to do with 
the animals of this country? " He said the 

* 
veterinary surgeon is a doctor for animals 

and added "try to learn your language you fools"... "Whoever is feeding the animals 
with meat intends to poison them, I'm sure, and furthermore our animals are not used 
to meat which means that if they don't die from food poisoning they will die from 
diarrhoea.. because our animals are used to rotten vegetables and rancid bran... you 
know Al-Hgshmi, the incident happened at night... and at night you are the only one 
on duty, you're the only one in charge and no one else... so watch out and don't fall 
asleep, " then he drove away in the official car... I went back to bed hoping to get my 
dream and my barbecue back but there was no way I could go back to sleep; I spent 
all night inspecting the zoo. -There are two men who come from time to time and sit 
under the willows; they bring wine with them and talk about politics; sometimes they 
give me a glass, they say "it'll warm you up"... But that night I asked them to leave, 
they said to me "why do you want us to go away, have they built a new mosque in the 
zoo? " I told them about the situation and the trouble caused by meat. They swore 
they had noUng to do with it and that they only eat wholemeal bread and olives and 
drink wine. Anyway, two days later they found a monkey in the female cage, they 
were embracing and cleaning each other... the veterinary surgeon went mad... They 
were puzzled at how the monkey went into his neighbour's cage and locked the door 
behind him... The ostrich left her shelter, she went out for a walk; they found her 
Strolling and swaying her back near the large pond.. a young ostrich was following 
her closely, he was chatting her up... 

Hat7ib Well. it's me who put the monkeys together, I also let the ostrich OUL.. but I forgot to 
close the door behind me... 

Keeper You got us all puzzled and worried Mr. Habib... and there is a lot more I want to tell 
you. 
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Ijabib Forgive me... I was wrong... Look at the poor animals, look how they're following our 
discussion, it's as if they want to speak, as if they want to give their opinion... You 
see? They too are asking for democracy... Continue, tell me more Mr. AI-Hishmi. 

Keeper From that night on I became more alert and checked every part of the zoo. But no 
matter how hard I looked and inspected, no matter how vigilant I was, I couldn't find 
any spy... Please tell me my friend, tell me how you managed to do it. 

Ijabib My young friends watch out for me from outside. They learned to hoot like owls in 
order to give me detailed information about your movements. 

Keeper Incredible! This is great strategy. So, your friends were watching over the 
4 watchman'61, they had their eyes glued on me!.. And yet they say the masses are 
stupid, they can't organise themselves... Anyway, food reaches the animals at night 
even in bad weather... we were puzzled and things got worse because after two weeks 
the animals went on strike, they refused the food from the municipality... but their 
health improved very much and the veterinary surgeon was so happy that he went on 
holiday... yes my friend the animals recovered and became healthy... the monkey 
became very active and happy, he entertains visitors and winks at girls.. and the she- 
monkey screams her head off and covers her eyes with her hands every time the 
attendants bring her food. This led one of the poor attendants to write a letter and 
complain about her. The poor man couldn't understand the situation; he said in his 
letter that the she-monkey was induced to pick on him because everytime she sees 
him she curses him and wishes him death62. Some civil servants said "they want to 
overthrow us, they are causing trouble. Yes it's the zoo attendants who urged the 
animals to strike and they're using this opportunity to get a pay increase"... 
Anyway63, a few days later a row burst out among those civil servants and they 
started to fight 

- 
and accuse each other.. one accusing the other of collecting the eggs 

of the geese every morning; another said "I know you're feeding your family on the 
ducks of the state"; another said "we are all helping ourselves64... those who don't 
take from the zoo take the meat meant for ihe animals, and what about the lambs, yes 
the lambs for sacrifice on 'Id, the holy 65 day, you remember last year. we all had a 
hand in it, we all slaughtered those lambs in the pubfic garden. " 

Hat7ib Yes you are right the matter has gone too far... 

Keeper Wait, there is much more... yes it went too far and to cover up everything they 
gathered documents and sent them to the council for examination. 

HalTib Look at the wolr, he's listening to us and look at the ostrich, she is hiding her head in 
her feathers... So..? 

Keeper I'm going to have a look and come back soon, the police may come to investigate... I 
don't want them to arrest you. 

HaGb Don't' worry, the lads are watching for us and anyway they told you about the police 
just to blow the matter up and scare you. If they are to investigate they would do it in 

61 We have used 'watchman' to keep the repetition of watch in the text. 62 Allusion is made here to superstition. 
63 Ile phrase bi-enniyya in the text, literally means 'with faith' or 'with good intention' 
or 'with honesty'. The phrase is used with these meanings throughout Algeria but in the 
West it is also used with the meaning of 'anyway'. This phrase will appear very often in the text. 
64 Reference to existing corruption and embezzlement. 65 There are two holy days among others in Islam called Va - "Id-Al-Firr which is 
celebrated at the end of Ramd5n, the month of fasting, and 'Id-AI. AdhB, the holy day of 
sacrifice when people sacrifiýe the lamb, a rite in connection with Abraham. 
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broad daylight, we are not at war... anyway, carry on... you were saying the matter got 
worse... 

Keeper Yes Mr. HaRb, it got really serious when the council opened the file on the zoo the 
workers sLrted to send letters complaining about the different departments. Someone 
was asking why they were keeping the doves in cages, he said doves are the symbol 
of freedom and after all we have fought for freedom ourselves and we are still 
f ighting for it.. Another one said monkeys should wear trousers, they should look 
decent.. Someone asked for a piece of land to build a house on and in return he would 
bring an elephant from Ethiopia because his brother-in-law works there and offer it to 
the zoo; he said we would smuggle66 it into the country... Anyway, the municipal 
council opened an enquiry and called people for interrogation... The council heard the 
most incredible and amazing stories... They were asking people only one question - 
"What do you think of the zoo? " Oh my god! YOu should have heard the answers... 
you had - "this is the first time I hear of the existence of a zoo in our city... do these 
animals belong to the state? " and - "we should build a shelter for the night keeper 
right in the middle of the zoo with a small window on each side so that he can watch 
better"... 

Uabib If they take up this suggestion you're finished, you'll become a prisoner. 

Keeper Someone suggested to put the eagle in international competitions, he would win gold 
medals because he is a unique eagle, he is strong and can fast for a whole month. 
Someone else said "the food which is brought in secret to the zoo is foreign food.. 
that's what happened in some African countries"... 

4abib Yes the food is foreign, it comes from outside, from outside ft municipality. 

Keeper Another one said "I have nothing to do with it, I only work for the municipality and 
the food you're talking about, the food smuggled into the country is a matter which 
concerns the customs because this is contraband. " And another one said "these 
smugglers are the enemies of the country, they are saboteurs, they want to poison our 
animals, they want to infect them with one of the dangerous diseases from Europe and 
let them out to attack our people, so watch ouLI watch out! " This one got applause. 
He also suggested to tether the animals inside their shelters. Another one told them 
"yes I took a few ducks, but I took them to the municipal summer holiday camp. well 
it's obvious I took them for our children. " Another said "I swear that I am innocent, 
God is my witness, I wanted to take the parrot home and raise him just for a good 
deed and I had applied to you in writing but you rejected my application"... Another 
one said "apart from a bit of cinnamon67 and some dates68 I took from the she- 
elephant I didn't take anything else, I don't like animals anyway, and if you want me 
to pay for what I took, fair enough I shall pay but on condition that everybody else 
pays. " And another one told them "you know? imperialism... imperialism has great 
potentials and various means for its operations. What can a poor keeper armed with a 
stick do against spies who enter the zoo at night with weapons and sophisticated 
equipment? WeU, he needs a tank69. " Oh Mr. ValTib they went on and on... By the 
way, on this point what if they brought me a tank? And do you know? I can't even 
ride a bicycle7O... Anyway, the file got thicker and thicker. heavier and heavier and 
everybody in the council and municipality was more worried and more fired; they 

66 Ile word in the text is trabendu meaning 'smuggling' or contraband. It is a slang 
word used only in Western Algeria. Reference to the excessive smuggling of goods in 
and out of the country. 
67 In the text 'bits of cinnamon' or 'sticks of cinnamon'. 
68 In the text the word ghars means date paste. It is made of very soft dates which are 
squashed together with their stones and wrapped in goat skin. 
69 Transliterated in the text. 
70 In the text bscl-at from the French bicyclette. 
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were all lost.. well even now, at this very moment, even if I arrest you the matter 
remains unsolved... Hey Mr. Ijabib, what about sending them a letter about the tank? 

lial7ib No, not yetý the animals still need food and care... but you can join us and give us a 
hand since our operation is still secret. 

Keeper Right away, I'm willing to help you in any way I can. 

Habib All the neighbourhood feels concerned about the zoo and they're all committed for 
the well being of the animals. We won't drop the matter until they rind a positive and 
fair solution... The zoo is situated in the poor part of the city and the rich don't feel 
concerned about it at all, they take their children to Europe because European zoos 
have more animals and offer a wider range of entertainment... therefore we can say 
that this zoo is the people's zoo, it's our children's garden and you're in a better 
position than me to know who comes here everyday... So, if you want to help us you 
must get up early in the morning before the attendants come to work and clean the 
animals shelters; you must do it every day to keep the animals healthy and get rid of 
their horrible smell. 

Keeper You can count on me Mr. Vabib, I shall start tomorrow morning... I have a ladder at 
home, I shall use it to get to the giraffe. 

HalTib And spread the news that the spies of imperialism have ceased their operations in the 
ZOO. 

Keeper That's easy, I can do it. I will say "the spies phoned me and said that the workers of 
the municipality were, too hard and clever for them. " I will also say that they have 
changed their plans, they intend to enter homes, they will mingle with the T. V. 
pictures and enter... houses... is that good? 

HaRb Find something acceptable, something people can believe-you know we have already 
started to build bigger and better shelters for the animals in one of the municipal 
workshops; we have also made contacts with friends in other services to improve and 
embellish the zoo for our children. 

Keeper Good Lord! Just a few minutes ago you looked small and now I see you as big as the 
wall facing me. 

HatTib (mimingfeeding a guinea-fowl. ) 

- Here have some more my girl... look this guinea fowl lost all the feathers from her 
neck because she was constantly sticking her head out of the fence to pick grass, but 
now... here look new feathers are growing... 

Keeper I must go now... duty calls... well you carry on then. 

lial7ib I have almost finished, there is only the Turkey-cock... the guinea-pigs... and the 
gazelle to feed. 

Keeper Please call me anytime you need me, don't hesitate... Please. 

Habib Ibere are some dockers who have been dismissed; some of them have been out of 
work for more than ten months; as the celebrations or the holy day are approaching 
we have decided to collect donations for them... go to your work... I'll call on you 
tomorrow or the day after and tell you more about it. 

Keeper Up to you... Look dear friend, when you are finished leave from the other side piease; 
take the main alley, the one with flowers, palm trees and fences on each side, I shall 
open the gate for you. 
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Ijabib Tell the lads I won't be long, tell them also that you delayed me. 

Keeper Did I? 

Ijabib I mean you kept me talking... (addressing the dogs and cats. ) Be quiet you, I said 
until I finish... priority for the prisoners... you lot can find food outside... come here 
my pretty gazelle... Mariam loves you, you know she keeps asking the neighbours for 
bread; if they have anything left over they bring it to me and say "take it to your 
gazelle"... come to me my girl... come symbol of beauty and freedom. 

(They eidt - Black out) 

EPISODE THREE: THE STORY OF QADDUR 

(The narrator sitting on a chair and playing the banjo. lie presents the story of QaddZ7r) 

Narrator He built high walls and houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 
Today is Friday, he leaves the site to travel home 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children. 
Qaddlrr packed his clothes, he is going to have a rest 
He said good-bye to his friends and left happy and proud 
Friends, you are lonely, I shall bring you food7l from home, he said. 
He got on the bus smiling and his eyes shining with joy. 
He built high walIs and big houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 
Today is Friday, he leaves the site to travel home 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children 
He thinks of Fatima the wife he loves dearly 
Qaddirr wants to see his children to forget the hard work 
Qadd6r wants to see his children and be happy 
Warm family atmosphere that's what he wants. 
Ile journey is long, not a word, he just sighs 
He kept thinking of his little daughter Man*a*ma 
Who forgets he is her father and calls him uncle 
She calls him uncle like an orphan calls a stranger 
She is shy, he gives her sweets and she goes to him 
He built high walls and big houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 
Today is Friday, he leaves the site to travel home 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children 
He got off the bus and ran aH the way home 
But found his house filled with sadness and misery 
Fatima was in bed4 she was ill, she looked white and weak 
And little Mariama was doing the housework. 
What happened, why this tragedy, where are my children 
QaddCrr was wondering in a state of shock and despair. 
The neighbours opposite are mourning, the father is dead 
'Xisha is helping72, there are many friends and relatives 
The little ones went to fetch water and the eldest is out 
He left school and now he is wandering in the streets 
Like a vagrant and putting himself at risk 
He built high walls and big houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 

71 In the text - 'provisions'. 
72 In the text taftal- meaning 'to roll couscous. Mie way to make couscous is to roll 
semolina gradually adding flour and water to obtain pellets which are then rubbed 
through a net. 
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Today is Friday, he leaves the site to travel home 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children. 
Though tired he put on a happy face to cheer Faima 
We missed you she said with a sigh wiping her eyes 
He leant and kissed her on the forehead then went out 
He pulled a packet of henna, 73 and put it on her chest 
I shall dye my hair with it next Friday she said 
Here is the housekeeping money, he said, I'm going to have a bath 
And get you some medicine, I shall be back before the funeral. 
Repair the roof before it falls down and buries us she said. 
He built high walls and big houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 
Today is Friday, he leaves the site to travel home 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children. 
Qaddýr had his day's rest, he spent it under the rain 
Trying to solve the various problems his family faces 
He had no time to play with his children or stay with his wife 
He got up early to start another week of hard work 
His wife looked at him and with a smile wished him well 
Hoping and praying next Friday he would rest 
Hoping and praying things won't get worse. 
He built high walls and big houses 
Mortar and bricks took all his energy and sweat 
He can't wait - he is longing for his wife and children. 

EPISODE FOUR: THE STORY OF IAKLI AND MNAWWAR 

(Circular rostrum with the narrator andfour actors standing round it. They present the story of 'Akli and 
Mnawwar the same way as the story ofRiba4ij 

Narrator There was between 'Akli and Mnawwar a strong relationship, a bond of great 
friendship; neither hides anything from the other and neither does anything without 
consulting the other. 

They had a kind of innocent affection for each other and their friendship was genuine 
and sincere. No one could intrude and spoil their relationship. Obviously they would 
disagree now and then in their discussions but they never fight. Indeed there was a 
great friendship between 'AU and Mnawwar. 'Akli, may he rest in peaCe74, died 

more than ten years ago yet the bond of friendship between the two is live and still 
exists. 

7bere was between 'Akli and Mnawwar a pledge, a pact. In fact it's that pledge 
which until now strengthened their bond. 'Akli and Mnawwar worked together for a 
long time and had numerous experiences; they learned a lot from each other. 7bey 
were both working in a high schOO175, 'Akli was a cook and Mnawwar a porter. They 
liked each other and became friends the first weeks after they met, it was a few 
months after Independence. 

73 In this case the henna is in its natural form that is dry henna leaves. 
74 'May he rest in peace' or 'Mercy of God be upon him' is a phrase always used when 
someone speaks of someone dead. It is often used in this scene. 
75 TOnawiyya' - secondary - is the legacy of the French lycee. In this case it is a 
boarding school. Because of the limited number of high schools under French rule and 
up to the mid-seventies, children from villages and small towns would go to the 
boarding high school in the nearest city. There are no more boarding schools now as 
the government built schools (primary and secondary) in the most remote areas. 
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AS WC76 said earlier, 'Akli is dead but for Mnawwar he is still working and making 
himself useful although indirectly. Mnawwar thinks that his friend is still working 
with him in the school. 'Akfi was tall and slightly overweight he had a long waxed 
moustache77 and a loud but nice voice. He used to speak clearly and with eloquence, 
he was also straight. Mnawwar is rather short and ten years younger than 'Akh; he 
grew up in the country and he still lives by the values he was taught. There was a 
great friendship between 'Akli and Mnawwar. During one of their regular evenings 
they talked as usual about their school and its problems, about the parents who didn't 
want to organise a meeting on the treasurer who embezzled a lot of money with the 
help of the butcher and other suppliers, and also about the stationery. They talked 
about various problems and their possible solutions; they sighed with pity and said the 
state should play its role in education. To end the discussion 'Akfi stood up and said 
that he had an idea germinating in his mind, an idea in the interest of the school. He 

said "I'll let it develop78 tonight and tomorrow we shall have a cultural session and 
talk about it... I feel a bit tired, my knees are aching and as you can see I had a bit too 
much to drink". "Do as you wish my friend, " said Mnawwar then he accompanied 
him home. The following day they met as agreed and discussed 'Akli's idea. "I want 
to offer my body, I mean my skeleton to the school and I want you to be in charge of 
the execution of this wish, " said 'Akli - Mnawwar was shocked, "God save us! 
Almighty God help us!... Why think of such ideas my friend, why?... you see brother. 
you see where alcohol leads to?... You offer the skeleton, your own skeleton to the 
school?... Dear God, Almighty God take this evil idea off my friend's mind... you 
offer your bones to the school?... It's more than ten years that we are friends and I 

never thought you'd come up with such an idea... If anybody upset you in this school 
just tell me... here I am with my cane, yes the forefathers' weapon, it's behind me and 
I can stfll use it with great skill you know79... Anyway, who upset you and made you 
discard your body? "... - "Let me explain said 'Akli, I will die before long, the time is 

approaching8O... from what they told me at the hospital I think my liver is seriously 
damaged by wine and it has started to degenerate"81... 

- "That's just worry and nostalgia brother! "... 

- "No... nobody knows about this except you. I have considered the question 
seriously and thought that two or three years after my death you dig out my bones and 
gather them to make a skeleton for the school... it will be used in natural science82 
classes... As our school lacks teaching materials my skeleton will be useful for our 
children and it's better for the country to use mine rather than import one from 
abroad, from France". 83 

- "Almighty God save him! Why should you wish death to yourself? Ilis is 
heresy&4.. thank God you're still in very good health and as strong as a bull. "85 

76 Story-tellers in North Africa never use the first person singular. The pronoun dwe' is 
used to make a transition as in this case (or 'as we were saying'). Tile nature of their 
material requires reported speech, hence the use of 'he, she, they said, did, told ... etc. ' 
77 The wearing of this kind of moustache was very common among Berbers from 
Kabylia (north-central part of Algeria), usually wom by middle-aged men. It is also 
worth mentioning that "Akli is Kabyle and his name is used only by this race. 
79 In the text 'I shall let it brew... ' 
79 Mnawwar is from the country and indeed the cane was used as a weapon. 
90 Phrase commonly used and meaning 'the time of death [which is decided by God] is 
approaching. ' Another phrase - 'the decision of death is in the hand of God'. 
81 In the text 'it has started to break slowly into little pieces'. 
82 Literal translation of the Arabic name. Again a legacy from the French system where 
the subject is called science naturelles. Ilie subject includes, through the different 
school forms, the study of man, animals, birds, fish and rocks. 
83 France in the same context has the meaning of foreign country, abroad, overseas. 
94 In the text the word literally means 'you ignore' henceto be ignorant, 'ignorant of 
God', 'ignoring the existence of God'. -.. etc. 
85 In the text 'stronger than the Spanish bull'. 
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-"Ibe end Mnawwar, the end I can see it coming soon. I want to serve more, I want 
to be more useful to the school, the school where we worked most of our life... I want 
to be of some use in the teaching and training of the youth... " 

- "Your nationalistic passion is fantastic, yes it's so strong that it is urging you to offer 
your bones... why go so far?... You want us to dig you out of the grave, build you up... 
and put you to stand here, inside the school like an ornamnt? ... 7bis must be the 
books you read on philosophy and history which turned your head ... Please repent and 
come back to God... or, I tell you what, go and have a bottle or two maybe they'll take 
this evil idea off your mind. " "I thought the matter over and considered all aspects"... 
said 'Akli. 

- "you crazy fool, stop blaspheming, God may bring us an'earthquake this very 
night... maybe the school will collapse and we all die except you, saved by God... " 

-"Another school will inherit and benefit from my bones. You know Mnawwar death 
comes to everybody, there are some who expect it to come suddenly and others who 
are ready for it... it's a matter of choice... " 

-"Incredible! 'Akfi this is incredible, instead of leaving your bones to rest in peace in 
the mercy of the Almighty you want to offer them while they're still sustaining your 
body. " 

- "After all they are my bones and I am their owner and what's more, the law protects 
private property... " 

- "you're right, yes it's your bones... people leave castles and treasures behind and 
you want to leave me your bones. " Mnawwar looked at his friend and knew that he 
was determined, then he said "I'm sorry 'Akli, let me get over the shock and give 
myself time to think about this matter tonight; tomorrow, God willing, we'll have a 
good discussion and examine the question thoroughly, you'd better go home now and 
have some rest, try also to think more about it... 'Akli, since you wish to become a 
public property I will not bother you anymore... We shall, keep the vertebral column 
intact to preserve the value of the present"... 

7bere was a great affection between 'AkIi and Mnawwar. 77hey talked in secret and 
studied the matter over and over again. Every night they examined one aspect, they 
studied the scientific aspect and learned how the bones are assembled; from a 
phisophical point of view they said that Islam calls for learning and sacrifice; they 
also approached their problem from the legal angle, they looked in many books, they 
also went through tM constitution in detail and found no clause which forbids their 
project. 

'Akli and Mnawwar agreed more and more and had a better understanding of the 
matter. 'Akli wrote a letter then asked Mnawwar for his finger, "give us your finger... 
come on brother give us your finger", at which Mnawwar replied - "you are the public 
property, not me... send them your own finger, after all it's you who are making the 
donation". 

- "Come on brother. give us your finger I said. " 

- "You are their property not me, so send them your own finger... you am making the 
donation not me. " 

- "Come on give us your ringer. you can't sign properly, can You? So come here and 
put your f inger print as a signature next to mine. "86 

96 A practice introduced by i-he French for illiterate people. The signature is the print of 
the right index. 
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Then they set off to execute their project and approached different departments; the 
answers they got were incredible, answers like - "In The Name Of Allah The Most 
Gracious The Dispenser Of Grace, Blessings And Prayers Be Upon The Rast And] 
Best Of His Messengers87... now to answer your question I say that it is the Red Cross 
people who know about these things, they will solve your problem", and - "your 
project reminds me of the pharaohs... our country is taking another direction... you 
should submit a social report, a project that is useful for the country... think about it 
more... you have a large variety of social problems to choose from" - and - "you got 
the wrong address, are you trying to get us into trouble with the Department of 
Museums? " - Someone thought that 'Akli was already dead, he said "my deepest 
sympathy... but you will have to wait until there is a ministry for such affairs. " They 
were also told - "We are bringing a substantial number of skeletons from India. As 
you know India is our friend and a developing country like us. Furthermore the 
skeletons we are bringing are genuine but they are alive, and they can walk too, " - and 
- "after the gentleman's death and his burial get two witnesses who must also be dead 
to sign and state that the gentleman's soul has really risen to heaven, then the rest of 
the procedure is simple. " The last agent started to complain saying "I see... you offer 
meat to the others and bring me the bones to gnaw... they all bought cars... they all 
bought villas... except me... except me... except me. " 

'Akli and Mnawwar didn't give up, they kept insisting until they succeeded. The 
administration dealing with the matter accepted the offer and replied officially to 
'Akli and at the end of their document they thanked him and congratulated him as 
'AkIi the brave militant who offers his body in the interests of science... After their 
congratulations and their thanks they hoped the skeleton was in good condition and 
the life of the donor short. 'Akli and Mnawwar jumped with joy when they received 
the reply... then Mnawwar fell to his knees and started a prayer to thank God, and 
'Akli rushed to the off-licence for a couple of bottles which he drank straight away 
then came back to his friend and said - "now my mind is at rest, I can die in peace 
now... You keep an eye on me just in case I get dizzy or I get hit by a car... I am now 
the property of the state and you are my sole and responsible guardian. " 

There was between 'Akli and Mnawwar a warm affection... 'Akli, Mercy of God be 
upon him, died more than ten years ago and after all this time Mnawwar remains 
faithful and loyal to his friend, he still keeps deeply in his heart that love for his 
friend, the love which strengthens the bond between them. 

(Blackout. the narrator moves to the other end offront-stage, the actors exit. ) 

87 This invocation is always used by Muslims just before they start anything in daily 
life i. e. a speech, writing, eating, driving, travelling... etc. We have opted for the literal 
translation of the 'Best Of His Messengers' because it is meant by most Muslims. We 
have added [The Last] to make the reference to the prophet Muhammad. The other 
invocation is "In The Name Of Allah The Most Gracious, The Dispenser Of Grace, 
Blessings And Prayers Be Upon Our Master Muhammad The Messenger Of Allah And 
Upon All His Family And His Companions". The first part of this invocation "In The 
Name Of Allah The Most Gracious, The Dispenser Of Grace" is the original invocation 
opening the Koran and starting all the Surilt (chapters) except S11rahnumber nine. It is 
also an invocation used in daily life. 
98 Allusion to corruption and embezzlement. 
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(A minimal setting representing a class-room. - Afewpupils playing. Enter a woman-teacher in a white 
blouse. ) 

Teacher89 Please sit down... thank you... Last time we studied in our natural science class the 
external and internal structures of the human body as well as the cells and the tissues. 
Today we shall study the skeleton... silence, silence, pleasel We shall look at the 
number of the bones and the different parts of the skeleton... today's lesson is related 
to the study of bones... it is short and easy but our school gives it a particular 
importance in the sense that it has in its possession a genuine human skeleton... 
silence please!... It is a skeleton of a man who was a cook in this school. His name 
was 'Akli Amezgran, mercy of God be upon him... therefore our lesson bears a 
particular importance since we have something unique in its kind... On the other hand, 
Mr. Mnawwar, the school porter... silence please!.. the well known and respected Mr. 
Mnawwar will bring the skeleton soon... The porter was the cook's closest friend and 
now he is the sole guardian entrusted with the remains of his friend. Mr. Mnawwar is 
known to everybody for he has an exceptional art of relating stories particularly when 
he talks about the life of his friend 'Akli... Therefore it would be useful for us to try 
and convince Mr. Mnawwar to stay with us and participate in our class... silence! The 
aim is to make oar guest talk about the cook... in other words he will bring his dear 
old friend to life, thus what he says would be useful for our lesson as it will help you 
in other subjects... silence! Call Mr. Mnawwar and let's try to induce him to talk but 
let's do it in a clever and polite manner and avoid confusion... silence!... Here he 
comes, take your seats. (Enter Mnawwar) Today our lesson is on the skeleton... 
welcome... welcome Mr. Mnawwar! 

Mnawwar Good afternoon my children! 

PUPHS90 (all together) Good evening9l Mr. Mnawwar! 

Mnawwar Here he is well wrapped and covered, looking decent92 as required by religious law. 
Your Uncle 'Akli, mercy of God be upon him... well, learn about him and get some 
knowledge. the country will benefit from you. Let me get on a chair to uncover the 
poor man. (He removes the sheet covering the skeleton. ) Hem he is... hem is the 
marvellous man... 

Teacher (pointing at an apýon tied round the skeleton. ) 

- What about this? 

Mnawwar This is a cook's apron93.. it is the apron he used to wear at work and it is the only 
thing he left behind... I tied it round his waist to cover his lower parI94... I wanted him 
to look decent... well it's a good thing to be decent but I think you're confused my 
daughter, things are mixed up in your he-ad. 

Teacher In fact 

Mnawwar Shall we take it off teacher? All right then... since it is for an educational purpose 
let's remove it. (He starts to untie the apron) Actually he used to say frequently, one 
shouldn't be shy to talk about things related to science... Well teacher, here he is 

89 The teacher speaks in modem standard Arabic. 
90 For the pupils the author uses al-jamP which means I all' or 'the whole group'. We 
have opted for 'pupils' because of the context adding 'all together' between brackets 
when the pupils respond all together. 
91 We have kept the meaning of the greeting in Arabic although we do not think that 
classes are held in the evening. 
92 The allusion is about the covering of the lower part of the skeleton. 
93 In the text 'the belt of the profession. 
94 In the text 'I tied it round his waist for decency. ' 
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nakedý I shall come back and fetch him when you finish your lesson... You may get 
as close to him as you wish but don't touch him. Teacher, when you finish send 
La'raj Ben Difa to call me because I want to twist his ears all the way back to the 
classroom; he needs to be punished for smoking and for calling me "weasel- 
face". 4addressing a pupil). You think I didn't see you hiding behind the tree? 
(turning to the teacher) He was sitting on the pavement, legs crossed and puffing 
away... smoking a cigarette... yes smoking a cigarette bigger than him. Anyway, see 
you later my daughter.. 

Pupas (all together calling him back) - Mr. Mnawwar!.. Mr. Mnawwar!.. Mr. Mnawwar!.. 

Mnawwar What's going on?.. What's the matter with you? Are you demonstrating or what...? 

Pupils (they repeat) Mr. Mnawwar!.. Mr. Mnawwar!.. Mr. Mnawwar!.. 

Teacher Silence!... Silence! 

Mnawwar Do you want me to lose my job? You're making an uproar and the head-teacher is 
outside in the court-yard. What do you want? 

Teacher Mr. Mnawwar, they want you to spend a little of your time with them and talk about 
your friend 'Akli. 

Mnawwar 7bey always play this trick on me teacher... these kids get on my nerves you know - 
they don't like to study and they always find excuses... What am I going to do with 
them now? 

Teacher Let's talk together about the skeleton; I speak to them about the bones and you talk to 
them about the man. 

Mnawwar If I'm not wrong, I think you're on their side, yes? 

Teacher If you leave they'll make a racket and there is nothing I can do. 

Mnawwar You're not the type to give in or be overpowered... we know each other well. You 
know teacher... my fziend called for the learning of science, he always insisted on 
science... yes, science... but there is nothing I can contribute in this field... The kids 
want to play, they're still young and not fully aware of the importance of learning. 

Teacher (addressing the Pupils) Shall we let Mr. Mnawwar go back to his work? (She puts 
her arms up and waves a 'No' signal to the pupils) 

Pupils (all together) No! No! Mr. Mnawwad... Mr. Mnawwar! 

Teacher Silence!.. Silence!.. you see, they don't want you to leave 

Mnawwar You're behind everything teacher... Shall we let Mr. Mnawwar go?... - and you 
stretch your arms up... why, am I going to work up in the air? Why don't you show 
the door?... Now I'm in serious trouble with Mama95... she's waiting opposite the 
gate... I told her that I would be back in five minutes; she's going to think I'm late on 
purpose, well that's it, I've had it. 

Teacher I will talk to her and explain everything... I will tell her that you helped us with Our 
lesson. 

95 His wife. 
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Mnawwar She won't say anything in front of you but she'll get at me, later ... (looking through 
the window) Look... look at the way she's standing at the gate ... like a soldier... a 
long scarf tied round her head96, she's resting on her cane. 

Teacher Silence! 

Mnawwar (to pupils) You're laughing hey?... (to a girl) Linda A]-Dja'bgd, you'd better 
not show yourself to your aunt Mama because you'll get the cane for what you 
did ... (to teacher) - what do you want me to say about the skeleton? 

Teacher TeU us about 'Akfi, intmduce him, then 

Mnawwar The late 'Akli Amezg1ran was born in 1920 near the town of Bordj Menayel97... He 
emigrated at the age of eighteen. He came back in 1946.7be same year he got 
married, 98, he took his wife with him and left his parenLs99. He started to work in this 
school as a cook assistant and stayed here until 1956 when he was arrested and put in 
prison till 1962100. After he was arrested his wife and children went back to Bordj 
Menayel... His wife died in 1961. His children grew up and stayed with their 
grandfather and as for him he didn't marry again. After Independence he came back 
to work in this school... in a way it was him who started again the catering in this 
school. The budget was limited during the first period of Independence and he was 
feeding the kids with lentils, beans and macaroni. It was during that period that we 
met and became friends. The first day we met, the poor man noticed I was shy and 
not at ease. I had just arrived from the country and urban life was all new to melOt - 
"let the cane hang on your arm like a gentleman or a brokerIO2, don't hold it tight like 
a shepherd, it scares the children... you are a free man now. relax and enjoy 
yourself"... (he puts the cane on his arm and as if he were addressing hisfriend says) 
- 'Akli, like this?... (to pupils) And now good bye! 

Pupils Mr. Mnawwar! ... Mr. Mnawwar! 

Teacher Take a seat... relax... (pointing at her desk) Here, you have a chair and a table 
please sit down. 

(Mr. Mnawwar sits at the desk) 

Mnawwar Great, really great'.. Funny times! 1 This is indeed the funny century our forefathers 
predicted103... everything is upside down, the porter sits at the desk and the teacher 
stands up! If Mama comes in and sees me in this position she would scream with joy 
and say 'come on give me more money for the housekeeping since they have 
increased your salary. ' 

96 Most old women in Algeria tie a small turban on top of a scarf round the head. 
97 A town in Kabylia, north-cenu-al Algeria. 
98 In the text 'his parents married him'. 
99 Usually young men stay with their parents when they get married but this is 
gradually disappearing. 
100 This is during the War of Independence - 1954 - 1962. 
101 There was a large rural migration towards the cities after independence as a result of 
war. 
102 In Algeria a broker is more a go-between in business deals. The connotation of the 
word swnZar is 'that who extracts money', the greedy. 
103 )We d6 not know whether this unfounded and rather superstitious prediction exists in 
other Arab countries but in Algeria the story refers to the fourteenth century in the 
Muslim calendar (twentieth century A. D. ). Some time in the past people predicted that 
our century will know an unprecedented upheaval of moral and religious values and that 
it could be the end of the world. 
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Teacher It is the skeleton which gives the body its shape and its upright posture; it holds the 
muscles and protects the inner soft structure of the body. The skull Protects the bmin 
and the rib cage protects the heart and the lungs. There is a total of 206 bones in the 
skeleton. 

Mnawwar Yes 206... 1 have counted them. (To a pupil) Write... Write... Skk-urn A]-Ghu-u, write 
down 206... you've been playing with your hair since the beginning of the lesson, I 
have noticed you. 

Teacher How did you count them Mr. Mnawwar? 

Mnawwar My friend used to teach me... He used to bring his books and cattle bones every 
evening and explain to me everything... he wanted to make sure I knew how to put his 
skeleton together... I can't remember the names of all the bones ... he was teaching me 
in French... I can remember... le cr4ne and lefl=004... Ilie words he taught me 
sounded like swear words. He would check that I learned them by heart and he would 
repeat "remember well, 206... 206"... so much so that whenever Mama saw him 
coming to the house she would say "your friend 206 is coming"... It's true... 206... he 
didn't lie... When I brought my friend out of the grave I counted them one by one ... 
three bones from the hand were missing... I stayed in the grave looking for them ... 7be poor policeman105 who accompanied me was startled when he saw me count the 
bones and put them in the basket... "What are you doing?, "he said, be afraid of GodV 
I said that three bones were missing to make 206. It's my late friend's wish... I took 
my friend's skull, shook the earth off then I kissed it and said "It's my friend's wish, 
he wanted me to. " I kept the policeman waiting, he sat on the next grave, holding his 
head in both hands then he said: "Look man, if you reach Master Azraell()6 intact, 
give the jinns a party". I said "I promised to take care of these bones... so 206 is 
206. "["Digging out human bones! I don't understand", he said]107 I told him that I 
was used to bones and that he shouldn't be afraid. I didn't want to talk more as I 
noticed that he was rather afraid of me, he had one hand on his holster and he was 
holding thewitness with the other. Every-time I picked up a bone and cleaned it he 
said a prayer... Anyway I gathered all the 206 bones of my friend and said to the 
policeman "lets go now". He said "thank God! " and called me names. On our way 
out of the cemetery I was carrying the basket in one hand and holding the policeman's 
hand with the other because he was stumbling and praying all the way. "Sod this 
horrible job, " he said. "Actually, I said, they should train you for such things"... "One 
more word and I will arrest you", he said... At the gate, the cemetery warden finished 
him off. When he saw the policeman was pale he said "I'll get you some water, let 
me get the gourd from the grave,, I keep it in the grave because water stays cold... If 
you want to lie down come to my place here in this hut, it's nice and cool. the 
atmosphere of the cemetery gives it a nice coolness... yes, just lie down and relax, 
don't worry... " 

Teacher There are three parts in the skeleton of the human body: the bones of the head, the 
bones of the trunk and the bones of the limbs. In the head we have the bones of the 
skull and the bones of the face. The skull comprises eight bones which are flat and 
saw-toothed, they are interlocked together by the tiny teeth on their edges to form a 

104 These words do not appear in the script. There are two blank spaces. We suppose 
they are missing because the script is typed in Arabic and the typist forgot to add them 
in French, so we have opted for le crdne (the skull) and lef9mur (the femur) just to give 
two examples of french names of bones Mr. Mnawwar remembers. 
105 We have translated darki meaning gendarme in French by policeman because we 
couldn't find the exact equivalent in English. 
106 'Azrael' is the angel of death. 
107 Ibis is an alternative translation because we have felt that close a translation of this 
line would not make sense in English; it is as follows; "Meat he said, meat is not 
touched after six or seven days. " 
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solid box, not entirely closed, which protects the brain inside it. The back-bone of the 
skull is called the occiput... Have you written everything down? 

Pupils (all together) Yes Miss! 

Teacher Mr. Mnawwar, so? 

Mnawwar What do'you mean 'so'..? As you can see I'm in good health, I'm all right, just fine 

Teacher I mean what happened after the cemetery? 

Mnawwar I spent the first nights on my own with my friend's skeleton... Poor Marna went to 
stay with her relatives. She said that she was scared and that she would come back 
after I had assembled the skeleton and taken it elsewhere... Anyway, I followed his 
instructions, I put the bones together and built the skeleton -I assembled him just as 
you see him 108 now - Then I went to fetch Mama... I must confess, I was scared the 
first night too... (To the skeleton) I'm sorry 'Akli but I never lied to you 
before ... Goodness me, he has a frightening look... 7bank God I had thought of the 
Koran to keep me company... I read fulr: 51409 'Al-A'Far that is 'the Faculty of 
Discernment'110 - it too has 206 verses - and I would read each verse to each bone... 
My in-laws came to see 'the creature' which made Mama leave home... I asked them 
to come in for coffee and meet my friend who was standing behind the wardrobel II- 
They refused and said "It's all right we can have a look from the door step... " Marna 
understood and came back home on her own. I wrote to 'Akh's father in the bit of 
Arabic I know. Poor me, he replied in Berberl 12 and I could find nobody to read the 
letter for me... it was a long letter, at the end he quoted some verses from the Koran 
which helped me guess that he was upset with his son and myself and that he 
considered us polytheists. His poor sister explained to me later... one year, during 'Id 
celebrations113 she came to visit her brother in our house; she stayed with us for 
three days... Before she left she gave me her address and said: "If you need a female 
skeleton write to me... I would like to *stand next to my brother and keep him 
company"... Mama was crying and I didn't know what to say... I said: "you don't need 
to trouble yourself.. they're going to import plastic skeletons". The first days were a 
bit difficult because of what I had done... The whole neighbourhood heard about the 
skeleton and my house was invaded by people... God knows the number of sick 
people who came to me asking about 'Master Mnawwar the Healer'l 14... Kids would 
climb up the wall, hang on the window gridl 15 and look... And women! every minute 
a woman comes to ask Mama - "Dear sister, teR me, I hear you have a chained female 
ghost in the house and she's giving you trouble... " and Mama would say: "7bat's only 
Mnawwar's poor late friend 

... 
if you want to see him I'll uncover him for you. " One 

of those weird women came'to me and said: "Here is fifty pounds, I want to hire the 
hand of the skeleton, I just want to roll some couscous with it and I'll bring it 
back"I 16 What a mess it was! 

108 Mnawwar personifies the skeleton. He refers to his friend, that is why we have 
opted for 'him' instead of 'it'. , 109 fu-raýis a chapter in the Koran. 
110 We thought it useful to follow the Arabic title with its English equivalent. 
III martu is taken from the Spanish word armario - wardrobe. 
112 In the text 'the Amaz"I"gh language. Amazigh is the original Berber Word for 
Amazigh people, meaning 'the free people'. 
113 '7d celebrations, see footnote 46. 
114 Allusion to people's superstitions and their belief in charlatans thinking they are 
endowed with supernatural powers to cure and predict the future. These charlatans are 
addressed as 'Master... '. 
I is What is meant in the text is a kind of fence outside the window fixed on a grid 
which is fixed on the wall. T'he children actually hang on the fence. 
116 This is for witchcraft. There are many stories about witches who use hands of the 
dead to roll couscous with. The aim is to make the person who eats the cousCOus 
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Teacher The bones of the face: there is a total of 14 bones which form one single unit except 
the lower jaw-bone where the lower teeth are fixed. Each side of the lower jaw-bone 
is connected to the temple-bone by a round extremity called the 'condyle'. The 
slightly bent shape of the condyle and the transverse cavity between the condyle and 
the temple-bone allow the vertical and lateral movements of the lower jaw. 

Mnawwar He was very intelligent. What a brain! A brain he filled with books and wine. (To 
the skeleton) Sorry about that my friend, you know I love you and have respect for 
you... Oh yes, he learned a lot all by himself. Because he was a widower he used to 
read and study books all night and sometimes he would make remarks like "look, look 
at this explorer, look how far he had been! "... Sometimes he comes late and excuses 
himself saying "Mnawwar, the kids kept me talking! "... 

Teacher Sorry Mr. Mnawwar, but what were you saying about'Akli? 

Mnawwar I said that he loved science and reading... He was articulate not Me me... His 
conversations were nice and interesting. When he's had a few glasses he starts to talk 
about the workers and their historic achievements, I was amazed and it seemed to me 
that those workers were carrying the globe... I would just sit close to him and drink in 
his words... At night, when I go to bed Mama says "your ffiend 'Akli drinks but the 
smell of wine sticks on you"... His drinking was good... If he had lived one or two 
more years I would have fallen into the same trap. One year we celebrated November 
I st at school 117 and 'Akli made delicious cakes. The head-teacher I iked them very 
much and took some home, on his way out he thanked 'Akli and asked him how he 
made the cakes and what he laced them with 'Akli answered: "I laced the cakes with 
rose-water and my head with brandy". 

Teacher The bones of the trunk: there are two parts in the trunk - The vertebral column and the 
rib cage. Te vertebral column is a bone chain which stretches up along the middle of 
the back and to which are connected the head and the ribs. The vertebral column has 
33 units most of which have a similar shape, they are called 'vertebrae'... Mr. 
Mnawwar, the nose is a bit crooked, isn't it? 

Mnawwar Yes it was damaged in prison... He was really a man of honour and dignity... (looking 
through the window) Here comes the baker... she'll count them loaf by loaf and if 
there is only one missing she calls the head-teacher. 

Pupas (all together) The head-teacher ... The head-teacher. 

Mnawwar 
I 

Oh my God! I've had it!... (to teacher) you see where you got me, holding me?... 
(Pretending to scold the pupils) We told you a hundred times not to lean on the walls, 
you dirty them with your shoes!.. You are forcing us to paint them every month... and 
when you go out of school behave yourselves, no disorder, no noise and no 
embracing... boys on one side and girls on the other, coming in or going oufl... 
Understand?... 

Pupils He's gone... He's gone... He's gone 

Mnawwar He's gone... Let's get back to science (to teacher) Please 

Teacher The rib cage: it is a set of bones which surround the heart and the lungs and protect 
them. We have the thoracic vertebrae at the back, the sternum at the front and the, 
ribs. -Mere are three categories of ribs: a) - seven pairs of true ribs - b) three pairs of 
false ribs - and c) two pairs of floating ribs. 

insensitive. The person (usually it is intended for men rather than women) would 
therefore have a hardened heart which would respond to and obey only the person who 
cooked the couscous. 
117 November Ist (1954) date of the beginning of the Algerian War of Independence. 
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Mnawwar (addressing a girl) - Fayza!.. Fayza!.. 

Teacher What's wrong with Fayza Mr. Mnawwar? 

Mnawwar She's biting her nails... if she carries on I'm afraid she'll get to the phalanges. 

Teacher The bones of the limbs. 1) The upper limbs... 

Mnawwar His hands teacher, he made wonders with his hands. He could bone a whole lamb and 
keep the original shape... When he cooks beans people lick their fingers... He is a 
maestro teacher, when he lifts the lid to add salt in the pot you think he was sowing 
seeds.... He would hold a frying pan with boiling oil and run as if he was dancing... 
When he cleans rice, his hand goes to and fro so gently that you fall asleep if you 
watch him... oh! eggs, when he breaks eggs you think he was picking flowers... 'Akli 
produces gold from his hands... you know teacher, my friend's hands were a source of 
goodness... Just a smell and he could tell you what the food tastes like... Those who 
used to work with him loved him and respected him. He taught them to work in 
silence and under strict rules... He used to tell them "work with your brains... think 
before you lift your hand"... He was amazing teacher, you know, he could smell 
things a mile away... One day he said to me: "Mnawwar, the treasurer will come 
tomorrow and tell me to cook sausages for lunch and for dinner because the kids like 
them, that's what he will say. But I know what to say, I will tell him that I saw the 
butcher on his way to his office and I could smell rancid fat on him. Do you know 
what? If he insists on cooking sausages I'll tell him everything is ready just get us 
some skin! "... And that's what happened, exactly as he had predicted... Another time, 
when we were trying to get the permission for me to remove the bones from the grave 
after his death, we were talking to the man in charge of cemeteries... He said it wasn't 
under his responsibility and belched... 'Akli told him straight away that his wife had 
put too breadcrumbs in the meat-balls... The poor man ended up forgetting what 
we came to see him for and kept asking 'Akli about cooking recipes - "how do you 
prepare Yorkshire pudding?... What about almond cakes?... Do you use thyme or bay 
leaves for big fish?... and walnuts are used in mince pies118 or in mixed nut pies? " 119 
Sometimes, when he comes for a chat at home, Mama gives him ftrfa- A to and 
asks him what's missing, she often asks him for advice... he would tell her for 
instance "you put too much safran" or "today you bought goat meat", she gets upset 
and tells him that he was drunk that day... Great hands teacher, he had great hands, 
mercy of God be upon him... He had big hands because he was a hefty man, otherwise 
he would be able to fie two hairs together... He used to make bombs during the armed 
struggle... He had a contact with a young man who was working in a laboratory and 
who used to bring him the materials. He told me once that he had made a very small 
bombs and wrapped it in egg shells, it looked like a boiled egg... I asked him to Show 
me how to make bombs... He refused and said he wouldn't teach me to destroy but 
show me how to make things and be constructive... He was very skillful indeed, a 
maestro... and courage!.. He was very brave teacher, he was never afraid of death. In 
1974 on the night he breathed his last he was lying down... Mama was praying and I 
was reading the Koran. He woke up a few times and raising his head, he told 
me... "Use copper wire to assemble the bones because it doesn't oxydise. Apart from 
my crooked nose everything else in me is perfect... oil the bones every year and cover 
the skeleton whenever you can... The more useful is the skeleton they'43btfyour 
merit"... My brother was very brave, you know even at that moment when Mama was 
crying he comforted her... 

118 ,, -' This is our own translation for these cakes. The first type has a croissant 
shape and stuffed with crushed almonds; this is mainly a North African recipe. The 
second type is common to North Africa, East Mediterranean countries and the Middle 
East under the name baklava or baql5wa. 
119 see 'is. 
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Teacher The upper limbs are connected to the trunk through the shoulders which comprise the 
clavicle and the shoulder blades. The upper limb is mobile and has three parts: a) the 
arm. 

Mnawwar It has one bone only - the humerus. 

Teacher b) The forearm, it has two bones which are... 

Mnawwar ne radius at the back and the ulna at the front. 

Teacher c) There are Lhree pans in Lhe hand 

Mnawwar 7be carpal - Tbere are eight small bones in the carpal. 

Teacher The metacarpal 

Mnawwar It has five long bones. 

Teacher The fmgers. 

Mnawwar We know that there are five fingers in the hand but the fingers have three phalanges 
each except the thumbs which have only two... (looking through the window) 
look,.. Iook.. The Arts teacher is early... he's going to have a little chat with Huriya, 
he's going to talk to her about cultural activities, about union activities and about love 
activities... 

Teacher Did you say love Mr. Mnawwat? 

Mnawwar 'Akli was joyful and always optimistic... If you excuse me, I have things to attend 
to ... (calling a pupil's name) Kramsi!... well, excuse me I must go now... Teacher, 
]Wamsi Fuld is yawning, he's going to -fall asleep on the table... and I'm afraid 
Mama rings the bell before time... when you finish with the skeleton of my friend the 
cook send La'raj Ben-17ifa for me... Before his last breath he got up and urged me 
saying "work for science Mnawwar and do anything you can for science". You know 
my children, just before he died he said to me "science, Mnawwar, science... when 
science will spread in our country and will be available to the humble workers like 
you and me... when they will be using it in their skills and daily life, our country will 
have a second Independence... then our people wRI get rid of their problems... all 
problems... Mnawwar I'm offering my body for the purpose of that high goal"... 
Mercy of God be upon him, he was a great man... He was a far-seeing man, a man of 
principle... Excuse me teacher.. Now I must think of something to get away from 
Mama.. Good bye my children! 

Pupus Good bye Mr. Mnawwar! 

Teacher The lower limbs are connected to the trunk through the bed-pan... Silence!... Two 
bones constitute the bed-pan. they are the sacrum and the' 1; am... The mobile parts of 
the lower limb are the thigh, the leg and the foot. (lights and voicefade slowly) And... 
and... and... 
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EPISODE FIVE: THE STORY OF MANSZR 
v 

(Bare stage - lights on the narrator sitting on a chair. He tells the story of Mans7ur. He speaks a few 
lines then sings playing the banjo. ) 

Narrator (speaking) Manstr packed up his things smiling quietly: he has received the decision 
to retire from work. The manager congratulated him and said "you're free from the 
hard work and the sweat. " It's like that nice feeling when you come out of a hot bath. 
He greeted his friends good bye energetically shaking hands but hiding his sorrow. 
He was sad and words were hard and heavy to say. He stood by the machine 
wondering; he put his pack on it and sighed. Ilen he put his arms round it and kissed 
it, you'd think there was something between them. He talked to it nicely with 
gentleness and respect. He said "I'm old now, I'm leaving to have a peaceful rest; 
you are tired and falling to pieces, soon you will be a heap of scrap. " 

(singing) This is the final day for our parting was their verdict 
Many years together have gone like a dream 
I was always standing by you to keep you company 
For years and years I stood by you like a pillar 
Manj'dr packed up his things smiling quietly 
He received the decision to retire from work 
He put his pack on the machine and stood wondering 
He embraced the machine and kissed it gently 
There must be a special relation between them 
He addressed it with respect and spoke gently 
I have lived with you longer than I stayed with my wife 
Always loyal, faithful and honest with you 
I never let you down and never left you alone 
Except in illness or in strikes for wages 
Look at the tattoos you printed on my hand 
Look how my body leans on you gently 
I know you well and I know what's inside you 
I have learned to recognise all your tunes 
Sometimes your behaviour is nice and blameless 
And sometimes you are treacherous like a mad dog 
Wearing a muzzle and attacking people with rage 
If I forget myself and lean on you you tear my flesh 
How much did you drink of my blood 
How many mouthfuls did you take 
Manslir packed up his things smiling quietly 
He received the decision to retire from work 
He put his pack on the machine and stood wondering 
He embraced the machine and kissed it gently 
There must be a special relation between them 
He addressed it with respect and spoke gently 
Don't be hard on my young substitute be gentle 
If I was given time and the necessary tools 
I would have improved you and stopped your creaking 
You would produce more and save on oil 
There would be less risk and work more pleasant 
I shall give your secrets to the young lad 
I shall give him every information and every trick 
To tame you and ride you like a horse 
77he young lad shall win and be your master 
For he is strong and ready for the confrontation 
Mansgr packed up his things smiling quietly 
He rýceived the decision to refire from work 
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He put his pack on the machine and stood wondering 
He embraced the machine and kissed it gently 
There must be a special relation between them 
He addressed it with respect and spoke gently 
When we first met I thought you were a phantom 
I liked you and in respect took off my hat and bowed 
I thought you'd help me build castles and make me fat 
I pored my sweat in you and gained neither wealth nor joy 
He embraced the machine and kissed it gently 
There must be a special relation between them 
He addressed it with respect and spoke gently 
Work with you gave me honour and dignity 
Standing near you I saw hard work and pride in the factory 
I found in unity unshakable strength and pride 
He embraced the machine and kissed it gently 
7bere must be a special relation between them 
He addressed it with respect and spoke gently 
It's time to go and I am leaving in peace 
Farewell machine let us part good friends. 

(Blackout. The narrator moves to the other end offront stage. ) 

EPISODE SIX: THE STORY OF CLEVER JALLUL 

(Bare stage -the narrator moves centre-stage joined by four actors. They tell the story of Clever JaIlM 
the same way as in the previous episodes) 

Clever Jallu-51120 is a clever man and he strongly believes in social justice. He loves 
his country dearly and wishes it develops quickly to give a better life for the majority. 
Clever Jall-ul is always helping people, he always does his best when they're in need. 
He is meticulous and very clever whcn'it comes to plan things but he has one 
weakness - he loses his temper quickly and gives way to his anger121 which makes 
him react foolishly. His wife and his children love him and have respect for him; they 
know how to tackle his weakness, how to deal with him, how to be patient with him 
and calm him down. Ibcy know he is a generous and affectionate man, always 
willing to help and give useful advice. If hl happens to raise his voice a little bit they 

- 4' not m all fall silent and look down, they leave him get his anger out inding even if he 
breaks a plate or bangs on the table. WheX calms down Zohra his wife kisses him 
and says to her children "your father Jalll is just and stands for right against wrong, I 
wish you resemble him', then she adds a smile, "if it wasn't for the poor and their 
trouble he would be an important personality in the capital"... Clever Jall-ul knows 
how to talk to his children, he gave them a sound upbringing and bred into them the 
love for work, affection for others, modesty and good manners. When he talks to 
them about politics and other important things he expresses himself according to their 
knowledge and their level of understanding... when he tells his little girl stories about 
'Master 'Ali'122 and 'The head of the ogress'123 he knows how to embellish the tales 
with idioms from daily popular language. Thus 'Master 'Ali has engraved on his 

120 The character's name is Jall-ul Al-Fýaymi. The second name is too obvious in 
meaning and it is intended by the author. It means 'the clever, 'that who understands' 
or 'that who wants to know (or to understand)'. We thought it interesting to translate 
this name and keep the author's intention. 
121 The verb yatnarvaz is derived ftom the French word nervear, hence to get angry' 
'to lose one's temper... 

_ 122 'Ali is the fourth khalifa, successor after Prophet Muhammad. He has become a 
hero in many folk-tales throughout the Muslim world. 
123 Another well known folk tale in the Arab world. 
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sword aM the aims of his holy mission, that is his fight-Monj the poor and the destitute 
to eliminate heresy and raise the dignity of mankind... In the story of 'Ijadridwah, m 
everybody says the little boy falls in the little pot and disappears, but JaIlUl calls him 
Tadld Wan', The Iron of Wain'125 and the story becomes based on Wan Yank the 
young and brave Vietnamese and the ogress the little boy fights changes into an 
ogress who sprays napalm from her mouth and fools people with shoddy goods... 
Clever Jall-51 takes on him people's problems and knows how to solve them, he listens 
to his neighbours and gives them advice, but he has one weakness - he loses his 
temper quickly and gives way to his anger which makes him react foolishly. His 
neighbours know about this so before they go to see him for advice they ask his wife 
Zohra first to know whether his 'mood is clear or cloudy. They all know that 
although he is hyper-sensitive he hates to see people get angry or get critical about 
things before they analyse them. They also know that he listens to them with care and 
attention and that he doesn't miss a single word of what they tell him. If ever 
someone gets carried away in his talk and swears at the government Jall-51 springs out 
of his seat, gives him a stony look and then fires at him with a burst of words as if he 
was shooting at him with a machine-gun, he would say: "You have gone beyond the 
limit my friend, let me remind you that there is true democracy here in this house but 
the democracy we agreed on in this house differs from some other democracies... In 
our house freedom of speech means rational, sensible and intelligent speech without 
petty criticism and swearing ... Our understanding of democracy is intelligent analysis 
with firm and positive stands ... So if you want to criticise the government this way go 
down town, the rich have opened cafds for this purpose. " Clever Jall0l is a handy 
man he can repair electricity, T. V. sets and fridges, he can also drive. He often teases 
the green-grocer, he would say "give me two pounds of this but please don't take 
from the front, leave the nice fruit for display as it is just in case a foreigner comes to 
buy, we don't want him to laugh at us, do we? I am a fellow-ciLizen, so give me two 
pounds from that bag where there is a mixture of unripe and damaged fruit. " 

Jallu-I is incredible at organising a queue, indeed he has a good experience with 
queues. If he joins a queue in disorder and confusion he puts it right just in two or 
three words, "brothers, he would say, listen to me brothers... let's form a nice military 
rank, it's easy, we can do it, you see if we get organised each one of us would save 
ten minutes and if we do it every day we would save ten minutes here and ten minutes 
there. So we would save one hour in a month, twelve days in a year and a whole year 
in thirty years. " When he takes a busin a rush hour he holds his breath and stretches 
up to make room for people126. When he goes to a union meeting he knows how to 
speak and draw the attention on important matters and principles but he has one 
weakness - he loses his temper quickly and gives way to his anger which makes him 
react foolishly. During the summer holidays he takes his family to the beach only 
once, from dawn to late afternoon. And to protect them from the heat of the sun and 
give them shade he makes a shelter in a split of a second, stretching a large sheet127 
over a few reeds. Jall5l is good at talking to taxi drivers and he knows how to start a 
conversation with them, for instance he would say: "They're letting you down, yes 
they don't care about you... they gave you small cars and yet you are doing such a 
service to mankind, you can't take many passengers, these cars are tiny... In fact taxi 
drivers run a better service than public buses... you pick up and drop people every 
twenty yards... They should give you cattle-trucks: to use as taxis and serve the public 
interest better". 12-8 Yes Jalf-ul can talk well but he has one weakness - he loses his 
temper quickly and gives way to his anger which makes him react foolishly... When 
clever Jall-M goes to an office for a document he knows how to greet the civil 

12A 1jadidwWis a folk tale similar to 'Tom Thumb'. 
125 Translation ofH. ad'id W5n! 
126 Allusion to overcrowded buses. 
127 In the text the word hEyak means a large white piece of light cloth which women use 
to cover themselves when they go out. It is worn mainly in Algeria, Tunisia and Libya. 
12s Allusion to the terrible public transport system and the taxi drivers who take 
advantage of the situation thus making much money. 
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servants, he knows how to watch and let them take time over their work. He can tell 
who among them has connections and who hasn't129, as he can tell between a strict 
and honest official and a corrupt. If the police stop him in the street during one of 
their sanitation campaigns Jalrul produces in a flash his identity card, his occupation 
card, his election card and his union cardl30 and speal3to them politely; if he can't get 
into the police van 131 quickly he trips on the first step and because he loses his temper 
quickly and gives way to his anger he reacts foolishly. Clever JallUl can talk about 
religion and its moral and humanitarian values. He read about religion and about our 
Master Muhammad The Messenger Of God, Peace And Blessing Of God Be Upon 
Him.. He knows how to explain things to his children and wams them against 
dangerous trends. He always teUs his children that Islarn is the religion of equality, 
the religion of consultation and solidarity with the poor and not the religion of 
darkness and violence132. Oh yes, he knows a lot but he has one weakness - he loses 
his temper quickly and gives way to his anger which makes him react foolishly. 
Clever JaIll can analyse all kinds of situations, he is also well aware of the things 
going on in the country. He knows the prices of leases on flats, the price of a plot of 
land for construction, the rate of foreign currency on the black market133... JallW 
cannot use connections to get someLhing134 but he knows for sure and he saw for 
himself how unthinkable and unbelievable things do happen and how impossible 
things to do are achieved through CONNECTIONS. Clever JaI191 knows how 
demagogic speeches are put together. He learned the Constitution by heart and he 
read the National Cha so he knows when someone ignores them or distorts them but 
he has one weakness . le loses his temper quickly and gives way to his anger which 
makes him react foolishly. Clever Jallal the quick tempered man works at the city 
hospital in the maintenance unit, his job is to clean and repair medical equipment. He 
started to work in the hospital twenty years ago. At the beginning he was a porter at 
the main gate dealing with visitors but as he loses his temper quickly and acts 
foolishly he got himself into trouble and was brought before the disciplinary 
committee for sanctions... He is punished every time he appears before the committee. 
They kept moving him from one clinic to the next and that's how he moved from the 
gate to the Blood Transfusion Unit, then to Emergencies then to Gastro-enterology, 
then to Intensive Care, then to Cardiology, then to Gyn a 

ology... then... then... then 
Jal15I moved and moved from one clinic to another, he learned a great deal on his 
occupational journey. getting one more experience every time he moved. He received 
good training and ended up with a good position - Technician: specialized in the 
maintenance of medical equipment. Clever JallUl knows a bit of medicine... He can 
make an injection and read prescriptions, he can stitch small wounds and extract 
wisdom teeth, he can diagnose jaundice and discern kidney stones on X-rays135. He 
is a champion136 in the maintenance and repair of medical equipment... Although he 
loses his temper quickly and gives way to his anger which makes him react foolishly 

129 Allusion to civil servants who have connections in higher circles and who are 
therefore protected in case of misbehaviour or incompetence. 
130 A French legacy which became worse. One is expected to have and carry such 
identity cards. 
131 In the text 'the blue van' because police cars and vans are blue. 
132 Indirect attack on fundamentalism and pseudo-religious people. 
133 Algeria does not belong to the world monetary system and the 'Dinar', the Algerian 
currency is not exchanged on the international market. There are also very strict laws to 
export foreign currency. 7"his has led to the emergence of a foreign currency black 
market. Ile situation is similar to that existing in the East European countries. 
134 1a'&Wi is a folk dance typical to Western Algeria. It mainly consists in shaking the 
shoulders. The author is referring with irony to 'connections. In Algeria, the phrase - 'to have shoulders' - means to have connections. In the text - 'the dance of the 
shoulders'(WhTwi) - hence, using connections. 
135 In the text cffshzýat, this is the plural of chS ro ': * Jfm the French clic the negative of 
a film, hence the X-ray negative or film. Most Algerians would use the word FadYU 
rather than crtsG - Radyu from the French radio, short for radiographie meaning X-ray. 
136 In the text 'outstanding'. 
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he learned from all the trouble he had at work how to make the most of things and 
thus educated himself. Finally JaIlUl was appointed at the unit of legal medicine - 
mortuary unit137. He was in charge of the refrigeration system checking the pipes and 
the temperature, now and then he would repair pressure equipment or electricity... in 
general his job consisted in keeping the corpses in their drawers at a temperature of 
150C below 0... In this unit, that is the 'corpses warehouse'138 and because of its 
tranquility. Jall-51 has become somehow less tense and much calmer. The corpses 
don't disturb him, they're all frozen in their drawers and the mortuary assistant139 is 
rather a placid man who keeps to himself and who doesn't make any discrimination or 
take bribes. In a sense Jallul has become a self-controlled man in the morgue, he 
knows that his file is rather heavy and if he makes another mistake he wflI be 
dismissed, he was notified officially that his appointment at the mortuary was his last 
chance to keep his job and secure his family subsisOnce for he was near retirement. 
He was also reminded that the door of the mortuary opens onto the street... Jail-ul has 
somehow cooled down. 

(All exit except the narrator who remains in his position) 

(Enter Jalrul running. He will be running around the stage allerb-pt his speech. ) 

Jall5l I am Clever Jall-ul and I am stupid because I haven't learned anything from my 
troubles, yes, I have no shame... I am cursed and trouble is always after me... Those 
who insult me and tell me off are right... Those who have shortened my name and call 
me 'JaIlUl' are right, they also call me Jall-ul 'the meddlesome', ' the trouble maker' 
and they are right. If I was in another country they would have sentenced me, they 
would have put me to prison for life... they would have sentenced me to death... I am 
stupid and have no shame, I am nothing... I deserve to be kicked... beaten up... 
tortured.. I deserve the whip, the stick... Beat me up, there on the back, on the 
shoulders, on the sides, on the buttocks, on the knees... I deserve slaps on the mouth... 
Clever Jallul is a nuisance, a parasite, a social evil... Tic me up and beat me, kill me! ... Why are you leaving me alive? Stitch my mouth and cut my nose and keep on 
beating... beating... beating'.. 

Narrator Poor Clever JaUM was appointed at the mortuary as a skilled worker. There was only 
him, the mortuary assistant and the corpses, and one day as he was working in the 
quiet atmosphere of the mortuary he was suddenly faced with a problem. He was 
happy and content working in the cool and peaceful atmosphere until he suddenly 
found himself with a problem... a problem he did not expect... The problem was so 
sudden and unexpected that he nearly lost his temper and reacted foolishly... So, to 
avoid losing his temper and in order to keep his self-control and remain cool he went 
to the wash-roomI40, he was lucky the door was open, and he poured three buckets of 
water over himself, then he went out running in the hospital and round all the units... 
He was running from fear, the fear of losing his temper. of being overcome by anger, 
the fear of making a total mess. 

JaHUI Run Jall-51 run... You wanted this, nobody forced you... you see where cleverness 
leads to?.. I deserve a beating... They should put me in the hands of six or seven 
staunch and hefty riot-policemenl4l who must be vindictive and ready for action... 
They should beat me and kick me and punch me and... and when my six or seven 

137 In the text la morgue which is exactly the French (and English) word 'morgue'. 
138 Literal translation. 
139 In the text 'the man who washes the corpses'. 
i4o In the text 'the morgue assistant's room' that is the room where the corpses are 
cleaned. 
141 In the text siyOnlis. This word is actually a phonetic pronunciation of the 
abbreviation T. N. S. ' in French which is 'Corps National de Securit6' that is the 
Algerian riot police force which takes after its French counterpart the T. R. S. ' - 'Compagnie R6publicaine de SecuritV. 
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brothers get tired, they should let the dogs on me... yes dogs who should tear me up 
and where-cver there is a bit of flesh left they should bite... you know Jail-51, you are a 
cursed man and trouble is constantly after you... Run for your misfortune run... you 
see where social justice and free health Care142 got you?.. See?.. Run!.. Run because 
you're a pain, nobody gets away with you, you don't let anybody get away with 
anything, doctors, workers... the IOL.. Now you've ended up running not knowing 
where to go... You see? People steal medicine, meat, glasses, bottles, sheets, fruit, 
sugar, coffee anything they can lay their hands on... and you? You nag at them, you 
fight them... Well, here you are now running... Keep running then... Go troublemaker 
go... You stupid, can't you see? They are not yet used to free health care, they have 
not grasped its meaning yet... No it's you who haven't understood anything, you're 
just stubborn... 7bey know very well what free health care is all about and they talk 
about it143... The poor and die destituteM... Come on, run my boy and shut up, you 
deserve a beating, pinching, yes... I wish someone would pinch me and leave bruises 
all over my thighs... You think you have inherited this hospital from your fatherAJ- 
BarUdE.. Well my friend, you never leave anybody alone... You're like a rabid dog... 
Beat me up!.. Please beat me up!... Beat me up! 

(Two workers, a man and a woman enter on JaI&I's last lines, pushing afood trolley. ) 

Female Worker Poor JalIM, I think he lost his mind. This is the third time he passes near us 
swearing. 

Male Worker Yes, I think he's gone mad as you say... I have never seen Jall-51 run... I 
have never heard him swear.. It's true that he loses his temper, we all 
know that but he wouldn't run or swear like this, he would puff up his 
chest like a 'lion', straighten up then roar. 

Female Worker What shall we do Uhrdan?.. We can't leave him run wildly all round the 
hospital. 

Male Worker I don't understand this my friend... Clever Jall-ul Tunning madlyl.. Praise be 
to God!.. This is impossible. 

Female Worker Come on, suggest something. shall we just watch him and let the enemies 
rejoice? 

Male Worker Be quict, please!.. Clever Jall'ul can't go mad. 

Female Worker 7be man is taking to his heels and you're telling me he hasn't gone mad 
Ibat's where we're best at, watching.. God help him if he's gone mad. 

Male Worker Be quiet and calm down... Even if he's gone mad, well it doesn't matter 
because he's leaving a good record behind him... he made history... I wish 
we could all achieve what he achieved and then go mad-. it wouldn't 
matter. 

Female Worker Come on, do you want to leave the poor man in this terrible state?.. Well, 
say you want him to kill somebody and go to pison144... 

Male Worker Be quiet woman... Be patient... In an hour or so you'll be seeing Jalf-ul with 
a knife, come on, do you think he's like your doctor who would cut Off ears 
for patients who suffer from their gall-bladder? Calm down, let's wait and 

142 Allusion to the defence of free health care. 
143 Very. bitter attack in these lines about the chaos existing in hospitals and the health 
care system in general. 
144 In the text 'and leaves orphans behind'; this refers to Jall'51 going to prison and 
leaving his children behind if he kills someone. 
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see before we take any decision... You know Frima, I think this running is 
just a trick.. a piece of tacfics... Oma, if we interfere we'll mess it up for 
him... lima, I think he's just pretending to be mad in order to discover 
something. 

Female Worker Let him run then... JAW! Jall-ul... 'Uthrrran my brother, I'm filled with 
sadness, I can't stand still... Clever Jall-51, the bcýsý of men falls like this? 

Male Worker Organise a funeral now... Call 'Oda and Q5diriya145 and start mourning... 
yes, heat up the atmosphere with your crying and wailing146. 

Female Worker Look Tthmln, the best of men has lost his mind, the just and righteous 
man has become a laughing stock. Tthmlin, it's the problems they have 
been causing him which brought him down, it's true and there is nobody 
like him, not a single official, no one in the union can equal him... 

Male Worker Give us some quiet, I tell you Clever Jail-ul can't lose his mind just like 
that. He is a very deep man, a man holding numerous principles and 
values... Clever Jall'ul can't fall ... He is strong, intelligent and his mind is 
deep like a sea.. like a mountain ... like an aeroplane... 

Female Worker That's why he's running wildly... (crying) Oh 'Uthniain, my brotherl 

Male Worker Calm down for goodness sake!.. let me think... it's a trick... This is a trick 
good woman... Here he comes all red and still running. 

JaUUl Beat me up!.. Tear me up!.. Print on my lips the words 'Shut up'... So Mr. 
Clever, we're against the people?.. against free health care?.. I have 
proofs... Ilere is only a tiny minority of doctors who love their country, 
who love their people and who work conscientiously... 7bose who 
sympathise with the poor are very few... Most doctors are what we may 
call... charlatans... well, they differ just slightly from charlatans... Some of 
them are qualified and sworn in but the rest qualified God knows howI47 ... 
Mr. Clever, free health care doesn't mean confusion, it must be organised ... 
We would like to organise it with the people concerned, those who need 
free health care... we want to organise it openly, sincerely, fraudlessly... I 
am stupid... I am thick... Beating is no good, I can get used to it... I need 
something worse... yes a hot red iron to brand me... yes go, brand me... So, 
you have proofs?.. Somebody with proofs shouldn't run... Run at your old 
age?.. run then. 

Male Worker You see... I told you he's planning something... You've heard him speak 
about proofs, haven't you? Judging from the way he is running it must be 
a complex scheme, and if I'm not wrong his trick will cause havoc in the 
Ministry of Health; how clever, a brain indeed!.. Did you see how he was 
stamping on the ground, how deten-nined?.. The proofs you fool, the 
proofs! 

Female Worker I didn't understand anything the poor man said... If he was sane he would 
ask us to run with him and then explain to us everything. 

Male Worker He was talking to us in symbols... You don't understand... ne question of 
proofs means 'keep off otherwise you'll be in trouble'... If he needs help he 

145 Names of women. 
146 Ile word nadaba means 'to lament' or 'to wail' but in North Africa women wail 
and literally scratch their cheeks with their f inger-nails as if in hysteria. 
147 Very bitter attack against incompetent doctors. Also reference to some doctors who 
qualify through corruption. 
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wiU ask for it openly without fear. Don't you remember the strike he 
organised openly in broad daylight and for which he got two months1487 

Female Worker He always speaks for justice... He always says that health care must be a 
priority in society, if you want to improve productivity take care of 
people's health... The poor man is in a Sweat. 

Male Worker Tbat's water... can't you see his pockets and his shoes? It's water... would 
sweat do that? Would it leak from his shoes 149? 

Female Worker I didn't pay attention, I was trying to catch his eye to see if he recognises 
me. 

Male Worker He did and he looked at us... you insist that he's mad... If he went mad 
some of the administration people would have stopped him and tied him 
up. 

Female Worker He made many enemies in the hospital and yet to be honest he is the most 
affectionate, the most helpful and the most generous of all of us. 

Male Worker It's a pity he loses his temper quickly and gives way to his anger then 
reacts foolishly. He started on the wrong foot right from the beginning... 
He was ahight until he got to grips with one of those people who sell their 
blood and beat him with a stick. 

Jallu-I Come on, keep running... Run... So you're tired... Clever, you're tired 
hey?.. You think you're the only one running hey? The mortuary assistant 
too must be running and praying. Why are you running?.. Well just like 
everybody else... The whole people are running after someLhingI50.. You 
think you're better?.. You should be taken ill and brought to us... (he stops 
then changes his mind). Come on, take to your heels if you don't want 
them to catch you. 

Female Worker The second time he was dismissed for three days... He was caught bringing 
cartons to the patients so they told him he was trading in the hospital and 
that he was a racketeer. He told them"[As the saying goes] - he hit me and 
ran crying to the judge s. 1511 thought I was doing a favour by helping the 
poor patients, the floor is too cold for them to sleep on so I brought the 
cartons for them to use as mattresses. "152 

Jail-51 Run my friend, you have nothing to tell me, the hospital is all yours and do 
as you please... Our job is to plant flowers around the hospital and water 
them, the rest is all yours ... you call us mafla, you want socialism, well go 
ahead ... go on my brother ... Leave us in our darkness and go on with your 
ideas ... You say we are corrupt? Well suppose we are corrupt.. but what 
about you, what are you doing? Well go on then ... Hell is not enough for 
you JaIM... Even if they sentence you twice it won't be enough... Run... 
Come on, run. 

148 A dismissal without pay for two months. 
149 In the text '§abb7at' from the French savates or the Spanish zabato. 
150 A play with words here, the common phrase 'to run after something' means to try 
and get or solve something, hence people spend their time trying to solve their 
problems. 
is' Old saying. We have added '[As the saying goes]' to make the link and introduce 
the saying. 
152 Another attack about the lack of proper facilities and equipment in hospitals. 
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Female Worker I hear his file weighs more than ten pounds153... How come they haven't 
dismissed him? 

Male Worker Dismiss him? Are you mad? If ever they make the mistake to sack him 
they'll get a revolution in the hospital and blood will be gushing in 

streams. 

Female Worker The third time it was the letter, wasn't it? 

Male Worker Yes, it was the report he wrote and handed out to the workers... We put it 
up behind the door of our unit. He wrote about the hospital from top to 
bottom referring to the training of the workers. the nurses and the doctors... 
He said that the standard of the professors was poor and overlooked by the 
administration... that the hospital is not big enough given the large 
population fo the region... that the clinics are separate and independent 
from each other with no cooperation and co-ordination whatsoever. He 
also wrote about a unit saying it is organised like a palace and the patients 
are like Kings and princes and their court... about confusion in 
management and the distribution of medicine... that there is a shortage of 
something every day, one day it's the stitching thread missing, the next day 
it's the syringes and another day there is no water.. about the foreign staff 
who take medical equipmentl54... He got five weeks for that one. 

Jaill Have a little rest if you're tired JallUl... Come on breathe, you're a free 
man... What's the matter with you? Why are you so frightened? - Can I 
help you sir? - Is this the hospital brother? Yes it is, can't you see blood all 
around? Can't you see we're pushing the ambulance?.. Sorry brother but 
what you see in front of you is not an ambulance... Anyway, what can I do 
for you? -I had my belly cut open, look I'm holding my guts with my 
hands... where is the casualty unit? Which way?.. Push the ambulance with 
us, I'll show you the way... - Hey sir! The hospital entrance is on this 
side!.. Of course you can't see a policeman standing by the gate, what do 
you want? -I have come for treatment, I hope God will save me. - What? - 
I have lost My foot... it's cut off and I'm carrying it with me... I have tied 
the leg... look... - I can see the shoo sticking out of your pocket, I'm not 
blind... the doctors have gone, there is nobody in at the moment, leave your 
foot here we'll give you a receipt, and God willing, come back tomorrow. 
And against pain, tonight sprinkle wild rue on the wound and cover it with 
dried meat... come on now brother, off you go! I 

Female Worker The fourth time he was great; it happened when he was doing night shifts. 
A group of men were accompanying a bride-groom it was the f irst night of 
his 

. 
honeymoon, they said he couldn't do it, he's tired and needs an 

injection to revive him, parents on both sides are waifing for the proof of 
her virginity, 155. he must do it tonight... I like the way he told them off and 
chased them telling them that the jih3d should be in science and learning 
not. against women... He got a week. 

153 Meaning many reports and complaints about JallUl. 
154 These lines are again a bitter (and we think objective) attack against incompetence 
of medical staff, corruption, embezzlement, discrimination, abuse of power, dishonesty 
of foreign staff .. etc. 
155 In the text the wordjaltita is only used in Western Algeria. It means 'a cloth'. In 
this context it is any of the Vride's clothes (usually the night-shirt) which must be 
stained with blood when she loses her virginity. It must be done on the first night of the 
wedding and the cloth shown to parents and relatives (and sometimes close friends) as a 
proof of the bride's virginity. This practice has disappeared in most places. 
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Male Worker And the fifth time when he helped a woman deliver her baby by the door of 
the maternity ward... He was carrying a bottle of oxygen when he saw the 
baby drop and the mother fall on the floor. In a split of a second he threw 
the bottle of oxygen against the door and broke a glass then pulled a knife 
and cut the umbilical cord, he took the baby from its feet like a rabbit and 
went up running. When he was brought before the disciplinary committee 
he told them that he had previously helped his wife Zohra deliver the first 
three babies and that he had to assist the poor woman who was delivering 
her baby on the door-step of the maternity ward. He said the poor woman 
had either a poor husband or had nobody to take care of her... He got two 
days for the glass he broke. 

Female Worker 'Uthman, my brother, I think JallM is fired, he's dragging his fee4 I don't 
think there is any trick in this running. Look, he's fired. 

Male Worker Jall-ul doesn't get fired. 

Female Worker Let's join him and sec. 

Male Worker So you want us to run with him? Calm down woman. If we join him 
everybody in the hospital will start running behind. 

Female Worker I'm running with JallUl and happen what may... and you stay watching like 
a rejoicing enemy! 56 

Male Worker Alright woman, let's all run... the more people the more strength. 

(Both start running andjoin Jallill) 

JaU51 It's my fault... It's my fault (turns to the two workers) what are you doing 
here? You left your work to-join me? Leave me by myself, one is 
enough... go back... Go back, I'm going to finish soon anyway... I'm going 
to stop after one more round or two... 

Both Workers We have finished our work. 

Male Worker Judging from your pace and determination I think you are preparing 
yourself for the local race157. Am I wrong? 

JaHUI No, I'm just letting the steam off.. I'm trying this trick to calm down... just 
to avoid another mistake... 

Male Worker (tofemale worker) You see? Then why all the panic? 'Hurry, Jall-51 has 
gone mad!.. Hurry! ' I told you Jall-ul is wise and he knows what he is 
doing. 158 

Female Worker Tbank God he's alrighL 

Male Worker May God keep you calm. 

Female Worker Well since it's a trick let us run with you, I mean just to keep You 
company. 

156 Very common expression used by women who believe that their *enernies rejoice if 
something bad happens to them. 
157 The party is the T. L. N. ' party which is the only party in the country. Sports are 
among its activities. - 
158 In the text the idiom sha-rab 'aqlu - literally 'he has drunk his reason' meaning 'he is 
-wise-rational-collected-aware ... etc. ' 
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Male Worker Tell us what happened Jall-ul... Get it off your chest, we are with you... (to 
woman) Come on you, run properly... Tell us Jall-ul, we may learn from 
you. 

Jallu"I 7bere is nothing to ]carn... It's just my temper.. I'm running to calm down, 
then I shall go back to work... Turn, turn Lhis way along the main 
laboratory then carry on behind the Urology Unit... the workers and 
patients are aU outside waiting to applaud and encourage me when I pass. 

Male Worker. I wish you success in this run, may God help you. 

Female Worker Please Mr. JaIIM; try hard and control your temper.. I feel sorry when you 
get dismissed for weeks every time you make a mistake in anger... so 
please calm down and if you want us to run with you all night we are 
ready... We did it before with others so we shall do it with you. 

Male Worker Pour it out... get it off your chest, you'll feel better. 

Jail-0-1 I was busy working at the mortuary. I left the door of the main refrigerated 
room open, that's the room where we keep the corpses in drawers. From 
time to time ice covers the pipes and the water inside freezes and clogs 
them; so I was breaking and scraping the ice off the pipes with a little ice- 
pick. 'Abba-s Ace159 the mortuary assistant was also on his own in his little 
room which is on the other side, he was psalmodisingI60 and cleaning the 
marble surface on which he washes the corpse... Anyway I was breaking 
the ice with the ice-pick when I suddenly saw somebody come out of the 
mist, he was pale like a white sheet and bony, he was totally naked. 

Female Worker Good Lord! 

Male Worker God You Are 7be Almighty! - 

JAI I was frozen with fear... I couldn't even say a prayer161... I was trying to 
iecall a prayer but in vain because words were flowing from my mouth, I 
didn't know what I was saying and he was looking at me... I kept trying to 
recall a prayer teffing myself "Praise be to God, we are doing well, they 
have given us everything, they have even imported food"... I was scared 
and I thought if he touches me IT hit him with the ice-pick. We kept 
looking at each other... He opened his eyes wide and I swed at him... At 
last I recalled my prayer then I said to him very loudly "If you make one 
move I will break your neck"... 'Abbas heard me, he stopped psalmodising 
and asked me who I was talking to... I said 16 one of those who haven't 
been washed who wants to leave". He didn't answer me nor did he come 
to help me, he rolled his trousers and took to his heels saying he was late 
for the afternoon prayer... I didn't see him when he rushed behind me, I 
just saw his silhouette and felt a gust of wind... Judging from that gust he 
must have hit a van and overturned it... Anyway the feHow looked human, 
he leant on the wall and said with difficulty*. "Hello". His Ups were blue 
and they were chattering when he spoke... I asked him what he wanted and 
introduced myself. I said "I am Clever JaIrul and you, who are you? Are 
you human or djinn? "... I started to recover from my fright... Tben, very 

159 In the text "Abblls 'A' - nickname. "A' is the first syllable in the nameAbFas. We 
thought it interesting to use 'Ace'. 
160 Reciting the Koran. 
161 It is not exactly a prayer. Ile shahBdah is the faith in the unity of God and the 
prophethood of Muhammad. It is epitomised in the karuna - "llere Is No God Except 
Allah, Muhammad Is 11is Prophet" - Jallill could not remember the kajFma because of 
fright. 
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slowly I started to move back. He asked me if I had a cigarette, I said I 
didn't smoke ... He started to follow me as I was stepping back... his joints 
were creaking ... I stopped, looking at him from a distance and showing him 
the ice-pick... He was still moving his limbs... He took the assistant's 
jacket, it was hanging on the wall, he looked at it and said : "It's made in 
France". Then he put it round his waist... I thought he couldn't be a djinn, 
he must be a human being... After a few minutes he wanted to get near. I 
brandished the ice-pick and told him to stop. He said: "Please tell me, 
where is hell? " "God save us, I said, this is the morgue... This is where you 
take off for heaven... This is a hospital. " He said: "What am I? Am I dead 
or alive? " "How should I know, I said, ask your God, I'm just a humble 
human being... a worker... " "You are Azrael" he said... "God help me!.. I 
am Jall-ul! " He insisted that because, of the ice-pick I was carrying and 
because of my firy look I was Azrael... There were two corpses lying 
behind me, we kept them on the table until they go down, I pulled the 
blankets which were covering them and threw them to him, I saidL "Here, 
wrap yourself, get warm maybe you're a human being. " He went 
on: "Please tell me, where is hell? Please!... " "Listen to me sir, we are on 
earth, I said, I told you this is a hospital"... "Where are the doctors and 
nurses then" he replied... I said: "The assistant took them along when he 
ran away. " He insisted that I was Azrael and that I was pulling his leg% If 
I was your Master Azrael I would have blown your brains off against the 
wall... Master Azrael won't pull your leg sir"... He pleaded with me again 
and asked me about the hospital main entrance, he said he was living on 
earth and went to the hospital for an X-ray on his liver... He thinks that's 
where he gave up the ghost... He asked me to look at his back and see if 
they didn't leave a needle or a pair of scissors because he said he didn't 
know what happened to him at all. "Stay where you are, I said, don't 
move... sit down... sit down, I'm going to enquire about your case, I'll be 
back soon"... He asked me why I should make enquiries; I said I was going 
to look in the records. He asked me not to go and told me that he 
remembers all his wrong deeds and that he was ready for punishment... I 
told him that what he was saying was blasphemy, he said it was the plain 
truth and started enumerating: "I gave bribes to send my son to school, I 
gave bribes to get the water supply, I gave bribes to get a job, I swore at 
home, I swore at the football ground, I sold cement on the black market, I 
used to switch off the T. V. when it was news time, I swore and criticised at 
the cafl, I accepted bribes"... I stopped him: "What's your name? " It 
doesn't matter now, he said. "You said they brought you here. about your 
liver? " "It's my deeds162 which brought me here" he replied then went 
on: "I didn't fast at Ramada, I swindled my father's fortune, I ate pork.... " 
As he went on I withdre; v slowly without him noticing and I ran OUL.. I 
locked the door behind me... He started banging on the door and shouting 
"Master Azrael! Master Azrael, the ice-pick man!... " I ran and went to 
enquire about him in the different units, Intensive care, Psychiatry. 
Surgery, Gastro-Enterology... you name it, and I kept asking - "Aren't you 
getting your dead wrong? " and the answer was - "No, all our dead am 
recorded"... Thank God I was lucky to meet Ona the nurse, she said: "Jall@ 
there is an incredible panic in our unit, there is a patient who has been in 
for two days, we thought he was sleeping until he started to smell, so we 
rcalised that we had reported another patient dead"... I said: "Go and tell 
them to bring the dead man and take the one alive, I locked him inside the 
morgue"... "What have we done? " she said, and she went off running and 
tearing her hairI63 in panic. I said: "Thank God the drawers were all taken 
so they left him on the tiled surface near the door otherwise he would have 
gone. " Then I went back to the mortuary... Half an hour later them was 

162 Meanmig my evil deeds. 
163 See footnote 127. 
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confusion and the open space by the mortuary became like a market... They 
brought the dead man and the doctors came running... 71ie man inside the 
morgue bolted himself and said "I'm not coming out, I want Azrael... " His 
old mother arrived and asked to take her son to bury him, we told her that 
he was alive, she said that he only remained alive in the hearts and thanked 
us... she went on, "we shall bury him tomorrow God willing, here, I 
brought all the documents, look, the medical report and here is the death 
certificate isssued by the registry... Give me my son... all his relatives have 
come for the funeral. " Her poor son was banging on the door and shouting 
and people were asking - "Is he naked... Is he frozen?... Has he grown a 
beard? "... Someone said: "Praise be to God, now the dead resuscitate in our 
country! "... Another man said: "It's Clever Jall5l who spoke to the dead 
and told them we should establish a paradise in our country"... And the 
poor fellow was still banging on the door... 7be real dead man's relatives 
arrived and found the corpse outside, half of them were insulting and the 
other half screaming... The mother of the man inside was sticking to me, 
following me wherever I went, she was holding me by the sleeve saying: 
"Please come tonight for a couscous in memory of my son, come and join 
us, we are keeping an all-night vigilI64... let me give you the address, it is 
easy to find, ask anybody about the house of BUtrari the docker and 
ttey'll show you"... The doctors were asldng what the man looked like... 
Zina wanted us to break the door... Half of the dead man's family were 
insulting and spitting with anger, the other half were looking for the 
morgue assistant and the man inside was screaming his head off. "I'm not 
coming out! I have done my share, it's enough!.. Let me rest in peace 
now!... I am in a palace here, everything is spotless clean and the tiles are 
all white... I'm fine and everybody here is fine, they're all naked having a 
siesta in the cool atznosphcre!.. I'm not coming out! ".. His mother was still 
holding me and insisting on her invitation... Some members of the trade 
union bureau arrived with the police, followed by the people from the 
administration... The crowd gorbigger... A policeman took his baton and 
asked: "Is this the dead man who is causing trouble? ".. My temper started 
to boiI... The old woman pulled a shroud from a bag under her arm and 
said. "Here take this to wrap your brother after you've washed him"... 7be 
policeman unveiled the corpse and said he knew the man ... The patients 
started to arrive in two's and three's, one of them called me from a distance 
and said, "Please uncle Jalf-ul let us see, open the door and let him out, let 
us watch, we have no television, there is no cinema, prisoners are better off 
than us... your hospital is pitiful, give us some entertainment, give us some 
joy... no wonder my sight has become blurred in this place. " The old 
woman was telling me in the ears "His mother's name is HaTima and his 
father's 'Adda, here this is for you... " and she put fifty pencý in my hand. I 
could hear the policeman shout: "Order!.. where is the genuine dead and 
where is the fake? "... I threw the money to the old woman and I took- to 
my heels... I left the situation still confused and the trade union officials 
haven't arrived yet so I thought 4better go and change air before I do 
something crazy and lose my job... 71ings must have calmed down by now 
and I'm feeling better, I have cooled down... well, you see how I have 
controlled my temper? And you, always after me - 'It's a pity you're quick 
tempered, it's a pity you're hyper-sensitive, it's a pity you're a bundle of 
nerves... ' Anyway if you want to keep running carry on, I must go now, 
good bye... 

Male Worker Yes, go, go to your work, you wise and clever man 

164 The tradition is to recite the Koran. In the text 'we are bringing the priests' meaning 'they are coming to recite the Koran. 
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Female Worker Yes, go and God be with you!.. Poor Clever Jalful is a righteous and wise 
man indeed, thank God he has managed to overcoine his weakness in the 
end... He used to E9 se his temper quickly and give way to his anger which 
made him react foolishly. 

(They eidt - Blackout) 

EPISODE SEVEN: THE STORY OF SAIUNA 

(Bare stage. The narrator sings the story of SaAYn'a standingfront stage andplaying the banjo. ) 

Narrator (singing) Poor Saffna the gem of the factory staff. 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
71bere is no cure she can't go back to the shoe factory 
That is what the doctors announced today165 
The poison in the glue is the cause of the tragedy 
Poor SaGa the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
The factory warden brought the news this morning 
He had a lump in his throat and couldn't speak 
As if he was dumb, he was just drying his tears 
Our SaGn&s crippled and forsaken now 
They have given her up, our gem was sacrificed 
She urges you to be careful and avoid the catastrophe 
For the danger is your neighbour it lives in the glue 
Come on girls he said move and get organised 
Sakina our jewel is a victim, she is a cripple 
Now she is crawling, she cannot stand on her feet 
7be girls were silent, now they're all in fear 
They mourned long and shed tears for SakTna 
Work slowed and the machines changed their noise 
As if they were crying for the absent girl 
Mourning spread and filled the atmosphere 
Sorrow and lament settled in with darkness 
Poor SaGna the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
Her behaviour brought her the name 'Gem' 
She was lively and nice to everybody adding 
Skill, experience and outstanding planning 
Bright in analysing any problem or situation 
How precise and eloquent when she speaks 
Her speech is sweet and comforting and how honest 
She knows how to talk about future prospects 
Urging the girls to fight for their right and for justice 
Her speech is clear and always ending with a smile 
Poor SaGna the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
Lament girls your poor friend sits still in a corner 
Her legs are dead she lost her elegant postum 
Saffna. is not here and her friends are worried 
They are all mcalling her words and her riddles 
The poor Sakina the jewel used to say 
When the boss belched my stomach ached 166 
7`hey are all thinking of her sweet words and her laughter 
7be poor Sak7na the jewel used to say 

165 '... announced yesterday at the hospital'. 
166 In the text '... my intestine got tied' meaning the boss belches because of too much 
food in opposition to her hunger. 
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Our shoes are good only if you put them away 
If you don't wear them and walk bare footI67 
They are all thinking of her dignity and personality 
The poor Sallia the jewel used to say 
If you find words of justice being trampled on 
Save them and remember you may need them in future 
Poor SaIM a the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
The girls at the factory decided to make a collection 
They said we must unite and condemn this crime 
We must support her when she lodges her complaint 
At home poor Saffna is sitting against the wall 
Her legs wrapped in the past168, she is abandoned 
But she is smiling and comforting her children 
And also joking to encourage her husband 
Poor SaOm' a the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
Sakla's job and her tragic fate were discussed at home 
Do not despair she said since my hands are spared 
I shall find a boss who will bring me work home 
I shall work sitting and earn our daily bread 
Even the boss will be saving on my fares 
I shall work for you said her little daughter 
I shall bake bread and sell it in the street169 
No darling success in your studies is more important 
Poor SaGna the gem of the factory staff 
Is crawling now she cannot stand on her feet 
All the neighbours; heard about what happened 
Many were shocked and came with coffee and sugar. 170 

(Black out) 

167 Allusion to the bad quality of shoes which usually tear quickly. 
169 We kept the image in Arabic. 
169 It is common to see children and old women selling home made bread in streets and 
markets. 
170 This is a very common practice among the poor to bring coffee and sugar when 
visiting either on happy or sad occasions. It is meant as a contribution to help the hosts. 
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iii) Commentary 

This play was first produced in 1985 at the 'Th6ftre Rdgional d'Oran". It was 
performed soon after at the 'First National Theatre Festival' held in Algiers in 
September 1985 and a few weeks later in Tunisia at the 'Deuxi6mes Journdes Th6atrales 
de Carthage' in October. It won five awards overall: the awards for Best Production 
and Best Direction in Algiers and the awards for Best Production, Best Direction and 
Best Set in Carthage. The actor Sirat Boum6&ne from the 'Th6itre Rigional d'Oran' 

won the award for Best Leading Actor at both festivals. 

Plot and Structure 

AI-A'ýZ`J is the second part of a trilogy linking Al-A01]:! (Sayings and Al- 
Lithim (The Veil - forthcorrdng). It is in seven separate episodes which tell the story 
of different people and which are arranged in three main tableaux presented alternately 
with four stories sung by the narrator. Thus the play opens in a light humo-rous way 
with 'Tbe Story of 'All-al' the roadsweeper. 'All-al is a hard working man who 
meticulously sweeps his part of the street. After work he proudly strolls down the street 
he has been sweeping. 

The second episode tells 'The Story of Rib; -u4i' the blacksmith, a warm hearted 
and caring trade-unionist who organises an underground network to feed the sick and 
neglected animals of the local zoo. Riblibi's action causes concern and panic among the 
local officials and reveals their petty theft, deceit and corruption. 

Me Story of QaddUr' is a song about a bricklayer who works and lives with his 
fellow workers on a building site and who visits his family only at weekends. 

The second tableau tells 'The Story of 'Akli and Mnawwar' and the strong 
friendship between them. Mnawwar tells how he had made a pledge to 'Akli who, 
feeling that he was going to die soon, had decided to donate his skeleton to the school 
where he used to work after his death. The story reveals a complex bureaucratic 

machinery where incompetence, prejudice, hypocrisy, and corruption seem to be the 
rule. 

The following episode is a song which tells 'The Story of Mans7ur' an old man a 
who is retiring from work and who, on his last day in the factory, addresses an elegy to 
the machine with which he spent all his working life. 

The third tableau, '17he Story of MOM% is where the play reaches its climax. 
Jallu-1, a hospital worker tells in a masochistic run about his rebellion against the chaotic 
and corrupt administration of the hospital where he works. 
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The play ends with the narrator singing in a lament 'The Story of SaGna' the 
girl who is crippled by poison in the glue used at the shoe factory where she works. 

The seven episodes of this play are separate and have no apparent or obvious 
link between them. A director producing this play can arrange them in any way he 

thinks appropriate to his own approach. Although the playwright accepts this 
approach171, he prefers to keep 'The Story of Clever Jall-ul' as the third tableau because 
he believes that it is the culminating point of the play. The tension created is so great 
that it can only be released by laughter. 

What binds the episodes together is the message suggested by their content. The 

stories relate to different people and to different situations but point to the injustice, the 

corruption and the chaos in Algeria's social and economic system. The victims are the 

common working people who belong to the lower class of society. At the same time 

they reveal the kindness, the warmth and the generosity which prevail among such 

people. Thus the title 'The Story of the Generous People' alludes to the generosity of 
the people in the play and Abdelkader Alloula argues that: 

... the word 'Al-Aj%; -ad' literally means 'the generous' in its 
original sense. In my opinion, and to a certain extent, this sums up the 
main idea, the essence of the play. The latter is a fresco of daily life or, 
rather a few moments in the life of the toiling masses, of ordinary people, 
of daily human landscapes. The fresco tells and reveals how precisely 
these 'anonymous', 'humble', 'unnoticed' or 'rejected' people are 
generous, how they deal with the major problems of society with 
optimism and deep humanity within the bounds of their limitations... 

The general structure of the play links three main themes 
interspersed with four songs. All elements in the play are autonomous in 
terms of content but they are linked by what I would call 'major elements 
of content' or 'base blades'.. 172 

The structure of the three tableaux is very similar to that of the ma47un& - 
session or s9ance - an Arab literary genre close to the picaresque form which was 
created by AI-Hamadhani and consolidated by Al-Ijariri"173 in the eleventh century. 

The alternation between the tableaux which are highly lyrical and the songs is 

essentially a Brechtian approach. Thus Alloula combines traditional elements with a 
modem technique. He argues that: "... Brecht has been and still is a determining 

171 Our interview with Abdelkader Alloula on September 24th 1988, op. cit. in footnote 
I of "Abdelkader Alloula: A life Devoted to Theatre" . 172 Djellid, M'Hamed, "Interview de Abdelkader Alloula", Oran, October 1985 
(Forthcoming), 

r 173 "The 'makama' was created by Al-HamadV and consolidated by Al-ljan"Inl.. In 
summary, thi original 'makHma' appears to be characterised fundamentally by the 
almost exclusive use of rh3hned prose (with the insertion of verse) and the presence of 
two imaginary persons, the hero and the narrator" In - (C. Brockelmann - [CH. Pellat]), 
The Encyclopaedia of Islam, Volume VI, Fascicules 99-100, Leiden - E. J. Brill, 1986, 
P. 109. 
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stimulus in my work, with his theories and his own artistic work. I am tempted to say 

that he is my spiritual father, or even better, my friend and my loyal fellow traveller. "174 

Indeed the influence of Brecht on Alloula is very strong and it is clearly 
reflected mainly in his early works. 

Each of the three main episodes has a particular structure in that the story is 

presented in two stages. The characters and the background of the story are first 

introduced and presented by the main narrator and/or by the actors playing the role of 
narrators. Then the story develops through action involving the characters in their own 
situations. The overall structure is therefore a series of portrayals presented alternately 
through reported speech - narrative, and direct speech (or dialogue) - and action. It uses 
a dual pattern of growth in complexity which gradually builds up tension in the play. 
The four songs start with an appraisal of 'AIM's meticulous work, his professional 
conscience and his pride. The story combines a delicate sense of humour about 'Allm 

strolling down the main street and window shopping With his awareness about the 
variety of goods displayed, quality and price range, with his frustration about the 

national production system. The tension builds up with succeeding songs, from the hard 

working and living conditions faced by Qadd7ur the bricklayer to the sadness of Manrur 

the retiring worker, and finally reaches a climax with the tragic fate of Saldnia, the good 
natured girl, the 'gem' of the factory. At the same time the four songs point at social 
injustice and exploitation and at the humility, warmth and generosity of the lower 

social classes. On the other hand, the tension generated in the first tableau has the same 
ascending pattern of complexity. It gains momentum in the second tableau and finally 

reaches its climax with the utter aberration of the health system. It is also released in 

the laughter which greets the adventure of Clever Jall-ul. 

The alternation of the seven episodes gradually unfolds the bitter reality of a 
corrupt, unjust and decadent socio-economic system. At the same time it reveals the 

struggle of poor and humble people to keep their integrity and remain generous in their 

confrontation with such a system. 

Source of the Pigy 

The source of the material in AI-Ajv6d originates mainly from the realities of 
daily life in contemporary Algeria. Alloula has developed this point: 

I draw [my characters] from daily life, from the reality of every 
day. There is obviously an aesthetic and artistic treatment and a complex 
work of creation. My characters start, proceed from reality and their 
target is the reality of the spectator. Life, reality... provides us 

174Djellid, M'Hamed. op. ciL 
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continuously with materials, themes, ideas and pretexts which irrigate 
our artistic and social conscience and urge us to create, imagine, invent... 
The models I seek are found in the life of our people. Society, with its 
preoccupations, its struggles, its contradictions, its values, its hope, is 
better reflected in the most deprived social strata... Because I am deeply 
rooted in [this society], the characters are drawn from these social strata. 
When those characters are dramatised they can become extremely 
eloquent and thereby help the artistic performance to assume a wide 
social function... In fact, my major heroes are part of ordinary and 
anonymous people, of people who are ignored and rejected. 175 

It is worth noting that although the element of fiction is important in the play 
and certain situations seem unreal, the facts and the characters drawn from daily life are 
not exaggerations. Ilere are many RiFulýis and Jall-Ms struggling with a corrupt 
bureaucracy; there are also many QaddUrs and SaOinas who are exploited and who live 

on a pittance in a society which claims to be socialist. In fact Alloula has just picked a 
few examples from a wide range of similar situations. 

In terms of form and performance of Al-Aiwad, Alloula has extensively 
borrowed from the art of the madd2iý as described in the opening chapter and further on 
in Alloula's words - which he has adapted to the requirements of the modem stage. 

Langu", e 

The nature of theatre or style Alloula has- opted for is essentially based on 
narrative which alternates between prose and epic - the two fundamental elements in the 
art of the ma&5ý. The influence of folk literature and poetry on language form and 
style is very clear in Al-Aivýa-d. Ilie four poems sung by the narrator and accompanied 
on a banjo are clear and obvious examples of al-shi'r al-mal&n, traditional Algerian 

rhymed verse sung by bards and the madda-ý. The prose is also similar to that of folk 

tales, the maqanw-t and the material used by the madc0b. Ilie Arabic language used in 
Alloula's recent plays is what most North African linguists call langue m9diane (middle 
language). This is a brushed up and improved language with a vocabulary which is a 
compromise between modem standard Arabic and vernacular Algerian Arabic and a 
syntax which is much closer to modem Arabic. This is a requirement Alloula could not 
escape from for several reasons. First, drama requires a rich vocabulary and a subtle 
syntax which standard Algerian vernacular lacks. Second, Alloula wanted to depart 
from the usual clich6s and archetypes which have so far prevailed in the language used 
in Algerian theatre. But the most important reason reflects the widespread education in 

modem Arabic since Independence in 1962 and the high degree of literacy throughout 
the country. Alloula took this into consider-ation by using the middle language' in 

drama although he also sometimes uses regional words, idioms or phrases from the 

175 Ibid. 
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Oran region and also 'algerianised' French words. In short, Alloula's language 

combines borrowings from the traditional heritage and present daily life and from 

modem standard Arabic, the language used in education and by the press. Good 

examples of this are the teacher giving her science class and Mnawwar the caretaker. 
She addresses her pupils in modem standard Arabic whereas Mnawwar engages in a 
narrative using a refined and improved version of spoken Algerian and all the 
terminology in the modem language for the different parts of the skeleton and the 
different administrative services. The syntax too is that of the standard language which 
helps in pacing speech. In fact it is not common to hear people use words like 

tha-nawiyya (grammar school) or haykal (skeleton), or in other scenes words like warsha 
(building site - workshop), arwlqa (department stores), hayy (district or neighbourhood) 
or even baladiyya (town hall) for they would use regional or French words. 
Nonetheless, people in general are in daily contact with standard Arabic through the 
mass media and therefore have no problem understanding Alloula's language. The use 
of idioms or phrases from the region of Oran which are obviously selected and 
understood by everybody, add flavour and colour to the play. 

On the other hand, the structure of the four songs follows the general pattern of 
traditional rhymed verse which is highly appreciated for its imagery and rhyme. 
Alloula has excelled in the composition of 'The Story of QaddUr' and 'The Story of 
SaGna'. 

The combination of all these elements results in a rich and colourful language. 

Function 

It is interesting to note that most, if not all contemporary Algerian playwrights 
and theatre groups define themselves as 'socialist' and declare their commitment to the 
'working class' - the 'toiling masses' - the 'deprived masses'176 - in their struggle for 
justice, democracy and better living conditions - in short for a better society governed 
by socialism. 711ey also share in a unanimous denunciation of injustice, abuse of power, 
exploitation, lack of democracy and demagogy - negative and evil elements which 
should not exist in a country which claims to be socialist. Iliese attitudes are obviously 
reflected in their plays with varying degrees of clarity, eloquence and quality. Most 

groups mainly in the amateur theatre world, have opted for a political theatre an 'avant 

garde theatre', but have often fallen into the trap of cheap agit-prop and sloganising. 
After a long experience in theatre Alloula has departed from agit-prop and direct 
denunciation to develop a new form using the narrative. Ile three main tableaux in 

-A1- 

176 Terminology used by writers, theatre groups, intellectuals, the mass media, the FLN 
party, government officials etc. 
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C 

A jwid are fables where humour and irony dominate and operate in a dialitic process. 
They expose a confrontation between one or several characters and a specific situation. 
The outcome is the revelation of all sorts of evil within the system. Ile moral 
condemnation of such evil is inherent in the structure of the play, for example, the 

absurdities of bureaucracy are revealed. The nature of the tableaux also aims at creating 
laughter among the audience thus stimulating another form of denunciation through 

mirth. The playwright does not, however, primarily seek a connivance or a sympathetic 
response from the audience. Instead he aims at persuading the spectator to visualise, 
imagine and recreate in his own way the situations presented for him on stage because 
AI-A jv5d. 

... is first of all a discourse, a statement of a reality: a reality to 
which we are close in our daily life but which we cannot necessarily see; 
a reality which the discourse discloses, not on the model of a didactic 
discussion, nor on the model of emphatic identification 

... but on the 
model of traditional speech, the kind of speech which traditional culture 
calls so rightly al-mana [figure of speech] which has two simultaneous 
levels of meaning - one explicit, the other implicit. Hence the words 
extend in both directions - continuously showing the right and the wrong 
side of things, a reality and what is beneath it, one side and another of a 
person... T'here is no plot in the classical/Aristotelian sense of the word 
but [the play] aims at intriguing the spectator, at simply leading him to 
look at what he thinks he already knows... Alloula does not teach 
lessons, nor does he build the future, he just lifts a small part of the 
curtain on reality and on those who are most able to change it namely the 
workers. 177 

Al-Al"; a-d is in a way a tribute Alloula pays to the workers' generosity and 
solidarity, to their integrity and their revolt against bureaucracy and a corrupted system. 
The play also calls for justice and a fair society. Commenting on AI-A jw5d Alloula 

says: 

... it is a show'of more than three hours, a feast for the eye, the 
heart and the mind. First of all I wrote and produced this play for those 
who work and produce in our country towards a free and democratic 
society, a society free from the exploitation of man by man... Here we 
are dealing with a' theatre of narrative and not any longer with the theatre 
of walk-on action of the Aristotelian type as practiced in Europe since 
the beginning of the century and as we have practised it in Algeria since 
the 1920s. It is therefore a theatre which borrows both from the 
traditional cultural heritage and from the universal theatrical heritage in 
terms of form. It is also a theatre which, in terms of content, starts from 
daily problems, from the real daily life of our people... The aspects of 
form and content are induced within and from a global vision, a vision 
which aims at reasserting the social function of theatrical arts in our 
society, a theatre which is directed primarily at the spectator..., finally a 
theatre where the spectator breaks with the traditional habit of being a 

"n Benyoucef, Mohamed, "A Propos de "El-Adjouad" de Abdelkader Alloula, Oran, 
August 1985(tD I>e 
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6 consumer' and a 'watcher' to take a new function, that of a 'co- 
creator'. 178 

The performance of M-Alw5d is certainly a "feast for the eye, the heart and the 
mind". Alloula skillfully and harmoniously combined music, movement and colourful 
costumes to enhance the narrative of his play. Because of the nature of its material and 
the social problems it touches upon - which are drawn from real Algerian daily life - Al- 

AlWad also reaches a large section of people who experience similar problems. 
However, it is doubtful whether it can "profoundly concern the spectator" because the 

average Algerian spectator does not need to be reminded of the problems he already 
faces every day. He knows what to do to change the situation, as the strikes during 

autumn 1988 and winter and spring 1989, and the riots in October 1988 have made 
clear. Nonetheless the humour and irony in the play generate laughter which is both a 

condemnation of the system as well as a revenge upon it, and a communal catharsis, a 

release of the frustrations. The play thus leads the audience to recognise and identify 

with the situations it reveals and through the common experience of laughter that it 

generates, unites them for a moment, for the period of the performance. Yet, A, 1_-AJJifFd 
is certainly not a pessimistic work. It calls, instead, on the spectator as a worker to 

resist the system and thereby offers hope. The spectator leaves the performance not just 

intrigued or strained by what has been revealed but relieved and relaxed. 

Finally, because of the play's structure and the positive response it has received 
and continues to receive in Algeria, as well as at the 1985 Carthage festival, AI-Ajm7ad 

could appeal elsewhere particularly in Third World countries. 

Performance Devices 

Alloula considers AI-Ajvýa-d as the most "accomplished of his plays. " It is for 

him the 
, 
achievement of many years of work and experimentation as playwright and 

director., Technically, it departs from his previous works because he has changed his 

own approach. As he states: "There is a kind of metamorphosis, especially since Al- 

Agiv5fl and I think that this metamorphosis is far from coming to an end. "179 

Alloula has reduced his stage technique to the methods used by Brecht and the 
'maddffý'. He claims that it has been the rural audiences which have dictated his new 
conception of theatre and his new stage techniques: 

Indeed the new audiences - either peasants or of peasant origin - had a different attitude to the performance of the play. Ile spectators 
used to sit on the floor to form, in a natural way, a halqa [circic] round 

178 Alloula, Abed1kader, "Une Exp&ience En Cours" -A paper prepared for the Tenth 
IATC Conference - Berlin, 15-21 November 1987 (forthcoming). 
179 Djellid, M'Hamed, Op. cit. 
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the stage which led to a total change in acting and direction of the play 
which was conceived for a closed space and for a spectator sitting in 
front of the stage had to be reconsidered ... [So] we startec C 
many parts of the set and many props for the purpose of improving 
visibility and for a better view of the action. After about ten 
performances, we found ourselves acting without sets and with only a 
few props, just with what was strictly necessary. The actors have to 
adopt their acting to the new situation, but how could they do it when 
they had spectators facing them and others behind them? Some 
spectators used to turn their back to the stage claiming that they could 
listen better and during the debates following the performance, the 
discussions touched more on what was said than on what was shown, 
visualised. The spectator had astonishing abilities for listening and 
memorising... From such experiences which led us to reconsider our 
conception of theatre, we have rediscovered the secular value of 
traditional performances of the halqa type. Entrances and exits did not 
mean anything any longer. Everything had to be done in a closed circle - 
thus no wings. An actor could go and sit among the spectators to smoke 
a cigarette without surprising anybody. 180 

The change in acting techniques meant the adoption of the art of the mad0h. 
whose performance: 

... takes place in the open air on market days. The spectators sit 
on the ground rubbing shoulders and form a circle of five to twelve 
metres in diameter. Within this circle only the maddilh moves. He is 
generally accompanied by one or several instruments. Osing his voice, 
his body and a simple cane, the bard gives a performance by narrating an 
epic or particular story taken from social life. He interprets in his own 
way all sorts of characters. His voice is, more than anything else, his 
favoured instrument in the development of his show. He has a wide 
vocal range and a particular command of different narrative categories. 
He moves directly and without transition from a murmur to a cry, from a 
normal delivery to a verbal trance and from lament to singing. 181 

Alloula's stage techniques have changed considerably through experimentation 
and research and they are certainly different from what they were in the 1970s. The 
influence of traditional culture and of the traditional story-teller or madda-ý is obvious 
and what is described above is to a great extent reflected in Al-Aiwad. Indeed Alloula 
has carefully selected and skillfully applied the techniques of the nwd&Fý in this play. 
However, although Al-Aiw'ad shows innovation and skill, is successful and has won 
acclaim, its performance runs for "three hours and fifteen minutes" which makes it 

rather too long. Alloula, however, argues that it is of normal length and that: "some 

spectators find it long but most of them find its duration normal. " 182 

At the same time it ends rather abruptly and the last song, 'The Story of SaIdna', 

seems rather superfluous. Alloula could have closed the play with 'The Story of Jalrul' 

which is the tableau in which the play reaches its climax. Ile last song, unfortunately, 

'so Moula, Abdelkader, op. cit. 
isi Ibid. 
182 Djellid, M'Hamed, op. cit. 
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brings a somewhat melodramatic note to the general atmosphere of the play. It is, 
however, likely that the playwright decided to have such an ending deliberately to imply 

that the 'stories' in the play are aspects of real daily life and that similar 'stories' 

continue to happen in that real daily life, in which case there is a mutual projection of 
reality into the play and of the play into reality. Ile ending then would be justified but 

not obvious to the spectator. 

N. B. A. Alloula gave me copies of the forthcoming papers and allowed me to use them. 



CHAPTER IV 

SLIMANE BENAISSA 

i) How Benaissa Came To The Theatre 

Slimane Benaissa was born on 11 December 1943 in Guelma in the Aur6s 

region of Eastern Algeria. At the age of five, he attended primary school being taught 
both in French and Arabic, the former language being used under French administration 

and the latter being provided unofficially by the Mz5bil community. This meant that, 

unlike the majority of his generation, he had a sound education in Arabic, "I received a 

real education in Arabic"2 - as he puts it. At the age of thirteen, in 1956, he went to the 

college technique, a boarding technical college in Annaba a major city on the eastern 
coast of Algeria and very near Guelma. He worked as a lathe-operator and milling 
engineer. He passed his BEL - Brevet Elementaire Industriel - equivalent to O'level, 

but stopped his studies in 1961 as the 'OAS3 (the French colon secret army) increased 
its terrorist activities against the population. After Independence, in 1963 he was sent to 
France by the Ministry of Health to train in the maintenance of medical equipment but 
he interrupted his training two years later. He was by then rather sad and disappointed: 

I left the factory for two reasons. Firstly, I realised that our 
training simply meant creating a cheap labour force. The other reason 
was that I had a French friend of my own age who used to work on a 
machine next to me at the factory. He died because of a stupid accident 
at work. This tragedy affected me deeply adding to my disappointment, 
so I left to work in a repairs and maintenance company. 4 

His parents who had moved to Algiers in 1963, had financial difficulties. T'his 
led Benaissa to recognise that he had a duty to return and take care of them. He came 
back in 1967 and took a job as maintenance technician at the Topital Mustapha' the 

main teaching hospital in Algiers. He was very eager to pursue his studies but he had to 

wait for his elder brother to return from the Soviet Union, where he had taken a 
doctorate in nuclear physics in 1968, in order to take over the family responsibilities. In 

the same year Benaissa passed the entry exam to the Faculty of Science at the 
University of Algiers where he studied mathematics, and joined 'Th6atre et Culture' an 
amateur theatre group which was located near the University. Cultural life in Algiers in 

I The Mzilbi or Mozabites as called in French are the Algerian Berbers in the Mz3b 
region situated in south eastern Algeria and bordering the Sahara desert. The regional 
capital city is Ghardaia. The Miabi are usually a closed community. A large number of 
men emigrate to the north leaving their families behind. They are mainly shopkeepers 
and traders mainly in grocery and fabrics. 
2 Our interview with Benaissa on 6 January 1987. Most of the material in this section 
is based on this interview and on another one on 12 January, 1988. 
3 OAS: Organisation des Armees Secretes. A terrorist organisation set up by the 
French settlers and some army generals to oppose the granting of Independence to 
Algeria by the French government under De Gaulle. 
4 Interview, op. cit. 
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the late sixties and early seventies was buoyant and Benaissa was in the midst of it 

through his deep involvement with 'Th6Atre et Culture' which was very active at that 

time. Between 1969 and 1971 he took part in several plays. He also translated and 
produced Kateb Yacine's La Poudre d'Intelligence (Inteftence Powder), 

contributed to the collective production of La Femme Algeriýnne (Algerian Women) 

and wrote a play entitled Al'Shalb, AI-Shalb, (People. 
-Peonle . 

It is during this period 
that he realised that he did not really want to pursue his studies and opted for the 
theatrical arts instead, "I understood that what suited me best was theatre, but I had two 

obligations: I had to fulfil my moral pledge towards my father who wished that I 

complete my degree, which I did, and I also had to do my 'National Service'. 5 

Soon after he finished his military service in 1974, he was asked by Zamoum 
from the Ministry of Social Affairs and Kateb Yacine to reorganise and lead the theatre 
group 'Action Culturelle des Travailleurs' which Kateb Yacine had managed since 
1971. The theatre group was facing many internal problems and "was falling apart". 6 
He accepted the offer and redirected Kateb Yaccine's Moharned4 Prends Ta Valise 
(Pack Up Your Bags Mohamed) which the group was performing at that time and 
which was in great demand throughout the country. He also took the ma or role in the 

play and worked for one month until he found it impossible to continue with "a group 
which was very difficult to live with"7. This led him to "make suggestions and propose 
a different method of work to Kateb Yacine who rejected them and who imposed his 

own terms. "8 Benaissa left the group but chance was on his side for: 

The same day as I left the group I was nearly hit by a car as I was 
crossing the road. The driver happened to be a friend - Ghrib Mohamed 
- he'parked the car and we went for coffee. He asked me to bring the 
group to perform Mohamed, Prends Ta Valise for the workers of 
SONELEC9 where he was head of a department. I said that I had left but 
I offered to organise cultural activities in the company. He accepted the 
offer and I started work two days later with a group of fifteen people-10 

Benaissa's new job was not only to entertain the workers but also to get them 
involved in the entertainment process itself. His experience with the company was a 
collective production of a play about oil and world politics entitled La Situation 
Econornique En Alg6rie. 11 Benaissa says that the play was a stereotype of what the 
amateur theatre was producing at that time. "It was about oil and all the associated 
issues like Palestine, Mousaddeq affair, nationalisation in Algeria etc. "12 

5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
9 SONELEC 'Societe Naflonale Des Equipements Electroniques'. A national company 
dealing with the manufacture of electronic equipment. 
10 Interview, op. ciL 
11 Benaissa could not remember the title of the play in Arabic and we were unable to 
find records, apart from the French tide mentioned in a programme for the play FridaY 
12 Interview, op. cit. 
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However, his enthusiasm soon faded away as the play generated problems. He 

was confronted by the company's trade-union13 on the night of the first performance. 
Trade-union officials were outraged at certain scenes of the play and they wanted him to 

remove them: 

There is a scene where rabbis chant extracts from the Bible which 
I had translated into Arabic but the style made them sound exactly like 
the Koran. 71ey were scandalised - "How dare you have a rabbi chant 
the Koran? " I insisted that it was a translation of the Bible but they 
would not have it. 

The other reason was that all political characters were named and 
interpreted. I played BournMenne with his accent and manners. We 
had Ben Bella, Mousaddeq, De Gaulle etc., They argued that I should 
not have interpreted characters who were alive. My reply was - "Do we 
have to wait for them to die to speak, to express ourselves? " "Ilis 
obviously added to the conflict betweenUS. 14 

Benaissa asked his friend, Ghrib Mohamed to arbitrate, but the latter was going 
away for three weeks and told him that "on his return he wanted to see substantial work 
otherwise he will not be able to defend him inside the company"15. This was a tragic 

%lultimatum"16 for Benaissa. Two days later all the members of his group left except two, 
Omar Guendouz and Hamid Oubikibir. Nonetheless, he took up the challenge: 

I had to present a play in twenty days. Omar Guendouz had just 
graduated from the 'Conservatoire' and had never acted before and 
Oubikibir who was an academic and an intellectual was more a moral 
support and a good critic rather than a man of theatre. I already had a 
vague idea of a play about two men, one ýoung and one older, in the 
desert... I worked on this idea and that is how Carry On Bfillim came 
about. In twenty-two days the play was completed and ready for 
showing. 17 

But his problems with the trade-union were not over. At the first performance 
given on 23 April 1975 at the 'Salle de l'ONAMO', 18 the trade-union officials once 

again disapproved of his ideas and decided to ban the play, although his friend, Ghrib 
Mohamed was pleased with it. Three months later three friends of his - Kamel 
Bendimred a well known joumalist, Malek Bouguermouh a theatre director, and Baba 
Ali . manager of the 'El-Mouggar'19 cultural centre - thought the play was worth 
supporting and helped to produce it again. It was performed at 'El-Mouggar' on 5 June 

13 AR companies and institutions have a trade-union according to the Tharte Socialiste 
des Entreprises' decreed in 1971. 
14 Interview, op. cit. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 

is ONAMO: 'Office National De La Main d'Oeuvre' - similar to the British Job 
Centres. 
19 'El-Mouggar', as spelt in French, is a cultural centre in the city centre, usually r0fi as 
a cinema but also used as a venue for plays, public lectures, exhibitions and music 
concerts. 
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1975. The performance was a good opportunity for Benaissa to make some cogent 
points: "I stopped acting in the middle of the performance and denounced the trade- 

union officials who were in the auditorium. T'he following day, Kamel Bendimred 

published an interview with me in Alg6ri&ActuaIite. '20 

At this time, the late President Benm6dienne was attending a conference of 
Islamic States in Lahore, Pakistan and in his speech said: "I will not go to paradise on 
an empty stomach"21. By coincidence, his statement was similar to a line spoken by 

Bu'larn in Carry On B-g4im and which refers to God and the after-world - "If He 

punishes me, I'd rather be puni 
, 
shed on a full stomach. " The President's words appeared 

on the front pages of the national press the following day. At the same time the conflict 
between Algeria and Morocco got worse. 22 'Mese factors led the trade-union officials, 
"... to say to themselves: "this is the play of the time! " They associated Benm6dienne 

with the character of Bu'larn and King Hassan of Morocco with that of Sekfali. So I 
had my play back on stage. "23 

After two months of performances throughout the country the play was 
presented at the 'Tenth Mostaganem Festival'24 where "it was welcomed beyond any 
expectation". 25 It has been performed more than 600 times since then. 

In February 1977 Benaissa was appointed manager of the Thditre R6gional de 
Annaba' by the Ministry of Culture and Information and worked there for one year. 
During this period he wrote and produced two plays, Y-urn Al-jamla Kharju R3im 
(Friday -Mah r -)26 which is the continuation of Carry on Bullim and Al M (][he 
Despised based on The Ill-treated 

-Apostle 
by the Russian playwright Andrei 

Makainok. One year later, in February 1978, he was called on by the ministry to take 
up the post of 'Directeur des Theatres et de FOrientation' in Algiers. However, a few 

months later he was taken seriously ill with mastoiditis and went to Paris for an 
operation. During his absence he was dismissed from both his posts in Annaba and at 
the Ministry of Culture and Information, and accused of bad management of the Annaba 
theatre. He was brought before the court and acquitted after the trial, but the ministry 
were not satisfied with the verdict and appealed the case. Again Benaissa was acquitted 

20 Interview, op. ciL 
21 Ibid. 
22 Conflict over the annexation of the Westem. Sahara by Morocco. 
23 Interview, op. ciL 
24 Ile Mostaganem Festival is the amateur theatre festival held every summer in 
Mostaganem. 
25 Interview, op. ciL 
26 "Y"um Al-Jam'a Kharju Ryim" is the title of a very popular Algerian folk song. Ile 
theme is about a young man dreaming and fantasising about beautiful girls he meets on 
Friday. The title means - beautiful girls come out on Friday. 'The word ry&n means 
4gazelle' in Algeria and it is used as an image for beautiful girls. The play is about the 
fantasies of three young workers sharing a bed-sitting room on Friday, their day off 
work. 
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because of lack of evidence and unfounded accusations brought by the Annaba Theatre 

trade-union27, and received damages. His troubles did not stop there, however. Soon 

after the second trial he and his wife had to take their son who had a severe lung 

problem to Paris for treatment. They were penniless and had to turn to friends and to 

the Algerian immigrant community for help. While he was very anxious about his son's 
health and above all about the operation he underwent on 10 December 1979, he 

received'a summons from Algeria to appear before another court in Annaba on 12 

December. On 11 December he took the plane for Annaba leaving his son behind in the 
intensive care unit. I shall never forgive any bureaucrat on earth for this. I did not 

even know what I was going to court for. "28 

Obviously Annaba Tbeatre had not given up and had brought the case before 

another court. Nonetheless one week later Benaissa was acquitted once more. After 

such experience he had only one option: "I swore never to work for the public 
administration again. That is how I decided to go independent, to set up my own 
theatre. "29 

He started his own theatre in 1980 and today it is the only private theatre in 

Algeria. He does not have a proper base - theatre building or office. Because of the 
flexible nature of his theatre which uses minimal sets and not more than three or four 

actors, rehearsals take place in his flat or in any rented space available. As to the 

venues, the customer who hires the show provides the place for the performance. 

In March 1982 he produced a preliminary version of Bab7u*r Ghmq (A Ship- 
Sank). The final version was performed in December 1983. But the play came under 
the censors' scissors and was banned until April 1985. Nonetheless, with this play 
Benaissa became an established playwright and director in Algeria like Abdelkader 
Alloula and Kateb Yacine. Like Carrj On gu'lim it won wide acclaim from the press 
and from the public. It has always played to full houses wherever it was performed and 
after more than 500 performances at home and abroad there is still a big demand for it. 
Yet, despite national and foreign recognition and to the astonishment of both press and 
the public, Benaissa has not been invited to participate in the annual National Theatre 
Festival which started in 1985. The reasons for this exclusion are not known even to 
the playwright himself. But even if he was still ignored by the organisers, he still 
performed to a full house every evening for five weeks on the fringe of the third festival 
in January 1987. 

27 Like other institutions, theatres also have trade-unions. 
28 Interview, op. cit. 
29 Ibid. 
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While working on future projects, Benaissa is still performing Carry On 

BBIEm and more frequently Bab7ur GhLaq at home and abroad, essentially for the 
North African immigrant community in France and Belgium. 

Family and Cultural Background 

Slimane Benaissa's family origins are interesting in the Algerian. context in the 

sense that his grandfather, a Mz-abi3o (a member of the Berber minority in the Miab a 

south eastern region of the edge op the Sahara desert) married outside the community. 
At the time, such an action was considered virtually sacrilege. He settled near Tebessa 
by the Tunisian border. When he died the M; ýabi community according to tradition and 
principle took care of his son who was only six. The Mz5bi community are usually 
shopkeepers and traders in the Tell region of Northern Algeria, and Benaissa's father 

was brought up in such environment until he started his own business selling textiles. 
He also married outside the community and when he moved to Guelma in the Aures 

region: "People would call me or my brother "the son of the Miaibi"If they were Arabs 

and "son of the Arab" if they were M27abi, just as they used to describe my father. For 

the French settlers we were simply called ArabS"31 

Ilus the young Benaissa grew up in an environment of four different worlds, 
Mzabi, French, Arabophone and ShZ! wi (Berbers of the Aur6s region). His father was 
very fluent and eloquent in the Berber languages - Mzabi, Kabyle and Strawi - and in 

Arabic both modem and Algerian which he was very keen to teach him. As Benaissa 

recollects: "He used to speak a refined and polished language. He was so eloquent that 

you would think he was a barrister. "32 

As a child he used to help in the family business and thus used to travel with his 
father to various town and village markets. Ibis was another form of education for the 
markets were an ideal forum for him to meet different people from different regions and 
with different habits. He could also enjoy the performances of story-tellers, folk poets 
and singers. 

We used to go almost every day to the souks to sell textiles, so I 
%ýas in perpetual contact with people and their various problems. I had 
views on a wide spectrum from all the social categories from those who 
lived in remote villages high on the mountains, to my school friends both 
Algerian and European. My father also used to teach me how to speak to 
different people and in different situations - how to speak to a peasant, a 
townsman or a woman for example. I used to move with eao from one 
micro-world to another. 33 

30 Mzabi, op cit footnote 1. 
31 Interview, op. cit. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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Ilis experience has benefited him a great deal for it became one source of 
inspiration for him as a playwright, director and actor. Furthermore a sizeable amount 
of material in his plays, mainly variety of language, of accent and voice range, is 
borrowed from his childhood environment and experience. 

Theatre Career 

Slimane Benaissa's first experience in theatre was when he joined the amateur 
theatre group 'Th6atre et Culture' in 1968 in Algiers. This group was one of the most 
active groups in the country in terms of experimentation and research on original 
material and form. The form of the theatre they adopted was that of 'tableaux' or 
tableaux/flashes, a sequence of short scenes tackling different aspects of one major 
theme, usually of socio-political nature. They used to perform for different social 
categories but their major supporters were usually students and workers. The group 
became a major pioneer of what is now known as amateur theatre, as Benaissa argues: 
"we were virtually the founders of this form of theatre. "34 He was one of the main 
contributors to the collective production of La Femme Algirienne, a controversial play 
about the harsh situation of Algerian women in a male dominated society. The play was 
performed for one year 1969-1970 because of its appealing theme and the polemical 
debates it generated. In 1970 he translated and produced Kateb Yacine's La Poudre 
d'Intelfigence, a farce based around the adventures of 'Nuage de Fum6e', (Smoke 
Cloud a modem version of the legendary Joha. 

His first attempt at playwrighting was with People, People in 1969, a play 
written as a homage to the Algerian people in the usual amateur theatre form. He was 
to depart from this form with his last contribution to the collective production of a play 
about oil when he joined the SONELEC company. 

After my experience in Mohamed. Prends Ta Val ,I wanted 
to try for the last time this form of theatre, a form in which I did not 
believe any longer. I could see that this form of theatre was somehow 
defective but I did not know why. It was adaptable to collective creation 
and was very practical but it could not solve all the problemS. 35 

It is with Carry On Mull-am that he started his own form of writing, a form 

which is mainly dictated by material constraints and which aims at a highly practical 
and flexible mobile theatre. The cast is always small and the only play with five 

characters is The Despised there are two characters in Carry On Mu'lim, four in 
Friday and three in A Ship Sank. In fact the plays most performed and most requested 
by the public and which Benaissa himself prefers are Carry on 8-611im and A Ship 
Sank. A van is all he uses when on tour, for himself, his actors and whatever props or 
set he needs. There are hardly any exits in any of his plays, his characters are together 

34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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and always present on stage. 17his means maximum economy in props, of light changes 
and of movement. Benaissa's theatre is very successful and always plays to full houses. 

However, it is hard to tell whether he will change his form of theatre or even if the 

present form will always appeal to the public as Algeria is witnessing continuous 
changes of style and content in cultural life. 
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ii) CARRY ON B&I: AM 

by 

SLIMANE BENAISSA 

Cast: 

Sekfali 

B7u'I, Tin 

Technocrat 

Props: 

A push cart with books -2 square wooden boxes. Bu'lam wears plain ordinary casual 
clothes. Sekfali wears traditional Algerian clothes: gandu-ra (robe) turban and burnous 
(cloak). 
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ACT I- SCENE I 

THESNAKE 

(The shadow of Bý'15mM praying is projected on a screen. Faint music of the muezzin37... After his 
prayer he goesfront stage and puts his shoes on. Enter Sekfali. ) 

Sekfali Eru'lim..! M'151n..! 

BB'lim What is iM 

Sekfali A snake! 

BB'13rn So What? 

Sekfali What do you mean "so what"L suppose38 it ate me, suppose it jumped on me, 
suppose it strangled me?.. 

BZU'lam Well. it didn't eat you, it didn't jump on you, nor did it strangle you - why do you say 
"suppose"? 

Sekfali Bien SU^r39 I say "suppose". 

Bru'lam Always with your "suppose"... suppose the earth is lifted up, suppose the sky falls. 
suppose the mountain crumbles down, suppose the river breaks its banks, suppose I 
lose my way, suppose I get hungry, suppose we die... 

Sekfali Without suppose there are no suppositions... pose is part of suppose and suppose is 
part of supposition... Suppose there was no pose, supposition wouldn't contain 
suppose... because supposition derives Erom position and it is suppose which derives 
from pose, that is the position of the whole supposition. 40 

Bu'llm Where was this bloody thing? 

Sekfali It is a being which was among the beings! 41 Among the livingl In life! 42 How 
should I know about its being here? 

(B; '13m kills the snake with a shoe and presents it to Sekfali... ) 

Sekfali B? Gm! B: -u'liin! 
... What is it? 

Buliin Pose in position, the snake was in a comer position. 43 

(When Sekfali sees the snake he draws back in disgust but he is mainlyfrightened. ) 

36 B-u'lam is behind a screen. 
37 muezzin: Muslim priest who calls for prayer. 
38 The word IuUn means 'if' or 'what if. We have opted for 'suppose' because 
Sekfali is going to play on the word kana (to be) and its derivatives; suppose' is the 
closest alternative. 
39 Bien sfir. 11is is uttered in French. It is rather surprising that he should use French 
words because he is (as the play develops) a staunch advocate of Arabic. 
40 We have omitted the translation of 'that's all' because we think it does not fit here. 
41 Sekfali is still playing on the word to be. Here the word should be 'living things' or 
'existing things'. 
42 Ile author uses two juxtaposed words meaning 'world' and 'life' but they both mean 
'life' in Algerian, more so in this context. 
43 The word is coin in French and adopted in Algerian. The author uses it to keep the 
rhyme. 
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Sekfali God is limitless in his glory. He has the power to create anytl-dng. 44 

E5515in Indeed, you're right, God has the power to create anything. 

Sekfali He has the power to create anything because He is Almighty - and being Almighty He 
has the power to create anything. 

BU'lim Sekfali, God sent US45 this snake just at the right time ... just as we have no food left... 
let's cook it - what do you think? 

Sekfali Cook it? No, I don't think it's 4al5l. 46 

Bulain We have nothing to eat. 

Sekfali Nothing at all? 

BU'lln Either we eat snakes or snakes Will eat US47, choose. 

Sekfali WaiL I'm going to check this in the books 

9-u'15in Yes, go.. 

(BZ'IoTm doesn't seem concerned about what the books will say, he puts the snake in a pan. Enter Sekfali 
with a push-cartfull of books. He sits down and starts reading. ) 

Sekfali The leading scholars in the science of snakes and monkeys said only good things 
about them... ATu Soflin Al-'Ankab-uU`- tells us how the people of Souf48 used to cat 
green snakes, and also how they used them in medicine... B-51im, what colour is the 
snake? 49 

Bu'larn It is green and its eyes are blue., - 

Sekfali Al-BaAujof the B&ýi Bw--ud tribe says that the snake is composed of three things - 
venom - flesh and skin. He further writes that scientific analysis led to the logical 
conclusion that venom is deadly, hence the flesh is not 0151 whereas the skin is. 
Master Mind5O of the tribe of the Great Minds5l writes that in China and Japan people 
eat snakes, monkeys, cats, dogs and all similar species... 11511m, do you know why 
the Chinese have slanted52 eyes? 

1374'15in Why..? 

44 Inteýection. Often used in admiration or surprise. 
45 The expression is often used when something or someone turns up when needed, 
thus 'God sent it' - 'God sent him/you.. ' 
46 In Islam there are certain restrictions regarding food and drink. Pork and alcohol are 
forbidden - haia-m whereas any other flesh is allowed - 0151 providing it was 
slaughtered iccording to ritual rules. 
47 This is a pun referring to the abuse of certain officials. This implies that one should 
react against any form of abuse. Algerian audiences love this kind of remarks. 
48 The names of the scientists are the creation of the author. He plays on the name Al- 
'Ankablit"i - Mr. Cobweb - to enhance his irony. 
'Souf' or 'Oued Souf' is a region in Southern Algeria. 
49 The question is asked in literary Arabic to give Sekfali the attitude of a learned man. 
m Again the author plays on names. Here the words are Mr. Clever or Great, or Genius. 
51 The prefix b&, J means 'sons of' hence 'tribe'. The author uses the same word for 
4clever man' and 'clever tribe'. Because of the connotation we have opted for 'Master 
Mind' and 'Great Minds Tribe. 
M The author means 'slanted' but the word he uses in the text is 'crinkled'. It is 
possible that the author could not think of a different word. On our part we cannot think 
of a word for 'slanted' nor do we believe it exists in Algerian Arabic. 
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Sekfali Because they eat snakes... 

BU'I; m Is that so? 

Sekfali He who lives among a community for forty days becomes a member of that 
community53 and he who eats an animal resembles that animal... 
He who eats snake resembles the snake. 
He who eats pork resembles the pig. 
He who eats rat resembles the rat. 

Eru'larn And he who eats mutton? 

Sekfali He resembles the halal... 

(Bu lia-m hands the pan u4th the cooked snake to Sekfali. ) 

Bu'lam It's ready, let's eat. 

Sekfali What's ready? 

Bularn 7be snake is cooked, I cooked iL 

Sekfali Who is going to eat the cooked snake you have cooked? 54 

Bu'lam You and me, is there anybody else with us? 

Sekfali Forget it... Look, try to find a snake and bring it to eat its fellow snake. I won't eat... 
and what's more, even the books haven't given me a definite answer... 

Bu'lam Listen, those who wrote these books lived in comfort. They were not wandering in 
the desert; they were refined people and they used to eat fine food, that's why they 
were put off by snake... But we... 

Sekfali How do you know about these people..? What about the teachings of religion? No 
messing with the law of Islam. 55 

Eru'larn God be praised and so be His law... If the dogma applied to a decent and comfortable 
life we would abide by all the principles and be accountable for our deeds... But, here 
we are in the middle of nowhere, not to say that we are in the land of snakes56. So, 
where is the justice, where is the law to solve the problem? Come on, say to yourself 
God gave you this food and let's eat... 

Sekfali No thank you. 

Ef -u'fa- m Come on! 

Sekfali No. 

Bulam Look... if you are afraid of God, remember that "God is Much-Forgiving, A 
Dispenser Of Grace. 57 

Sekfali "God Is Severe In PunishmenL 1158 

53 This is an old Arab saying. 
54 The word cooked is also repeated in the text. 
55 The word is sharTa meaning - Islamic code of law. 
56 Another pun referring to abuse of power, repression... 
57 and 58 These are two recurrent verses in the Koran. They are often used by people 
for either excuse when doing something forbidden by Islam or something wrong, or for 
warnings against such doings. 
58 see 57. 
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B uI am "God Is Much-Forgiving, A Dispenser Of Grace. " 

Sekfali "God Is Severe In Punishmem" 

EVI-am Never mind! 59 If He punishes me, I'd rather be punished on a full stomach 

(Bu'la-m is eating watched by Sekfali who is meditating but also put off and depressed. ) 

Sekfali Do you know what God said? 

B7u'ram (Still eating) What did he say? 

Sekfali He said "You are forgiven for your deeds when in necessity. "60 

Bulam What does it mean? 

Sekfali You are forgiven for your deeds when in necessity. Simple. It means that if you are 
in doubt, it is left to you to sort yourself out. 

BuSwn Can't you say plainly I am hungry? Come on, eat... try, just a taste. 

(Sekfali moves nearer BZ'ITm to eat, hesitates then starts shouting. ) 

Sekfali No! No! This is all your fault, you don't know that you are taking us to our death! 

BVIRm 1 didn't ask you to follow me!.. 

Sekfali I am not so mad as to follow a vagrant like you. I was alright until I found myself 
dragged into this situation... I was minding my own business, now I'm caught in 
people's problems... Terrible destiny, I was living in a home, now I am wandering in 
the desert. I was with my children, now I am lonely... Time6l has bound us and God 
is bearing witness. 

Bu'lam Sekfali... 

Sekfali It's all over... There is no Sekfali... no Oum Kalthoum... no Farid Al-Atrash... no 
music and no musicians62 

BPS= Look, I know one thing, I am not going to live again what I have been through 
before, 
Enough with misery 
Enough with humiliation 

Sekfali Enough with blasphemy 

Bu'larn Enough with hunger. 
If I am shown a country'where I can Eve decently, a country where I Can work, a 
country where there is plenty, I shall go, be it at the other end of the planet. So make 
up your mind, follow me or go your way but give us some peace, leave me alone... 

(BZ'Zn goes to lie downfor a nap. Sekfali goes to him and utters .. ) 

59 The author uses the French expression tant pis. We doubt very much whether an 
Algerian like Bu'larn or in fact'any average Algerian would use such expression in their 
speech. 
60 Proverb in literary Arabic. 
61 The author uses the word history. 
62 It is common in Algeria to repeat the negation of anything in a long sentence just to 
say 'it is over' - 'it is finished' - 'no more... Oum Kalthoum and Farid Al-Atrash are 
Egyptian singers. 
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Sekfali ShiL163 What shaU I eat now? 

Bu'Fam Eat your head. 64 

Sekfali I mind my own business..? Alright, so I must mind my own business?.. But that's my 
problem... I'm no longer able to think.. I'm no longer able to think... What sense is 
left in me now that I have become a vagrant among the vagrants... mad among the 
mad? LI who studied the science of life, the science of this world and beyond4 I have 
neither lived fully in this world nor have I seen the Last Day. 65 Why God! Tell me 
why! 

B7u, lym WHI you shut up! 

Sekfali Alright.. I have stopped... I am going to pray, God is greater 

(Sekfali leaves stage mumbling. BZ "ITm sleeps. ) 

137u'Garn I swear to God that if there are people like him in paradise I won't go. It's too much 
brothers! IVs too much! 66 

SCENEH 

PRAYER 

(Bu'lam sleeps. Sekfali comes back. ) 

Sekfali Erullin! glulln! 

Bru'llam What's the matter? 

Sekfali Get up!... Get up! 

B-517am, What do you want me to do? Be clear.. 

Sekfali Get on the cart. 

Bularn What do you want me to do? 

Sckfali Get on the cart... Come on. 

Bu'rarn Ahigh4 I'm on the cart, so what? 

Sekfali Today is Friday, we must pray and to pray I must call for prayer, to Call for Prayer I 
must be on something high. So you get on the cart and I climb on your shoulders, 
this way I shall be high. 

Bu'lain Maybe it's not Friday... How do you know? 

Sekfali Since you don't know when is Friday, weU, yesterday is Friday, tomorrow is Friday, 
the day after is Friday and every day of God is Friday. 

/ 

63 Inteýection mainly used in Eastern Algeria, meaning 'get off, 'shit', 'no way', 'never'... depending on the situation. 
64 Literal translation of this common expression. A similar expression equally used is 
deat my thighs'. 
65 The Day of Judgment or the End of the World. 
66 When in a similar situation to that of BT11m, one would often address one's 
complaint to people in general by uttering either 'brothers' or 'people,, or to God. 
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Bulam Did you find the qIbla67, the direction to Mecca?.. Which way do we face to pray in 
this desert? 

Sckfali The qibla?.. Look. we shall face this way, then this way... and this way... and 
way. 

Bu'lam You mean that the qibla is in the middle of Lhe cross-roads-68 

Sekfali Exactly... Come on, hold on to me, hold on to God, hold on to me, hold on to God. 
hold on to me ... 69 

BTIMm Do I hold on to you or hold on to God? 

Sekfali I hold on to you, you hold on to me and we all hold on to HimYO 

Eru'I, Trn Oh no... we shall fall! 

(BZ'Ijm gets down, goes back to his place, kneels down and rests on his heels7l. Sekfali tries to get on 
the cart. He notices BTIMm is sitting... ) 

Sekfali Eru'lgin! Don't move. 

Bulam What's the matter? 

Sekfali Don't move... bend. 

(Sekfali climbs on to B-u'la*m's shoulders. blu'lam lifts him. ) 

B-Min Huffy up, you're heavy! 

Sekfali H-u'lam, I can see a viUage. 

B-513m Look hard, maybe it's my townY2 

Sekfali No, this is a smaI1 viHage. 

Ifu'llh It is a socialist viUage in my countryY3 

Sekfali What? 

Bu'larn I shall explain to you later .. just hurry. 

67 Tlie qibla is the direction of Mecca which the Muslims face in prayer. 
68 The word in the text is the transliteration of quatre chemins (four paths, roads, ways). 
It is nonetheless commonly used with its own Algerian meaning - cross-roads - without 
the word 'cross'. The right word in French is carrefour. 
69 In literary Arabic the meaning is cling, stick, tie-up, press. lie word is used in 
Algerian but with further meanings e. g. take, hold, hold on. The expression 'hold on to 
God' is essentially used to comfort someone depressed or under stress thus the meaning 
is 'believe in God', 'be patient'. However, it is used as a pun in the text. 
70 This usually means 'hold on to nothing'; it is also used as a vulgar interjection. But 
the author plays on the words to give them a physical meaning resulting in irony, 
Bu'lMn and Sekfali are going to fall. 
71 The position is exactly like the Japanese traditional way of sitting. 
72 -The word means 'my town', 'my country$, 4my city', 'my homeland'. 
73 Literally 'city, socialist village of my country'. Our translation is according to the 
context: Sekfali sees a village - BT11m believes it is a village in 'his socialist country' 
the country they are going to. 
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Sekfali Wait until the words of God reach those people... A113hu Akbarl .. 
74 

(Because of Sekfali's weight, BZ'l&nfalls on his knees Sekfali remains seated on his shoulders. ) 

Sekfali "Deeds should be with sincere intendons7s, we sincerely wanted to call for prayer but 
we couldn't make it. May God strengthen our devotion. 76 In The Name Of Allah 
Most Gracious, Most Mcrciful-n. 

Bullm Sekfali! 

Sekfali What is it? 

Bullm I am under 

(Sekfali gets up, goes to his previous place. Bý'Idm goes back to his corner. Sekfali makes Ids Friday 
sermon. 78) 

Sekfali Prayer and Peace, then.. 

Bu'lam What? 

Whether we have been and whether you have been, there has been no 
being like those who had been before us79. Let us worship Him like 
those who worshiped Him before us. Let us praise Him like those who 
praised Him before us. And to the Lord, let us be most grateful. Like 
those who had been before us... and peace be upon yousO. BU'lan-4 
come on. let us pray! 

Bulam I have already performed my prayer, may God accept yours. 

Sekfali Let us recite the ndhas I then. 

(Both get up and standfront-stagefacing the audience with hands open and raised up to heaven. 92) 

Sckfali BVIEn, repeat after me. 

ICU' 11M Alright. 

Sekfali Follow me. 

74 A10hu Akbar! is repeated three times at the beginning of the call for prayer by the 
muezzin and also at the beginning of each prayer. There are five compulsory prayers a 
day. 
75 A saying by the prophet Mohammad. Muslims often refer to the prophet's sayings or 
hadith. In - Al-IJ5fidh Shihab Al-E7in At7i Al-Fadhl Al-Asqalin"i called AbT Hajar. 
Fath Al-ffirl Bi-Sharh Al-Buktrarl. Egypt. 1959. V. I, p. 144.. 
76 Ae word used in thý text means 'make sure' or 'consolidate our intentions'. 
77 This verse appears at the beginning of every chapter, Aurah of the Koran. It is also 
uttered by all Muslims when they are about to do someiliing like eating, writing, 
driving... 
78 This is the sermon delivered in the mosque on Fridays. The equivalent is the Sunday 
service in the Christian Church. 
79 Predecessors, previous generations, people who lived in previous periods are always 
referred to as 'those before us'. Sekfali is just mumbling he is not conducting the 
service properly. 
80 Always used at the end of prayer and also in daily life where Muslims use it as a 
greeting for 'hello" and 'good bye' for instance. 
81 The Fifftiha is the opening chapter of the Koran. It is always quoted in prayers and 
religious ceremonies including the engagement ceremony. 
82 Muslims raise up their hands when reciting the Fiitiha or when making a wish. 
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BZU'lim Alright. 

Sekfali Oh God, spare us from severe punishment and from torture in heIll 

DZU'lln 0 God dispense your grace on us for you are most gracious, most merciful! 

Sekfali 0 God, forgive us for our sins! 

15-51; n 0 God, give us our daily bread! 

Sekfali 0 God, spare us from hunger and poverty! 

B7415in 0 God, most convincing convince us and make us content! 

Sekfali 0 God, keep the devils away from us! 

BU115m 0 God, keep the devils away from us! 

Sekfali 0 God, guide the inexperienced in the right path! 

B7515m 0 God, keep our steps firm in the right way to fortune! 

Sekfali 0 God, make him change his mind so we come back! 

B7u'17am 0 God, give us more strength to carry on! 83 

Sekfali Make him change his mind so we come back! 

B74,11n 0 God, give me more strength to carry on! 

Sekfali To come back. 

137u'lin To carry on. 

Sekfali BVIgm, you're not repeating what I say. 

BVIiin Look each one has his own Fatiha. God knows 9-51im and BB'Ii: m knows God. 

Sekfali What a face to be known to God! 

B TI 7am I would have thought God didn't discriminate. 

(BB'15m' gets up and starts to pack up. He puts the scattered utensils in the cart. ) 

83 The verb for 'give more' and 'carry on' in the text is the same except for 'carry on' 
the Algerian verb is 'I give more forward'. However, the repetition of the word in the 
text gives the line a pleasant assonance. 
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SCENE HI 

BU'LAM'S HISTOR 

Sekfali What are you doing? 

BB'15in We carry on... we are not taking root here, are we? 

Sekfali Mind the books! Why do you persist with your carry on, carry on?... Tell me please, 
what is urging you, what is the evil force behind you? 

Tu'llin Belhamlaoui. 84 

Sekfali Belhainlaoui? 

BTGn Haven't you heard of Belhamlaoui the FELLER? 85 

Sekfali No, I wouldn't know fellers. 

Bu'larn When France was tyranising this country, when our brothers were living under total 
oppression, when my parents used to recite the Koran in their hearts and bow to 
strangers, when I was a child often with snot running from my nose and flies all over 
me. 

Sekfali Please don't speak about snot... 

BViam All that time, Belhamlaoui used to sell tangerines in the market and people thought he 
was mad because he used to say 
"Aujourd'hui les mandarines 
Demain les grenades. 86 
0 peopleS7 there is more to come. "88 
Belhamlaoui had a few dogs, he called them A, B, C, D, E and they 
were all Arab dogs. Do you know what he used to say: "these dogs 
which were sent by God and the prophets and the angels are now ill 
treated, oppressed and colonised by DOGS". 89 He was damn Tight. 

Sekfali Therefore he was one of those dogs. 

Eru'13m Oh no! He died a martyr. 

Sekfali May he rest in peace. 

137u'rarn Time went by and nobody saw Belhamlaoui or his dogs until his corpse was brought 
into the market place. His back was riddled with bullets. His feet were covered with 
thorns; the soldiers were standing at his feet and the dogs lying over him. He was 
holding a piece of cloth showing the Algerian emblem. It was the first time I saw the 
Algerian flag, the first time I saw the Algerian emblem. Since that day he was called 
Belhamlaoui Eru'l9n - Harnlaoui BBTTrn... (BB'Mn smiles, then he resumes) One day, 

84 Belhamlaoui was a saint who lived in Eastern Algeria. He was famous for his 
generosity towards the poor and his strong personality. The name became a legend and 
is associated with anybody strong and fierce. 
85 The word in the text isfd1hTg meaning 'tree-feller'. During the war of liberation it 
took the plural formfMiNga. It was used by the French to refer to the Algerian members 
of the maquis. We have used 'Feller' to keep the pun. 86 Ile two lines are in French in the text. 
97 Ile literal translation would be '0 Arabs', but in Algeria - sometimes when one 
addresses people, appeals to them or talks about them - the meaning is people in 
general. 
88 Literally - 'fortune is still ahead'. 
89 Referring to the French occupants. 
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Belhamlaoui was walking down the street, he bumped against a French womarOO 
She said "Can't you be careful, dirty Arab9l". Belhamlaoui turned back, looked at 
her a few seconds then said 

"We are dirty because of you. 
You are clean thanks to us. 
But we shall wash some day. " 
She replied "What cheek! And on top of that he speaks French". 
Do you know what he replied? "On top of tops, there is the Arab top Madam"92 

Belhamlaoui could speak French and what he enjoyed most was swearing in French... 
Bitch, cow, cunt, twerp, wog, jackass... he knew them all by heart until the day he was 
killed and brou ht to the market place. My name was SN. P. Larbi, I was called a 
foundfing93. 

Vh'en 
we got our independence I asked the Algerian government to 

I change my name. So I called myself BELHAMLAOUI BOTAM. 7bey gave names 
of martyrs to squaLes, streets, schools... so I considered myself a street called 
BELHAMLAOUI BU'CAM, 94 

- Aujourd hui les mandarines 
Demain les grenades 
There is trouble ahead 
0 people!! 

SCENE TV 

FIRST DEPARTURE 

(Bu'l&n pushes the cart. Sekfalifollows him. 

BUTIn (Says a poem) 

"The clairvoyant can see through the bottom of the pot. "95 
And everybody can see through the sieve. ' 
And the brave tramples on the viper's head. 
And the swimmer dives in deep seas. 
And the muezzin96 calls from the minaret. 
And wheat grows where the pick has passed. 

90 The word in the text is rlTmiya a woman from Rome. It goes back to the Roman 
presence in North Africa. In modem times it means any European woman. The 
masculine is ru'ml. 
91 In French in the text; commonly and extensively used by the French. 
92 In French in the text but the word in the text is 'market' which we have translated by 
'top' to keep the idea of par-dessus. 
93 In the text, French abbreviation 'S. N. P. ': Sans Nom Patron)mii ue. meaning without 
sumame. Under French legislation any illegitimate child is called S. N. P. until he is 
twenty-one to choose a sumame. 
94 Very bitter irony on the part of the author. In other words Bli'lim is saying 'I am 
like a carpet to be OA ý 
95 This verse is by Adb-Al-Rahnffn Al-Majd5b, in Scelles-Millie (Jeane) et Boukhari 
(Kh6lifa) - Les Quatrains de edidoub le sarcastigue. Paris - Maisonneuve et 
Larose - 1966, p. 5 1. - Al-Majd5b lived in Morocco, he died in 1958. The other verses 
are by the author. 
96 The muezzin is the man who calls for prayers from the minaret of a mosque. 
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(After the poem he sings a song. ) 
Tell me black raven 
Bird of freedom 
From your skies 
Can you see my country 
Tell me when 
I reach home 
My folk and I 
Will be happy 
Stop my wandering 
For home and settle 
And make all happy 
Work for all because 
Jobs are plenty 
In prosperity 
My way shall run 
My hopes have 
Lasted too long 
Through pain and sorrow 
I shall pass but never 
Shall I bully 
Tell me black raven 
Bird of freedom 
From your skies 
Can you see my country. 

(They travel round the stage then resettle. ) 

ACT H SCENE V 

'ARABISATION997 

Sekfali Did you say you can't read? 

Efu'ram You talk of reading when I don't even know how I'm alive. 

Sekfali Did your parents go to school? 

EFu'lim In all my life I went only twice to school. I learned "In 7be Name Of Allah Most 
Gracious, Most Merciful" and war started, so I fled to the mountains. 

Sekfali Was your father educated? 

Bu'lam My father went to school only once. He learned "In The Name Of Allah" and the war 
started so he fled to the mountains. He didn't come back, he died there; mercy of 
Allah be upon him. 

Sekfali And your grandfather, was he educated? 

Bu'lam, Look here, even if you go twenty times through my family tree from son to ancestor. 
you'll find that we all knew war, we all took to the maqttis and all of us had no 
education... that's why they call us the mountain peopleP8 

Sekfali Well, evelyone has his own destiny... some people are at the top and others are at the 
bottom an so on. 

97 'Arabisation' is the official policy for the use of Arabic instead of French first in 
education and gradually in administration. 
98 Derogatory expression meaning 'stupid and backward', 'a'yokel', often used by 
people from the city against people ftom rural areas. 
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B: -U, Iim What about you, were your father and grandfather educated? 

Sekfali Oh, we are all educated, we are all brainy. 99 

H-U' 13M So you were never involved in wars. 

Sekfali We fought with education... with education, you see. 

Bu'larn Tell me, can you get killed when you fight with education? 

Sekfali Well, as far as we are concemed, Allah saved us 

B-u ' 
-f am Yes Allah saved you... " 

And Allah protected you... because we fought on our feet and those who fell 
outnumber those still standing... mountains, ravines.. soldiers ... 100 

Sekfali Come on, let's be serious! I don't know where you are taking us... Look, since we are 
travelling together I am going to teach you to read. 

Bu'larn I'd love to, who would say no to education. 

Sekfali Tell me, you know absolutely nothing?.. 

Bu'lam I know a bit of French which I learned at the time when the French soldiers used to 
arrest us and question us; things like, Where, do you live... In the village. Did you see 
guerillas... I didn't see. Do you have children? Yes, Five. You're lying. I'm lying, 
I'm not lying sir. Arabs are jackasses. No sir... yes sir. We learned many things with 
punches, you know... 

Sekfali Not those things, come on! I am tallcing about Arabic. 

Bu'l-am Arabic? I know only 'A' in Arabic because there is a song which goes like this: "'A' 
my sultan and exile is torturing me. "101 
'A' is the king. 

Sekfali Do you know 'B'? 

Bu'Fxn B? No, there is no song on that... 

Sekfali B as in b5b, b;, bar5ka. 102 

Bulam Like b7iru, b7ira, bulitif-C. 103 

Sekfali That is not Arabic. 

Bu'lam Why not? All Arabs have birus, they all Eke bira and they all indulge in bulitic. 

99 Although the word in the text is commonly used to refer to people educated in 
Islamic theology, these latter are often pedantic and pretend they know everything. 7le 
author is being ironic here, hence ouk choice of 'brainy' instead of 'intellectuals' or 
& professors'... 
100 The author alludes to battles, particularly the resistance against the French 
occupation of Algeria - the resistance in the maquis. 
101 First verse of a popular song from Eastern Algeria. The letters of the alphabet are 
used in acrostic order and used at the beginning of each verse. 
102 The corresponding English words are 'door', '- Well'i 'benediction'. the 
transliteration is used on purpose because we believe it keeps the mood of the scene. 
103 71e corresponding words are 'bureau' , 'beer'. 'politics'. As Arabs cannot 
pronounce the consonant 'p' in general, they say V hence bulfiTc. , nese are French 
words commonly used and part of the spoken language in Algeria. 
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Sekfali God forbid! 

B-u'ram Nowadays there is less prejudice about such things ... 104 

Sekfali Look, instead of biru you should say maktab, maktab, maktab and instead of Wlitl-c 
you should say siy5sa, siyMa. 105 

Milk Oh, no, you're wrong. You can say siyasa when you are polite, civilized, gentle... 
But when you use force and violence it becomes IruliFic. My father used to say 'use 
siy3sa, with your brother and bu-lirirt with France, because in buWiTic there is 
'bunch'106, bomb, bombing... I don't think you have understood anything... 

Sekfali Look, when you say maktab, you pronounce M, K, T and B which are Arabic letters 
therefore you are spealdng Arabic. 

BVI-arn Why, when you say tTiýg don't you pronounce B and R which are Arabic letters? 

Sekfali Micy are Arabic consonants but uttered in a foreign language. 

Bu'lam So, they are traitors in your view. 

Sekfali Exactly... they betrayed Arabic and adopted French. 

Bulam The swines... B and R traitors! You're getting deep, and since I am your brother. 
please teach me Arabic through French and French through Arabic so I can learn 
Kabylc, s4r. 107 

Sekfali Good night 

(Sekfali goes to sleep. BI! '15m makes his bed. Night atmosphere. ) 

Bu'lam Master Sekfali, you didn't tell me what you call Ora in Arabic. 

Sekfali May AHah save us from such people 

Bu'laxn Sekfali, are you going to sleep without food? 

Sekfali Is there anything to eat? 

Bu'lam What is left from this moming. (He hands the pan with the snake to Sekfali. ) 

Sekfali , Godforbid! 108 

(Sekfali talks while preparing his bed with care. ) 

Sekfali IruIrm, tell me, are there Arabs in this country of yours? 

BZ'Garn Of course. Who else, Greeks? 

Sekfali You never know-. BZ'Qn, these Arabs speak Arabic? 

104 In the text 'there is less 'God forbid'. Implying that people are less prejudiced 
nowadays unlike conservatives and prejudiced people like Sekfali. 
105 siAsa means 'politics' in literary Arabic but in Algeria it took the second meaning 
of 'gentleness, 'tact'. 
106 We have used 'bunch' to translate Minya which is a distortion of the French word 
poigae (handful or handle) orpoignet (wrist) and which means 'a punch'. 107 T'he word is in French in the text. This is another note of irony in this line about 
learning Arabic. 
108 Inteýection used when one is confronted with something bad or thought forbidden 
by religion. Also used in situations of discontent or disapproval. 
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B-Tram Of course. What do you want them to speak, Chinese? 

Sekfali You never know... BTIEn, these Arabs who speak Arabic believe in God? 

BU'lirm They believe in God. What do you want them to believe in, AITU Daghil? 

Sekfali You never know... Bli'laim, since these people are Arabs who speak Arabic and 
believe in God, why should we go to their country? Like them. we are Arabs, we 
bebeve in God and we speak Arabic... 

BU'l3m In my country, Arabs are all new. They speak new Arabic and they believe in our old 
God that is the everlasting God. 109 

Sekfali So, you are implying that we are old, out-dated and cheap, we are nothing. 

UTI-arn Listen Sekfali, all I'm saying is that there are many things in my country that you 
don't know. 

Sekfali You are caffing me iporant? 

E7u'la-m You simply don't know. 

(Sekfali is upset. he gets very angry. ) 

Sekfali I, a man of great knowledge, you call me ignorant. 
I, a brainy who knows every event and the whole Koran 
Who knows philosophy and every trick 
Who knows all about fidelity to God and hypocrisy 
Who knows arithmetics and fractions 
I am ignorant!? 

BB'Iam Yes, you are iporanL 

Sekfali My knowledge includes the twentieth century. the twelfth century, the thirteenth 
century. the fourteenth century, I even know the coming century and I have learned it 
by heart... I am still ignorant? 

Bulam You are iporant and shut up. I 10 

Sekfali Good nighL 

(They go to sleep but Sekfali starts to psalmodize loudly. ) 

Bulam Sekfali! 

Sekfali What is it? 

Bu'lkn Psalmodize in your heam 

Sekfali So I am ignorant... 

(nq go to steep ... Music. ) 

109 The author raises a point of controversy in Algeria. He is implying that Algeria is a 
modem society, people speak modem Arabic unlike the conservatives but believe in the 
same God. We shall elaborate on this point in our text analysis. 
110 The author has withdrawn the next lines by BTIUam and Sekfali: bottom of page 21 
in the original text. 
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SCENE VI 

DREAM AND NIGHTMARE 

(BZu'rwn gets up almost somnambulant and addresses the audience. ) 

Eru'fa-m I saw my country in a dream. 
The nearer I get the more I see it in my dreams 
A country full of nice things. 
Beautiful houses 
Kids all nicely dressed 
Coming out of school 
My country is a paradise 
With rivers flowing underneath 
Yes paradise with rivers flowing underneath. 

(Sekfali gets up screaming. ) 

Sekfali Eru'15m, we're in trouble! in trouble! I saw it! 

B7511in What did you see? 

Sekfali I saw your country. 

Vu-13m So what? I saw it too. 

Sekfali My God, a country upside down. 
No resemblance whatsoever between people. 
Whoever is sitting doesn't seem to be sitting, 
Whoever is climbing doesn't seem to be climbing, 
Whoever is walking doesn't seem to be walking, 
Whoever is sleeping doesn't seem to be sleeping, 
And whoever is awake doesn't seem to be awake. 
A country with beastly behaviours. 
Jostle someone and you get knocked down, 
Open your mouth and you get your teeth down your throat. 1 II 
A country with deep rooted and ever lasting people. 
Good Lord! 

(Sekfall sits down and continues to mumble. Bý'Zm addresses the audience. ) 

Bu'lam (to audience. ) Is this a human being?.. He is a malediction. 112 (to SekfaU) - Even your dreams 
are rotten. Look, you saw a dark country because your sight is blurred and if people 
are neither going up nor coming down because you are inert just like a plain jar 
standing in a corner113, then listen - you can invent as many stories as you like, I 
won't believe a word you say until I see the proof with my own eyes... Goodnight. 

In st d da (Bu'l&n goes back to steep. Sekfali taken by fear gets dizzy and is transpor ed into a ec ac nce 
Bll'la'm gets up, he isfurious. ) 

BVIgm You are a bloody curse! Look, if you're going mad. keep off, leave me Wonel If you 
lost your senses, I am still able to reason. 114 So, please do me a favour and stop all 
Ns nonsense. In your company, no food, no drink, no sleep, no... nothingl 

111 Literally you swallow your teeth. The other possibility for this expression is - 'you 
get a knuckle sandwich'. 
112 Other meanings: curse, calamity, trouble, pain. 
113 Popular idiom commonly used for someone dull, boring, inactive... Literally 'you 
are like the leaning jar which makes you neither cry nor laugh'. 
114 Literally 'if you are floating I am still swimming. ' 
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Sekfali I am anxious 11-5'5in, I am anxious and scared!.. I don't know where you are taking 
me, so how can I relax? Because, when I don't know where I am going I get scared... 
Fear is crippling me Bu'lam and I am anxiousl.. 

Eru'Garn Look, we are in the desert and in the middle of the night, so what can I do to checr 
you up? Do you want me to bring a flutel 15 and play you some music, bring dancers 
to entertain you or organisc a wedding? So tell me, what do you want me to do? 

Sekfali Let's have a wedding? 

B-5, Ern Great! A wedding, a beautiful wedding outdoors! Just like thad 

Sekfali I shall invite all my friends and everybody who wants to share my happiness. I shall 
ask my sons to divorce and we shall all remarry and have a big feast. 

137u'lam If you want a wedding, prepare it yourself. 

Sekfali Of course I shall prepare it myself.. Get out of my house! Outl 

(Eidt Bý'Gnj 

Sekfali The wedding will be great 
The guests will be great 
A wedding with great music 
The musicians will be great 
71be wedding will be fine 
And the jealous will cry of envy 
A wedding with big flashy cars 
To Lease my enemies 
We shall barbecue lamb 
Drums, pan-flutes and bedouin songs 
A wedding of high class 
Brightened up with our presence 
A wedding to be remembered 
Then I shall relax and feast. 

SCENE VII 

WEDDING116 

(Sehfali addresses imaginary guests. - His greetings are either warm or cold according to the social status 
of the guest. ) 

Sekfali May Allah grant you happiness too! May Allah enlighten you too! 117 Hello! Hello! 
0 welcome! Welcome! May Allah grant you wealth and happiness! (Then he stops 
to address a group of imaginary guests. Bu "lam %411 enter during this speech and sit 
on the cart. ) - We have been brought up in wealth and dignity, in prosperity and 
honour. We never knew scandal or humiliation ... We used to do as we pleased, Yes 
anything we wanted. Unfortunately time has changed and things did not last. Well, 
there is nothing left as tramps and vagrants have become people of honour and 
dignity... Farewell good old days. 

I Is ghByta is a fA-muslc instrument in the shape of a clarinet. 
116 The author has altered the beginning of this scene; instead of the puppets it is 
Sekfali who greets imaginary guests. Bu'lErn enters when Sekfali addresses a group of 
guests. 
117 Most Muslims use these courteous expressions and others in the same pattem 'May 
Allah... ' for good wishing, for expressing gratitude... 
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Bu'larn I have been brought up in want and poverty. That's what I got from life. My father 

was roaming about bare feetl 19 and my mother was delivering her babies in caves-I 19 
Now I must carry on... and you push the cart. 

SCENE VIH 

DUEL WITH POETRY120 

BTIA-m Push the cart, we carry on. 

Sekfali I Can'L 

Bu'larn Well, if you can't leave it, throw it away. 

Sekfali If I throw it away what shall I have? I can't live without books. 

13751-am Look I had no sleep, no food, no resL.. I can hardly move. 

Sekfali B-u'lrm, if neither of us can push the cart, let's go back then. 

BUTI-arn We carry on and no more of this talk. 

Sekfali If that's what you want, let's have a game, the winner will rest and the loser will push 
the cart. 

BTlam Right. Let's play dice. 121 

Sekfali No, I can't play dice. 

Bulam Cards? 

Sekfali Cards are forbidden... Let's play something 0131, something allowed by Islain, 
something pure. 122 

Bu'larn Since when ýalal things include game and gambling? 

Sekfali Look, I say a verse and you say a verse which begins with the last letter of my verse. 

B 5' ITm What? Say that again. 

Sekfali I say a verse and you say a verse. Your verse must begin with the last letter in my 
verse. 

Bularn And you think this is a game? 

Sekfali For instance. 

Muliin For instance. 

Sekfali "We vow, 
By bombs falling down and destroying everything 

118 Very common expression to describe a destitute. 
119 Said of women both destitute and bringing many children. 
120 Intellectual game with verse mainly in the Middle East. However, as Arabs are very 
fond of poetry even illiterate people play this game. 
121 This word is mainly used in Eastern Algeria. - 
122 We have already mentioned the 'allowed' and the 'forbidden' in footnote II- We 
have added '... allowed by Islam' for clarity. 
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And by all the pure and noble blood that is gushing. " 123 
Give me a verse starting with V. 

6 
B75'liin j7ateran,, 3ararara5Mran! 124 

Sekfali YOU got it. 

(Each one gets on a podfum andfaces the other. ) 

BTI-am You stam 

Sekfali I smn?... No, you starL 

Bulam Come on, start. 

Sekfali "They came towards you dragging iron behind them 
7bey looked as if they were mounting legless horses. " 125 
This is from the great poet Al-Mutanabbi. Give us one starting with 'S'. 

Bu'lam She has not sent newsI26 
What happened to my love 
What happened to her 
What happened to my love 
I wonder what happened to herI27 
- W! 

Sekfali Name of the poet. 

Irullim This is from the great poet.. I don't know his name. W! 

Sekfali Reconstruction we shall s=128 
We shall build like our predecessors 
We shall build and do like they didI29 
- 7bis is from the great and famous poet... I don't know him either, V. 

BVI-am D, dee, dee ... 130 

Sekfali 'D', come on hurry! 131 

Bulam Don't be afraid of the unknown 

123 These are the starting verses of the Algerian National Anthem. ffa'lam uses 
vernacular Algerian in this game whereas Sekfali uses literary Arabic. 
124 We have added this verse to start with the letter V. It is in context with the 
National Anthem. BU'l5m sings this verse. 
125 Two verses from the Arab poet Al-Mutanabbi. In AVu Al-Tayyib Ahmad Ibn Al- 
1jusayn (called AI-Mutanabbi), Divan Dar Sader - Dar Beyrouth, Beyr; uth, 1958, p. 
486. 
126 This is the second verse in the original text. We have put it first to start with letter 
'S'. By the author. 
127 Algerian popular song. 
128 We have added this verse to start with the letter 'R'. 
129 These lines are Sekfali's own invention. 
130 BU'lim is thinldng of a word. He repeats the letter Aaw (w). 
131 Ile Playwright suggested that the following passage should be removed. They are 
pages 29,30 and 31 in the original text. 
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Be brave and go ahead with them 
Don't feel sorry about the past 
The world is live for you and Me132 
- 'E'. 

Sekfali "Even if I am of the last generation 
I am capable of inventing what 
The pioneers did not invent. " 133 

(Bu'ram gets down and goes to SeAfali. ) 

Bulam This is from the Koran. 

Sekfali It is poetry. 

EV17am I tell you it's from the Koran. My teacher knew more than sixty chapters of the 
Koran by heart and he used to say these verses. 

Sekfali Abight. So it is from the Koran and isn't Koran better than poetry? 

95"ram We agreed on poetry and not on what's better, so you are the loser and now push the 
cart. 

Sekfali Well! The one who recites the Koran is called a loser? 

9TI-am Come on! Koran is Koran and poetry is poetry, so don't mix. 

(They leave. BD'hTm walks ahead. Sekfali pushes the cart. ) 

I ru'l 7am Where are you going? 

Sekfali This way! 

E ful Em Listen, we carry on and the road is this way! 

Sekfali Since I am pushing the cart I go this way. 

Bulam Might! I push the bloDdy cart 

(A moment later Sekfali stops thoughtful. ) 

SCENE IX 

NEW GRAMMAR 

EVI-am What's the matter? Are you fired? Fed up? 

Sekfali I'm pondering. 

Bu'l5m Peace be upon you! 

Sekfali Tell me Bu'lam, is there electricity in your country? 

Eru'la-m Yes there is. 

Sekfali Are there machines? 

132 By the author. 
133 Statement made by the writer AFu- arri . 

Al-'Ala-Al-Ma' . In - Abmad Ibn 'Abd Allah 
(Ab-u APAIN), Al-Ma'ardf, Xthar Ai AWAra AL-MalarrT, Cairo, 1965, p. 298 and p. 
451. 
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BU'llm Yes there are machines. 

Sekfali Look here BTlim, your country is mentioned in these books. I read about it and I 
actually know it well. 

Iru'lln Forget your books. 

Sekfali Here, look what AITu DaghiUsI34 said! 

Bullm He said nothing. 

Sekfali What do you mean, "he said nothing"L it's written here. 

BU49M I said, forget your books. If my country exists in your books I won't go, I won't 
bother to visit it. 

(BD'12! m takes two little books out of his basket. ) 

Bru'f -am My country is here in these two little books. 

Sekfali The-Agrarian Revolution and The Socialist Sector. 135 

BZ'17arn My country is here. 

Sekfali What is 'socialist? 

Eru'l-arn I didn't find socialism in your books. 

Sekfali I read about it and I know it well... But explain to me... Well... I mean I have 
forgotten it, remind me. 

BTlYrn Socialism is derived from social and from a grammar point of view, socialism iS 4 
subject of a new kind and the sign of its principle is in the agrarian revoludon-136 
Reaction and Imperialism: subordinating and subordinate and the sign of 
subordination is Zionism. 
Agrarian revolution: subject and object and the sign of action is the model socialist 
village. 137 
The volunteer volunteering: 
volunteering: verb in the present and the sign of the presence is Sunday. 138 
7bis is Arabic, with or without analytical grammar. 

Sekfali Workers, peasants... labourers, workers, peasants, labourers... They mention only 
workers and peasants. 

134 AbU Daghiirs is an 1-maginary name used by the author. 
135 71be Agrarian Revolution is the land reform in Algeria. The Socialist Sector refers 
to the workers' management in industry, known as 'Gestion Socialiste des Entrepriseý 
(G-S X. ). They were respectively decreed on 8 November and 16 November, 197 1. 
136 In the original: Jarr and majru-r are grammatical terms referring to words which 
syntactically require the genitive case. Literally, they mean 'pulling' and 'pulled'. 
137 'Socialist villages' are housing estates for peasants working in farming co- 

. operatives. Arab grammarians distinguish between two types of sentences: nominal 
and verbal. Each type has its own terms for 'subject' and 'predicate'. So far as the 
'socialist villages' are concerned the 'verbal sentence' terminology is used probably to 
indicate the 'cause' and 'result'. 
138 Sunday used to be the day-off, now it is Friday. 
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BZU'lln That is all there is in my country. What else do you want them to talk about? 
Cholera? 

Sckfali Tell me, is it possible to do business in this country? 

BTI-ain Small or big business? 

Sekfali We're not kids ... I mean foreign trade. 

BTlam, Out of question ... You may have a small business if you like but no foreign trade. 
You see all the people in small business are on an equal footing with the workers and 
everything else belongs to national companies. 139 
In my country everything is national, the policeI40 is national, the army is national 
and when a factory is very big it is called a national company. 

Sekfali What wiH become of us if everything is national? 

Eru"l-am You too will be nationall4l otherwise you'll be in trouble. 

Sekfali I am a better nationaUst than you. 

Bulam You, a nadonalist? 

Sekfali If socialism was true socialism and nationalism true nationalism you wouldn't mix 
them. Come on, don't mix things! 

Bu'Iam Listen, nationalism without socialism is nothing and socialism without nationalism 
leads to disaster. 

Sekfali How stubborn you can be. - We are talking politics and that's a waste of time. 

HTIEM Bien Ar, 142 we should talk polidcs. 

Sekfali Before the French came to this country we were brothers and independent. 

Bulam So they say... 

Sekfali The French came and colonized us. 

Bulam So they did. 

Sekfali Then we struggled and forced thern out of the country. 

Bularn Indeed. 

Sekfali Then we became brothers and independent again. 

Bulam So they say 

Sekfali Please tell me, where did you rind this socialism of yours? 

Bu'lam 71e people brought socialism. 

Sekfali The people brought nothing about you fool; the people have nothing to bring about. 
And what's more, anybody related to the state does not work with heart and hand. 

139 Most companies are state owned in Algeria. 
140 . In the text it is the Arab word for gendarmerie which does not exist in English 
speaking countries. 
141 'You too will belong to the state. ' 
142 In Rench in the teXL 
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BE'lim Why, do you think that someone who works for the prefect 143 does his job heartily? 

Sekfali If he doesn't work willingly, he works with the stick. 

BU'lim That's where we disagree. 

Sekfali My goodness! How stubborn!... Look, I'll give you an example, a general example in 
general of a director general of general affairs. 144 

Ifu'lim I'm afraid you'll get it all mixed up. 145 

(Edt Sekfall. ) 

13741in I'm sure he doesn't have a clue. 

(While setting the props into an office. Bi7'15m describes his city. ) 

143 Prefect or French prffet that is the prffet de police or local governor. 144 Ile author is ironic about pompous and pedantic people like Sekfali. 
14S The literal translation of the text is 'I'm afraid you'll blind it. ' 
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ACT 1111 

SCENE X 

DESCRIMON OF THE CITY 

In my country there is work for everyone and jobs are secure... Them are many 
Eactories and each one of them employs thousands of workers. Just wonderful. 
You'd see a thousand employees, even the top people146 work in the same place, start 
at the same time and leave at the same time. We start work all together and stop all 
together-, the only difference is that instead of the caW for prayer there is a hooter. 147 
I can see them going to work in groups - HeIlo Muhammad! Hello 'Ali! Hello 
'Utm-an! All friends, all uniVA.. What I like most about my country is organisation, 
each one has his job, each one has his responsibility, each one according to his 
ability... 77here is no arrogance, no snobbery - 'I am your superior because I am 
educated', 'I am nothing because I am a manual worker' or 'He comes in a BX70SR 
and I come in my Shanks's pony Mark 11'148, there is none of that. If someone is 
educated, good for him, I wish him all the best, but only if his education is sound and 
useful to help me get a house or build a school for my children. No fake education to 
take me for granted and laugh at me. 149 
No... It's hard to accept, it's wrong. 150 
I believe that someone educated gains more intelligence, more understanding, more 
wisdom... In fact it's the educated who should help the illiterate, but you find in our 
time, in this distorted world that it's the illiterate who advise the educated. 151 There 
is no such crazy mess in my country... the educated person is just like anybody else; 
you may work with your head or with your hands or with your feet, you're all on the 
same footing... because my country is the people's democracy. 

146 Meaning the 'bosses' or management officials. 
147 Here the author is very sarcastic. He seems to say 'we are not annoyed by the calls 
of the muezzin for prayer. We have a proper hooter to start and stop work'. Furthermore he seems to imply - 'we do not waste time in stopping work to pray every 
time the muezzin calls'. 
148 One goes to work in an expensive car and another goes on foot. We have tried to 
remain close to the text. 
149 The literal translation of this idiom is 'he takes me for a bridge for him to use'. In 
Algerian 'to take someone for a bridge' means 'to take someone' for granted. 
150 This is the first time the author uses Kabyle (Berber language spoken by a large 
proportion'of Algerians) in the text. 
151 This is an attack on peoplewith limited abilities or with very limited education holding high positions in the country. 
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SCENE XT 

THE DIRECTOR GENERAL152 

(Paso-doble music. Enter Sekfali dressed as Director General. He sits on the desk. ) 

Sekfali This is not my company but I shaU put a sign with my name. 

Bulm Get offl 

Sekfali I shall call for strong and competent people when I have problems and dismiss them 
when things get easy... The Director General! One! 

Bu'lam Serves the people. 

Sekfali You shut up when I speak! 
One! The Director General is to make people serve 
No messing with service153. 
Either you work for me or I work for you. 
Either you depend on me or I depend on yoU154. 
All the rest is humbug. 155 

, Two! People must respect the Director General, and in order to respect him they 
must fear him because there can be no respect without fear. 
Means of intimidation! Meaning the methods of intimidating people: 
You need a porterI56 because you want a guard he has to be cool and dry, deaf and 
impassive. He must also check the time clockI57. That's the right porter. 
Three! The bureau must be large, yes very large. Anybody who walks in would feel 
lost. Thus, if you feel lost you are intimidated; when you are intimidated you are 
respectful and when you are respectful it is easy to impress you. After all life is all 
based on cheating, on fake, on impressing people. Be a fake and you succeed in fife. 
So the bureau must be HUGE, HUGE, HUGE! and the secretary FLESHY, FLESHY, 
FLESHY! 

Bu'lam I get the meaning when you say it once; why should you utter it three times? 

Sekfali Because in Arabic there is the singular, the dual and the tril 15ý-I 58 
The triliteral refers to somebody who lived in the twentieth century by the name of 
Papa Screen from Televisionville who belongs to 'Once upon a time' tribeI59. Well, 
it's not my fault. 
Anyway, I also want a 'salle de bain'l 60 because I like to bath in a deep tub, and after 
a good bath I like to take a shower and after a shower I feel fresh 161 because the 
Director General should feel fresh. 

152 In Rench in the text 'P. D. G. ' - President Directeur General. 
153 The word used is 'work' but the connotation is 'serve. 
154 Another connotation; in the text 'you work for me or I work for you. 
155 In the text 'the rest isfl5sh! The wordflrah may come from the English word 
'flush' but it means 'humbug', 's=ge', 'odd', 'suspicious'. 
156 In the text it is the French word planton which is used in Algerian. Transliterated in 
the ten 
157 This is also another French word adopted in Algerian, pointeuse is =sliterated in 
the text. 
158 This shows Sekfali's ignorance because 'triliteral' means 'triangle' or 'a three-letter 
word'. In this context it means 'plural'. 
159 Ile writer attempts to express sarcasm by using terminology from the world of 
T. V.. 
160 Transliterated in the text and meaning 'bathroom'. 
161 In the textfrTshk- frornfraiche 
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4 I also want a big secretariat with a Kabylc girl, a girl from Annaba, a girl from Oran 
and a girl from Mz7ab162. 

R-u'17am Can you see national unity in this sccmtariat? 

Sekfali Shut up! And when I die I shall have a StatUe. 163 I shall have a statue at the entrance 
of every factory so the workers can see their boss every moming when they come to 
work. Tell me BTIMn, what do you think of this style? 

Bulam I don't think it's secure! 164 

Sekfali Is that so? 

137ulIjin This style is for SLVS165. 'Ali RiyahyI66 had this kind of life before you. 

Sekfali Is that so? 

Blu'rarn It's for sportsmen, for those who drinkl67 

Sekfali Isthatso? 

EVIlm What's wrong with you? You look like a mqf7OSjI68 

(SeWali stiffens in his position. ru'15m singsfront-stage. ) 

Bu'larn Sometimes 
He behaves like a staunch socialist 
He joined the revolution head long 
Filling his pockets with money 
While people agonise from hunger 
Sometimes 
He regrets the ]30SS169 with sadness 
He takes the factory for his home 
A commander with full power giving orders 
And people shall stand up and salute 
Sometimes 
He betrays and joins imperialism 
Sometimes 
He plans and spreads rumours 
Satan never lied in his life 
And people agonise from illness 
7bis is what reaction is about 
You're intelligent so wake up and see 
When I left nothing had remained 
7bis is what reaction is about 
It's contained in a dead donkey you know. 170 

162 Cities and regions in Algeria. 
163 Transliterated in the text. 
164 The literal translation is 'any wind that blows will take you'. 
165 In the text the word is 'singers'. 
166 A Tunisian singer. 
167 The Algerian idiom is 'those who throw'. 
168 The author has added mafiosi in its original spelling. 169 In the text the word used is b7ift that is pr9fet. 170 By the author. 
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Bu'larn Stay still as you arc... we'll tum you into a statue and engrave at the bottom "An 
Important Director attending a serious meeting on grave matters relating to severe 
troubles and acute problems"... You bloody Lroublel 1171 

Sekfali You see I am a statue. 

Bu'lam That who buys a statue from the colonial period, that who wants to see his home 
ruined, see his factory go bankrupt and his country collapse... Well that someone is 
exploiting people. That's what he is and that's what he is doing. 

Sekfali Are you saying that I belong to the colonial period? 

Bulam Yes you do. 

Sekfali I am a better socialist than you. 

Bid" l-wn What kind of socialism? 

Sekfali I am a socialist who does not belong to the people. 172 

EVI-am Your kind should make ablutions and purify themselves before they speak of 
socialism. 173 

Sekfali ShaH we bet? 

BTI-am Bet? 

Sekfali We bet on who is the better socialist. 

E 7u'l am How? 

Sekfali We both write a poem and then * see whose poem is more sOci2lisL 
They say deeds should be with sincere intentions, then poetry should be with 
pennants. 174 

Bularn Come on, you starL 

Sekfali The peasant said 
Come to success175 
Come to the country to find morning 
Because in morning you find beauty 
The tears from your eyes have stopped 
And today feast is all for you 
7be whole universe is in joy 
And for you there is food plenty 
For you acres and acres on this earth 
And in moonlight you'll be given a key. 176 

171 The writer uses in Arabic 7 derivatives of the root hamm which all denote 
'importance' and 'seriousness'. To achieve the same effect in English we used 
synonyms. 
172 The author uses the same word for 'masses'. We opted for 'people' to avoid the 
political register and remain close to the general mood of the play. 173 Implying 'you should be clean and honest before you speak of socialism, just as you do before your prayers'. 
174 Sekfali is being bombastic as usual. He likes to show off. He would have poetry on 
pennants and banners. 
175 In the text the word means 'fortune', 'wealth'. 
176 This is obviously flat poetry. 'Key' refers to house. 
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Bu'lain Good Lord! What a shame! 
Poets have fallen very low 
Their poor verse is the mark 
Of their shallow minds 
Nothing left, nothing left but 
Dry and sterile poets. 

Sekfali Come on, let's hear you. 

Bu'lkn I knew very hard times 
When I was a sharecropperI77 
Hard work and straw pricking my eyes 
Yes I was a sharecropper working 
For the cheapest of mankind 
When the big day arrived 
7be day to share the fruit of work 
Out! I was sent away. 

Sekfali Bu'lam my son, we are still wandering in the desert and you want me to follow you... 
You know, I shall lose a lot in this country of yours, I shall Iose my fortune. All the 
land is owned by the state. 

Bu'lam I have nothing to lose apart from poverty and trouble. 

Sekfali What about going back? 

Bulam We carry on. 

Sekfali If you come back with me, I will give you a job as a shamcropper and a hut. I Will 
take you with me to the markets and from time to time I will buy you a pan. flUtel7g. 
You will see how I do business. I will get you a wife... I will get you a nice woman 
and when you have children I will send -them to school, when they finish junior 
schooI179. I will give them jobs. What else can you ask for? 180... 

Bu'lam I can see the kind of glory we want. 
The glory each one of us so much desires 
Aim for it and from lethargy shake free 
Hand in hand march and look at it 
Are you happy to remain asleep 
Let us raise our pennants high 
Ibis is my advice, hurry and let 
All those living in the realm of inertia 
Know181. 
That's what revolutions are about; if you have any pride get to action. 
So, that's what he's wishing me -a hut and a job as a sharecropper. Well. that's 
exactly what the French did. They starved us - huts and sharecropping that was our 
life. 
Anybody who doubts what I'm saying is alienated. What has become of us people? 
People, what are we doing? Look at the Vietnamese, a very poor people who kicked 

177 Sharecropping was a very common practice by absentee landlords. The 
sharecropper farms the land and gets only one fifth of the crops. 
178 Traditional flute made out of reed which produces flat sounds. It can be a yard long. 
179 In the text it is the transliterated French word certificat meaning 'Certificat d'Etudes 
Primaires' which, in the old French education system, is the certificate children take at 
the end of primary school. Only children who were not allowed to go into secondary 
education take this exam which was the case of most Algerians who had the chance to 
go to school. 
190 Ile author has withdrawn the next two lines, p. 43 in the original text. They refer to 
the Koran: 1; 6; 7. 
191 In the text 'those who wish to remain lethargic'. 
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America out of their country and look at us living in miserable condidonsl All we 
think or is how to exploit each other. Wake up! Organised people are defeating 
imperialism and we are still at "I give you a hut, I take you as a sharecropper". What 
has become of us people? People, what are we doing? 

(SeWalijumps on Bý'Gm and ties him up. ) 

Sekfali So you're taking me to the people's country? 

BU'lam Well well! 

Sekfali Andnow? 

E75,11M And now what? 

Sekfali Well look at Yourself. 

BVEM So? 

Sekfali So! and... 

B75'17am No... 

Sekfali No nothing. 

BZ'lam No nothing? 

Sekfali No nothing, no nothing! 

Eru'lam No... 

Sekfali what? 

Ifu'l-am No... I said... 

Sekfali What did you say? 

B7u'lam I said suppose... 

Sekfali Suppose what? 

B? llam Suppose... I mean-. 

Sekfali You mean what? 

BTram I said thank you. 

Sekfali My pleasure. 

B 7N a- rn Bless you. 

Sekfali Thank you. 

BUT 5M My compliments. 

Sekfali Thank you. 

BVI-ain May God enlighten you. 

Sekfali Thank you. 
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BB'la-rn I wish you long life. 

Sekfali Thank you. 

B-u'lln NoLhing happened. 

Sekfali Nothing showed. 182 

B TI am Nothing showed. 

Sekfali Nothing showed, nothing. 

BB'Iln We carry on. 

Sekfali No, we go back. 

BU'lln We carry on! 

Sekfali Why did I come with him, why? 

B751gin I didn't ask you to follow me. 

Sekfali I am not stupid to follow someone crazy like you. 

B-u'lim Shutup. 

(B5727m pushes the cart violently. ) 

SCENE XII 

SEKFALPS DEATH 

(B5'1; w'n pushes the cart violently and moves quickly. ) 

Sekfali Slow down... Slow down. Eru'lam... B-Ulli7m, stop! 

B-ulln What's wrong with you? 

Sekfali My legs are giving in, I can't walk, stop I'm telling you, stop! 

BU'liin Look, don't shout at me, I am not your Slave. 183 

Sekfali 71)e slave is superior to you because he knows he is a better slave than you. And 
what's more, you don't even know whether you are a free man or a slave. You are 
like a 'sparrow hanging between air and sky'. 194 

137u'lim Well remember that neither air nor sky are your property. If I wasn't afraid of God185 
I would leave you here to rot. 

Sekfali No Eru'lln, don't leave me. Put me in your heart, put me in your mind, put me in the 
cart! 1374'Em, please have some mercy, the time has comel 186 What are you going to 
find in this country? 

182 Very common expression used in Eastern Algeria. We have given a literal 
translation. Sekfali unties BB'rarn on this line but this is not, -. indicated in the original 
texL We took note of this during a performance. 
193 Ile word used means both 'slave' and 'black person'. Originally it meant only 
'slave'. 
194 Literal translation of the text meaning 'you are unconscious', 'lost', 'frivolous'. 
185 Always used when people think that what they want to do is wrong. 
186 Sekfali is agonising. We have used a literal translation for 'death has arrived'. 
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Bulam The things which suit me. 

Sekfali Why, you know I was nice to you and helped you. You'll rind worse than me ahead. 

Eru'llrn There can't be anyone worse than you. 

SWAN 71ank you B-41am. It's all my fault, I read so much and learned so much to be right 
in everything, but now I am wrong. With you I got it all wrong. Still you are more 
wrong than me, worse, you are blind and unaware of your blindness. 

Bu, ffM You're wrong because you see things from one side only, 187 you've always studied 
on your own and you're wrong. It's your books which messed up your mind188 and 
crippled your feet. 

Sckfali There is nothing better than books. 

Bu'Fam Look at you, you yourself are a book. 

Sekfali If you knew the value of books and the importance of the past you wouldn't be in 
such a state. 

Bu'larn Tliank God I am the one who is carrying you. The only thing interesting in some of 
your books is history because it tells you about the past. And if you arc referring to 
revolutions, well they mean a lot more to me than to you. People before us worked 
hard and wrote books, if we work hard and study hard we'll do better. 

Sekfali Do better? Your kind? 

B7u, l@m Yes, we'll do more and better. As the saying goes"Wake up and stand before they 
start to sound off about themselves"I 89 - we were, we were! 

Sekfali Indeed, we were great, we were chosen, we were noble, WE WERE, WE WERE, Yes 
WE NVERE! 

B74'17am 'We were, we were, we were' - alright! but we shall be after all, what did they 
achieve? 
If they preached nobility, we shall preach justice. 
If they preached pomp and circumstance, we shall preach justice 
If they honoured kings, we shall honour the peasants 
If they sounded princes, we shall sing the poor 
If they wrote books we shall write history 
If they achieved civilization in Andalusia 
We shall achieve the civilization of work and workers 
This is the difference between past and future and whoever is unable to understand it 
will end up in a cart like you. 

Sekfali Oh! My heard Oh! My back! Blu'lam, carry me on your back and go where you 
wish, do as you wish. I am finished, I am cold. 

(Bý75m carries Sekfali on his back andpushes the cart at the same time. ) 

Sekfali BT13m, if you reach this country don't forget our identityI90- You know B-512n, 
identity. is everything. If it was not for identity we wouldn't be what we am now. 
Identity is the tradition of our forefathers. I love my grandfather but I didn't know 

187 The literat. - translation of this common proverb is, 'if you do the accounts on your 
own you will find extras'. 
188 In the text 'which soiled your mind' or 'which gave you a Totten mind'. 
189 Algerian proverb implying 'tell about your deeds in society before others start to lie 
and boast about things they never did. ' 
190 The word in the text means also 'personality'. 
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my great grandfather. Just the same I love him too. My grandfather had a moustache, 
grandfather, grandfather, grandfather, identity, identity... 

(He dies on lru'lTm's back. BlYh7m buries him. ) 

Bu'lam I too love my grandfather but I love my children more, I adore them. I don't want to 
lose my grandfather or my children but if my grandfather comes to die may God save 
my children. 

(BINIn carries on alone - Music - City sounds. ) 

SCENE XIII 

EPILOGUE 

(The technocrat enters with a notebook in his hand. ) 

Technocrat What's your name? 

Bulam Belhamlaoui Eru'lln. 

Technocrat Date of birth? 

Bu'lain In forty-five we were in trouble, in fifty-four they were in trouble, 191 I was 
bom in between. 

Technocrat Place of birth? 

BTITrn THE ALL YOKELS VILLAGE. 192 

Technocrat Father's name? 

B u'fa-m Shahýid'Abd Al-0-adir. 

Technocrat Mother? 

Bulam Rahma daughter of M&Ag. 193 

Technocrat Now go for a check up. Be here at eight o'clock tomorrow morning. 

Bu'lam Tbank you very much. 194 

(The technocrat goes out. B1775m says theflnal poem. ) 

This is the construction era 
Socialist construction we opted for 
To that who says 'no' we say 'no to reaction' 
To that who says 'why' we say 'why domination' 
To that who says 'impossible' we say 'never exploitation' 
To that who says 'the people' we say 'free people' 
Tbat's all because 

191 There is a mistake in the original text. The dates are - 45 and 54. 'forty-five' refers 
to the uprising on May 8th 1945 against the French and the massacre of Algerians. 
'Fifty-four' refers to November I st 1954 date of the beginning of the War of 
Independence. 
192 Implying 'a poor and desolate village'. 
193 Common way of relating to people in rural Algeria. 
194 The expression is 'May God bless your parents. ' 
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Ibis is the construction era and in this construction 
We have established socialist equality 
Revolution is marching on and if you're late 
It won't wait for you there is no time wasting 
History is marching on 
We have made history 
And we are not afraid 
My country will be socialist 
My language will be socialism 
My identity will be socialism 
My whole being is socialism 
If you accept it God bless you 
If not bang your head against the walls 
The walls of the socialist villages. 

195 Ile author makes use of a common idiom in this context to stress on 'the socialist 
villages'. 
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iii) Commentga 

Carry On BiNgm was first performed in Algiers on 23 April 1975 at 'Salle de 
l'ONAMO'. 196 At that time Benaissa was in charge of cultural activities - aximateur 
culturel - in SONELEC. These activities were part of SONELEC'S social activities-197 
Carry On BZ115m was also his first major play. Benaissa produced it and played the 

part of Bli'larn with Omar Guendouz in the role of Sekfali. The play has now been 

performed more than 600 times to audiences throughout Algeria as well as in Paris, 

Brussels, Venice and Kuwait. Despite its success both at home and abroad it has never 

won any award for the simple reason that Benaissa was excluded from taking part in 

any of the theatre festivals that take place in Algeria. 

Plot and Structure 

Sekfali, a middle aged man, and BVITin who is younger than him, are travelling 

across the desert towards a socialist city which also happens to be BB'lffm's dream. 
During their journey they are faced with problems and situations which gradually reveal 
each personality and their mutual antagonism. The play starts with a conflict of opinion 
on whether eating snake is 00 (allowed by Islamic law) or not. Since he is not sure, 
Sekfali looks for an answer in the books he is carrying with him in a push-cart but he 
does not find any mention about snakes. As the play develops more conflicts appear 
with the succession of situations generating opposition between the two characters on 
subjects such as history, origins, language, grammar, literature and other aspects of 
social, political and economic life. Thejourney towards the socialist city gets hard and 
the conflicts add more tensions. These lead Sekfali to try to convince BT16m, to return 
but the latter is determined to carry on, hence the title of the play. 135'ram has decided 

to break with his previous life and look towards a new one, towards a better world 
whereas Sekfali who has a passive vision of the world and takes refuge in a reassuring 
conservatism wants to go back. 

Although both characters and the different situations are imaginary they are 

echos of real aspects and characteristics of contemporary Algerian society. Indeed, the 
conflicts represented in the play and the contradictions they reveal exist not only in 
Algeria but in most Arab-Islarnic societies. They are generated by ordinary situations 
which in themselves give more details and clues about the characters as the play 
develops. In fact, both Sekfali and BB'larn are defined as opposed characters right from 

the beginning of the scene entitled 'The Snake'. The play opens with B-51sm, praying 
which means that he is a devout Muslim but a Muslim who will very soon disagree over 

196 Op. Cit. in section Slimane Benaissa's biography, footnote 18 and SONELEC in 
footnote 9. 
197 All national companies have a department of social activities for the workers and 
their families. They include sport, excursions, camping holidays, social games, library, 
music, etc. 
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a problem of a religious nature with his companion Sekfali who is also a Muslim. The 

two travellers have run out of food but a snake appears and BTIEM kills it then cooks it 

and starts to eat. Sekfali refuses to eat and goes through his theology books to see 

whether Islam allows the eating of snake meat. Thus the two characters are defined 

through their attitudes towards an Islamic prohibition on food. Whereas BU'llim 

appears to be a realistic and pragmatic Muslim, Sekfali stands f irm and shows his 

dogmatism and conservatism in choosing to stay hungry. 

The play builds on this antagonism and develops through a building up in a 
series of confrontations and conflicts between Sekfali and BZ'lim. The pattern of the 
following scenes remains the same - mutually opposed attitudes over issues common to 
Algerian society. The conflict shifts to history, language, culture and economics to 
culminate in political antagonism which is the playwright's aim. Sekfali will boast 

about his educated forefathers who sought knowledge (implying theological 
knowledge) and B-51Hin refers to his forefathers who gave up everything and took to the 
maquis to resist the French occupation. B-U'larn has no complex in using French words 
which passed into Algerian while Sekfali objects to this by resorting to classical Arabic. 
One identifies with Arab classics, the other with Algerian traditional poets and singers. 
The climax is reached with one identifying with the bourgeoisie and even feudalism 

and the other with ordinary workers. 

The play is divided into thirteen scenes including the epilogue arranged in three 
acts. Its structure which is based on growing complexity shows a simple progression on 
the surface but it is also planned on an ideological level because the play develops 
ideological conflicts in order to show that it is essentially ideological opposition which 
is the ground for politicaI antagonism between Sekfali and BE'llm. 

Source of the PIU 

I always wanted to write something about two men, one middle- 
aged and the other in his twenties. Perhaps it is the result of the 
psychological relation with my father, a fantastic man who had 
experience in life and who was very open-minded in comparison with 
the majority of men of his generation. 198 

We cannot speculate that Benaissa wanted to create the opposite to his father in 

the character of Sekfali. However, he draws his material from the realities of Algerian 
daily life and from his own experience. The conflicts and the contradictions which 
emerge in the play are inherent ;n Algerian society and may be classified into three 
main areas: religion, nationalism and socialism. 

The religious attitudes and interpretations that are portrayed are varied and 
correspond to those that occur in daily life. In reality, they range from of icial claims fi 

198 Our interview with Slimane Benaissa on 6 January 1987. 
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that Islam is compatible with socialism or even that Islam is in its own way socialism, 
to codes of social behaviour and to prohibitions on certain foods. It is, for instance, 

common to come across people debating whether Islam allows women to make up or 
not, whether it permits interest on loans and deposits. 

Feelings can run high in Algerian society over the nature of the past as 
expressions of bitterness, anger, deception and even remorse can occur at times as to 
who resisted French occupation, who contributed to the armed struggle for 
Independence, who collaborated with the French and who did not feel concerned at all. 
Indeed everybody who suffered destruction of property, exile, torture and imprisonment 

as a result of their participation in the armed struggle feeýangry and bitter when they 
see others reap the fruits of Independence, opportunists take over from the French 
settlers and the genuine revolutionaries - those who really bore the brunt of the war - 
rejected anJforgotten. Paradoxically, those who have not benefited in any way from 
Independence and live in the utmost poverty are those who gave everything and 
sacrificed most lives for Independence - the peasantry. 

Questions of language and culture are related to one of the most critical issues in 

present day Algeria - national identity. This has generated considerable polemics and 
has led to the emergence of Berber movements claiming an Algerian Berber identity. 
ne dispute over language and national identity arise5from several factors which in 

themselves deserve to be the subject of detailed studies. However, the main factor can 
be summarised as fellows. There was for a long time a minority educated in Arabic 

mainly through Koranic schools. It saw itself as the learned 61ite speaking a classical 
language and looked down on the mass of ordinary people who speak the vernacular 
languages - Algerian Arabic and the Berber languages. The impact of French 

occupation in terms of language and culture on Algerian society was very powerful as a 
large number of Algerians have been educated in French and thus use the language 
daily. French is still the language of business and administration. After Independence 
Arabic (literary, modem or standard Arabic) was decreed the official language of the 
state. It began to be taught in education and introduced in some public services such as 
the courts, the post office and the various state registries. Successive governments have 
insisted that Algeria is an Arab-Islamic country and must in order to regain its full 
identity, go back to its Arab-Islamic roots. Ibis, however, denies the Berber origins and 
specific characteristics of the country. The issue is not about Islam, nor is it about 
Arabic, provided it is modernised and adopted to modem times. It is, instead, about 
identity and culture. 

The other major frustration among people comes from a scandalous 
contradiction in the economic and political system. People are told that 'the socialist 
revolution' and all socialist policies that are implemented are for their benefit. Reality 
shows the emergence of a new class of officials and technocrats who, through their 
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positions, have become rich at the expense of the majority. Wrongly planned and badly 
implemented policies, bad management and corruption have led to a serious situation 
resulting in numerous strikes throughout the country and to serious riots in October 
1988. 

Although the characters and the situations described in ! Qarry On BRIgm are 
imaginary, they correspond to the realities of contemporary Algerian society. Sekfali 

and Bli'lim do not exist in reality but they translate common situations and attitudes 
inherent to Algerian Society. Benaissa argues that: "What fascinates me is the conflict 
we live through in Algeria. Creation requires an author to read his society and there is 

no theatre without the expression of the conflicts within a Society. "199 

Function 

The purpose of the play is to show that political conflicts are genemted 
essentially by ideological conflicts. In the end the play reveals the political nature of 
the conflict between Sekfali a bourgeois and a reactionary and BOlam a fervent 

socialist. But to lead the spectator to this conclusion the play gradually exposes the 
ideological conflicts between the two characters starting from the first scene. Benaissa 

explains that: 

In my plays it is always the first scene which sets the level of the 
language, the level of humour and the level of political pre-occupation... 
At the end of this scene the audience should know who the characters 
are, just as they should get used to both the language and the approach:., 
A maximum of communication must be reached at different moments in 
the play. This is why I believe that theatre should clarify or describe 
situations in a critical manner. 2m 

ne first scene presents a familiar situation over food prohibitions. But the 

spectator is unable to opt for either Sekfali's or BINErn's point of view because he 

recognises himself in both characters. The play then follows the same pattern in 

exposing the spectator to other situations which are familiar in their daily life and which 
reflect major concerns on national identity, culture and socialism. The audience is 

gradually and emotionally involved in the conflicts between Sekfali and BUlam and at 
the same time discover their own contradictions. R. Baffet's comment on the play is, in 

this respect, of interest: 

The approach works, emotionally speaking, from the most crucial 
to the less crucial. Thus the audience is more sensitive to the position of 
BIN= and Sekfali in relation to prohibitions on food than to the Gestion 
Socialiste des Entreprises. When the audience has experienced the 
characters at the different vital moments in the play, it will be able to 
understand better their political position at the end of it. If, however, we 
show their political position before we have clarified their ideological 

199 Ibid. 
200 Ibid. 
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behaviour (as the state theatre does), the audience will continue Ao be 
confused, a confusion which a theatre of social criticism aims to 
clarify. 201 

Indeed, in opposition to the state theatre (the TNA and agit-prop) which, like 

many amateur theatre groups discuss political situations and propose, for political 
choices like 'socialism' or 'socialist revolution' or 'struggle against imperialism' which 
in the end are only flat slogans, Benaissa goes deeper. He highlights the ideological 
conflicts and contradictions. He argues that: 

It is no longer a question of operating on a political level. I mean 
that I essentially take an interest in ideological conflicts. In this respect I 
can see three spheres: one with a passive Arab-Islamic tendency - one 
with a very Westernised petite bourgeoisie which is the compromise with 
the western World and a third which is a genuine Algerian ideology - 
simple and based on few things but which at the same time tries to be 
honest and authentic in its rejection of the other two spheres. I use it as a 
frame of reference, for instance, B'U'llm does not exist in society but I 
need this standard ideology to dismantle the other two. MUM is 
abstract but I only use him to dislodge Sekfali who is a traditionalist and 
a reactionary. Even in performance he voluntarily stands aside to make 
room for Sekfali. 202 

Tle play aims to show at one and the same time both the real nature of Sekfali 

and the reasons why Bli'ffin is determined to 'carry on' towards his 'socialist city'. As 

the conflict between the two characters builds up Sekfali is caught out, mainly in scene 
VH (WEDDING) and scene X ('THE DIRECTOR GENERAL') which reveal Sekfali's 

selfishness and the personal interests which hide behind his 'devotion to Islam', his 
'education' and his 'knowledge'. Because of people like Sekfali and because of all the 
wrongs and injustices in society Bu'lHin has decided to leave for a better world. 

One major characteristic of Carry On BUIGm and Benaissa's other plays is the 
fact that the playwright always isolates his characters from the outside world and uses 
confrontation to break their outer shell and gradually reveal their inner self, their inner 
feelings and thoughts, their frustrations and their dreams. Sekfali and BU'llm, for 
instance, are alone in the desert. In Friday, the continuation of Carry On BT15m, 
three young men in a bed-sitter are first confronted with each other then with a woman. 
In A Ship Sank, three men are on board a small broken-down ship in the middle of the 
sea and totally isolated. In all three plays situations are created to trigger off 
confrontation and conflict. The situations are such that there is no intrusion from the 
outside world and the characters are totally isolated. I'hey must thus depend on 
themselves. At the same time, the spectator is also confronted with himself and his own 
contradictions. 

201 Baffet, Roselyne, Tradition Th6fitrale et Modernitý en AlLpirie LHannattan, 
Paris, 1985, pp. 118-119. 
2m Our interview, op. cit. 
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Carry On-BB113m is still very successful in Algeria and among the North 
African immigrant community in France and Belgium. It also won acclaim in Kuwait 

which, because of its socio-political nature, is a good yardstick by which to evaluate the 
suitability for Arab-Muslim audiences elsewhere. Indeed Kuwaiti audiences saw in the 

play the denunciation of religious fanaticism and identified Sekfali with Muslim 
fundamentalism in Iran. 

Language 

Benaissa's language matches his characters well and clearly reflects the nature 
and levels of conflicts and contradictions they experience. It is well adapted to the 
situations depicted and gives them added substance and momentum. Although both 
Sekfali and BT17arn speak 'standard Algerian Arabic'203there are two major differences 
in the way they speak which reveal their social and cultural status and which add 
tension to their conflicts. BTIarn speaks the simple and modest language of the average 
ordinary Algerian whereas Sekfali uses a pompous and arrogant vocabulary borrowing 
words, phrases and proverbs from classical Arabic and Islamic tradition. It is an 
approach typical of the old fashioned elite. In their 'DUEL WITH POETRY' BU'larn 
cites from a wide range of authentic traditional verse and song but Sekfali quotes from 
famous Arab classics like AI-Mutanabbi and AI-Ma'arn. 

Many French words have passed into Algerian and are now used spontaneously 
in ordinary daily life. In making use of them, Benaissa seems to challenge the classical 
language and its purist champions. This is well expressed in the scene called 
'ARABISATION' when Sekfali teaches BB'I' , Zm Arabic: 

Sekfali - Do You know 'B'? 

Bulam - B? No, there is no song that... 

Sekfali -B as in tGb. Rr, baraka. 

BU'17am - LBce Am I 71ra. buliric. 

Sekfali - nat is not Arabic. 

Bu'larn - Why noL? All Ambs have Rw, Lhey all like b7ra 
and they all indulge in buliric. 

Sekfali - God forbid! 

Bu'larn - Nowadays there is less prejudice about such things... 

Sekfali - look, instead of giru you should say mak-tab, maktab, maktab 
and instead of Mirk you should say fiyasa, siY2ISa- 

203 We mean by 'standard Algerian Arabic' a neutral language devoid of regional 
words and phrases. 
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Sekfali - Look, when you say maktab. you pronounce M, K, T and B which 
are Arabic letters therefore you arc speaking Arabic. 

13TEM - Why, when you say 1piru don't you pronounce B and R which 
are Arabic letters? 

Sekfali - They are Arabic consonants but uttered in a foreign language. 

BU'lam - So they are traitors in your view. 

Sekfali - Exactly... they betrayed Arabic and adopted French. 

BT13m - The swines... B and R traitors! You're getting deep, and since I am 
your brother, please teach me Arabic through French and 
French through Arabic so I can learn Kabyle. s4r. 

Mu'l-arn - Master Sekfali, you didn't tell me what you call bira in Arabic. 

Sekfali - May Allah save us from such people. " 

This scene shows clearly Sekfali's narrow mindedness, his prejudice and his 

arrogance towards Algerian Arabic. To him even the word beer is taboo and should not 
be uttered because alcohol is forbidden in Islam. This, however is a fake attitude as his 

utter hypocrisy is later revealed, for instance in 'THE DIRECTOR GENERAL' scene 
where he fantasises about things amongst which some are against the Islamic code of 

conduct like his perverted attitude towards secretaries and his dream to have a statue 
after his death. Furthermore he uses French words which he condemned BU'lam for 

using: 

Sekfali - 7be bureau must be large 

.. I also want a salle de bain because after 
a good bath I like to take a shower... 

I also want a big secretariat. 

All the following words are borrowed from French: bureau ('17iru), salle de 
bain (bathroom), douche (shower) and secretariat. 

It appears that Benaissa, through the linguistic confrontation between Sekfali 

and B? 17am, demystifies classical Arabic as the 'noble and sacred language'204 and 
gives Algerian Arabic a more respectable status. Although his language appears simple 
he has made great efforts to make it work on stage for it is indeed accessible not only to 
Algerian audiences but also to any Arab audience despite the presence of French and 
local words and phrases. Benaissa's ability to communicate in this accessible language 

fi jjP, j5, Jib,. is certainly due to his background and his education. Zfts-men JI Reg 
hftd6been=expoftd sinee his e -J=to=BBerbcr; A-IgerimFA-rabI a 
204 In the sense that classical Arabic is often refer-red to as the language of the Holy 
Koran. 
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dn As mentioned in his biography, he -jr, ngrtainly-dlie= isýbackgwund: and -I... 
had been exposed since his childhood to Berber, Algerian Arabic, and was educated in 

both French and modem Arabic. In fact he has a good command of these languages and 
a good knowledge of their corresponding cultures. 

Performance devices 

With Carry On B5113m. Benaissa has shifted from agit-prop methods to a new 
form which he wants to be simple and accessible to ordinary audiences. He argues that: 

After my experience in Mohamed. Prends Ta Valise [by Kateb 
Yacine], I wanted to try for the last time this form of theatre [; ýIth a play 
on oil], a form in which I did not believe any longer. I could see that this 
form of theatre was somehow defective but I did not know why. It was 
adaptable to collective creation and was very practical but it could not 
solve all the problems. Now I am more concerned about 
communication, about my relationship with the audience. Since I am 
anxious about the audience I must use a language, a code and ways of 
performance that people can understand and do not feel alienated. 205 

Benaissa insists on using all aspects of language and voice such as eloquence, 
diction, rhythm, pace, tone and vocal range. Because of a long standing and deeply 

rooted oral tradition Algerians are, in general, very sensitive to words and to the 
different language registers. Benaissa has chosen to exploit this as he has the right 

experience and material available in his background and his life experience. He 

remembers his father reminding him every time they went to the souk (market) when he 

was still a child: "Remember not to speak the urban way, people will laugh at you. So 

you must speak like them, behave like them... "206 

Sekfali and BU'llm are a good illustration of all these aspects and the actors who 

play these roles go through a wide range of speech delivery. Indeed the entire play is 

essentially based on speech. The acting area is limited as there are hardly any props. In 
fact the sequences where the pan and the push-cart are used could be mimed. Lighting 
is simple and reduced to a few spotlights to mark the beginning and the end of some 
scenes. This flexibility allows Carry On BU115m to be performed in any location. It 

was for this reason that it was able to travel so much at home and abroad and reach so 
many people even in remote areas, like Hassi Messaoud an oil field in southern Algeria. 
Benaissa explains that because: 

Algeria is a huge country and audiences are scattered, it is 
extremely hard to make a tour with a play. One is obliged to create a 
4 guerilla-theatre' to be able to perform anywhere - no set, no props, just 
two or three actors and no technicians back-stage. Everything depends 
on the actor. What remains is language, performance, the level of 
conflict and the rhythm of the play. 2w 

205 Our interview, op. cit. 
206 Ibid. 
m7 Ibid. 
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As a playwright, director and actor Benaissa sees his text in relation to 
performance. He has always played the role of Bu'lam and his acting technique 
borrows from the traditional story-teller (madMý) poets (rhymed verse) and daily life. 
The acting technique he developed for Sekfali projects mainly arrogance and hypocrisy; 
it consists of a wide range of manners and behaviour proper to the traditional Muslim 

clergy, land owners, rich merchants - the old dlite educated in Arabic and old fashioned 
Arabic teachers. 

In general the play develops swiffly and coherently describes ideological 

conflicts and contradictions inherent in Algerian society. They are well translated 
through the conflicts between Sekfali and BTI-am and through expressive use of 
language. It seems, however, that the final scene is rather ambiguous because the 
significance of BTu'l9n reaching the socialist city and getting a job is not clear. Does 
the author mean to imply that Blu'ffin is rewarded for his determination, that the values 
represented by Sekfali are dead and that socialism exists? If such is the case, then the 
play ends with a moralising note which the author claims to avoid. However, this scene 
makes the link with Benaissa's next play Friday and, in this context, makes more sense. 
Indeed, in the latter play, ECu'lEm shares a bed-sitter with two friends and he reveals his 
frustrations and deceptions in his new world. It would then be more appropriate to 
begin Friday with the scene in question and end Carry On BZ11Wm with the death of 
Sekfali and an indication of Blu'ffin continuing his journey towards his socialist city. 
The play would then end with a question mark over Bu'lam's dream world which is to 
be revealed in the next play. 
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CONCLUSION 

The three plays in this study share two major aspects in common: comedy 
through irony and satire together with denunciation and protest. In Palestine Betrayed 
Kateb Yacine aims to show that originally Arabs and Jews lived together in peace as 
good neighbours and friends and that the conflict in Palestine was generated first by the 
two main religions involved - Islam and Judaism - and then developed and increased by 
Zionism, Western powers such as Britain, France and the United States and the betrayal 

of Palestine by some Arab leaders. These factors are criticized and denounced through 

satire in a series of tableaux. The play tackles a problem of international importance 

and breaks through national boundaries to acquire a universal dimension by calling on 
all exploited people to unite and continue the struggle against injustice and imperialism. 

The Story of the Generous PMle is a bitter attack and protest against the 
abuses and the injustices of a corrupt system. The title of the play refers to the 
generosity and the good nature of Alloula's characters who - despite their poverty and 
the problems they encounter in their daily life because of the aberrations of a system 
ruled by incompetence and corruption - care about their work and about society as a 
whole. In this play too, irony and satire are major supports of the different tableaux and 
alternate with the songs which function as comment. The overall tone is optimistic and 
the message seems to be one of hope and faith to the 'generous people', to the ordinary 
Algerian worker, not to give up because there are still ways to beat the system. The 
kind of problems portrayed in this play are in many ways similar to those in other 
developing countries and it seems that The Story of the Generous P would 
appeal to audiences in those countries as it does in Algeria. It would be even more 
successful in developed countries because of its original form and humour. 

Slimane Benaissa has opted for a kind of theatre with a minimum of characters 
and props, thus Carry on BiNlim involves only two protagonists, a push-cart and a few 

other accessories. Benaissa's theatre is different from the other two because he not only 
protests against wrongs in Algerian society but he also challenges a wide spectrum of 
-values and received ideas and brings to the surface the malaise and anxiety of society 
through an approach based on ideology. The conclusions to be drawn are that the 
problems and the contradictions which exist in contemporary Algerian society are of an 
ideological nature and if there is progress to be made it is only by doing away with 
taboos, hypocrisy and conservatism and by assuming one's true national identity, 
history and culture in order to move towards socialism. Here again irony and humour 

prevail. 

It is no coincidence that these three plays -as samples of the three major trends 
in contemporary Algerian theatre - belong to the 'theatre of protest' genre. It is a long- 

standing tradition which goes back to the French occupation of Algeria in the nineteenth 
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century when the nw&6ý and the Karaguz (Theatre of Shadows) changed the nature of 
their material to criticize, condemn or protest against the French occupant and injustice 
he brought. It was a tradition that lasted until independence. 

Throughout its history Algerian theatre has already developed essentially 
through comedy which is a form which seems to be favoured by Algerian audiences. 
The first major play in Algerian Arabic was Joha a comedy written by Allalou and 
produced in 1926. The comic folk hero still finds echo in contemporary Algerian 

theatre, mainly with Kateb Yacine who makes extensive use of the facetiae. The 

traditional Joha always plays tricks on notables or rulers and ridicules them. When 

confronted by the rulers or when in trouble he always finds a solution and comes out on 
top. Joha, like many other folk heroes in other cultures, is a means by which dominated 

people take revenge on the ruling class, a means to release their frustrations, and also a 
weapon of defence against those who exploit them. If the social function of humour, 
irony, satire and laughter is to ridicule, take revenge, demystify or release frustrations, 

as a shared experience for instance, and also as a shared and hidden agreement as 
Bergson suggests, it seems that this is precisely the aim of the three playwrights in this 
study and indeed of most contemporary Algerian theatre. 

As we have seen, modem Algerian theatre developed through different stages. 
It started with improvised sketches by young enthusiasts who had no training in the art 
of the theatre. It then developed through the creation of full length plays until the 
1940s. Later, a new generation with more training took over and produced plays which 
were mainly adaptations of the world repertoire at the 'Opdra d'Alger' from the mid- 
1940s until 1954 when the war of Independence started. During the armed struggle the 
FLN theatre group in exile was not very productive despite its best efforts. After 
Independence in 1962 the 11datre National Algerien, which was very active, produced 
a large number of plays (mainly political) from the world repertoire and very few 

national plays. In the 1960s and 1970s plays were produced through collective writing 
in the regional theatres, essentially through the amateur theatre. \Jhth the exception of 
Ould Abderrahmane Kaki who started his own experiments in Mostaganem much 
earlier, it was only during that period that experimental work took place in search of 
new forms. So far the performing arts which exist in the cultural heritage, particularly 
in the oral tradit ion, have been ignored while Western theatrical forms have been used 
or adapted. 

The three playwrights in this study have benefited a great deal from the previous 
experiences of Algerian theatre as a whole. They have, each in his own way, 
extensively drawn from the Algerian traditional cultural heritage to develop theatre 
forms which are original and highly successful as they also seem to suit public taste and 
identify with their expectations. The art of the madd-ab, in particular, has been and still 
is being thoroughly studied and adapted to the requirements of the modem stage. I'lie 
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revival and development of some traditional performing arts and certain aspects of 
traditional culture such as folk tales and rhymed verse into new forms of theatre has 

proved to be successful and viable not only in Algeria or North Africa but also in the 
Middle East where similar attempts are just as successful or even more so like the 
Palestinian 'Hakawati' theatre group who seem to win more and more acclaim among 
European audiences. 

Kateb Yacine apparently does not wish to modify his approach whereas Slimane 
Benaissa and particularly Abdelkader Alloula still pursue research and experimentation. 
One major area where Kateb Yacine differs from the other two playwrights is language 

which, in his case, is not elaborate enough and rather limited to the ordinary Algerian or 
North African audiences. Benaissa and Alloula, on the other hand, use a language 

which corresponds to the changes and evolution of Algerian society. If, as Benaissa 

says "language acquires the standards of those who speak it"208 then the language 

spoken nowadays by the average Algerian is certainly richer and of a higher standard 
than the language spoken ten or twenty years ago. The influence of French is still felt 
but people are more exposed to modem Arabic through the media, some public services 
and administration and the environment itself - names of streets, different signs, posters. 
This takes place alongside the education system which operates in Arabic. Benaissa 

and Alloula have adapted their language to this change which helps towards a better 

expression of ideas in their plays because, "Colloquial Arabic as we know it is unable 
to carry a discourse which aims at expressing the complexity of society as it exists. One 

must exploit language through all its registers. "209 

Ibis, Alloula and Benaissa certainly do and their language is developing 

towards standard Arabic, the language beyond regional and colloquial boundaries and 

understood by all which makes their plays accessible to Arab audiences outside North 

Africa. 

The fonns developed by the three playwrights are well established and Alloula 

and Benaissa are still exploring new material from the cultural heritage. It is, however, 
interesting to note that most of contemporary Algerian theatre, including the new trends 

studied here, is based on plays involving characters as stereotypes and that, as Benaissa 

remarks' "everybody avoids the thg6tre d personnages= because of the lack of 

competent and well trained actors. "211 It seems that Benaissa overlooks the fact that his 

theatre or stereotype characters in general also require great skill. Furthermore, if 

attempts are made in the direction of developing characters with psychological depth, 

the th, 66tre d personnages may well flourish in the future. 'niis implies that it is rather 

208 Our interview with Benaissa on 12 January, 1988. 
209 Ibid. 
210 Implying - characters with psychological depth. 
211 Our interview, op cit. 

0 
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premature to say that the three trends will remain as they are or even change or give 
way to new forms because there is still potential available. Furthermore, the recent 
dramatic political change towards democracy and a multi-party system means more 
freedom of expression and will certainly contribute to a major development of the arts 
in general and cinemas and theatre in particular. 
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Contes Myst6rieux d'Afrigue du Nord. Maisonneuve et Larose, 
Paris, 1972. 

Sykes, Christopher, Cross Roads To Israel, Bloomington; London. Indiana University 
Press, 1965. 

Tahar, A., La Po6sie Populaire Alg6rienne (Melhun), SNED, Alger, 1975. 

Toualbi, Noureddine. Religion. Rites et Mutations, ENAL, Alger, 1984. 

Vatildotis, Pi., The-History of Egypt, wela eA and Nicolson, London, 1980. 

Victoroff, David, Le Rire et le Risible, PUF, Paris, 1952. 

Vilar, Jean, Le Th6fitre Service Public. 2e Mition, Pra6que du Thdkre, 
Gallimard, Paris, 1985. 
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Williams, Raymond Modern Tragedy, Chatto and Windus, London, 1956. 

Drama From Ibsen To Brecht second revised edition, 
HarmondsworLh, Penguin Books, IM. 

B. Works on Arab and Algerian Theatre 

Abdul Nap, Ada, Les Sources Frangaises du Th6fitre Egyptien, (1870-1939). 
SNED, Alger, 1972. 

Allalou, A. L'Aurore du Thefitre AlOrien Mmoires), CDSH. Oran, 
1982. 

Arnaud4 Jacqueline, La Litterature Maghr6bine de Langue Frangpise, 2 Tomes, 
Publisud, Paris, 1986. (Tome 11 - La Litterature Maphr6bine de 
Langue Franoise - Le Cas de Kateb-Yacine). 

Aziza, Mohamed. Regards sur Le Thefitre Arabe ContemMain. Maison 
Tunisienne de I'Edidon, 1962. 

Karagouze Au Service de I 'Amour, Tunis, 1962. 

Le Theatre et I'IsIaM, Tunis, SNED, Alger, 1970. 

BachetarLi, Mahieddine, Memoires (1919 - 1939), SNED, Alger, 1968. 

Mempires (Tome 11), ENAL, Alger, 1984. 

Badawi, M. M., Modern Arabic Drama in Egypt, Cambridge Univerittý Press. 
1987. 

Earl v Arabic Drama, Cambridge University Press. 1988. 

Baffet, Roselyne, Tradition Th6fitrale Et Modernit6 En Algkrie, LHamamn. 
Pads, 1985. 

Boukrouf, Makhlouf, Maramih 'An AI-Masrah Al- J SNED. Alger, 1982. 

Ddjeux, Jean, D joh'a - Hier Et Au jourd'hui., Edidons Naaman, Sherbrooke, 
Qudbec. Canada, 1978. 

Haddad, Youcef Rachid, Art Du Conteur. Art 
- 
De L'Acteur, ed. Cahiers 1161tre Louvain, 

Louvain La Neuve, 1982. 

Khozai (Al-), Mohamed A., The Development of Early Arabic Drama (1847-1900) 
Longman, London and New York, 1984. 

Khouri (EI), Chakib, Le Thefitre Arabe De L'Absurde ed. A. G. Nizet, Paris, 1978. 

Landau. Jacob M. Studies In The Arab Theatre and _CtinenaPhiladelphia, 
1958. 

Ramdani, Boualem, Al-Masrah Al-jaia"A Bayna-Al-Micff Wa-Al-Hadir, ENAL, 
AJger, 1985. 

Roth, Arlene, Le Theitre Algirien De Langue DialeclWe (1926-1954). 
Maspdro, Paris, 1967. 

Le Theatre Arabe. UNESCO. lmvain, 1969. 
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Sanders, N. K., The Epic-of Gilgamesh, new version, Penguin Classics, 
Harmondsworth, England, 1973. 

Sbouai, Taieb, " La Femme Sauvage" De Kateb Yacine, Arcantbre, Paris, 1985. 

UNESCO, Le Theatre Arabe, UNESCO, Paris, 1969.. 

C. Journals and Periodicals Published in Algeria. 

The following contain mainly play reviews and reports on cultural activities. 

1920 to 1939 

L'Afrique. 

L'Afrique du Nord Illustree. 

L'Algerie. 

La Br6che. 

Le Courrier Nord Africain. 

La DHense. 

La Ddpeche Algdrienne. 

La Depeche Coloniale. 

La Depeche de Constantine. 

La D6peche de, I'Est. 

La Depeche Oranaise. 

L'Echo d'Alger. 

L'Echo de la Presse Musulmane. 

L'Entente. 

L'Ikdam 

La Lutte Sociale. 

L'Opinion Libre. 

Oran R6publicain. 

Le Parlement Algenien. 

La Presse Libre. 

La Presse Nord Africaine. 

Progres. 

Er-Rihala. 

At-Takaddum. 
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La Voix Indigene. 

1939 to 1945 

Alger Rdpublicain. 

La Depýche de Constantine. 

Dernieres Nouvelles. 

Le Messager. % 
Le Parlement Algenen. 

La Quatrieme Republique. 

1945 to 1954 

Ach-Chabab. 

Alger Republicain. 

Alger Soir. 

L'Algerie Libre. 

Derniere Heure. 

L'Echo D'Alger. 

Egalit6 

Le Jeune Musulman. 

Le Joumal d'Alger. 

Liberte. 

La Voix des Jeunes. 

Between 1954 and 1962 there was hardly any activity apart from the 'Troupe du FLN. ' 
which was operating outside Algeria and whose activities were mainly reported in 
L'Action de Tunis and EI-Moudjahid, which was published by the FLN in Tunisfa. 

1962 to 1988 

The following contain a large number of play reviews, articles, and papers on Algerian 
theatre and many interviews with playwrights and people in the theatre. 

Algerie Actualit6. 
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Al-Halqa - TNA. 

Al-Sitar - TNA. 

AN-NASR. 

Ech-Chaab. 

El-Moudjahid. 

Flash - TNA. 

Kalim 

Republique (d'Oran. ) 

Revolution Africaine. 

Promesses. 

L'Unite. 

Voix Multiples. 

D. Journals and Periodicals Published in France 

The following contain essentially publications by Kateb Yacine and articles and papers 
on him. 

Actualite de l'Emigradon. 

Algerien En Europe (L'). 

Annuaire d'Afrique du Nord. 

Cahiers Nord-Africains. 

Esprit. 

Europe. 

Jeune Afrique. 

Lettres Frangaises. 

Lettres Nouvelles (Les). 

Monde (Le). 

Nouvelle Cridque (La). 

Nouvelles Litteraires (Les). 

Nouvel. Observateur (Le). 

Quinzaine, Litt6raire (La). 
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Revue De L'Occident Musulman et de la M6diterran6e. 

Tdmoignage Chr6tien. 

Temps Modemes (Les). 

and 

Action (L') - Tunis. 

E. Kateb Yacine. 

1. - Published Works 

Solilogges, (poems), Imprimerie du Rdvefl B6nois. B6ne, 1946 (out of print). 

Abdelkader ef L'Ind6pendance Alg6rienne, Alger, En Nahda, 1948. (Public lecture delivered 
in Paris on 24th May 1947 at Salle des Soci6t& Savantes). 

Nedjma, (novel), Le Scuil, Paris, 1956. 

Le Cerde des Repr6sailles, (drama, including Le Cadavre Encerck, La 
-Poudre d'Intelligence, and Les Anckres Redoublent-de F&qcW, 

followed by a poem "Le Vautour") Le Seuil, Paris, 1959. 

Le Polygone EtoiW (novel), Le Seuil, Paris, 1966. 

L'Homme Aux Sandales de Caoutchouc (drama) Le Seuil, Paris, 1970. 

L'Oeuvre En Fragments, UnWits littdraires et textes retrouvds, rassembl6s et prdsent6s par 
Jacqueline Amaud), S indbad, Paris, 1986. 

2. - Unpublished Plays* 

Mohamed Prends Ta Valise. 

La Guerre de 2000 Ans. 
.6 

Falistin Maghd5ra. 

Malik Al-Gharb. 

Al-Khubza AI-Murra. 

* We have attended performances of all these plays. 

3- Theses and Dissertations on Kateb 
-Yacine 

Alessandra, Jacques, Le Theatre de Kateb Yacine, 3e cycle212, Nice, 1980. 

212 3e cycle = Doctorat de Troisieme Cycle. 
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Anglais, A. L'Univers th6matique de Kateb Yacine dans Le Cercle des 
Repr6sailles, M�iünise, Montpellier, 1971. 

BeUakhdar, Said. 
3c cycle, Paris VII, Octobre 1980. 

Benachour, Nedjma (Tebbouche), Politigue et Production LiWraire chez Kateb Yacine, 
DM. A., 213 Constandne, 1974. 

Bensetd, Lahouia, Le Champ S6mantique de la Femme dans les Romans de 
Kateb Yacine. DX. A., Oran, 1976. 

Bouchentouf, AbdeWder, 'William Faulkner et Kateb Yacine, Y cycle, Montpellier, 1982. 

Bousaha, Hassen, L'Heritage Culturel Occidental dans L'Oeuvre de Kateb 
Yacine, maitrise, Paris 111,1975. 

La Technique RomanesgUe chez Kateb Yacine, 3e cycle, Paris 
X. Juin 1980. 

Chebani, Abdelkader, Le Substrat Arabo - Ma6r6bin dans Nedima et le Cerde 
des Repr6sailles de Kateb Yacine, 3e cycle, Ter Leam, Bordeaux 
HI, 1976. 

Elias, Marie Maher Al-Charif) Le Thefitre de Kateb Yacine, 3e cycle, Paris 111,1978. 

Couenne Michel, 
Cacn, 1977. 

Grandpierre, Sylviane, Le Thefitre A16rien ContemiRorain. Llexample de Kateb 
Yacine, 3e cycle, Paris X11,1980. 

Gu6naoui, Aomar, Le Theätre A1LY6rien 
-en 

Längue d'Origine: Le Retour ä la 
Halga?, Mdmoire, CET, UCL, Belgique, 1987. 

Matmad, Frie-da Mohamed Prends Ta Valise de Kateb Yacine 
Mablissement du texte), Maltrise, Aix, 1976. 

Le Thefitre Dialectal de Kateb Yacine: 6Wblissement du 
Texte et Traduction, 3t cycle, Aix, Juin 1982. 

Mekld, Dalila, 
D. E. A., Alger, Janvier 1985. 

Nekkouri, Khadidja, Le Mythe des Andfres dans I'Oeuvre de Kateb Yacine. 
Maltrise, Alger 1974. 

Le Discours Mythigue dans le Cerde des Repr6sailles de 
Kateb Yacine, 3c cycle, Aix, 1977. 

Touabtý Fadila (Laouar), La Tradition Orale dans La-Poudre d'Intelligence de 
Kateb Yacine-. Wactualisation et Utilisation de Djhoha, 
D. E. A., Constanfine, 1975. 

Zout&. Latifa, Le Thime de la Colon isation ch ez Feraoun. 
-Kateb. Mammeri. Memmi, Maltrise, Tunis, 1970. 

213 D. E. A. DiplOme d'Etudes Approfondies. 
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F. Works by Abdelkader Alloulal 

1. - Unpublished Plays 

1969 - A]-'Alae. 

1970 - Al-Khubza. 

1972 - Homq Salim, (Adapted from Gogol's Diary of a Mad Man . 
1973 - AI-Mayda (Written with the actors of the 'Th8tre R6gional d'Oran'). 

1974 - Al-Mant7u i (Written with the actors of the 'Tb6ftre R6gional d'Oran'). 

1975 - HamTTia 

Mt Ya'lkul Mt (Written with Benmohamed). 

1980 - M-AgyEal. 

1984 - AI-AINN75d. 

1989 - Al-Littram. 

2. - T. V. Scripts 

1972 - go-rine, directed by Mohamed Ifdcýne - Radio T616vision Alg6rienne (RTA). 

1982 - Jalti, directed by Mohamed Ifficene - Radio T616vision Alg6rienne (RTA). 

G. - Plays by Slimane Benaissa - Unpublished 2 

1969 - Translation and adaptation of Kateb Yacine's La Poudre d'Intelligence into 
Algerian Arabic. 

- La femme AlOrienne (Collective creation with 'Th6atre et Culture"). 

- AI-Shalb. AI-Shalb. 

1971 - La Situation Economigue en Algirie. 

1975 - EVIgm Ed Al-Guddim. 

1977 - Y"um A]-Jamla Kharju Rfam 

- AI-MahCur (Based on Andrei Makainok's The 111-Treated ApmtI 

1982 - Preliminary Version of M-ur Ghraq. 

1983 - Final Version of BaKu'r Ghmq. 
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2 We have seen both films and attended performances of all plays except Lat 
Situation-Economigue en Alg&iý and Al-Littram. 
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. .0 SCENE VIII LE DUEL DE POESIE 
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Boualq; n se 1bve presque en oomnabule et sladresse directement au public. 
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Nous sommee sales I cause de vous. 
Vous ches propres gr. Ace I nous. 
Mais il viendra un jour, on fera la, lessive. 
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Boualem ecras6 sous le poids de Sekfali slicroule, tombe I genoux. 
Sekfali reste assis sur lea 6paules de Boualem. 
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En ombre Chinolse Boualem fait sa prilre sur une musique itouide 
de Muedzan .... 11 fluit sa priýreo a avance vers I avant-scý. ne. 
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